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£44.95 now £17.50
BY H. E. BATES

PERFICK!  See page 10
BY CATHERINE COOKSON

See page 13

and the Team (plus
cats and whippet)

SSSSSignedignedignedignedigned
BY THE

AUTHOR

£25 now £12 page 12£20 now £10 page 14 £20 now £11 page 16 £16.99 now £8 page 20

A modern retelling of an
ancient Chinese poem.

78 very large colourful pages,
29.2 x 29.4cm.

£30 NOW £15.  See page 10

“      Lavish illustrations
 elevate this adaptation

of a classic.”
- Kirkus Reviews

£19.99 now £11 page 4

TOY SHOP

See page 11

Puppets, teddy
bear, dolls
and games.

More Savings on
a SET OF 5!

£33.96 now £15

More Savings on
a SET OF 4!

£16.99 now £7 page 12

Sometimes we branch out beyond BOOKS and add a 500 piece jigsaw puzzle with 800
crystals, classic tarot deck and another Bob Dylan vinyl album to collect or a

phenomenal celestial marble endpapers and illuminated maps from the publishers
Thames & and Hudson.  A toy shop of teddy and dollies and ping-pong and puppets,
crafts with colourful tiny pegs and diamond pebbles and a slingshot aeroplane, kitty

cat wrapping paper and thank you notes.

For summer, try out novel series to collect from famous names like Catherine Cookson,
Margaret Drabble, Josephine Cox, Bernard Cornwell, H.E. Bates, Rosamunde Pilcher, Danielle

Steel and the Cazalet Chronicles series from Elizabeth Jane Howard, modern fiction from
Jodi Picoult and from the Bridgerton writer Julia Quinn, the rollicking Smythe-Smiths

ser ies .

There is a Book Club Quiz Book and a cat puzzle book, David Sedaris talking pretty, a
Book of Knots, Native Americans, The History of Magic, Victoria Wood’s magical comedy

scripts and Nomads and memoirs from Elizabeth Bowen, Patricia Highsmith, The
Novotny Papers and lawyers making legal history.

In-house video reviews for our YouTube channel of over 2000 BOOKS have new additions
this month including Julia Margaret Cameron photography, the Illustrated History of

Revolvers and Pistols, 100 Churches and the Digital Female Nude among them.

For gentler pursuits there is a Spotter’s Guide to Countryside Mysteries, An Opera
Miscellany, The Gentle Art of Quilt Making, The Complete Language of Flowers and the

Illustrated Book of Songs, and not forgetting Stop Snoring The Easy Way and Farts
Aren’t Invisible!

Our usual eclectic mix for all booklovers,
we wish you Happy Reading.

NATURE
Some birds are poets and sing all summer.

- Henry David Thoreau

HISTORICAL BIOGRAPHY
Whatever a man’s age, he can reduce it

several years by putting a bright-coloured
flower in his button-hole.

- Mark Twain, The American Claimant

NEW AGE AND OCCULT
It’s a terrible thing for a man when his

woman gangs up on him wi’ a toad.
- Terry Pratchett, A Hat Full of Sky

MISCELLANY
Quality Stationery Items & Gift Ideas

94683 QUILL PEN GIFT SET WITH PEN
STAND AND THREE NIBS: PEACOCK DESIGN
by 1502 World Map Series

Another retro quality gift item, a genuine Peacock
feather quill pen with a beautiful wide feather, antique

silver look decorated in filigree flowers on the barrel and
stainless steel nib.  The pen measures 21cm from tip to

nib.  For
experts, all
beginners in
calligraphy

and
beautiful

handwriting,
the set
includes

three extra
nibs of

different
widths and

94805 ANSWERS
FROM HEAVEN
by Theresa Cheung and
Claire Broad
‘Incredible True Stories of
Heavenly Encounters and
the Afterlife’, the book is co-
written with the medium
Claire Broad.  Together
they share fascinating true
stories of ordinary people
who have experienced direct
communication from the
spirit world, and those who
have received proof of
survival through a reading
with Claire.  As well as
examining the ways in

CONTINUED OVER PAGE CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7 CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

94679 TREE-
SPOTTING: A Simple
Guide to Britain’s
Trees
by Ros and Nell
Bennett
A charming walk through
the hidden secrets of each
of the 56 British species of
trees by botanist and
ecologist Ros Bennett.  The
mother and daughter team
burrow into blossoms and
berries, the chemistry of
plants, the importance of
fungi, the history of Britain’s
forests, why trees and

94709 NELLIE: The
Life and Loves of a
Diva
by Robert Wainwright
‘Wainwright tells the story of
the girl with the incredible
voice who, by sheer force
of her personality and
power of her decibels, took
the operatic world by storm
and managed to escape
from her violent husband.’ -
Daily Mail.  This delightfully
revisionist biography of
Dame Nellie Melba rescues
her from fusty Victorianism
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Nature
94679 TREE-SPOTTING
cont... 94744 SPOTTER’S

GUIDE TO
COUNTRYSIDE
MYSTERIES
by John Wright
From piddocks and
lynchets to Witch’s
Broom, this book was
voted the Best Nature
Book of 2021 by
Countryfile.  Beautifully
illustrated, practical and
entertaining, one of
Britain’s best-known
naturalists John Wright
introduces us to the
natural and unnatural
mysteries of the
countryside.  He gives us
the tools to identify
Robin’s Pincushion, Dew
ponds and Hollow Ways,
to find a flower with
black pollen rather than
yellow, stranded ponds
on grassy hilltops or even
pottering on our own
back garden encountering
things that make us stop
and wonder.  John
reveals the histories and
practicalities of those that
are man-made and the
astounding and intricate
lives of the natural
mysteries as he
illuminates the oddities
that pepper our
landscape.  Funny
whimsical observations
and dozens of colour
photographs throughout,
the book is organised by
the field, the wood and
the seashore.  240
beautiful pages.
£16.99 NOW £6.99

94734 BIRDS,
BEASTS AND BEDLAM
by Derek Gow
Dubbed the ‘Radical
Rewilder’ by The Times,
Gow’s book is sub-titled
‘Turning My Farm into
An Ark For Lost
Species’.  He recounts
how he raised a sofa-
loving wild boar piglet,
transported a raging bison
bull across the UK, got
bitten by a Scottish
wildcat, and restored the
ancient white stork to the
Knepp Estate with Charlie
Burrell and Isabella Tree.

After a Shetland ewe captured young Derek’s heart, he
grew up to become a farmer with a passion for ancient
breeds, but when he realised how many of our species
were close to extinction, even on his own land, he tore
up his traditional Devon farm and transformed it into a
rewilding haven for beavers, water voles, lynx,
wildcats, harvest mice and more.  The story of his
amazing work at Broadwoodwidger is highly entertaining
and inspiring as tells his riotous adventures rescuing
threatened species and he really knows how to get
things done.  200pp, line art.
£20 NOW £6

94657 FOOTPRINTS:
In Search of Future
Fossils
by David Farrier
A profound meditation on
climate change and the
Anthropocene and an
urgent search for the fossil
- industrial, chemical,
geological - that humans
are leaving behind.  Farrier
explores what traces we
will leave in the very deep
future, from long-lived
materials like plastic and
nuclear waste, to the 50

million kilometres of roads spanning the planet.  In
modern times we have created numerous objects and
landscapes with a potential to endure through deep time.
Our carbon could linger on the atmosphere for 100,000
years, and the remains of our cities will still exist millions
of years from now as a layer in the rock.  These future
fossils have the potential to tell remarkable stories about
how we lived in the 21st century.  Through literature,
art and science, the book invites us to think about how
we will be remembered by our distant descendants.
Travelling from the Baltic Sea to the Great Barrier Reef,
and from an ice core laboratory in Tasmania to
Shanghai, one of the world’s biggest cities, fossilised
remains will speak of life rather than death.  Even the
contents of our sandwiches will tell a story.  60 billion
chickens are killed for human consumption each year and
in the future, fossilised chicken bones will be present on
every continent within a layer in the geological strata, as
a testimony to the intrusion of human appetites in the
geological record.  ‘In my search for future fossils, I look
to the air, the oceans, and the rock, from a bubble of ice
drawn from the heart of Antarctica to a tomb for
radioactive waste deep beneath the Finnish bedrock.’
307pp.
£16.99 NOW £6

94733 BARN CLUB
by Robert Somerville
Sub-titled ‘A Tale of
Forgotten Elm Trees,
Traditional Craft and
Community Spirit’ the
book calls on us to discover
our landscapes more
intimately.  When
renowned craftsman
Robert Somerville moved
to Hertfordshire he
discovered the unexpected
rich landscape with wildlife
and elm trees, and this
wooded farmland inspired
him as a life-long
woodworker to revive the

ancient tradition of hand-raising barns.  The book follows
the building of Carley Barn over the course of one year.
Volunteers from all walks of life joined in, inspired to
learn the ancient skill of building elm barns by hand, at
its own quiet pace and in the company of others, while
using timber from the local woods.  The opening chapter
reads like a prose poem: ‘Immediately, in the absence of
machine noise, you can hear what is going on as well as
see it. You can hear background birdsong or the soughing
of the wind in the branches of trees overhead as you
work... A craft is more than a hobby or a trade, it is a
way of giving life to things.’  ‘A bond developed
between people born of goodwill, without the need for
an economic contract.’  In the words of Kate Humble ‘A
joyful reminder of why nature, being outside, being
together and creating beauty is so good for the soul.’
260pp, wonderful line art such as sawing a tenon’s
shoulder and making mortice lines using dividers plus 16
pages of colour photos and an etching.
£20 NOW £6

94741 OUR WILD
FARMING LIFE
by Lynn Cassells and
Sandra Baer
Sub-titled ‘Adventures on
A Scottish Highland Croft’,
this is the enthralling true
story of Lynbreck Croft, a
regenerative Scottish farm
rooted in local food and
community.  And it is the
dream of two women in
search of a new, wilder
existence.  Lynn and
Sandra left friends, family
and jobs in England and
travelled to Scotland to
find a small piece of land

they could call their own. With no money, plan or
farming experience, they thought they would keep a
few chickens, a kitchen garden and rent out some
camping space.  Instead they fell in love with Lynbreck
Croft, 150 acres of wild Scottish Highlands, filled with
opportunity and beauty, shrouded by the Cairngorm
mountains.  The intrepid pair embarked on restoring the
ancient crofter buildings, creating a kitchen garden as
well as taking on livestock for the first time.  They
began to understand what being farmers really means as
they watch their hens form a pecking order, while
Ronnie, a shy, scraggy heifer, became the leader of their
Highland cattle.  The women become part of the crofting
community and see how farming in harmony with
nature and people around them made them a dream life
on the land.  Often funny, the two women met as
rangers for the National Trust.  212pp, eight pages of
colour photos and endorsed by Kate Humble as an
‘inspiring story of two courageous women.’
£18.99 NOW £6.50

94353 CORAL:
Something Rich
and Strange
by Marion Endt-
Jones
A beautiful quality
Liverpool University
Press publication
produced to coincide
with the eponymous
exhibition at
Manchester Museum,
but exceeding it in
scope and content.  It
examines the enduring

fascination with coral as a material, symbol and
inspiration for artists, cultures and societies across the
centuries, its geological and architectural significance,
its religious iconography, its magical and medical
properties, its decorative appeal, and its sensitivity
to climate change and pollution. Coral’s blood red
colour and its capacity for transformation and
renewal became in Christianity a symbol for the
passion and resurrection of Christ.  While the religious
symbolism reached its peak in the late Middle Ages
and early Renaissance, vernacular beliefs in its
apotropaic and
therapeutic
properties
survived for
centuries to come.
Even today one
can find keychains
and small lucky
charms with red
cornetti dangling
from them.
Administered
crushed and
diluted in wine,
coral was also said
to stop blood flow and alleviate diseases.  Scattered
across fields with seeds or hung between branches of
fruit trees, coral was supposed to guarantee a
plentiful harvest and protection from storms.  Coral
has been used to craft decorative items and
curiosities for ‘wonder chambers’ and thus began
Aquarium mania.  Marine organisms such as coral
were not only fished out of the water and examined
as pallid, stiff skeletons, but also observed as living
beings in their natural habitat under water.  In its
natural state, in botanical illustrations, in artworks, in
cabinets of curiosity, in collages, plus dozens of
artworks and posters and exhibition items beautifully
photographed against a bright white background, this
large softback of 160pp measures 27.4 x 21.6cm.
£19.99 NOW £7.50

94526 STEVE MCCURRY ANIMALS
by Steve McCurry and Reuel Golden
In Animals, we discover a different side to the famed photographer who skillfully
explores animals’ complex relationship with humans and the environment.
Tenderness abounds, particularly in scenes of unkempt street dogs sleeping
contentedly next to a human.  But there’s also a kind of essential solitude, with
animals belonging to no one and simply wandering through life with only their
survival instincts to guide them.  See the goat balanced on his owner’s back, a wild
horse at dawn beside a
lake-filled canyon,
family pets and cheeky
otters and chimps, a
beautiful Arabian
woman in Dubai with
her hawk, an Ethiopian
tribe dancing with the
dog and a Tibetan
monk holding his goose.
We witness camels
caught in the crossfire
during the first Gulf
War, a shepherd from
Northern Pakistan
tenderly feeding his
goats, Beverly Hills
designer dogs, racehorses on a Hong Kong rooftop, elephants in Thailand and more
images selected by ace photographer Steve McCurry from his vast archives.  From
an elephant resting with his master to a dog led through the rubbles of Kabul, these
images by Steve McCurry tell a thousand stories, each a touching tribute to the
creatures who share our planet. The photographer presents his favourite shots of
animals in this collection ranging from many images from Afghanistan, Asia to
South America, the United States to Europe. This kaleidoscopic collection is at once
a beautiful travelogue and a touching tribute to the creatures who share our planet.
Compact 14 x 19.5 cm, 192 pages, stunning colour.  New from Taschen.
ONLY £15

Not all birds are
songbirds in the

traditional
sense, though
each possesses

its own
distinctive

music.

MORE ON PAGE 4

forests are important before
looking at identification
using leaves, twigs and
buds.  Part three looks
at species profiles of
Britain’s 52 mostly
native trees from the
conifers and broadleaf
trees like the Scots pine
and yew, box and crab-
apple, buckthorns, elms,
beech, oaks, hazels and
hornbeams, wild privet,
holly and elder.
Daughter Nell’s exquisite
illustrations help identify
each tree simply and
confidently, and they
are exquisitely detailed
artworks in themselves.
With tables and
diagrams and families, in
beautiful clear layout,
the book will bring you
closer to the natural
world around you.
302pp, illus.
£14.99 NOW £6.50

94681 WILD AIR: In
Search of Birdsong
by James McDonald
Lockhart
Sit still and listen, and
open this enchanting
book about birds,
birdsong and the
countryside from the
critically acclaimed
author of Raptor.
Lockhart sets out to write
about a series of birds
from a nightjar’s strange
churring song on a heath
in the south of England,
to a lapwing displaying
over the machair in the
Outer Hebrides.  He
writes about eight
different and fascinating
birds in a journey
inspired by a story his
granny told him of how
she used to relay the
songs of birds to her
increasingly deaf father,
the famous naturalist
Seton Gordon.  The
eight species are all
representative of a
different habitat.
Nightjars on a lowland

heath; shearwaters on a mountain overlooking the sea,
dippers on a river; skylarks in farmland; ravens in
woodland; divers on a loch; lapwings on the coast; and
nightingales in dense scrub.  Not all of the birds are
songbirds in the traditional sense, although each
possesses its own distinctive musical voice which can
vary from the strange to the joyous - the weird
gurgling sound of a shearwater in its burrow to the
exuberance of the skylark’s song.  Each is an audible
introduction to the birds and the places where they are
found.  Poetry, folklore and natural history are woven
into the mix and a dipper’s stream is painted as vividly
as the songbird itself giving a clear sense of the cold
running water and mossy banks.  342pp, line art.
£18.99 NOW £6.50
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94731 UNDERGROUND
RAILWAYS OF THE
WORLD: Amazing and
Extraordinary Facts
by Stephen Halliday
At the time of writing, over
200 underground railways
are in service or under
construction and here are
the technical challenges they
faced and the colourful
personalities involved in
their stories.  In January
1863, London’s Metropolitan

Railway, running from Paddington to Farringdon,
became the world’s first underground railway.
Budapest and Glasgow followed London in 1896 and in
1900 Paris added its Métro.  Another 10 cities joined
the underground club by 1939, many only a few
kilometres in length with some tracks above ground.  Since
2001, 79 underground railways have entered service, mostly
in Asia with Chinese cities leading the way, in particular
Beijing and Shanghai with its 420 miles of track, with both
approaching four billion passengers a year.  The deepest
station is in St Petersburg at 86 metres or 282ft below ground
built in the 1950s.  From Auckland and Berlin’s U-Bahn,
Buenos Aires, the Chicago ‘L’, Crossrail, the Madrid Metro,
we travel to Mexico City, Moscow, the New York subway,
Pyong Yang, Stockholm, and Vienna, absorbing stories and
trivia from innovative engineers and corrupt politicians,
earthquakes and morning rush hours to great successes and
terrible tragedies.  With tales of secret networks and nuclear
shelters, Art Nouveau and woolly mammoths, we delve
deep underground.  144pp, well illus. with photos and line art.
ONLY £9.99

94732 WALES: Amazing and
Extraordinary Facts by Alison Jenkins
Archaeology, architecture, culture and customs,
national costume, national parks, movers and
shakers, art, literature and language,
celebrities, Tom Jones’s telephone box, black
gold and industry, fun and games and weird
sports like snorkelling which saved a Victorian
spa town and the great Orme Tramway where
day trippers share their journey with a coffin,
to the Welsh lad Arthur Linton (1868-1896) who
got on his bike and became the Champion
Cyclist of the World.  Wales is a small country
but one with a rich and varied history despite

its size with contributions and a passion for song, poetry, sport, food, fun
and humour, an ancient land of myths and legend and curious traditions.
Discover how Welsh pioneers changed the world, powered flight, and all
about the world’s first industrialised nation with its prehistoric copper
mines to the black gold that fuelled the Industrial Revolution.  Facts to
amuse and intrigue.  144pp, well illus.
ONLY £9.99

94722 KINGS AND QUEENS: Amazing
and Extraordinary Facts
by Malcolm Day
Which flamboyant king enjoyed wearing
pink high heels?  Which English Queen had
17 pregnancies but failed to produce an heir?
From how Trojan Brutus may have been
Britain’s first king, the legendary Celtic
founder of Bath Bladud who made Britain’s
first laws, holy wars and Boudicca, find out
if Constantine the Great had a British
grandfather, Arthur’s role in a Somerset
zodiac, and if the mystery of Sutton Hoo
was this the state funeral of the Anglo
Saxon King Redwald.  Hadrian’s Wall,

Scottish monarchy, Alfred the Great, Eadwig the Lustful, Wessex pride,
William ‘Rufus’ gets his comeuppance, uncrowned Queen Matilda
mothers the Plantagenet dynasty, Henry II and his turbulent priest,
King John, Edward I, Robert the Bruce, Edward III, Richard II, the
murky rise of the House of Lancaster, Henry VI more monk than king,
did Richard III really deserve his evil image?  England’s nine-day
queen, brave Queen Elizabeth, Charles I and II, Mary distraught at having to marry unattractive William, the
Georges and how sober William IV was a welcome relief, Victoria and beyond up to Elizabeth II, every king
and queen of England is included, except for the young prince in the tower.  144pp, line art.
ONLY £9.99

94716 CATHEDRALS AND ABBEYS: Amazing and Extraordinary Facts
by Stephen Halliday
Great Britain and Ireland are particularly well endowed with cathedrals and abbeys
and it is estimated that there were almost 1,000 built during the Middle Ages.  When
Cromwell closed the majority of them during the dissolution
of the monasteries, many were left in ruins, plundered or
survived because their local communities adopted them as
parish churches.  The outstanding example is St Albans
which begins this beautifully illustrated collection.  We go to
Bath Abbey, Belfast, Birmingham, Bristol, Canterbury,
Chelmsford, Chester, Chichester, Coventry, St Davids,
Durham, Ely, Exeter, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Glastonbury,
Gloucester, Hereford, Leicester, Lincoln, Liverpool,
Manchester, Newcastle, Norwich, Oxford, St Patrick’s
Dublin, St Paul’s, Peterborough, Rochester, Salisbury,
Southwark, Southwell Minster, Tewkesbury Abbey, Truro,

Wells, Westminster Abbey, Winchester, Worcester to York Minster with a bolt of lightning and walls of glass and it
rebellious
Yorkshireman.
Discover tales of an
English pope, a
martyred archbishop,
secrets and
troublesome spies,
stained glass wonders
and castle-cathedrals,
famous memorials and
spectacular architectural
feats in a rich heritage
and fascinating
collection.  144 well
illustrated pages.
ONLY £9.99

94718 GHOSTS:
Amazing and
Extraordinary Facts
by Malcolm Day
Spook, ghost, wraith,
phantom, spectre - what do
they all mean?  Are they all
synonyms and is there a
whole parallel universe out
there made up of these
entities?  Since the world
began, the human race has
entertained ideas of the
dead returning to haunt or

guide the living and every civilisation is said to have a
belief in spirits and today countless examples are found
among the indigenous cultures of North and South
America, Asia, Africa, and Australasia.  Our forebears in
the classical traditions of Greece and Rome paid heed to
ghostly machinations.  Homer described Hades as a
place filled with shadowy ghouls that cry out beseeching
the living for libations of freshly spilled blood.
Battlefields were littered with spirits of the dead.  Those
who ferry across the Styx in Charon’s boat would see
shoals of dead souls swarming about the in the Aeneid.
Seers, oracles, mediums and séances, haunted houses,
headless Anne Boleyn in Bloody Tower, spooks at
Hampton Court, poltergeists, apparitions at Versailles,
phantom monks, displaced coffins, photographic
evidence of ghosts, sightings in hotels and restaurants,
workplaces and wars.  Read of poets like Robert Graves
glimpsing the walking dead, nighttime apparitions at
Avebury, a ghost town in Arizona, Flight 401 to Miami
and the crash in the Everglades, the phantom Lancaster
bomber and phantoms of the stage, Shakespeare, Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle and spiritualism, ghost books and
films, the wail of the banshee and ghost hunting.

Whether you want to explore the disappearances surrounding the Bermuda Triangle or uncover the ghostly goings-
on in the Mary Celeste, here are spine-tingling stories of ghosts past and present and unexplained events worldwide.
144 well illustrated pages, woodcut illus.
ONLY £9.99

94719 GREAT BRITAIN: Amazing and Extraordinary Facts
by Stephen Halliday
Was the Méthode Champenoise really invented by a Gloucestershire country doctor
whose main interest was in making glass bottles strong enough to contain sparkling
wine?  Was the kilt really invented by an English Quaker
for the convenience of his Scottish charcoal burners?  Why
did Oliver Williams, Lord Protector, call himself Oliver
Cromwell?  Why was Winston Churchill with all his other
responsibilities in World War Two really concerned with
Britain’s last witchcraft trial?  What was Adolf Hitler’s
brother doing in Liverpool before World War One?  Why
was it once fatal to impersonate a Chelsea Pensioner?
Discover how taxation on windows coined the expression ‘daylight robbery’,
extraordinary places like an underground church, royalty, murder, Shakespeare, food
and drink, cleaning your teeth with sugar, our love affair with teeth, government,

politics, money and the law, diseases and prisons and extraordinary Britons like Arthur Ransome the children’s
author or ‘dangerous Bolshevik’.  Read on.  144pp.  First published by David & Charles in 2011 and reprinted many
times.  Well illus. with line art and photos.
ONLY £9.99

94720 IRELAND: Amazing and Extraordinary Facts
by Sarah Elliott
Where is Ireland’s answer to the Taj Mahal?  What is the world’s longest
running chat show?  Who was the first woman to be elected to the House
of Commons?  Embracing legends and folklore, wonderful wordsmiths, giant steps
to baby steps, the Emerald Isle has naturally preserved bog men, produced
leprechauns, the Irish wolfhound, the Holy Trinity and its importance in the spread of
Christianity, the Book of Kells, Waterford crystal, Irish stout, RMS Titanic, Gaelic
football, and the National Ploughing Championships, the Rose of Tralee, bridges over
the Liffey, Cork and the Model T Ford to the Riverdance phenomenon.  Here are
insights into the many characters, legends, laws and inventions that have shaped a
nation.  144pp, woodcut and other illus.
ONLY £9.99

AMAZING AND EXTRAORDINARY FACTS First published by David & Charles so
quality is assured. The Amazing and Extraordinary Facts series presents interesting,
surprising and little-known facts and stories about a wide range of topics which are

guaranteed to inform, absorb and entertain in equal measure.  Full price publications.

KING GEORGE V  could often
be seen to enjoy taking the
helm aboard his favourite
royal yacht, Britannia.  He

was the first king to
broadcast a Christmas

message in 1932.

Which famous
abbey is unusual
in being a royal

peculiar?
Who was the black

santa?

One of the
more

sensational
cases of

poltergeist
activity is

the
Drummer of
Tedworth in

Wiltshire.

What have
Charles Dickens

and fish and chips
got in common?

94721 JANE AUSTEN: Amazing and Extraordinary Facts
by Henrietta Heald
George and Cassandra Austen came from markedly different backgrounds so social
class and the tensions it can cause played a part in Jane Austen’s life even before her
birth in 1775.  George possessed ‘a most exquisite taste in every species of literature’.
Here are extraordinary aspects of Austen’s life, work and legacy in this collection of
stories and trivia from her unassuming family
origins, secret life and loves, and intriguing tales
behind the literary and screen adaptations of her
works.  Covers the Austen family’s long tenure
at Steventon until the Rectory was finally
destroyed by floods, Jane’s juvenile parody
History of England, the lifelong attachment
between sisters Jane and Cassandra, notorious
cousin Eliza, the Tom Lefroy affair and a foretaste of Pride and Prejudice, problems

with publishers, Jane’s ‘marriage’, gold chains and topaz crosses as gifts from a little brother, Jane’s aunt put in prison
for theft and shocking news of the move to Bath.  A close confidante falls from her horse and suddenly dies, the
Austen brothers avert a financial crisis, the final move to Chawton, Mansfield Park pioneers the theme of
meritocracy, John Murray publishes Emma which has considerable impact with Scott’s adulatory review, here are
insights into her remarkable novels and their characters, the changing reception to the novels over the years and her
sweeping legacy today.  A fascinating collection, 144pp, well illustrated with photos and line art.
ONLY £9.99

94727 SCOTLAND: Amazing and Extraordinary Facts
by Douglas Skelton
We begin with culture and the beginnings of the clan system, how the Scots have been
led into battle by bagpipes, the tartan myth, the Gaelic language, cattle driving in the
Highlands as we go on to makers of history, the real Macbeth, the King who helped
create Scotland Malcolm III, Robert the Bruce its most famous monarch, the Normans
who ruled the country, the tragedy of Mary Queen of Scots, the African adventures of
Mary Slessor.  In food and drink we meet Robert Burns, moonshiners, Heather Ale.
There is Scotland at war with the death of kings, the building of the Caledonian Canal,
planes, trains and rocket science, curling and jousting, cricket and football and tales
from the dark side like the Dundee killer’s final confession.  Scottish history has been
called ‘the long brawl’ with its clan wars, family feuds and invasions and this book
explores the culture surrounding the many characters, food, sporting heritage and
murder most foul in a concoction of trivia and stories.  144pp, woodcut illus.
ONLY £9.99

What Austen novel did
Churchill read to assist his
recovery from pneumonia

in World War II?

Was a wife killer in Dundee really Jack the Ripper? MORE FACTS ON PAGE 5
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94485 NATURE OF
SEX: The Ins & Outs
of Mating in The
Animal Kingdom
by Dr Carin Bondar
‘Racy in tone, and full of
the sort of lurid detail
with which you can
reduce a dinner party to
silence’, here are the ins
and outs of mating in the
animal kingdom in a
brilliantly engaging guide
to the reproductive
habits of all creatures
great and small.  In
terms of its biological
definition, sex is the

meeting of sex cells from males and females in order to
create offspring.  Is sex about companionship, love,
passion, procreation?  The answer is all of the above
and none of the above, depending on a plethora of
biological and ecological factors.  Have you ever
wondered how human sex compares to that of other
beasts?  It’s far from merely inserting part A into slot B
- the sex lives of our animal cousins are fiendishly
difficult, infinitely varied and often violent.  They
involve razor-sharp penises, murderous cannibals, and
chemical warfare in an epic battle between the sexes.
Try having to do it while being hunted down by
predators, against a backdrop of unpredictable or life-
threatening conditions.  Then sperm and eggs must
successfully meet.  Can you imagine doing this when
your partner is intent on killing you or when other
disgruntled singles are determined to throw you off
your game?  The next task is to ensure that the
resulting offspring reaches sexual maturity in order to
keep the cycle going and the myriad ways in which
this is accomplished are ingenious.  Read about the
male who has to rip off his own penis and spear it into
a female’s genital opening before she rips his head off.
It’s a tough world out there, so sit back and get ready
for the titillating, exhilarating, horrifying, disgusting,
alluring and wonderful world that is the nature of sex.
377pp.
£20 NOW £6

94842 ANIMALS:
Wild Britain
by Reader’s Digest
Covering all vertebrate
animals apart from birds
that live wild on land in
Britain, and including all
four-legged animals,
snakes and a slow-worm
as well as seals, the land
animals described in this
book belong to three
major groups:
amphibians, reptiles or
mammals.  The main
part of the book features
more than 70 wild land
animals, species by
species, their habitats,
lifespan, size, life
expectancy and how
they are related to their
surroundings.  To help

you understand how an animal’s observed behaviour is
linked to its body structure and lifestyle, pages 8 to 25
outline some of the reasons why animals feed, breed
and behave in different ways, and distribution maps
are given for each wild species, coloured maroon on
the map.  Covers skin whether waterproof, furry,
breathable, changing colour, a new summer coat or a
specially developed under fur and structure such as
four limbs of flippers like the seal or as wings like the
bat, long or short necks, feet with two toes or legs that
spread sideways like the lizard.  From adders and
badgers to voles and weasels, you will find fascinating
facts on where they breed, feed and how to identify
each creature in their natural environment which
greatly enhances any outdoor experience.  All superbly
illustrated and with detailed artworks showing how to
distinguish between species and special features
covering animal centres and recognising tracks and
other signs of animal activity.  256pp, 15 x 14cm,
softback packed with colour.
£7.99 NOW £4.50
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94813 COMPLETE LANGUAGE OF
FLOWERS  by S. Theresa Dietz
The complete definitive encyclopaedia is now
available for the first time in large softback,
and Bibliophile is the first to acquire copies.  It
provides meanings, powers, facts and folklore
for over 1,001 flower species organised by
both scientific and common names, along with
a beautiful colour visual depiction.  The
characteristics, historic meanings and powers
from mythology, medieval legends, folklore
and flower poetry, symbolic flower meanings
have fascinated readers, writers, poets and
romantic couples alike for centuries. Extremely
popular during the Victorian era, these
floriographies blossomed whether helping

create a bespoke wedding bouquet or planning stunning garden planting
combinations.  The use of one particular plant over any other in any working
is dependent on its ability to boost confidence in the possible inherent power
of that plant and its potent magical elements such as the dandelion puff.
Sunflowers represent ambition, constancy and devotion; the daisy childlike playfulness and beauty; the amaryllis
adventurousness, passion and the purple tulip eternal love, the Salix or pussywillow illness recovery or receiving a
blessing, the petunia creativity and a settled lifestyle, and the rose of Sharon hibiscus persistent love and
protection.  Four to six entries per page, each with a beautiful colour artwork, Latin and alternative names,
symbolic meanings, folklore and facts.  256 large pages, 15.4 x 19cm approx.  Colour throughout.
£19.99 NOW £11

94835 NATURE’S HIDDEN
CHARMS  by Liz Dean
’50 Signs, Symbols and
Practices from the Natural World
to Bring Inner Peace, Protection
and Good Fortune’, from a
feather to a fallen leaf or a
pebble on the beach, we are all
drawn to collect natural charms.
It is a living symbol of your
wishes and this book is an
invitation to collect and create
your own natural charms for protection, personal insight, good fortune and healing.
From a herb sprig or a fallen twiglet or shell, the book features folklore, symbology
and practical rituals, alongside ancient crafts and modern techniques and how to use
the gifts to make charms, talismans, amulets, altars and natural mandalas. Work with

plants, trees, herbs, feathers, shells and stones, and for each there is a beautiful colour or line artwork and fact
boxes for techniques such as making a altar to the sea, pressing seaweed and finding the significance of the crow
for wisdom, the shadow self, courage, transformation and magic or the robin, a sign from a loved one in spirit.
Exquisitely designed, full of colour and colourful pages, 240 natural pages full of wishes and blessings.
£14.99 NOW £7

“Modest, down to earth and full of
humour, this is one of the best books

about filming I’ve ever read.”
- Michael Palin

94479 JOURNEYS
IN THE WILD
by Gavin Thurston
Thurston is the award-
winning Blue Planet II
and Planet Earth II
cameraman who tells
the extraordinary and
adventurous true stories
of what it takes to track
down and film our
planet’s most
captivating features.
He has lurked in the
shadows of some of the
world’s remotest places
in order to capture
footage of prides of
lions, silverback gorillas,

capuchin monkeys,
brown bears, grey
whales, penguins,
mosquitos.  From
journeys to the deepest
depths of the Antarctic
Ocean and the wide
expanse of the Saharan
Deserts, to the peaks of

the Himalayas and the
wild forests of the Congo,

his experiences describe much
more than just the incredible

array of animals he has
filmed.  Full of heart-
warming and heart-
breaking stories,
modest, down to earth
and full of humour.
Colour and other

photos, diary-like entries.
427pp, paperback.

£8.99 NOW £5

94093 PROFIT OF BIRDING
by Bryan Bland
From a few thousand tours he has conducted in 70
countries, Bryan Bland recounts history, dramatic
scenery, green exercise as a therapeutic intervention,
and location filming and much else in his light-hearted
examination of the profit of birding.  Red-Lord Parrot,
Keel-billed Toucan, Red-Crowned Ant-tanager,
Collared Aracari, Pale-billed Woodpecker, Indigo
Bunting, Ocellated Turkey, Red-capped Manakin - the
only man-made structures visible were pre-Columbian
and the roof combs of Mayan temples constructed
1,300 years ago.  The pastime is also instrumental in
opening doors for life’s other pleasures and with this
humorous and anecdotal text, birders and non-birders
will be swept along with tales of running 50 miles
across the land-slide strewn Himalayas in order to keep
an appointment with a tour group, to meeting Britain’s
first-ever breeding pair of Parrot Crossbills. 352pp,
beautiful line art.
£14.99 NOW £5.50
94152 ANIMAL: The Definitive Visual Guide
New Edition
by David Burnie
Researched and written by a team of 70 academics,
this is pure gold as we watch hares leaping, spiders
jumping, meet the helmeted iguana, the laughing
kookaburra, the penguin family, hoofed mammals, the
sun bear and monkeys like the lemurine night monkey
and filter feeding manta rays.  Specialist zoologists,
palaeontologists, ecologists and photographers have
collaborated for this super heavyweight visual
compendium.  It looks at the animal kingdom, birds,
reptiles, amphibians, fish, invertebrates and their
habitats, showcasing more than 2,000 incredible
species in stunning detail.  It is an essential home
reference and an introduction to evolution, animal
anatomy, life cycles, classification and behaviour as
well as the impact from habitats lost, climate change
and other conservation issues.  Photos, distribution
maps and statistics and organised into taxa. 632pp, 24
x 28.8cm.
£40 NOW £24

94301
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
BRITISH WILDLIFE
by Miles Kelly
Publishing
A beautifully designed
simple identification guide
aimed at children, we
believe adults will love the
specially commissioned
detailed colour artworks of
over 100 different species
of British wildlife from
mammals to minibeasts,

birds, reptiles, amphibians, trees, wildflowers and
more.  Packed with information on habitats,
conservation and species identification, there are fact
files on scientific names, habitat and breeding.  In
addition there are sections on national parks and
watching wildlife, fresh water fish and wild flowers
organised by colour and trees and shrubs by leaf
shape.  Rediscover the holly blue butterfly, the bloody-
nosed beetle, the chaffinch and the brambling, the little
tern and the sandwich tern, the roe deer and the red
deer, the bank vole and the field vole, and the harvest
mouse.  Colour coded large pages, colour photos.
384pp, 18.8 x 22.3cm.
£14.99 NOW £7
94444 THIRTEEN WAYS TO SMELL A TREE
by David George Haskell
Aroma is the primary language of trees.  They talk with
molecules, conspiring with one another, beckoning fungi,
scolding insects and whispering to microbes.  Each
chapter summons a new aroma - leaf litter and wood
smoke, pine resin and tannin, quinine and bay leaf and
the 13 essays explore the evocative scent of trees, from
the smell of a book just printed as you open its first
pages to the calming scent of Linden blossom and to the
ingredients of a particularly good gin and tonic.  The
spikey, herbal odour of European juniper berries; a tang
of lime juice from a tree descended from wild progenitors
in the foothills of the Himalayas; bitter quinine from the
bark of the South American cinchona tree, take a sip and
feel the aroma and taste of three continents.  Inhale and
share the story. 192pp, satin pagemarker.
£12.99 NOW £7
94476 WILD FLOWERS AND FLORA: An
Illustrated Identifier
by Mick Lavelle et al
Buttercup, honeysuckle, carrot, bellflower, gentian,
daphne, ivy, valerian, nettle, hemp, mignonette,
pondweed, daffodil, potato, teasel, rose, saxifrage, pink,
pea, mallow, daisy, lily, orchid, poppy, there are
grasses, shrubs, aquatic plants, cacti, weeds, herbs,
balsams and more in an authoritative guide to more than
750 wild flowers of the world.  Beautifully illustrated
with more than 1,700 specially commissioned botanical
illustrations, colour photographs and maps, and organised
by families, it is all presented on glossy white paper and
256 huge pages, 10" x 12" approx.  Christmas Pride,
Golden Shrimp Plant and Mosaic Plant feature in the
Acanthus family which in itself comprises about 250
genera and 2,500 species of herbaceous perennials,
shrubs or twining vines. An absolutely superb reference.
ONLY £7.50

92848 HUMBLE BY NATURE: Life, Lambs and
A Dog Called Bad
by Kate Humble
In 2007 after 20 years of living in London, Kate and
her husband Ludo decided it was time to leave the city
behind.  Three years later, now the owner of a Welsh
smallholding, Kate hears that a nearby farm is to be
broken up and sold off. Kate contacts the council with
an alternative plan - to keep the farm working and to
run a rural skills and animal husbandry school alongside
it.  We meet Bertie and Lawrence the donkeys,
Myfanwy and Blackberry the pigs and are introduced
to newborn lambs, a hive of bees and various other
hoofed, furred and fathered livestock. 282pp,
paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5
93483 CROSSLEY ID GUIDE: Britain and
Ireland
by Richard Crossley and Dominic Couzens
Billed as “The most user-friendly guide to the Birds of
Britain and Ireland”, this soft-backed chunky volume
covers over 300 different common species. Each bird is
presented in close-up photography from a number of
different angles against a typical background.  The first
12 pages consist of thumbnail quick identifiers of all the
birds, categorised as swimming, flying or walking
waterbirds, gamebirds, raptors, miscellaneous larger
landbirds, and songbirds. With the English and scientific
names, plumage, age and sex, and population,
behaviour, flight, song, identification points and
peculiarities. 302pp, softback, colour photos.
£20 NOW £8  BACK IN STOCK
93569 FIRST STEPS: How Walking Upright
Made Us Human
by Jeremy DeSilva
In the early 2000s Jeremy DeSilva was part of a team
that discovered and described two newly discovered
hominins in Chad, that were some 7 million years old
and showed that they too walked on two legs. Here he
goes right back into the fossil record, leading us on a
sweeping tour, explaining what we currently know about
our earliest ancestors, how they walked and how they
lived. Bipedalism freed our arms for tool use and other
highly dextrous activities, it freed pectoral muscles and
lungs for speech and caused us to live cooperatively in
organised communities, sharing knowledge and skills.
334pp.
£20 NOW £5
93608 WILD GREEN WONDERS: A Life in
Nature
by Patrick Barkham
One of our nation’s most accomplished nature writers,
Patrick Barkham has selected some 50 of what he
considers his most compelling articles from peregrine
falcons nesting in the Thames to Britain’s last lion tamer.
We meet people who have run away from it all to
isolate themselves on remote islands and equally lonely
animals, such as the last British greater mouse-eared bat,
discover the riddle of the Orkney vole, the Beasts of
Bushy and Dartmoor, egg snatchers, on safari in the
Essex rainforest, the subtle magic of a Norfolk Broad, the
hen harrier murderer, lost orcas, beavers, big cats, and
the sea eagle. 420pp.
£14.99 NOW £5

94063 HANDBOOK OF BIRD
FAMILIES: Natural History Museum
by Jonathan Elphick
Very glamorous and super heavyweight
softback with glossy white paper and over
200 colour photos, the book includes the
latest research and data and special
photography. Expert ornithologist Jonathan
Elphick provides facts about the world’s 36
orders and 234 families of birds, revealing
their diversity, appearance, behaviour and
lifestyle from gannets and boobies, pelicans
and penguins, flufftails and nightjars,
sunbittern and grebes, turkeys and grouse,

megapodes and magpie goose, screamers and kiwis, rheas and
tinamous, ostriches and all the others.  What is the difference between
a swallow and a swift?  Social behaviour, nest, fledgeling period,
food, voice, migration and conservation status are all included. 416pp,
large softback, 25.3 x 19.7cm.
£20 NOW £10
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94723 LONDON AT WAR: Amazing and Extraordinary Facts
by Stephen Halliday
From the Wars of the Roses and the Earl of Essex losing his head, London turning against
Charles I, Wellington and Nelson crossing paths, Russell’s despatches from the Crimean
War, spies in World War One, women wearing the trousers in
industry and services, World War Two and queueing
becoming a pastime, weekly allowances, nylons, whiskey,
knicker elastic, digging for victory, eating out, bombing
casualties, Ian Fleming taking his naval role with zeal,
hospitals, the BBC, over five million books destroyed in the
Paternoster Row hit, Penguin revolutionising paperbacks,
tensions developing between US troops and Londoners, the
ATS and the Home Guards, here are stories of mighty battles, heroic deeds and staunch
determination in the face of adversity.  A rich history of our remarkable capital city in

times of war, an absorbing collection of stories and trivia.  142pp, well illus. with line art and photos.
ONLY £9.99

94725 LONDON: Amazing and Extraordinary Facts
by Stephen Halliday
You cannot move far in London without being reminded of the personalities who made its
history - Dick Whittington who helped make London the centre of the trade in wool,
Thomas Gresham who ensured that London would become the financial centre, Prince
Albert who left behind the Kensington museums.  Then there is Big Ben which caused its
creator so much trouble that he died prematurely, and
the Underground Railway.  Whatever is that strange
London Stone almost hidden behind a grill attached to
a bank in Cannon Street, not to mention the metal
tube which passes above the trains within Sloane
Square underground station?  Why that’s the River
Westbourne of course.  Here are amphitheatres and
temples, bars, taxes and taxis, Bazalgette and the
Great Stink, rhyming slang, smog, parks, how the posh streets got their names, retail

therapy and the story of Leicester Square along with royal rowing and dodgy dealing, fountains, lost rivers, hidden
tube stations, famous prisons, police forces and power stations, Art Deco, philanthropy and the poor, tea shops and
corner houses, theatreland and life beyond the fringe, London’s drinking culture and its cemeteries, all the colourful
characters and history, surprising events and iconic buildings of our capital city.  144pp, woodcut illus.
ONLY £9.99

94726 RAILWAYS: Amazing and Extraordinary Facts
by Julian Holland
The Railway Junction by Walter de la Mare, A Local Train of Thought by Siegfried
Sassoon, the battle of the gauges, famous
locomotive engineers, From A Railway Carriage
by Robert Louis Stevenson, British Rail Speed
Records, famous loco designers, Dr Beeching,
four into one equals BR, King’s Cross Station by
G. K. Chesterton, The Send-Off by Wilfred
Owen, from gunboats to corpses, cliffhangers to
the king of the castles, the Welsh Phoenix and
along the route is the Great Central, here are
poems and facts and tracks and crashes, a table
of Worst Railway Accidents, an eccentric railway

empire, the Tay Bridge Disaster, Brunel, streakers and more.  Why did
Brunel’s atmospheric South Devon railway fail?  What is the story between
Mallard’s speed record?  From the euphoric to the poignant, travel through
this enthralling history of our railways.  First published by David & Charles
in 2007 and reprinted many times.  All original line art and photos.  144pp.
ONLY £9.99

94728 SHAKESPEARE: Amazing and Extraordinary Facts
by Joseph Piercy
The Upstart Crow, Shakespeare’s heyday in theatreland, final stage performance,
retirement speech, Philip Henslowe the Elizabethan impresario, Ben Jonson, the birth of
London’s Globe Theatre and its rebuilding, stage costumes in Elizabethan England,
make-up concoctions some harmless others not, memorials to Shakespeare, his
characters, mysteries of his portrait, priceless First Folio, and his stellar legacy, here is a
chronology of Shakespeare’s plays, possible models for the comic character, the ‘lost’
plays, hellraisers.  Also public scandals, toe-curling homage and Star Trek
littered with Shakespeare references, and in popular songs and novels, plus the
historical settings for Shakespeare’s plays, insights into his most famous characters, tales
from the theatres around the globe in a rich concoction of stories and trivia.  144pp,
woodcut illus.
ONLY £9.99

94730 TITANIC: Amazing and Extraordinary Facts
by Stuart Robertson
Among the bright lights and comfortable surroundings, the hustle and bustle of embarkation
and the petty dramas and excitements of exploring a new ship, how many could have
foreseen that in a little over 100 hours’ time three
quarters of their number would be dead and adrift
on the freezing Atlantic, and the world’s largest
moving object - the apotheosis of human
engineering achievement, wrought in iron and
crewed by master mariners - would like broken up
in stone cold pitch darkness 12,000 feet down on
the sea bed, never to reach her destination a
thousand miles away?  It is a story with all the

elements of high drama, tragedy, heroism, hubris, humanity and at times
grim comedy - at every stage the Titanic’s story is a highly sensory tale.
Discover which novel predicted the disaster a whole 14 years before the
maiden voyage, how a bottle of whiskey saved one of the crew and was a
fire burning within the ship the real cause of its downfall?  Find the answers
to many amazing aspects in this absorbing collection of stories and trivia
from stowaways to kidnapping, conspiracy theories and wreckage.  The
story travels from Belfast, Liverpool, Southampton, America and the
characters of Captain Smith, Chief Officer Henry Wilde, John Jacob Astor
IV, bedroom steward Henry Etches and stories from steerage to dressing
Guggenheim.  And stories of the Carpathia to the rescue, Cunard collecting
the casualties, the tragic inactivity of the Californian, US and British enquiries, the indomitable Violet Jessop to
memorabilia and Titanic in the cinema, it is a story of tragedy, tourism and trade.  144pp, line art.
ONLY £9.99

94729 SHERLOCK HOLMES: Amazing and Extraordinary Facts
by Nick Utechin
From his literary beginnings and the background of the Doyle family, his mentor
and model for Holmes Dr Joseph Bell, the doctor who sets up practice that wants to
write, here are the literary detectives that came before him.  Read about A Study in
Scarlet and how Sherlock Holmes was born in Beeton’s Christmas Annual
1887, appearance, character and background, numbers and complications, the search for
221b, the follow up novels, the Strand Magazine, the first great illustrator Sidney Paget,
big brother Mycroft, the long-suffering landlady Mrs Hudson, Scotland Yard, great
quotations, plots, parodies, stage productions, scholarships, spiritualism, mystery
stories and the enduring appeal - the life and work of Sherlock Holmes is
celebrated in this collection of stories and trivia.  With stories of John Watson to James
Moriarty, bad habits, baffling powers of deduction, here is everything about the timeless
detective celebrated in 144 well illustrated pages.
ONLY £9.99

Did German spies
ever hide on the

London
Underground?

What disgraceful
behaviour led to

Hackney carriages being
banned from Hyde Park?

SNOWDON MOUNTAIN
RAILWAY was the only

mountain railway to be built
in the 19th century and is
four and a half miles long.

HMS BIRKENHEAD 1852.
The ‘Birkenhead Drill’ was

the name given by
Victorians to the doctrine of
‘women and children first’,
famously associated with

the rescue procedures on the
TITANIC.

93595 SALMON
by Mark
Kurlansky
‘A Fish, the Earth,
and the History of a
Common Fate’,
Salmon persist as a
barometer for the
health of our planet.
Only Pacific types
are wild caught if
you have ever
wondered when
looking at a
restaurant menu.  In
a tale of two
fisheries and more,

we meet Ole Olson and his young Montana fishing crew
in Alaska and are taken to locations like the rivers of
Bristol Bay and the Copper River winding 300 miles
through rapids, rugged turns and falls where the salmon
come in to spawn and there are fine specimens there
and in the Prince William Sound and other great
American salmon rivers like the Columbia, the Snake,
the Sacramento and the Connecticut.  Now salmon are
threatened by climate change and hatcheries should stop
diminishing with genetic diversity of the stocks. 324pp,
colour photos.
£18.99 NOW £4  REDUCED
93652 CRAZY FOR BIRDS
by Misha Maynerick Blaise
Quirkily illustrated, this is a charming exploration of birds
and the reasons we love them.  From the Common
Swift which can stay in the air continuously without

landing for up to ten months at a time, even sleeping on
the wing, to the tiny Goldcrest, Europe’s smallest bird
which can lay 1½ times its body weight in eggs every
season, birds are fascinating and incredible creatures.
With humorous anecdotes, fascinating facts and charming
illustrations for the Arctic Tern, a female jacana, or the
male red-backed fairywren. 208pp.
£12.99 NOW £5.50

93674 TRIALS OF LIFE:
A Natural History of
Animal Behaviour
by David Attenborough
Sir David Attenborough
explores the ways animals
use their bodies and the way
they behave.  A killer whale
surging up a beach to grab a
young sea-lion, an ant
navigating across a Saharan
sand dune by taking repeated
observations of the Sun, a
mother bat fighting through
crowds of begging infants on
the roof of a cave in order to

give her milk to her own baby and no other, living
creatures are ultimately driven to pass on their genes
to the next generation and this is the prime objective of
their existence.  The book takes the 12 key stages of
life - arriving, growing up, finding food, hunting and
escaping, finding the way, home-making, living
together, fighting, friends and rivals, talking to
strangers, courting, continuing the line.  Colour photos,
line art, 282 pages.
£20 NOW £8  REDUCED

94448 WILD NIGHTS OUT
by Chris Salisbury
‘The Magic of Exploring the Outdoors After Dark’
offers challenges to try, ideas and guidance and
games to play in the dusk and dark as we explore a
time of new
teaches us to use
our hawk eyes,
use sense
meditation,
behave like a
bloodhound, take
a barefoot walk,
tree ID, print ID,
and accounting
sounds.  As we
get attuned try
deer stalking,
learn about
hunters,
predators and
prey, small
mammals, owls
and voles, owl
calling, bats and
moths, foxes,
and the nocturnal
soundscape.
Learn to map the
constellations and join other night watchers, take a
nighttime paddle or a seashore experience for a cosmic
dance.  And it is all free!  208pp, well illus paperback.
£14.99 NOW £6

94113 WISDOM OF TREES
by Max Adams
Trees are the Earth’s lungs, climate
regulators, and habitat protectors.  Max
Adams in his eclectic and beautifully written
sequence of reflections investigates both the
extraordinary biology of trees and
humanity’s relationship with wood and
forests across the centuries. In his
investigation of the Scots pine he looks at a
palette of forests, life in the woods, St
Columbus’s Coppice, the rarest tree and
Woodwards and Pallisters.  He considers the
axe, the adze and wedge, the first

carpenters and Stonehenge decoded, he looks at the engineers, hormones,
machines, hydraulics and bodgers.  He looks at the charcoal age and colliers,
how to spot an ancient wood, forest gardens and the seasons.  Liberally
sprinkled with woody quotations, pen and ink and woodcut images from
John Evelyn’s classic Sylva of 1664.  256pp, glossary. 19cm square.
£14.99 NOW £8.50  BACK IN STOCK

93675 TURNING TIDE: A Biography of the
Irish Sea
by Jon Gower
The book is a hymn to a sea passage of world-historical
importance, combining social and cultural history, nature
writing, travelogue and politics. From charting and cross
current maps, Pirate Isle and Enlli, here are sherawees
and sea-swallows, the craft of the sea, the Norman
Invasion, the dockers of Dublin, urban geese, a frenzy
of shipbuilding, wild geese winters, tempests and
wrecks, nets and lines and the last invasion of Britain,
Welshman Jon Gower charts a sea which has carried
both Vikings and saints, invasion forces, royals and
rebels, writers, musicians and fishermen.  He is a
sympathetic and interested pilot taking the reader to the
great shipyards of Belfast and through the mass exodus
of the starving during the Irish Famine in coffin boats
bound for America.  Lyrically written and fizzing with
curiosity and vitality as the sea is itself.  308pp, colour
photos and images. Map.
£20 NOW £7.50

93914 ELEPHANTS:
Birth, Life, and Death
In The World of The
Giants
by Hannah Mumby
Watching an elephant
family out for a swim on
a hot day, Dr Hannah
Mumby notes
grandmothers, mothers,
sisters and children
exchanging noisy
greetings, a consistent
stream of close-range
vocalisations, intermittent
touching, co-operative
herding of babies and
frequent stopping for
snacks.  But how do they
communicate with one
another over seemingly
impossible distances?
How do males spend their
lives once they have left
their mothers’ herds? And
how much do elephants
really remember?  Learn
how elephants live,
travel, have sex, raise
children and relate to one
another, and reflect on

how they think and feel.  She also touches on growing
old and death and ivory.  Remainder mark, 295 pages,
colour illus.
$28.99 NOW £9.50  REDUCED

93922 FUTURE OF LIFE
by Edward O. Wilson
One of the world’s most important scientists assesses the
precarious state of our environment, examining the mass
extinctions occurring in our time and spells out a specific
plan to save our world while there is still time in a vision
which is economically sound. Represented in artworks of
endangered and extinct species and races include the
hawksbill sea turtle, giant kangaroo rat, golden toad,
dwarf wedge muscle,  Indian knob mountainbalm,
valley elderberry longhorn beetle, striped adobe lily,
white sedge, and the San Francisco fork-tailed damselfly
among them. Remainder mark, 229 page paperback.
$15.95 NOW £5
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to analyse her struggles and resilience to overcome
misogyny and social expectations and becoming one of
history’s greatest opera singers.  Nellie Melba is
remembered as a squarish, late middle-aged woman
dressed in furs and large hats, an imperious Dame
whose voice ruled the world for three decades and
inspired a peach and raspberry dessert.  She battled
misogyny
and perhaps
would have
preferred
she stay a
housewife
in outback
Queensland
Australia
rather than
parade
herself on
stage.  But
she endured
the violence
of a bad
marriage,
was denied
by scandal
a true love
with the
would-be
King of
France, and suffered for more than a decade the loss of
her only son - stolen by his angry, vengeful father.
Despite these obstacles, Nellie built and maintained a
career as an opera singer and businesswoman on three
continents which made her one of the first international
superstars.  Award-winning biographer Wainwright
presents a very different portrait of this great diva which
celebrates both her musical contributions and her rich and
colourful personal life.  Includes many pictures including
Nellie on her way to London in 1919 to reopen Covent
Garden Opera House.  344pp.
£17.99 NOW £8

94743 SHADOWY
THIRD: Love,
Letters, and
Elizabeth Bowen
by Julia Parry
Like reading one of
Elizabeth Bowen’s great
novels, this award
winning biography is
gently elegiac,
beautifully written and
fascinating.  Uncovering
the hidden love triangle
between novelist
Elizabeth Bowen and
the author’s
grandparents, this
critically acclaimed
biography deals with

never-before-seen letters detailing the affair.  A death
in the family delivers Julia Parry a box of letters.
Dusty with age they reveal a secret love affair
between the celebrated novelist Elizabeth Bowen and
the academic Humphry House, Julia’s grandfather.  So
begins a life changing quest to understand the affair
which had profound repercussions for Julia’s family, not
least her grandmother Madeline. Julia traces these
three very different characters through 1930s Oxford
and Ireland, Texas, Calcutta in the last days of
Empire, and on into World War Two. With a supporting
cast that includes Isaiah Berlin and Virginia Woolf,
much is revealed about her bookish and kindly
grandfather, and his sudden death, and Parry is a
spirited narrator who is clearly a great admirer of
Bowen’s fiction but isn’t blindsided by this.  The affair
lasted roughly from 1933 to 1935 and, obsessed with
hauntings, journeys and houses, Bowen might even
approve of this book.  373pp, paperback. Photos.
£10.99 NOW £5

94571 ROBERT
BRUCE: Our Most
Valiant Prince, King
and Lord
by Colm McNamee
Updated new edition
combining the most up-
to-date research with
vivid descriptions of the
medieval world, the
book was written to
commemorate the
700th anniversary of
the enthronement of
Robert I of Scotland.
The life of Bruce is one
of the greatest
comeback stories in
history.  Heir and

magnate, shrewd politician, briefly ‘king of summer’
and then a desperate fugitive who nevertheless
returned from exile to recover the kingdom he claimed,
Bruce became a gifted military leader and wise
statesman, a leader with vision and energy.
McNamee peels back the layers of misconception with
a lucid explanation of the medieval context and Bruce’s
enormous contribution to the historical impact not just
on Scotland, but on England and Ireland too.  It is a
major popular reassessment of Bruce as politician,
warrior, monarch and saviour of Scottish identity from
extinction at the hands of the Edwardian superstate.
374pp, very well illustrated paperback, 16 maps and
photos and chronology.
£9.99 NOW £5

A fresh-faced Nellie as
Ophelia in 1890

94706 LIFE OF
WILLIAM
NICHOLSON 1753-
1815
by William Nicholson
‘A Memoir of
Enlightenment,
Commerce, Politics, Arts
and Science’, this is the
first publication of a
memoir drafted 150
years ago by William
Nicholson’s eldest son,
William Junior, who was
80 when he wrote the
book in 1868.  Nicholson
is recognised among
historians of science for
his many contributions to

electro-chemistry, cylindrical printing, slide rules and
horology, and for launching the first monthly scientific
journal in Britain: ‘A Journal of Natural Philosophy,
Chemistry and the Arts.’  His activities extended beyond
science and encompassed work for the East India
Company and Josiah Wedgwood, the establishment of a
school in Soho Square, consulting as one of the earliest
patent agents and as a civil engineer.  His writing,
translating and publishing was extensive, ranging from
works on navigation and historical biographies to
important scientific translations and textbooks.  During a
period of three revolutions, scientific, industrial and
political, Nicholson managed to build a reputation as a
trusted advisor and ‘scientific umpire’.  His circle included
the radical liberals Joseph Johnson, Thomas Holcroft,
William Godwin and Mary Wollstonecraft, industrial
pioneers Josiah Wedgwood, Matthew Boulton, Jabez
Hornblower and Richard Trevithick, scientific innovators
Richard Kirwan, Humphry and John Davy, and
establishment figures such as Sir Joseph Banks, Count
Rumford, the 2nd Baron Camelford and Earl Dundonald.
124 page paperback.
£13.99 NOW £6

94501 MISS DIOR: A Wartime Story of Courage and
Couture
by Justine Picardie
Brilliantly contrasting the Old World of
wartime France with the hopeful New
World epitomised by Christian Dior’s
New Look, the book revolves around
his younger sister Catherine Dior, a
Resistance heroine.  Picardie explores
the relationship between the visionary
designer and his beloved sister who
inspired his most famous perfume and
shaped his vision of femininity.
Catherine dedicated herself to the
French Resistance and the battle against
the Nazis, until she was captured by the
Gestapo and deported to the German
concentration camp of Ravensbrück.
She survived the abuse of the Third
Reich to help liberate France.  The final
section of the book covers in depth the
British royal family and wearing her
Dior gown for her 21st birthday portrait
in 1951, photographed by Cecil Beaton.
Packed with archive and colour photographs, fashion shoots,
illustrations, dress designs. 438pp softback 17.4 x 23.5cm.
£20 NOW £8

93761 HENRY VIII:
The Evolution of A
Reputation
by Keith Dockray
Henry VIII is remembered
in particular as the
formidable and arrogant
regal figure portrayed by
Hans Holbein the Younger,
the early Tudor stud who
clocked up no fewer than
six wives, and the proto-
nationalist/imperialist ruler
who sent the Pope packing
and inaugurated the English
Reformation.  Nor is it easy

to avoid contrasting the handsome, athletic and affable
teenage prince who ascended the throne in 1509 with
the bloated, physically decrepit and irritable elderly king
he had become by the time of his death in 1547.  111
magnificent portraits. 96pp, colour, paperback.
£14.99 NOW £2.75  REDUCED
94313 MR ATKINSON’’S RUM CONTRACT
by Richard Atkinson
Sub-titled ‘The Story of a Tangled Inheritance’, what
would you do if you found out that your ancestors were
slave owners?  Richard Atkinson had a discovery and his
search has led him to one forebear in particular, an
earlier Richard Atkinson, a West India merchant who had
shipped all the British army’s supplies during the
American War of Independence, and amassed staggering
wealth and connections along the way.  ‘Rum’ Atkinson
died young, at the height of his powers, leaving a vast
inheritance to his many nephews and nieces, as well as
the society beauty who had refused his proposal of
marriage.  The subject matter is Georgian-era
merchants, early merchant banks, the American War of
Independence, slavery, trade, war with France, sugar
and abolition’. 502pp colour photos and other images.
£9.99 NOW £4.50

93949 QUEENS OF THE CRUSADES: England’s
Medieval Queens Book Two, 1154-1291
by Alison Weir
This epic narrative history chronicles the first five
Plantagenet queens of England - these determined
women often broke through medieval constraints to
exercise power and influence, for good and sometimes
for ill.  We see events such as the murder of Becket,
Magna Carta, and the birth of parliaments from a new
perspective.  Weir’s narrative begins with the formidable
Eleanor of Aquitaine, whose marriage to Henry II
established a dynasty that ruled for over 300 years. The
lives of Eleanor’s four successors were just as
remarkable: Berengaria of Navarre, queen of Richard the
Lionheart; Isabella of Angoulême, queen of John; Alienor
of Provence, queen of Henry III; and finally Eleanor of
Castile, the grasping but beloved wife of Edward I.
Remainder mark, maps, colour plates. 533 pages.
$30 NOW £14  REDUCED

94324 SPHINX: The
Life of Gladys Deacon,
Duchess of
Marlborough
by Hugo Vickers
Gladys Deacon was born in
Paris to American parents
in 1881.  Berenson
considered marrying her,
Rodin and Monet
befriended her, Boldini
painted her, and Epstein
sculpted her.  She inspired
love from diverse dukes
and princes and the interest
of women such as Gertrude
Stein.  In 1921 when
Gladys was 40, she

achieved the wish she had held since the age of 14 to
marry the 9th Duke of Marlborough, but life at
Blenheim was not a success.  When the Duke evicted
her in 1933, the only remaining signs of Gladys were
two sphinxes bearing her features on the west terraces.
She became a recluse, and the wax injection she had
to straighten her nose when she was 22 had by now
ravaged her beauty.  Gladys was to spend her last
years in the psych-geriatric ward of a mental hospital,
where she was discovered by a young Hugo Vickers.
40 years on, he has now completely rewritten his
original biography. 388pp, paperback, photos.
£10.99 NOW £5.50
93387 DAUGHTERS OF GEORGE III: Sisters &
Princesses  by Catherine Curzon
In the dying years of the 18th century, the corridors of
Windsor echoed to the footsteps of six princesses. They
were Charlotte Princess Royal (1766-1828), Augusta
(1768-1840), Elizabeth (1770-1840) he “farmer”, Mary
Duchess of Gloucester (1776-1857), Sophia (1777-1848),
and Amelia (1783-1810), the daughters of King George
III and Queen Charlotte of Mecklenburg-Strelitz.  From
secret romances to dashing equerries, rumours of
pregnancy, clandestine marriage and even a run-in with
Napoleon, each princess was the leading lady in her own
story, whether tragic or inspirational. From Windsor to
Württemberg their lives were forever changed by the
infamous madness of George III. 32 illus, 186 pages.
£19.99 NOW £5
93389 ELIZABETHAN ADVENTURER:
The Remarkable Life of Sir Anthony Sherley
by Dan O’Sullivan
Sir Anthony Sherley (1565-1633) was a soldier fighting
in France and the Netherlands, and then an unsuccessful
privateer before the Earl of Essex chose him to lead a
group on a mission to Ferrara, which proved abortive.
He then undertook a highly risky journey across Turkey
to Persia to persuade the Shah Abbas to ally with the
West against their mutual enemy, Ottoman Turkey
empire. Surprisingly, he approved the plan, and sent
Sherley back to Europe as his ambassador.  But Essex
lost all influence at court and was eventually executed
for treason.  Sherley was refused permission to return to
England and was forced to re fashion himself as a
cunning “intelligencer”.  After various episodes in Venice
and Morocco 1598-1606, he ended up in the pay of
Spain to command a fleet created to stop pirates. Map,
illus, 174 pages.
£20 NOW £6

93678 WHERE THERE’S MUCK, THERE’S BRAS
by Kate Fox
Proud Northern lasses are celebrated - warrior women,
leaders, fighters, diplomats and rulers, writers, athletes
to astronauts like Helen Sharman from Sheffield, the
Woodbine-smoking football player Lily Parr from Victoria
Wood to Little Mix, Nicola Adams to Lubaina Himid.  Plus
Elisabeth Gaskell’s North and South to Billy Elliot, the
Full Monty via Saturday Night and Sunday Morning and
Kes, Coronation St., the working class politician Ellen
Wilkinson who was instrumental in the Jarrow March,
aristocrat Gertrude Bell, all of them hammering out their
words, ideas and creations. 291pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £3.50
93770 QUEEN VICTORIA AND THE
EUROPEAN EMPIRES by John Van der Kiste
We are transported back to a glamorous and powerful
time when there were four Imperial Heads of State in
Europe, Queen (and Empress) Victoria, the German
Emperor William, Emperor Francis Joseph of Austria, and
Tsar Alexander II of Russia. Victoria had close familial
ties with the royal houses of Germany long before the
King of Prussia became German Emperor in 1871, as
well as strong personal bonds with the exiled French
Emperor and Empress and their son the Prince Imperial,
after the fall of the French Empire in 1870.  In addition,
the volume explores Victoria’s often strained relations
with her grandson William II, and her tumultuous
interactions with the Russian emperors.  Illus, 176pp,
paperback.
£20 NOW £8.50
93777 TWO DUCHESSES by Vere Foster
The Devonshires were one of the first families of the
land that were highly connected with George, Prince of
Wales being a regular visitor to Devonshire House along
with James Fox, Richard Brinsley Sheridan, and other
politicians and celebrities of the day. Georgiana, Duchess
of Devonshire, and Eliabeth, Duchess of Devonshire
wrote to their family - the Earl of Bristol (Bishop of
Derry), the Countess of Bristol, Lord Byron, the Earl of
Aberdeen, Sir Augustus Foster and others between the
years 1777 to 1859.  The affairs focused on the period
from America’s independence to the fall of Napoleon.
Single letters are also included from Gibbon, Sheridan,
Fox, the Prince Regent, General Moreau and Alexander,
Emperor of Russia.  Colour photos, 310 page softback.
£20 NOW £5
93881 LIFE IN A COLD CLIMATE: Nancy
Mitford  by Laura Thompson
Nancy Mitford was, in the words of her sister Lady
Diana Mosley, ‘very complex.’  Her highly
autobiographical early work, the biographies and novels
of her more mature French period, her journalism, and
the vast body of letters to her family, to friends such as
Evelyn Waugh, and to the great love of her life Gaston
Palewski, all tell an intriguing story of this enigmatic
woman. Drawing on Mitford’s own poignant childhood
memories from her exuberant novel ‘The Pursuit of
Love’, Thompson vividly evokes the swarm of brilliant
and beautiful sisters, and their lone brother, growing up
carefree in a succession of country houses in
Gloucestershire and Oxfordshire.  There is clearly a deep
understanding about the Mitford family dynamics
whether it is conflicts with her sisters, or fascism, the
Nazis, sexual orientation, adulthood and beliefs.  417pp,
photos, family tree.
£22.99 NOW £8.50
93888 ALI PASHA, LION OF IOANNINA:
The Remarkable Life of The Balkan Napoleon
by Quentin Russell and Eugenia Russell
Grandly known as the Lion of Ioannina and the Balkan
Napoleon, this book charts the rise of Ali Pasha from
Albanian brigand leader to a player in world affairs
and, ultimately, to a gruesome end.  Ali exploited the
internal weakness of the Ottoman Empire to carve out
his own de facto state in Albania and Western Greece.
Although a ruthless tyrant guilty of cruel atrocities, his
lavish court in Yanina (Ioannina) became an attraction
to Western travellers, most famously Lord Byron, and
his military prowess led Britain, Russia and France to
seek his alliance during the Napoleonic Wars.  His
activities undermined the Sultan’s authority and helped
bring about the Greek War of Independence. 206
pages.
£25 NOW £9.50  SAVE £15.50!

94319 ROARING
GIRLS
by Holly Kyte
A Roaring Girl was loud
when she should be quiet,
disruptive when she should
be submissive, sexual
when she should be pure,
‘masculine’ when she
should be ‘feminine’.  Holly
Kyte has selected the
game changing life stories
of eight formidable women
from the notorious cross-
dressing thief Mary Frith in
the 17th century, rebel
slave Mary Prince,
Caroline Norton who

fought her repulsive husband, adventurer, industrialist
and LGBT trailblazer Anne Lister aka Gentleman Jack
in the 19th century, Mad Madge Margaret Cavendish,
old maid Mary Astell, cavalier Charlotte Charke, the
Amazon Hannah Snell.  462pp, well illus paperback.
£10.99 NOW £4

“An extraordinary, vivacious account
of eight remarkable invisible women
whose stories were crying out to be

heard.” - Paula Byrne
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93902 BORGIAS: The Hidden History
by G. J. Meyer
Meyer offers an unprecedented portrait of the infamous
Renaissance family which burst out of obscurity in Spain
not only to become popes, statesmen, warriors, lovers,
and breathtakingly ambitious political adventurers during
the Italian Renaissance.  Rodrigo Borgia bought the
papal crown and prostituted the Roman Church; Cesare
Borgia became first a teenage cardinal and then the most
treacherous cutthroat of a violent time; Lucrezia Borgia
was as shockingly immoral as she was beautiful.  But
did these Borgias of legend actually exist? Stickered and
remainder mark, 478 page paperback.
£15.99 NOW £6.50

93910 DARK QUEENS: The Bloody Rivalry
That Forged the Medieval World

by Shelley Puhak
The remarkable, little-known story of two trailblazing

women in the Early Middle Ages who wielded immense
power, only to be vilified for daring to rule.  Brunhild

was a foreign princess, raised to be married off for the
sake of alliance-building.  Her sister-in-law Fredegund
started out as a lowly palace slave.  And yet in 6th
century Merovingian France these two iron-willed

queens commanded armies and negotiated with kings
and popes. They formed coalitions and broke them,

mothered children and lost them.  They fought a
decades-long civil war-against each other.  With

ingenuity and skill, they battled to stay alive in the
game of statecraft, and in the process laid the

foundations of what would one day be Charlemagne’s
empire.  Chapters include A Missive to Byzantium, the
Loss of Sanctuary, the Regency, the Vexations of King

Guntram, and The Defiant Nuns. Incorporated are
primary sources and accounts of men like the Bishop

Gregory of Tours, the poet Fortunatus, the Pope
Gregory the Great and assorted emperors and kings.

Remainder mark, illus including colour, 384 pages.
£25 NOW £12.50

94505 THOMAS PAINE’S RIGHTS OF MAN
by Christopher Hitchens
Thomas Paine was one of the greatest advocates of
freedom in history, and his Declaration of the Rights of
Man, first published in 1791, is the key to his reputation.
Inspired by his outrage at Edmund Burke’s attack on the
French Revolution, Paine’s text is a passionate defence
of man’s inalienable rights.  It forms the philosophical
cornerstone of the first democratic republic whose
revolution is the only example that still speaks to us - the
United States of America.  Hitchens marvels at the
book’s forethought and revels in its contentiousness and
this brilliant portrait is an attractive introduction to Paine’s
life and work as a whole. 158pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £6
93379 CHARLES II’S FAVOURITE MISTRESS:

Pretty, Witty, Nell Gwyn
by Sarah-Beth Watkins

Nell Gwyn would be aged about 10 when Charles II
became king. She joined the theatre in Drury Lane,

initially selling oranges and was spotted by two
entrepreneurs who began training her as a comedienne.

When her chance came, she directed a wink at the Royal
box and was rewarded by an invitation to Charles’s

apartments. A famous liaison had begun, but Nell had
rivals but was much in demand as an actress, performing

in plays by Dryden and Ben Jonson as well as more
popular entertainments.  In 1669 Nell became pregnant
and gave birth to a son and was granted a house in Pall
Mall soon afterwards. Nell continued her friendship with
the King and his associates such as Rochester until the

end of her life. 184pp, illus.
£19.99 NOW £4.25  REDUCED

93659 I USED TO LIVE HERE ONCE: The
Haunted Life of Jean Rhys
by Miranda Seymour
This luminous biography reveals a proud and fiercely
independent artist who experienced tragedy and extreme
poverty, alcohol and drug dependency, romantic and
sexual turmoil, and yet was never a victim.  Jean Rhys
is the acclaimed author of Wide Sargasso Sea and
memories of a convicted Caribbean childhood haunt the
four fictions that she wrote during her extraordinary
years as an exile in 1920s Paris and later in England.  No
biographer until now has researched the crucial 17 years
that Rhys spent living on the remote Caribbean island of
Dominica, the island which haunted her mind and her
work for the rest of her life. 425pp, many illus.
£25 NOW £9

Historical Biography

93505 TURBULENT, SEDITIOUS AND
FACTIOUS PEOPLE John Bunyan and his

Church  by Christopher Hill
John Bunyan joined Cromwell’s

Parliamentary army in 1644 and was
discharged in 1647. The following years
led to his conversion as  described in his

autobiographical account Grace
Abounding. His work as a popular
preacher led in 1660 to his being

imprisoned for 12 years for seditious
activity. In prison he began to write Part

I of The Pilgrim’s Progress. At the
Palace Beautiful, signifying the

congregation of the faithful, the pilgrim
is given a sword and armour, and this
reflects the liberation experienced by
the New Model Army, where ordinary

working people like Bunyan were
supplied with arms. Combining history,
theology and literary analysis. 394pp,

paperback.
£14.99 NOW £5
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Miscellany cont. from page 1
94683 QUILL PEN
GIFT SET WITH
PEN STAND AND
THREE NIBS cont... 94600 FUNKY

CATS GIFT
WRAP PAPER:
One Sheet
With an almost 3D
effect a repeating
pattern of smiling
cats, all six little
characters are made
from a patchwork
quilt of brightly
coloured fabrics
with polka dots and
flowers, they have
triangular pointed
ears and long
whiskers.  A really
jolly design for this
quality sheet of wrapping paper folded into four and
measuring 70 x 50cm.  Bargain price.
ONLY £1.25

94338 MARBLED
PAPER GIFT WRAP
FOR BOOKS  by IF
Wouldn’t it be super to
add another layer of
loveliness by gift
wrapping with a special
reading theme design?
Bibliophile has chosen two
designs, with This Book
Belongs To: on an antique
label on beautiful swirling
marbled green, cream and
black marbled paper
exactly as you would find
on the endpapers of an

antique book.  The wrapping paper folds perfectly so
this would look like the title on the front cover of the
gift wrapped book.  The quality lithographic print is
on 120gsm weave paper size 400 x 490mm (15.7 x
19.3") paper size to fit all of the most popular
paperback and hardback book sizes.  Sold as
individual sheets.
ONLY £2.75

94337 BOOK
BADGES GIFT WRAP
FOR BOOKS  by IF
What is nicer than
wrapping up a book with
a specially themed design.
With badges on a linen
background design with
slogans like GONE
READING!, Read ‘em &
weep, FACT OR
FICTION, HAPPILY
Ever After!, A BOOK IS
FOR LIFE, I HEART
BOOKS, ALWAYS
JUDGE A BOOK BY ITS

WRAPPING.  And now indeed you can with this
special gift wrap paper with TO: FROM: in the
centre to write on the front of the gift parcel printed
on this quality 120gsm weave paper.  Quality
lithographic print, paper size 15.7 x 19.3" to fit the
most popular paperback and hardback book sizes.
ONLY £2.75

92831 KLIMT
GIFT WRAP
COLLECTION
WITH GIFT
TAGS
by The Gifted
Stationery
Company
Ten larger than
A4 tear out
sheets of
wrapping paper
featuring close up
images of Klimt’s
masterworks of
effervescent

pansies and flowers and a repeating pattern of his
portraits of beautiful women on golden backgrounds
and all ablaze with colour.  Easily removed from the
very large softback, best of all on the inside flap
back cover are 22 matching gift tags with images
reproduced in either rectangles, circles, squares or
ovals complete with tiny perforated to insert string.
Each crisp sheet measures 48 x 69.8cm. Colour.
ONLY £5  REDUCED
92829 ST CLEMENT’S GIFT WRAP
COLLECTION WITH GIFT TAGS
by The Gifted Stationery Company
Ten huge tear out sheets which measure 48 x
69.8cm when unfolded, the attractive Mediterranean
decoration is of plump oranges and lemons on their
stalks and some still in flower against a mosaic black
and blue background in the Islamic style, all very
Mediterranean in theme and bursting with health and
colour.  Best of all on the inside back cover are 22
matching gift tags with tiny holes perforated for the
tag in the Arabic or Izmik mosaic tile designs, and
some decorated with oranges and lemons and in
various shapes of rectangles, circles, ovals and
squares.  Colour.
ONLY £8.50

GORGEOUS GIFT WRAP

...metals - one
medium fine golden,
one sharp, stainless

steel and a third with
a double layer for

italic writing.  The mix
of stainless steel and

iridium alloy to
prevent rust and
ensure durability.

Simply pull out the nib
and replace with one
of the width of your

choice. The set comprises four nibs pen and a
matching pen stand in silver decorated metal

measuring 4cm at the circular base diameter and 4cm
high with a shaped space to perfectly fit your quill

pen. The gift box is decorated with the words
in gold 1502 World Map Series and an

antique map design.
ONLY £24.99

94597 2B
PAPERMATE
PENCILS 12 PACK

by Sanford
Premium quality lovely

soft 2B lead pencils,
perfect for drawing as it

easily smudges for artistic effect and shading.  Quality is
assured from the top brand PaperMate which appears on
the long pencil with the distinctive trademark dark blue
and black and white stripes, black top and 1107 2B.
Sharpened and ready for use.  Boxed set of 12 pieces.
ONLY £5
94603 PORTABLE GRATITUDE KIT
by Kikkerland
Leave a note before you go to say thank you.  Writing a
thank you note may seem old fashioned, but we all
know that a personal, handwritten note brings the
recipient a sense of joy.  When
you are feeling thankful for a
helpful neighbour, a dog walker,
to place on a pillow of a guest, to
send after staying as a house
guest or for good restaurant
service, this lovely set of
ten miniature pale
cream cards with a
bluey silver
decorative leaf
design in the
corner and pale
blue matching
envelopes of the
same design reversed in
white will add a touch of class
to your notes of gratitude and appreciation, sympathy or
friendship or to use when gift wrapping.  With a tiny
writer’s guidebook with tips and examples and a tiny
ballpoint pen.
ONLY £3.75

94605 SUPER 6
IN 1 TECH PEN
WITH SPIRIT
LEVEL, RULER,
SCREWDRIVER
by Rysons
An engineered cross
thread twist ballpoint
pen with a soft tip
stylus, this handy
gadget incorporates
a mini screwdriver
with Philips and Slot
head, a mini spirit
level, a ruler with

cm and inches and includes a pocket clip.  Black and
silver coloured and with the little green spirit level on the
side.  A unique bargain product.
ONLY £3.75
94607 WHITEBOARD PINBOARD WITH BLUE
MARKER, ERASER, MAGNETS  by United Office
Good large sized lightweight multipurpose board with
Bibliophile navy blue border, the lower half is a cork

pinboard decorated with
spaceships and
planets and enclosed
are six sturdy navy
plastic topped
drawing pins.  The
top half of the board
is a whiteboard to
write on, with a
marker pen with soft
sponge eraser top to
removed scribbles
and first erase
writing - simply wipe
the board with a
clean damp cloth and
dry.  There is a
ribbon for hanging
onto two sturdy
metal hanging clips

and two large circular
navy magnets to keep papers in place.  Now you will
be all set to go and to keep the household efficient.  A
wonderful bargain price.
ONLY £7

94422
BIBLIOPHILE
DIVERSE SPINES
NOTES: 20
Notecards
by Jamise
Harper
Well, it has our
name on it!  Share
the literary love
with this colourful set
featuring 20 assorted book
stacks of well-loved classics, scifi
and more.  At a glance we can see The Joy Luck Club
by Amy Tan, Beloved by Toni Morrison and Little Fires
Everywhere by Celeste Ng, Roots by Alex Haley, Wild
Swans by Jung Chang, a stack of cookbooks and
colourful spine art and kids’ picture books.  20 different
notecards and quality envelopes, 4.45 x 11.18 x 13.97cm
boxed.
£14.99 NOW £6.25
94484 MUSEUM COLLECTION: Postcards In A
Box  by The Natural History Museum
A box set containing 50 stunning colour postcards
showcasing some of the unique specimens and
architectural gems of the Natural History Museum. The
giant panda, a gorilla, famous scientists and botanists,
the famous museum staircase, sculptures and drawings,
a cheeky giraffe peeping from under the famous arches,
and of course Dippy the Diplodocus and other famous
artifacts, exquisite botanical priand nts to keep, send or
frame.  50 unique images.
£12.99 NOW £7.25

93275 BOY’S OWN WRITING SET
by Museums & Galleries

Featuring vintage book covers from the Boy’s Own
Annual, The Armoured Car Scouts, A Sub and A

Submarine, Young England, Hunting for Gold:
Adventures in Klondyke, and Daring Deeds among

them, open the Velcro cover of this beautifully decorated
wallet to discover eight sheets of quality thick white
writing paper with the book cover illustrations all the

way down one side and ten white envelopes.
ONLY £2  REDUCED

93190 SELLOTAPE CLEAR - 6 ROLLS
by Rysons
Ideal to fit in our black mini tape dispenser code 93199 is
a set of six sticky tape rolls, mini sized, made in China
with white plastic centre circle and plenty of tape - ideal
for home, school or office use without spending the type
of money expected by big brands like Sellotape.
ONLY £2.75  BACK IN STOCK
92269 PAPER MATE LIQUID PAPER
CORRECTION PENS: Set of 3 by Paper Mate
Far easier to handle than Tippex or other liquid papers,
these white correction pens give clean and precise
corrections to your drawings and artworks, craft projects
or of course handwriting with their precise tip.  The
accurate squeeze control system on the barrel of the pen
allows the correction fluid to be dispensed evenly.
Shake well before use, press tip to paper and squeeze
gently to control flow.  Store in an upright position.
ONLY £7.50

93206 WILD 4
FILE FOLDERS
WITH 15 TAB
LABELS
by Life Canvas
Keep your
documents and
papers organised in
the most stylish
way.  With close-
ups of peacock and
other feathers in

iridescent red, green and blue, the tabs are purple, lime
green, sky blue and red on one side and feather designs
on the reverse.  The 15 tab labels to write on are sticky
backed, cream in colour, and have a colourful feather
design to the left.  Standard A4 size for all filing
systems, for all nature lovers.
ONLY £3.75 BACK IN STOCK
92691 RENOIR: A Folio of Ten Notecards
by The Barnes Foundation
Pierre-Auguste Renoir (1841-1919) exhibited with the
Impressionists in the 1870s and early 1880s and went on
to paint for three more decades, focussing on the bucolic
landscapes of the South of France.  There are five each
of two designs, Girl with Basket of Fish and Girl with
Basket of Oranges with beautiful tranquil blue skies and
the soft flesh of the girls are seen in these beautiful
coastal scenes. 10" x 4", blank for any occasion and with
ten white envelopes.
$10.95 NOW £3

93459 FLUFFY CAT
NOTEBOOK
by The Book People
Super soft animal print
fur covered notebook
embossed with a cat?s
big eyes, glittery nose
and ears and collar and
MEOW medallion.
There is a bright pink
soft fur pompom
pagemarker, 160 lined
pages with Meow icon,
fish shapes and a paw

print in the corners and a matching animal print soft fur
pompom on top of the pink biro with blue ink enclosed
with this very special furry set.
£8.99 NOW £5  BACK IN STOCK
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94268 VAN GOGH STARRY NIGHT GIFT PEN SET
by The Gifted Stationery Company
Starry, starry night with swirling yellow moon, blues and greens
of the landscape, this detail from one of Van Gogh’s masterworks
graces the box and barrels of these two identical ballpoint pens.
Black ink, silver tips, points and clips, this is a quality stationery
item for ladies or gents.  175mm × 60mm × 26mm.  Gilt edged
box, a fine gift idea.
ONLY £8.75  REDUCED

PENS & PENCILS

94480 CHISEL CHUNKY HIGHLIGHTERS
Pack of 4  by Just Stationery
Chunky and easy to hold and in fluorescent pink,
orange, yellow and green is a pack of four
highlighters deliberately designed to mimic the much
more expensive Stabilo.  Useful for marking up text
and artworks and shopping lists etc.  In clear wallet
with press stud fastener, the tip itself is chiselled to
an angle so that it makes writing easier and much
more stylish.
ONLY £4.25

93149 BIBLIOPHILE SOFT TOUCH PEN
WITH STYLUS: Rose Gold Finish

Gleaming rose gold clip and tip also with a rose gold
finish, this quality, black ink ballpoint pen has a
satisfyingly definite click on the top with a soft,
padded stylus for use on your smart phone. The

barrel is in blue with laser etching, Booksellers since
1978 www.bibliophilebooks.com 020 7474 2474.  The

weight and grip of the pen feels luxury.
ONLY £3.75 BACK IN STOCK

89185 WELL READ WITH BIBLIOPHILE
PEN  by Annie Squiggley!

Bibliophile details are engraved in silver onto the dark
claret ruby red barrel “ WELL READ WITH

BIBLIOPHILE BOOKS” with our website address
www.bibliophilebooks.com and phone number 020 74

74 24 74.  With black ink, smart silver clip which
activates the retractable biro when pressed, and soft-

to-the-touch grippable barrel, this stylish design
usually retails around £7.

ONLY £3
94481 PERMANENT MARKERS Pack of 8
by Just Stationery
With a lovely firm bullet tip and in assorted colours,
these permanent marker pens are in fluorescent
yellow, orange, bright green, blue, red, navy, purple
and black and by the quality stationery company
Tallon.  The pens cap colour represents the colour of
the ink and these are suitable for adults or children - if
you can trust them!  A really great nib, beautiful
colours that last and excellent value.
ONLY £5.50
91698 RED: SHARPIE METAL BARREL
PERMANENT MARKER PEN CHISEL TIP:
Box of 12  by Sharpie
Box of 12 for home crafts, labelling, design work,
projects, packaging and much more.  Bibliophile is
delighted to offer a box of 12 red coloured versatile
markers with resilient permanent ink work on nearly
any surface including wet and oily surfaces, even on
wood, metal, foil, stone, plastic, leather and more.
With a sturdy silver metal barrel and blue or red cap
with a clip, the chisel nib will stand up to heavy use.
Fade and water-resistant red ink which is xylene and
toluene-free.
ONLY £5

92726 QUEEN BEE 12 PENCIL SET
by The Gifted Stationery Company
Hexagonal shaped 7" tall sturdy cardboard case with a
golden honeycomb top and buzzy bumble bee design,

the image has some of the bees with
golden wings landing on pale pink and
lilac flowers and foliage against a sky-
blue background.  Lift the lid and inside
are 12 ready-sharpened full-length HB
pencils in exactly the same design, a
cheerful blue colour.  Matches Pencil
Case code 92724.
ONLY £6.75

92724 QUEEN BEE
PENCIL CASE
by The Gifted Station-
ery Company
This could very easily be
gifted as a beautiful
cosmetics make-up bag or
purse with its honeycomb
patterned design across the
top in a real gold foil, a

long golden zip across the top and halfway down the
sides, and the stiffened cotton fabric, the image has
some of the bees with golden wings landing on pale pink
and lilac flowers and foliage against a sky-blue
background.  Measures approximately 9" in length and
3½” tall, a brand new quality item.
ONLY £6.50
92727 WILLIAM MORRIS JASMINE 12
PENCIL SET
by The Gifted Stationery Company
Hexagonal shaped 7" tall sturdy cardboard case with its
two-tone pale green and teal blue William Morris popular

Jasmine repeating pattern with yellow
flowers across the base.  Lift the lid and
inside are 12 ready-sharpened full-
length HB pencils in exactly the same
design, in pale green and teal blue
colour, and standing to attention ready
for use in a foam holder at the base of
the case.  A lovely companion to
the Pencil Case in the same

design code 92725.
ONLY £6.50
92725 WILLIAM
MORRIS JASMINE
PENCIL CASE
by The Gifted Station-
ery Company
This could very easily be
gifted as a beautiful

cosmetics make-up bag or purse with its two-tone pale
green and teal blue Jasmine repeating pattern with
yellow flowers across the base.  This colouring has been
very popular in the William Morris Jasmine series of pens
and stationery we have in stock.  A long golden zip
across the top and halfway down the sides, and the
stiffened cotton fabric with Jasmine design.  Measures
approximately 9" in length and 3½” tall, a brand new
quality item.
ONLY £6.50

Miscellany

92719 A4 NOTEBOOK WILLIAM MORRIS
JASMINE by The Gifted Stationery Company
The Jasmine tumbling flower and contrasting acorn
wallpaper pattern design from William Morris at
Kelmscott decorate the covers of this extra-large lined
notebook perfect for writing, taking notes, journaling,
making lists and much more. The flexi-bound notebook
has 176 sheets of ruled white paper, colour printed on
the side edges with an elastic closure.  Quality paper
with simply the word Date and / / in the top right-hand
corner and mustard endpapers and matching elastic
fastener. 297mm × 210mm.
ONLY £6.50
92744 BRIGHT GAMES: CHESS & CHECKERS

by Chronicle Books
Nice quality double-sided games pieces, one set white
discs, the other black with the simple chess symbols on
one side and blank on the other, made of wood.  The

foldable game board tucks neatly into the approximately
18" square sturdy metal tin for portability.  For ages six

and up, two players.
£21.99 NOW £4.25  REDUCED

92982 PRINCESS MINON-MINETTE RIDES
OUT LUXURY SKETCH BOOK by Kay Nielsen
Combining high quality production with magnificent fine
art, the cover is printed on foil in five pastel green and
pink colours, embossed and then foil stamped, and the
thick paper stock makes this A4 large blank book perfect
for sketching and drawing.  The cover illustration
features Kay Nielsen’s Crinoline & Lace in which the
Danish illustrator recreates the fairy tale of Minon-
Minette.  Prince Souci fell in love with the beautiful and
kind-hearted Princess and was desperate to win her love
but  he was captured and caged. 144pp, 21.6 x 28cm.
£12.99 NOW £5.50

93193 DATE AND STAMP PAD by Rysons
The story of rubber stamps began in 1736 when French
explorer Charles Marie de la Condamine discovered
rubber in the Amazon River Basin.  With the date 2023
etc. JAN, FEB, a 0,1, there are the four sharp
impressions to rotate on your date stamp in its sturdy
metal casing, with grey and red knob on top.  Press hard
into the enclosed Stamp Pad of black ink with lid to keep
it moist.  Gently stamp and repeat on papers, books.
ONLY £2.50
93195 FUN PACK CRAFT SET by Rysons
Spy through the cellophane wrapper two each of the
following bright chenille pipe cleaners of 14" long in
orange, lime, yellow, dark pink and purple, assorted
colour coordinated pompoms of different sizes, three
sizes of those brilliant googly eyes with a white
background and black moving dot and a generous pack
of multi-coloured sequins to either sew or glue onto any
number of craft projects.  For all hobbyists and little ones
starting out, school projects, arts, scrapbooking,
decoration and more.
ONLY £3

93203 SELF SEAL DL WHITE ENVELOPES
PACK OF 50 by Rysons

Bright white quality 110 x 220mm DL standard sized
envelopes which fit A4 paper folded into thirds.  Easy to

write directly onto the surface, just peel and seal with
the adhesive self-sealing strip along the top of the white
mailing envelope.  ‘In 1653, a Frenchman De Valayer

established a postal system in Paris. He set up mail
boxes and delivered any letters places in them if they

used the postage pre-paid envelopes that he sold.’
Bargain price for a pack of 50.

ONLY £4

93707 FOXI STATIONERY: Fox with Monocle
Stationery Set
With a magnetic flap, lift the lid under this beautifully
designed red fox with monocle and big fluffy tail to find
a set of stationery for children containing a lilac biro,
ten stylish envelopes with the fox design on the front,
and lined space for the address and blue pattern design
on the reverse, 20 sheets of writing paper with the
same blue pattern around the border in pale blue, two
erasers, one blue, one orange fox design, two mini
sticky notepads with 24 fox stickers. Ages six and up.
ONLY £5.25

93837 OWL LOVE
WISE: A5 Spiral Bound
Notebook
by Page Publications
With cheerful lilac sturdy
spiral binding and back
cover, the cheeky owl
almost circular design is in
pale maroon with pink,
purple, mustard yellow
and pale green floral
decorative design on the
front cover, with a little
birdie on one flower and
tiny hearts on the edges.
White background on front
cover, lilac on back and

with the word WISE as the title.  Approximately 100
lined pages, quality hardbound notebook, the pages
are easy to tear out.
$15.99 NOW £6

93838 PAINTED PETALS BOOK OF LABELS:
80 Decorated Labels by Katy Smail
“We lose ourselves sin books. We find ourselves there
too.”  Features the beautiful modern pastel florals of
artist Katy Smail.  The tri-fold set includes 80 decorative
and functional peel-off labels in differing sizes, handy for
labelling your favourite books or organizing your home
office. EX LIBRIS, From the Library Of... are two of the
eight designs.
ONLY £4.50

94339 NIGHT READERS MIDNIGHT +1.5
ILLUMINATED LED READING

GLASSES  by IF
Snuggle down with these rather stylish

Bibliophile colour dark blue squared
reading glasses for ladies or gentlemen.

With quality polycarbonate /acrylic lenses,
strength +1.5.  With ‘Touch Temple’ light
switch operation, the LED batteries come
fitted and the glasses are designed to give

you your own personal reading
space.  Recall days of reading
in secret under the bedcovers.

Ultra slim and stylish and
suitable for all ages.  Boxed.

ONLY £12.99
94340 NIGHT READERS

MIDNIGHT +2.5 ILLUMINATED
LED READING
GLASSES by IF

Strength +2.5.  Ultra
slim, stylish and suitable

for all ages.  Boxed.
ONLY £12.99

New Age & Occult from page 1

94805 ANSWERS FROM HEAVEN cont...
...which messages can come to us from the other side,
the book outlines the latest scientific research on the
afterlife and mediumship and answers important
questions about what happens after we die.  It shares
practical steps we can all take to become more attuned
to the medium that lies within us and recognise the
signs that heaven is calling.  The book outlines the
many different ways that heaven may answer our
prayers, offer us comfort and provide proof of survival.
It includes the top ten afterlife signs, what near-death
experiences can tell us, the meaning of visions and
dreams, the importance of intuition and coincidence and
advice on visiting a medium.  331pp with an appendix
of interesting podcasts and YouTube videos.
Paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50

94823 HISTORY OF
MAGIC
by Chris Gosden
Magic, religion and
science are intertwined,
and archaeology teaches
us as much about ancient
settlements and cultures
and the history of magic
in the human and
spiritual world.  ‘From
the steppes of Mongolia
to the palaces of London
and Paris, from
prehistory to today, told
through the lens of magic
that has always existed
alongside and within
religion itself, here is a
gripping ride of

astonishing span.  There are colourful characters,
shaman, witches, kings, esoteric rites and revelatory
research in this highly entertaining historical treasure
trove’ says Simon Sebag Montefiore.  With his own
magical touch, Gosden brilliantly reveals the place of
magic in human societies from the Ice Age to the
present day and this is of increasing relevance as we
witness the growth of extreme cults in the post-truth era.
Chapters include Magic in Mesopotamia and Egypt
4,000-1,000BCE, Chinese Magic 20,000BCE to the
Present, Jewish, Greek and Roman Magic, The Magics
of Africa, Australia and the Americas and Modern and
Future Magic among them.  There is a timeline of the
global history of magic and many maps and illustrations
including tomb artefacts throughout the text.  Penguin
paperback, 482pp.
£12.99 NOW £7.50

94812 CLASSIC
TAROT DECK &
GUIDEBOOK
by Chartwell Books
A modern seer’s
complete guide to
developing intuitive
abilities and mastering
time-honoured tarot
techniques used for
divination.  This big
glamorous box set
includes a 32 page colour
illustrated guidebook, a
deck of 78 full-colour
large tarot cards guiding
you through the most
popular readings including
Past, Present, Future and
The Celtic Cross.  Helpful
illustrations assist
deciphering every card in
the deck as you learn each meaning, both upright and
reversed.  Understand the deeper meaning of ordinary
events and reveal what your future might hold.  Box
measures 18.8 x 25cm.
£14.99 NOW £10

94810 BOOK OF SHADOWS
by Anastasia Greywolf
Sub-titled ‘A Journal of Magick, Spells and
Rituals’, the journal includes an introduction to
the essentials of witchcraft, writing prompts
tailored to each spell allowing you to meditate on
your intention, a place to record your practice for
future reference and in this way it is both a
journal and grimoire to document and reflect on
your spell work.  The word spell conjure up
witchy rhyming incantations and black cauldrons
and cruel evil women, but the truth is actually
quite different.  The Book of Shadows
traditionally serves as a diary to record dreams,
spells and outcomes, focussing on expert execution
of rituals and ceremonies.  There is a guide to
candles, colours and their meanings such as gold
for wealth, masculinity, luck, power, happiness
and the sun, and blue for travel, communication

and calm.  There are herbs, crystals and stones, consecrated water, smudge sticks, flower essences, essential oils
all explained.  Written a little like a recipe book with plenty of space to write your notes into the journal with the
prompts and beautifully decorated with colour artworks.  160pp.
£12.99 NOW £7 MORE ON NEXT PAGE

94146 PSYCHIC POWERS: Unlock Your
Natural Intuition by Sahar Huneidi-Palmer
Paranormal perception, pre-feeling, perception of time,
linear and circular time, time travel, rewriting the past
with a visualisation technique, types of psychic abilities,
the four clairs, clairvoyants (clear seeing), clairaudience
(clear hearing), clairsentience (clear feeling),
claircognizance (clear knowing).  Check in with your
body and learn tips for writing a powerful affirmation.
Study your auric field through energy fields, high senses
and interconnected universe, multi-dimensional reality,
and sensing chakras.  Develop your own intuition
through self awareness, keeping an open mind, starting
a creative hobby, a dream journal, listening to binaural
sounds, chanting, candle flames and trees.  At least
5,000 years have elapsed since the first attempt to
speak with the dead or make future prophecies.  For
example the Ancient Egyptians used ‘scrying’ to read
patterns created by dropping ink into water.  The
Mesopotamians did the same with oil, and after tea was
discovered as a beverage in 2727BC, the Ancient
Chinese began reading tea leaves.  This beautiful book
is your window into the world of psychic powers,
telepathy and astral projection and you can even learn
the art of channelling through automatic writing.  208
beautifully decorated gilt-edged golden pages.  Gold
blocked hardback.  New full price publication.
ONLY £8.99
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A meditative take on
the traditional game

of cat’s cradle.
94439 MINDFUL STRING
GAMES
by Chronicle Books
Cat’s Cradle, Soaring Bird, the
Tiger Whiskers that honour
your intuition or the two-
person sequence of practicing
mindfulness with a friend,
these ten mindful string games
offer you a new sense of inner
peace.  Includes a tiny

instruction book and a golden string is included in the
box with a sliding drawer.
£13.99 NOW £5
93944 NOSTRADAMUS AND OTHER
PROPHETS AND SEERS Prophecies and Secret
Knowledge from Ancient Times to The Present
Day  by Jo Durden Smith
Chapters include the Prophets of Yahweh, Bruno and the
Rosicrucian Witch-hunt, John Dee, magic, Kabbala and
alchemy, and questions whether Nostradamus was
genuine or a fraud. As far back as 4000 BC, the
Sumerians consulted sages who would pronounce on
important matters and advise on courses of action.
Discover the prophecies that predicted: The French
Revolution, Pearl Harbor, 9/11 and The Iraq War.
Nostradamus and Other Prophets and Seers examines
the role of astrology, alchemy, and arcane knowledge in
prophecy. 300 page large well illus paperback.
£9.99 NOW £6

Creating your life as
you would like it to
be, being a creative

force in your own life.
94429 MANIFEST: Find
Your Power
by Anoushka Churchill
Step inside the world of
MANIFESTING, a practice
which empowers you to
become the very best
version of yourself and

embody the person you want to become.  Practice
happiness, embrace the present, meet the future, nourish
the past and create your plan to live the dream.  A Best
Self Box is a tangible reminder and a Manifestation
Journal can be your book about all things beautiful.
There are cruel quirks of fate, but Manifesting gives us
hope.  Chapters include Clarification Medicine, A
Happiness List, A Full Body Scan, Gratitude List, A Core
Value Cloud, Nourishing Your Inner Child, Making A
Vision Board, A Focus Wheel and Affirmation
Meditation.  Beautifully designed colour artworks, 128pp.
£9.99 NOW £5
94438 MAGDALENE’S LOST LEGACY
by Margaret Starbird
Sub-titled ‘Symbolic Numbers and The Sacred Union In
Christianity’, this is a welcome reprint of the 2003 classic
book on creation and spirituality.  Author Margaret
Starbird decodes the symbolic numbers embedded in the
original Greek phrases of the New Testament, revealing
the powerful presence of the feminine divine.  She
reveals that the union between Jesus and his bride Mary
Magdalene formed a sacred partnership that was the
cornerstone of the earliest Christian community.  She
demonstrates how the crucial teaching of the sacred
marriage that unites masculine and feminine principals,
the Heiros Gamos, is the partnership model for life of our
planet and the ultimate blueprint for civilisation.  Her
research challenges the concept that Christ was celibate,
and establishes Mary Magdalene as the human
incarnation of the sacred bride.  She also reveals the true
meaning of the ‘666’ prophesied in the Book of
Revelation. Glossary. 170pp, large paperback.
£12.99 NOW £6

94436 JESUS, KING
ARTHUR AND THE
JOURNEY OF THE
GRAIL
by Maurice Cotterell
By the author of the
bestselling ‘The
Tutankhamun Prophecies’,
this book was originally
published in 2006 as ‘The
Celtic Chronicles: The True
Story of the Holy Grail’.
Cotterell explains how it
contains the secret super-
science of the Sun and the
higher orders of spirituality;

how it was carried to England by Joseph of Arimathea;
how in AD453 it was found by King Arthur who
engraved it with the same esoteric information found
on the Pyramid of Inscriptions in Palenque, Mexico,
and the Gateway of the Sun at Tiahuanaco in Ancient
Peru.  His discoveries reveal that the Grail does
actually radiate light, and goes on to show how the
holy cup was passed for safe keeping to the Monks of
Lindisfarne, who copied the secrets of the Grail into the
Lindisfarne Gospels and the Book of Kells.  Fleeing
from Viking raids, the monks carried their treasures to
Ireland, explaining how the cup found its way to the
Dublin Museum, where it rests today.  241pp softback
with dozens of colour images.
£15.99 NOW £6.50

94125 CALL OF THE CTHULHU AND OTHER
STORIES  by H. P. Lovecraft

The Nameless City, Herbert West - Reanimator, The
Hound, The Lurking Fear, The Rats in the Walls, The

Festival, The Shunned House, The Horror at Red Hook,
He, The Call of Cthulhu and The History of the

Necronomicon are the 11 short stories by Howard Philips
Lovecraft, the pioneer of modern horror fiction.
Unknowable evils, horrifying cosmic beings and

supernatural terrors haunt these pages as ordinary men
and women discover the truth about the Elder Gods and
their dangerous ways, begin to doubt their own sanity,
and must battle against their fears and their own worst

instincts as they struggle to survive in the darkness.
Dark purple blue page edges and silver embossed cover.

224 small pages.
ONLY £8

94130 ESSENTIAL BOOK OF SHAMANISM
by Suzanne Edwards
Shamanism links us strongly to the Earth, the Heavens,
and our own deeper layers.  The shaman is a doctor,
medicine man or woman, social worker and priest or
priestess in the community, highly revered and
respected as they carry a position of great responsibility.
They have the ability to enter trance states and travel
within the spirit realms to find information or assistance
from spirit helpers to solve problems within the
community, to provide healing for the sick, and to assist
with escorting lost souls of the dead to the afterlife, help
crops grow.  Shamans also presided over rites of
passage such as birth, death, marriage and coming of
age ceremonies. Artworks, symbols and exercises.
ONLY £9.99

94126 CARMILLA by Sheridan Le Fanu
Before Dracula there was Carmilla, a haunting,
revolutionary tale of love and vampirism in the early
19th century.  Nothing is what it seems when a wealthy
English widower and his daughter Laura unexpectedly
welcome the young Carmilla into their isolated Styrian
castle.  Although Laura is quickly charmed by Carmilla’s
grace and beauty, she thereafter falls victim to a
strange, unidentifiable illness that threatens to take her
life.  And when an old family friend reappears to shed
light on Carmilla’s mysterious past, Laura realises her
dear friend may prove deadly after all.  128pp
paperback.
ONLY £6.50

94326 STONEHENGE: The Story of a Sacred
Landscape

by Francis Pryor
A beautifully illustrated account of the history and

archaeology the megaliths of Stonehenge.  Its purpose -
place of worship, sacrificial arena, giant calendar - is

unknown, but its story is one of the most extraordinary
of any of the world’s prehistoric monuments.

Constructed in several phases over a period of some
1500 years, beginning c3000BC, Stonehenge’s key
elements are its ‘bluestones’, transported from West

Wales by unexplained means, and sarsen stones quarried
from the nearby Marlborough Downs.  Francis Pryor

delivers a rigorous account of the nature and history of
the monument and explores how antiquarians, scholars,
writers and artists and ‘the heritage industry’ and even
neopagans have interpreted the site over the centuries.

Illus paperback, 236pp, colour.
£12.99 NOW £6

SCIENCE AND MATHS
The nice thing about artificial intelligence is

that at least it’s better than artificial
stupidity.

- Terry Pratchett, The Long War

94816 FARTS AREN’T
INVISIBLE
by Mick O’Hare
Mind and bottom-blowing
facts from history, science,
sport and the universe by
the bestselling author of
Does Anything Eat Wasps?
Did you know that ostriches
don’t bury their heads in the
sand, that powdered rice is
used as cement in the Great
Wall of China, what 60% of
the human population cannot
smell and what on earth
rhinotillexomania is?  From
flatulence, the solar system

and the Universe, history, life on Earth, food, maths,
science, the ocean, transport, arts, music and films,
sport, the weather, royalty, religion, politics, human
body, there are huge scientific questions and a quest for
knowledge and the seemingly trivial has never been
more fascinating.  208pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5

94822 HAYNES
HUMAN DNA MANUAL
by Dr Melita Irving
Understand your genetic
code and a lot more about
evolution, ancestry, health,
genomics and epigenetics
with a leading consultant
from Guy’s and St Thomas’
Hospital who specialises in
rare diseases and conditions
with a genetic cause.  In the
big colour graphic layout
Haynes Publishing is

renowned for, explained simplistically but accurately is
the history of DNA discovery, the law of dominance,
segregation and independent assortment, inheritance
patterns, gametes and zygosity.  The DNA molecule is a
double helix made up of two strands each containing a
backbone of sugar and phosphate.  Chromosomes are
structures found inside the cell nucleus, tightly coiled
strands of DNA, twisted around special proteins called
histones.  We should each have 46 chromosomes in
total, 23 from our mother and 23 from our father.
Females have two X chromosomes and males have one
X and one Y chromosome.  The X chromosome contains
about 800 genes and in comparison the Y has only about
70 including the so-called sex-determining genes that
makes someone with a Y male.  There are sections on
sequencing the human genome, genetic disorders, gene
editing and outstanding breakthroughs in archaeology
and science which are informing us about our past and
defining our future.  The book tracks DNA’s fates in
defining many aspects of our lives today, includes
practical experiments, DNA in crime investigation,
human evolution and medical science and the latest
debates on cloning, commercial genetic testing and the
microbiome.  In this way the book brings together all the
fascinating strands of genetic science and how DNA is
being mapped, classified, utilised and understood.  160
very large pages, 21.6 x 28cm approx.  Hundreds of
colour illus. and diagrams and flow charts.
£22.99 NOW £10

94840 10 SHORT LESSONS IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE & ROBOTICS:
Pocket Einstein  by Peter Bentley
Computers rule the world.  Data floods from everything we do. Robots are building our
products in factories.  Our homes are computerised and we can talk to these digital home
assistants, receiving detailed and coherent replies.  Behind the scenes, artificial intelligence is
making everything work and you cannot live in the modern world without it or being
impacted by AI and robots.  Every time you make a purchase, AIs are handling your
money, checking for fraud, using your data to understand you better, recommending new
products.  Inside our homes we have smart TVs, computerised fridges, washing machines,
central heating, air conditioning systems all AI robotic devices.  Decisions about whether we
should or should not be accepted for financial products are made by AIs.  Our future anti-viral
and antibacterial drugs are being designed by AI.  Internet connections, utilities and mobile
phones are all adjusted by smart AI algorithms that try to optimise supply while minimising
waste.  The book takes us on a short journey through the strange world of computers, robots

and building brains and the surprisingly long life and ups and downs AI has already had.  Leading expert Professor J.
Bentley breaks down the fast-moving world of computers in the time of automata into 10 pivotal lessons, presenting
the reader with the essential information, the origins and motivation behind AI and robotics, the smart algorithms that
allow us to build good computers, how computers interpret sensory information and the challenges of emotional
intelligence, unpredictable environments and imagination.  192pp, line art and short biographies of important figures
such as Michael Maudlin or ‘Fuzzy’ and his creation, the Lycos web search engine and portal, launched in 1994.
£9.99 NOW £5

94841 10 SHORT LESSONS IN SPACE TRAVEL: Pocket Einstein
by Paul Parsons
A companion to code 94840 10 Short Lessons in Artificial Intelligence & Robotics, here a
research scientist in mathematics and astrophysics provides a timely look at the essential
lessons learned from our voyages into outer space.  In an era of rapidly developing
technology and renewed ambition, the 21st century has ushered in an exciting new age of
space flight, but what has brought us to this point in our exploration of the universe? Soon
space travel will open itself up to paying members of the public and this short and essential
guide describes how we will leave the planet, stay alive in space, when to let machines
take over, space is big business, the next giant leap which has already begun, the small
solar system and coverage of unmanned satellites and the chances of reaching the stars.
Glossary, 184pp, line art and other illus.
£9.99 NOW £5

93481 CASE FOR CLIMATE ENGINEERING
by David Keith
Is it possible to cool the planet by injecting reflective
particles of sulfuric acid into the upper atmosphere where
they would scatter a tiny fraction of incoming sunlight
back to space?  Solar geoengineering is a set of
emerging technologies to manipulate the climate and
partially counteract climate change caused by the
gradual accumulation of carbon dioxide.  But deliberately
adding one pollutant to temporarily counter another is a
brutally ugly technical fix.  It is also dangerous and
entails novel environmental risks, raising security
concerns that could in the worst case lead to war. The
potential demands a broad debate. 194pp.
ONLY £4

94164 FRAGILE EARTH: Writing from The
New Yorker

edited by David Remnick and Henry Finder
A classic collection of the New Yorker’s most urgent and

groundbreaking reporting the writing includes Bill
McKibben’s seminal essay ‘The End of Nature’, the first

piece to popularise both the science and politics of
climate change for a general audience.  Also the Pulitzer
prize-winning work of Elizabeth Kolbert, Kathryn Schulz,

Jonathan Franzen, Eric Klinenberg and others.  The
essays take a glacier in India, Inuits in Alaska, solar-
power users in Tanzania, fire managers in California,

from Greenland to the Great Plains, and into both
laboratories and rainforests. 541pp, paperback.

£12.99 NOW £3.50  REDUCED
27140 ORIGIN OF SPECIES
by Charles Darwin
Darwin’s theory of natural selection issued a profound
challenge to orthodox thought and belief: no being or
species has been specifically created; all are locked into
a pitiless struggle for existence, with extinction looming
for those not fitted for the task. Yet The Origin of
Species (1859) is also a humane and inspirational vision
of ecological interrelatedness, revealing the complex
mutual interdependencies between animal and plant
life, climate and physical environment, and, by
implication, within the human world.  392pp.
Paperback.
ONLY £5

94075 JELLYFISH AGE
BACKWARDS
by Nicklas Brendborg
Sub-titled ‘Nature’s Secrets to
Longevity’ molecular biologist
Brendborg provides a hugely
enjoyable whistle-stop tour of
the science of ageing from the
backwards-ageing jellyfish to
the woman who successfully
edited her own DNA.  We meet
the fighting naked mole-rats
who are much better than their
close relatives mice at surviving
stressors such as DNA-

damaging chemicals, heavy metals or extreme heat, the
Secrets of Easter Island, Zombie Cells and How to Get
Rid of Them, Winding the Biological Clock, Microbe
Struggles and Immune Rejuvenation, Flossing for
Longevity, Starving for Fun and Medieval Monks to
Modern Science.  Refreshingly clear, 270pp, paperback.
£10.99 NOW £4.50  REDUCED
93508 WHO KNEW? HUMAN ANATOMY
by Sophie Collins
Can fear really turn your hair white?  Can a human
brain get full?  Where is the safest place in the world to
give birth?  Did cave men suffer from allergies?  Here is
a fun, fact filled guide to the mysteries of the human
body, with more than 100 questions to quench your
curiosity.  The ten chapters cover Birth and Before,
Weights and Measures, Historical Bodies, Decorated
Bodies, Liver and Lights, Unexpected Events, In Your
Head, The Human Senses, Medicine and Disease and
Death and After. With quiz. 224 page colourful
paperback, illus.
$15.99 NOW £5

94137 IS THERE LIFE AFTER DEATH?
by Anthony Peake

Tony Peake does not think that we survive the death
of our bodies and instead argues that we do not die at
all, that bodily death as we usually think of it is in fact

not possible.  Presenting insights into contemporary
neuroscience and quantum physics as well as ancient

cosmologies and mystical traditions, he presents a
coherent picture of a universe that literally requires you
to be immortal.  As preposterous as this may seem, he
finds persuasive evidence to support it from a variety

of sources but most of all from our everyday
experiences.  How often have you had a sensation
that you were reliving an event for a second time?
How often have you had a correct ‘hunch’ about

something that was about to happen?  Is this a glimpse
of a life already lived, perhaps many times?  You will

read about the common features of near-death
experiences, the slowing of time, a review of your

entire life, brain stimulation studies, evolution, Freudian
slips and déjà vu, epilepsy and schizophrenia.  Peake
shows that the slowing of your sense of time dictated
by chemical changes in your dying brain allows you to

re-experience your life all over again - in seconds, in
someone else’s universe, but in another full life-time in
yours.  A most innovative and provocative argument

about the afterlife.  416pp in new full price large
softback.

ONLY £11.99
94153 THE CABLE: Wire to The New World
by Gillian Cookson
The compelling story of how the first transatlantic cable
was laid, the people who dared, the people who lost,
and the people who profited, the book tells the dramatic
attempts to cross the Atlantic during the 1850s and
1860s, from the first failed attempts to the project that
finally succeeded.  The speed with which information
could now be transmitted was unprecedented and
revolutionised the face of news and the global economy,
revolutionised our understanding of electricity and
created a new global trade. Diagrams and colour photos.
160pp, paperback.
£14.99 NOW £6

MORE OVER PAGE
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93664 MISSIONS TO MARS: A New Era of
Rover and Spacecraft Discovery on the Red
Planet  by Larry Crumpler
The Mars Explorer and NASA mission scientist Larry S.
Crumpler presents a cosmically challenging and
fascinating tome. There are gypsum veins, evidence of
water everywhere, soft hard rocks, desert varnish, the
miracle of Sol 419 and the panel-cleaning events, these
are truly epic expeditionary moments recounted by an
expert. Dr Crumpler uses his expertise as a leading
planetary geologist to provide a definitive record from
the Age of Enlightenment to the Space Age of the 1960s
to NASA’s Perseverance Rover’s successful landing in
February 2021. He uses never-before-seen photographs,
stunning panoramas, full colour maps, Rover ‘selfies’
showing craters and outcrops of the Meridiani Planum
sulphate-cemented sandstone with bounce marks or a
microscopic Imager view of the ‘Hematite’ concretions.
Colour photos, 336pp.
£25 NOW £8  SAVE £17!

93928 HELGOLAND:
Making Sense of The
Quantum Revolution
by Carlo Rovelli
A startling new look at
quantum theory, Rovelli has
entranced millions of readers
with his singular perspective on
the cosmos. Helgoland is a
treeless island in the North Sea
where the 23 year old Werner
Heisenberg made the crucial
breakthrough for the creation of
quantum mechanics, setting off
a century of scientific

revolution.  Full of alarming ideas (ghost waves, distant
objects that seem to be magically connected, cats that
appear both dead and alive), quantum physics has led to
countless discoveries and technological advancements.
Today it is still profoundly mysterious.  Rovelli argues
that its most unsettling contradictions can be explained
by seeing the world as fundamentally made of relations
rather than substances. We and everything around us
exist only in our interactions with one another. Shifting
our perspective once again, he takes us on a riveting
journey through the universe so we can better
comprehend our place in it. 256 pages. Line art.
Remainder mark.
$20 NOW £8
93644 LIFTOFF  by Eric Berger
Sci-fi dreams turned into reality when Elon Musk
launched SpaceX.  In 2006, a young team of engineers
at SpaceX launched the company’s first single-engine
rocket.  The Falcon 1 rose into the air for 30 seconds
until its engine flamed out and the rocket crashed back
into the ocean.  After two more failed test flights, and
with only one rocket left in the factory, Elon Musk
decided to try one last, dramatic launch.  If it crashed
and burned, so would SpaceX.  In 2008 the rocket lifted
off and accelerated like a dream, soaring into orbit.  The
following decade would see SpaceX go from strength to
strength, building two different space craft, pioneering
reusable rocket-descents, and creating a rocket with a
staggering 27 engines.  Here is the complete story.
280pp softback, colour photos.
£14.99 NOW £3.75  REDUCED
94163 FLIGHTS OF FANCY
by Richard Dawkins
Sub-titled ‘Defying Gravity by Design and Evolution’,
this big beautifully produced volume is a ‘masterly
investigation of all aspects of flight, human and animal’
and how both have learned to overcome the pull of
gravity and take to the skies.  Rich colour full page
plates include a dirigible fish balloon airship, how planes
and birds face the same rules of physics, a four-winged
dinosaur, a tiger beetle, and a giraffe meets a
quetzalcoatlus, although separated by the perhaps 70
million years.  From the mythical Icarus to the sadly
extinct but spectacular bird Argentavis magnificens, from
the Wright Flyer and the 747 airplane, to the Tinkerbella
Fairyfly and the Peregrine Falcon, Dawkins also
explores flights of fantasy through science, ideas and
imagination. 294pp, 16.5 x 24cm.
£25 NOW £7  SAVE £18!

Science

93648 AT SIXES AND SEVENS: How to
Understand Numbers  by Rachel Riley
Do you know your fractions from your percentages,
your adjacent from your hypotenuse?  Who really
knows how to do long division?  Fret not.  You won’t be
at sixes and sevens for long with this brilliant guide as
Rachel takes you back to the very basics, giving you
the essential toolkit to improve your numerical abilities.
Packed with fool-proof methods, quirky trivia and
puzzles to try, chapters include mental arithmetic,
ravishing ratios, geometric bliss, trigonometry, algebra
made awesome, graphs and other ways of displaying
data, probability and statistics and thankfully all of the
puzzle solutions. Mathematical diagrams and examples
throughout.  376pp.
£14.99 NOW £6  BACK IN STOCK

Buy the SET
OF 5 and

save even
more!

Celebrating 60 perfick years of
the Larkins, this is a splendid

reprinted series from the much
loved author.

94573 DARLING BUDS OF MAY
by H. E. Bates
‘Home looks nice. Allus does though, don’t it? Perfick’.
One pleasant May evening, Pop and Ma Larkin and
their six children return to the rustic charms of their
Kent farm but waiting for them is a young man, Mr
Cedric Charlton, an upstanding inspector of taxes who
has come to discover why they haven’t paid any.
Yet as junk-dealer Pop patiently explains nothing is
ever simple at the Larkins’.  Before long his eldest
daughter Mariette takes a shine to young Cedric,
seducing him with the delights of country living, the
lusty scents of wild flowers, the pleasures of a bottle
of Dragon’s Blood, cold cream dribbled over a bowl of
strawberries, and the sweet song of nightingales. Will
Cedric come to his senses or will he beat a hasty
retreat to the office? ‘A pulsing comedy of country
matters’ this is a genuinely anarchic classic.  137pp,
Penguin paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4
94542 A BREATH OF FRENCH AIR
by H. E. Bates
It is the end of a wet English August and the Larkins,
all ten of them, including little Oscar, the family’s
latest addition, bundle into the old Rolls and cross the
Channel to escape the angry elements.  But far from
being the balmy, sunny and perfick spot Ma Larkin
hoped for, France and the French prove not so
welcoming to an eccentric English family.  The tea’s
weak, the furniture breakable, and the hotel manager
is almost as hostile as the wind and the rain they’ve
brought with them.  And when the manager learns
that Ma and Pop are unmarried yet sharing a room,
the trouble really begins.  ‘Very racy, earthy.
Rabelaisian.’ - The Spectator.  137pp, Penguin
paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4
94593 WHEN THE GREEN WOODS LAUGH
by H. E. Bates
Pop Larkin, junk-dealer, family man and Dragon’s
Blood connoisseur, manages to sell a nearby crumbling
country home to city dwellers Mr and Mrs Jerebohm
for a pretty bundle of notes.  Now he can build his
daughter Mariette the pool she has long been nagging
him for.  But the Larkins’ new neighbours aren’t quite
so accepting of country ways, especially Pop’s little
eccentricities.  In fact, it’s not long before an accident
in a wobbly boat becomes an incident, and Pop finds
himself up before a magistrate.  ‘Pop is as sexy,
genial, generous, and boozy as ever. Ma is a worthy
match for him in all these qualities.’  - The Times.  121
page Penguin paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4
94569 OH! TO BE IN ENGLAND
by H. E. Bates
When a letter announces the imminent arrival of
Madame Dupont, Pop and Ma Larkin learn that little
Oscar and Blenheim, Charley and Mariette’s new
boys - are to be christened.  In fact, once Mr Candy,
who will be officiating much to raven-haired Primrose’s
delight, learns that Pop and Ma have neglected the
entire Larkin brood, the whole family seems set for a
dunking!  Pop who needs no excuse to open a few
bottles of Dragon’s Blood and host the perfick party,
rushes out and buys a fun fair to celebrate, but there
are one or two gate-crashers even he had not counted
on turning up. ‘Pop Larkin is a living, breathing
quotable character, cast large in the heroic mould.’ -
The Times.  122 page Penguin paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4
94543 A LITTLE OF WHAT YOU FANCY
by H. E. Bates
‘Teetotal!’ Ma said. ‘It’s a libel. He’ll never live it
down. What’s he going to say when anybody asks
him to have one?’  ‘You’ll have to strap him down...
You’ll have to put the handcuffs on.’  After a mild
heart attack caused by rather too much of what you
fancy, Pop Larkin finds himself off the booze, off the
good food, and off the good life generally much to his
own and everyone else’s horror and upset.
Meanwhile Ma tries to find ways around ‘doctor’s
orders’, young Primrose is finding her own way round
a rather flustered if not to say flushed Mr Candy, and
high mid-summer pomps of tree and flower are
evoked with gusto.  188pp, Penguin paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4

94865 LARKIN FAMILY: Set of Five
by H. E. Bates

Buy books one to five iand save even more.
£44.95 NOW £17.50

94739 ODE TO THE GODDESS OF THE LUO
RIVER
by Ye Luying and Yu Zhiying
The book quite literally opens with a triple gatefold, a
beautiful artwork with short text telling an ancient tale
where underneath a river lives a beautiful goddess using
ancient stylised Chinese depictions, the noble train of
horses and porters
approached the mountain
of Jing.  In pale greens
for lush grass, the
mermaid figure has a
green fish-scale back, an
alluring goddess.  “She’s
a light as a swallow in
flight and as supple as a
flying dragon. Her face is
even more radiant than
the chrysanthemums that
bloom in autumn...”
Another five page
gatefold then unfurls in
an exquisite Chinese
artwork foldout showing
the beautiful goddess
decorated with fine jade
and gold, she skips as
she walks here and there
picking flowers and
magically plucks out
reishi mushrooms.   We
are told that these were
used for medicinal
purposes throughout
China.  There are
stylised carp fish with
beautifully decorated
scales, waterlilies
peeping up with eyes at
the surface, tendrils of
flowers and swirling
water.  “My heart was
filled with love, but at the same time I was afraid of
being tricked.”  This ancient Chinese poem was created
by Caoz Zhi in the period 220-280CE.  He is returning
from the capital to his own land when he stops at the
Luo River for a rest where he instantly falls in love with
the goddess.  He sees a nymph of peerless beauty and
is swept away by her ethereal beauty.  We follow the
dreamlike journey and even more four-page gatefold
pullout pages in a truly entrancing tale.  There are more
gatefolds with six dragons in a procession and whales
and the magic continues over all 78 very large colourful
pages, 29.2 x 29.4cm.  Designed for ages 9-12, this is
more likely to be collected by interested adults.  There is
an explanation of all the mythical creatures at the end
such as Nüwa and Bluefish and Yanzi.  Colour.
£30 NOW £15

94833 MYTHOLOGY
OF THE BRITISH
ISLES
by Geoffrey Ashe
World expert on the
history and archaeology
of King Arthur and
British myths and
legends, Geoffrey Ashe
explores compelling and
ancient stories from King
Lear and King Arthur, to
Fingal, Beowulf,
Gwendolen and
Guinevere, the Giants
King Albion, the ‘Scots’
from Ireland which
made frequent raids on
Britain, from the misty

centuries of British and Irish prehistory to the height of
the Dark Ages come tales of giants and fairy-folk,
druids and saints, but who were these characters who
shaped the nation?  Ashe shows how these ancient
stories have taken on fresh significance as historical
and archaeological research has uncovered the truth
behind each legend.  356pp, paperback.
£12.99 NOW £6.25

65375 BOOK OF
SYMBOLS, REFLECTIONS
ON ARCHETYPAL
IMAGES by ARAS,
Archive for Research in
Archetypal Symbolism
The Book of Symbols combines
original and incisive essays
about particular symbols with
representative images from all
parts of the world and all eras
of history.  The highly readable
texts and almost 800 beautiful
full-colour images come

together in a unique way to convey hidden dimensions
of meaning.  Each of the 350 essays examines a given
symbol’s psychic background and how it evokes psychic
processes and dynamics. Etymological roots, the play of
opposites, paradox and shadow, the ways in which
diverse cultures have engaged a symbolic image-all
these factors are taken into consideration.  Authored by
writers from the fields of psychology, religion, art,
literature, and comparative myth,  illuminates how to
move from the visual experience of a symbolic image in
art, religion, life, or dreams. 810 pages.
ONLY £30
93427 UNDISCOVERED ISLANDS: An
Archipelago of Myths by Malachy Tallack
A whole archipelago of undiscovered islands, grouped
into six sections - Mythical Places Confined to Stories,
Islands Found by Early Travellers in the Atlantic and
Pacific when few people knew the world beyond their
own shores, the Age of Exploration, Sunken Islands and
Fraudulent Islands invented by hoaxers and liars.  The
sixth and final group are recent un-discoveries made
during the 20th and 21st centuries.  Their names include
the Isles of the Blessed, Kibu, Hawaiki, St Brendan’s
Isle, Hy Brasil, Davisland, the Auroras, Atlantis, Sarah
Ann Island, and Los Jardines among them.  Wondrous
stories and colour decorations. 144 large pages.
$20 NOW £5
93429 WAR IN GREEK MYTHOLOGY
by Paul Chrystal
This book shows symbols in Greek culture and how they
are represented in classical literature and theatre,
philosophy, religion, feminism, art, statuary, ceramics,
architecture, numismatics, etymology, astronomy, even
vulcanology to this day. The gods and goddesses of war
are prominent members of the Greek pantheon:
Olympians, Titans and Amazons, between centaurs and
lapiths, Zeus, the Theban and Epigoni Wars, Heracles,
the Trojan War and battle for Helen, incest and
infanticide pivotal in Greek civilization. The Trojan War
itself had huge and far-reaching consequences for
subsequent Greek culture. 20 colour illus, 228 pages.
£25 NOW £5  SAVE £20!

93905 CINDERELLA
LIBERATOR: A Fairy Tale
Revolution
by Rebecca Solnit
‘She looked down at herself
and said ‘I have to make
breakfast in a few hours and I
can’t in this beautiful dress; I
will spill on it; it will catch fire; it
will be in the way.’ Rebecca
Solnit retells ‘Cinderella’. In the
kitchen, in her rags, Cinderella,
longs to go to the ball.  After
all, there is nothing worse than

not being invited to the party.  Enter her fairy
godmother...  But that is where the familiar story ends.
Cinderella’s transformation turns out to be much less
about ballgowns, glass slippers and carriages, and much
more about finding her truest self. Ages 6 and up.  32
pages with silhouette illus by Arthur Rackham.
£17.95 NOW £4.50 REDUCED
94129 ESSENTIAL BOOK OF AZTEC WISDOM
by Suzanne Edwards
Comprising a variety of ethnic groups that lived in
central Mexico from the early 1300s to early 1500s,
Aztecs were the masters of dreaming.  Here are The
Day of the Dead celebrations, exquisite line art of
dragons and birds, photographs of Toltec chacmool,
reclining figures depicting fallen warriors, used to hold
sacrificial offerings.  We learn about Cortés and
Moctezuma II in 1519 and the Spanish Conquest of the
Aztec Empire, whether human sacrifice was fact or
myth, balancing your sexual energy, and short exercises
to integrate the energy like the lizard or Cuetzpalin Quin.
160pp, beautifully decorated in colour and with gold foil.
ONLY £9
94142 LEGENDS OF KING ARTHUR AND HIS
KNIGHTS by Sir James Knowles
‘It is little else than an abridgement of Sir Thomas
Malory’s version of them as printed by Caxton... and an
endeavour to arrange the many tales into a more or less
consecutive story.’ - James Knowles.  The Prophecies of
Merlin, and the Birth of Arthur, Uther attacking the
Saxons followed by his death, Merlin’s advice to the
Archbishop, the Miracle of the Sword and Stone, the
Coronation of King Arthur, the Sword Excalibur, King
Arthur Conquers Ireland and Norway and slays the
Giant of St Michael’s Mount and conquers Gaul, the Lady
of the Lake, the Sullen Knight, the Marriage of King
Arthur and Guinevere, the Founding of the Round Table,
Enchantment of Queen Morgan le Fay, the Lombards
are Defeated, Merlin is Bewitched by a Damsel of the
Lady of the Lake, Galahad is Knighted by Sir Lancelot,
the Queen is Accused of Murder, Sir Lancelot Goes on a
Pilgrimage, the collection ends with the Death of King
Arthur.  Romance, mystery, this is a masterful retelling.
301pp large softback.
ONLY £9.99

MYTHOLOGY
A unicorn is nothing more than a big horse
that comes to a point, anyway. Nothing to

get so excited about.
- Terry Pratchett, The Wee Free Men

94477 IMPORTANCE OF BEING INTERESTED
by Robin Ince

‘Adventures in Scientific Curiosity’ is the sub-title of this
beautifully written elegy to science, wonder, mystery

and curiosity.  Filled with interviews featuring
astronauts, comedians, teachers, quantum physicists,

neuroscientists and more, as well
as charting his own journey

with science, Ince?s book
explores why many
wrongly think of the

discipline as distant and
difficult.  He touches on

biophilia to black holes, the
origins of the Universe to
human mortality, armchair
time travel, on coping with

the size of the Universe, and
looking back at the planet from a

height, he asks if we are waiting for our alien
saviours and how the mind is a chaos of delight. 384pp,

illus paperback. Apologies for sticker.
£9.99 NOW £5.75
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94806 TEDDY BEAR: Soft Brown and Cuddly
by Ashridge
With a big heavy bottom and squidgy round belly so that
he sits upright very easily, or lolls in a laidback way, with
incredibly soft tactile fur, little padded feet, brown nose,
shiny brown eyes, little ears and floppy arms, we adore
this brand new product from friends of ours at Ashridge.
They are the people at #66books, the TikTok phenomenon.  Measures
approximately 36cm or 15" top to toe and a companion to our super-sized
Teddy from the same supplier code 90662.
ONLY £17.50

90662 SUPER SOFT BROWN GIANT
TEDDY  by PMS
Your new best friend and constant companion is
truly super soft and cuddly and HUGE! His
shiny two-tone brown button eyes, squidgy
soft fabric nose with stitching details for mouth,
short arms and extra-long legs will make him
also useful as a draught excluder or window seat cushion. He has a fine silky
ribbon bow tied at his neck and soft padded feet at the end of his very flexible
legs. All the Bibliophile staff has taken one or two teddies already.  Teddy height
head to toe approx. 3.2ft (39" / 100cm) and arm to arm 26" (66½cm).  Plastic
wrapped, we can send directly to the recipient’s address with a greetings note
from you and no price on receipt note to save you posting this large item on. UK
delivery only. These bears normally cost a fortune! Bargain price.
ONLY £28

94599 BABY DOLL SOFT TOY 40CM TALL - VARIOUS COLOURS  by Gloveleya
Olive, Betsy, Mable - give your new dolly a name as you stroke her very soft plush velveteen skin and sit her
upright, long legs extended, on your armchair as you meet and greet
your new friend.  Beautifully dressed in a lace-trimmed embroidered
and patterned fine cotton dress with lacy collar, velvet decorations in
their hair, stitches for bootees, the ‘hair’ is a contrasting textured
fabric. She has smiling closed eyes, little tiny pink cheeks and a huge
flat round head, floppy arms and legs and big round white bottom!
That makes the dolly sit upright very easily.  There is no choice of
colours, we have available  a dolly dressed in blue, pink or yellow.
Each measures a generous size 40cm tall and has a little label
attached to one arm which must be removed before gifting.
CE safety approved.
ONLY £15

94601 HAND GLOVE PUPPETS ASSORTED ANIMAL DESIGNS: Set
of 6
A ready made menagerie of new friends, these medium sized glove puppets will
fit children’s or ladies or small adult hands.  They are soft
and cuddly with big friendly faces and button eyes and
nose for a comforting feel and designed to encourage
imaginative playtime and storytelling.  Each puppet
measures 22.5cm tall and we can give names to the black
and white Panda, Giraffe with a brown and yellow
spotted fabric and floppy antlers, a squidgy pink pig, grey
and white puppy, golden and white puppy, white baa
lamb and pink rabbit.  Very characterful, made of 100%
polyester, spot clean, ages 3+, CE safety approved and
sold in sets of six.  Give each character a name, write a
script and entertain friends and grandchildren with your
new animal family.
ONLY £25

CHILDREN’S
That’s my book you’re reading! It is said

that Abraham Lincoln once walked through
a blizzard to return a borrowed book. You
won’t even walk across the room! I should
have loaned my book to Abraham Lincoln!

- Charles M. Schulz, Peanuts

94834 NATIONAL
GALLERY: The
Jungle Books
by Rudyard Kipling
Contains all 13
books published
in 1894. The Jungle
Book has become
Kipling’s most famous
work; it was followed
by The Second Jungle
Book in 1895.  The
two works contain
short stories and
poems about the
animal world and
include Mowgli’s
Brothers, Hunting-
Song of the Seeonee
Pack, Kaa’s Hunting,
Tiger! Tiger!, Mowgli’s
Song, Rikki-tikki-tavi,

Toomai of the Elephants and Shiv and the Grasshopper
among them.  We recall fondly the unforgettable tale
of Mowgli the man-cub abandoned in the Indian jungle
and his animal friends and foes including Bagheera the
black panther, Baloo the sleepy brown bear, and
murderous tiger Shere Khan, which are some of the
most famous and iconic in all of children’s literature.
Kipling was born in Bombay in 1865 and spent his first
six years of life in India, hence the rich affinity with the
country reflected in his words.  327pp.
£12.99 NOW £6.50

94844 SANDS OF
SHARK ISLAND
by Alexander McCall
Smith
One of the bestselling
adventure series for young
readers with a pleasing
collection of goodies,
baddies and incompetent
adults, McCall Smith’s
writing style is as charming
and educational as ever.
Join Ben and Fee
MacTavish and the rest of
the crew on the School
Ship Tobermory as they
set off for the Caribbean to
explore some of the finest
waters in the world for
sailing, snorkelling,

kitesurfing and diving.  All this is soon interrupted when
Captain Macbeth comes into possession of a mysterious
nautical chart.  When the map is stolen and a new recruit
jumps ship, the friends decide to investigate but danger
lies all around as they follow their quarry to the sinister
Shark Island.  250pp lovely pen and ink illustrations.
£9.99 NOW £4

23981 TALES FROM
KING ARTHUR
by Andrew Lang
In this selection of plays by
the master folklorist Andrew
Lang, the reader is taken into
the romantic world of the
gallant Knights of the Round
Table and their courageous
and chivalrous deeds, fair
maidens, castles steeped in
history, the quest for the
Holy Grail, and the tragic
love of King Arthur and Sir
Lancelot for Guinevere, and
Tristan for Iseult. 144pp.
Paperback.
ONLY £4

23971 GRIMM’S FAIRY TALES
by J.L.C. and W.C. Grimm
The Brothers Grimm rediscovered a host of fairy tales,
telling of princes and princesses in their castles, witches
in their towers and forests, of giants and dwarfs, of
fabulous animals and dark deeds.  This selection of their
folk tales was made and translated by Lucy Crane, and
includes firm favourites such as ‘Rapunzel’, ‘The Goose
Girl’, ‘Sleeping Beauty’, ‘Hansel and Gretel’ and ‘Snow
White’.  With Walter Crane’s charming line drawings.
288pp.  Paperback.
ONLY £4
23990 LITTLE PRINCE
by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
The Little Prince is a classic tale.  On one level it is the
story of an airman’s discovery in the desert of a small
boy from another planet - the Little Prince of the title -
and his stories of intergalactic travel, while on the other
hand it is a thought-provoking allegory of human
condition.  First published in 1943, the year before the
author’s death in action.  Saint-Exupéry’s delightful illus.
109pp.  Paperback.
ONLY £4

94309 LION
KING BOOK
AND TOY
WIND IT UP!
Book and Toy
by Disney
A beautifully
made figurine of
Simba seated
Sphinx-like on a
raft of logs which
you wind up and
set to zoom
around the
racetrack decorated
with flying birds,
giraffes, and the characters Timon
and Pumbaa from the popular story.  Board book and
concertina fold-out racetrack all in colour.  CE safety
approved and for ages 3+.
£14.99 NOW £6
94328 TOY STORY WIND IT UP WATCH IT
GO! BOOK AND TOY  by Disney Pixar
Lift up and fold out the concertina pages and wind up
your Buzz toy and zoom around the fold-out play track.
With his cheeky
face and purple
balaclava, Buzz
Lightyear sits in a
white toy car so
instead of
showing off his
lasers and other
gadgets, it’s now
your turn.
Alongside is a
story book
featuring all the
toys from Andy’s
room and includes
the heartbreaking
scene when
Woody and Buzz
chased after the
removal van with
Slinky hanging off
the back  as they
realise that Andy needed them.  Ages 3+, CE safety
approved, colour.
£14.99 NOW £6
94083 MY GRANDMA IS WONDERFUL
by Nick Butterworth
The Grandma in this book is truly wonderful.  She
always buys the biggest ice creams, knows all about
nature and is brilliant at untying knots, she makes the
most fantastic clothes and is always on your side when
things go wrong. An exhuberant celebration of Grandmas
everywhere by the brilliant British children’s author and
illustrator who has sold more than 17 million books. Ages
1-5 years, colourful board book. Reprinted classic.
£5.99 NOW £3
94058 FARTY PANTS: A Sound Book of Stink
by Eric Geron
Press the button and laugh your pants off to the music of
the fart, ten trumpy sounds - space, underwater, royal,
unicorn, professor, baseball, mama, grandpa, stage and

musical fart.
Astronaut
John Young
was the first
man to fart on
the Moon.
Have you
noticed that
the fart smells
worse under
water?  Have
you ever
toot-tooted in

your tutu before a captive audience?  Farts can travel at
10 feet per second. In medieval times, theologians
thought farts were a mark of death.  Enjoy the very
funny sounds made by the animal characters in these
superb colour illustrations in this especially funny book.
CE safety approved.  Ages five to adult trumper. Colour
illus.
£12.99 NOW £7
93742 WINNIE AND WILBUR THE NAUGHTY
KNIGHT  by Valerie Thomas and Korky Paul
From the bestselling series brimming with energy and
with Korky Paul’s clever and funny illustrations.  When
Winnie and Wilbur fly over a ruined castle. Winnie has a
wonderful idea to magic the place back to life so that
they can experience a day of medieval excitement.
Disguised as a lady-in-waiting and Wilbur as a dashing
knight in armour, with the help of Winnie’s wand, brave
Wilbur takes on a badly-behaved and boastful knight in a
thrilling series of challenges. The first contest was
archery. Remember Wilbur has a wand up his sleeve.
£11.99 NOW £3.75

94282 FLIP FLAP FROZEN
by Axel Scheffler

Funny rhymes and crazy creatures to make you giggle,
open the big spiral bound card pages to first meet a

reindeer going Grunt! Grunt!  But if you open the flap on
the righthand page bottom half first, you will meet the

bottom half of a penguin going Honk! Honk!  Polar bear,
narwhal, wolverine, albatross, for each animal there is

not only a beautiful colour artwork in two parts, but facts
and their features like the orca, sometimes called a killer
whale. Flip the pages and roar with laughter with these
121 possible combinations.  28 colourful pages, 25.5 x

19.5cm.  Ages 2-5 years, CE safety approved.
£8.99 NOW £4.50

93935 IRON MAN  by Ted Hughes
The acclaimed modern classic fairy tale, and a brilliant
cry against the relentless pollution of the Earth.  ‘The
Iron Man came to the top of the cliff. Where had he
come from? Nobody knows. How was he made?
Nobody knows.’  Mankind must put a stop to the

dreadful destruction by the clanking giant Iron Man and
set a trap for him, but he cannot be kept down. His parts
get up and search for each other.  Then, when a terrible
monster from outer space threatens to lay waste to the
planet, it is the Iron Man who finds a way to save the
world.  Ages 6-9 years, 80 page paperback.  Evocative

line art.  A companion to Iron Woman code 93936.
ONLY £4

93936 IRON WOMAN  by Ted Hughes
Mankind for has polluted the seas, lakes and rivers. The

Iron Woman has come to take revenge.  Lucy
understands the Iron Woman’s rage and she too wants
to save the water creatures from their painful deaths.

But she also wants to save her town from total
destruction.  She needs help. Who better to call on but
Hogarth and the Iron Man...?  A sequel and companion
volume to Ted Hughes’ The Iron Man (code 93935), this

new, child-friendly setting will be treasured by a new
generation of readers.  Evocative line art.  Ages 7-10,

128 page paperback.
ONLY £3.75

100413 MOONFLEET  by J.M. Falkner
When 15 year-old orphan John Trenchard is banished by
his Aunt Jane, he goes to live at the local inn with the
mysterious Elzevir Block, whose son has been killed by
Customs Officers. Unofficially adopted by Block, John
comes to learn the reasons for the noises in the
graveyard at night, of ?Blackbeard? Mohune?s lost
treasure and Elzevir Block?s secret. This dashing tale of
eighteenth-century c�Dorset smugglers will be enjoyed
by all who love stories of derring-do. 236pp. Paperback.
ONLY £4
71893 THE WONDERFUL WIZARD OF OZ &
GLINDA OF OZ  by L. Frank Baum
In the Wonderful Wizard of Oz, a huge cyclone
transports the orphan Dorothy and her little dog Toto
from Kansas to the Land of Oz, and she fears that she
will never see Aunt Em and Uncle Henry ever again.
She meets the brainless Scarecrow, the Tin Woodman
and the Cowardly Lion.  In Glinda of Oz, the last of the
original ‘Oz’ books, Dorothy and Princess Ozma seek the
help of Glinda, the Good Witch of the South, when they
find themselves in peril on the Magic Isle of the
Skeezers.  Paperback, illus, 301 pages.
ONLY £4

94435 HOW TO TRAIN
YOUR DRAGON
by Cressida Cowell
A hugely popular now
classic special 20th
Anniversary Edition with an
exclusive new story and
fully illustrated with
Cressida Cowell’s own zany
fun artwork. Hiccup
Horrendous Haddock the
Third is a smallish Viking
with a longish name.  The
Hairy Hooligan tribe think
he is totally useless, but
Hiccup is about to face his
destiny - with one tiny

dragon.  Can he prove his worth and become a HERO,
or will he be banished from his tribe forever?  ‘How To
Train Your Hogfly’ is a not-to-be-missed new story.
Magical twinkly golden embossed book jacket, 340pp.
Ages 8-12.
£12.99 NOW £7
93717 MR MEN: MR BUSY’S POST: A Letter
Book  by Roger Hargreaves
We adore lift-the-flap books and good paper
engineering.  Mr Busy is delivering the post today as
Mr Stamp is away. Little Miss Sunshine receives a
postcard from the King of Laughterland (formerly the
King of Miseryland) thanking her.  Mr Greedy at Roly
Poly Cottage receives a letter from the giant beginning
‘Fee fi fo fum I hear you’ve been feeding your tum...’
Mr Messy at Ramshackle House, Little Miss Princess at
the Royal Castle and Little Miss Giggles at Chapel
Cottage all receive a letter which we can actually peel
down and read.  Lastly there is a very special birthday
card also stuck into the pages. Ages 3-6. Colour.
£10.99 NOW £5.50
93722 NURSERY STORIES AND RHYMES CD
read and sung by Floella Benjamin and Derek
Griffiths
Reuniting two iconic children’s TV presenters, this
lively CD is packed with 19 classic nursery stories and
sing-a-long rhymes.  Includes Jack and the Beanstalk,
Little Red Riding Hood, Goldilocks and the Three Bears,
The Three Little Pigs, The Ugly Duckling, Chicken
Licken, Rumpelstiltskin, The Magic Porridge Pot, and
The Enormous Turnip.  Running time approximately
one hour on MacMillan Children’s Book Audio.  Ages 2-
5 years.
£7.99 NOW £3.50 MORE OVER PAGE
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93748 MR BENN 123456789 by David McKee
When Mr Benn visits the little fancy dress shop, he tries
a black and white stripy outfit on for size, only to find
himself magically transported into a prison filled with the
sounds of frantic work and much to the amazement of
the guards, there was singing as each convict converted
his cell. See the prisoners dancing about in their brightly
coloured striped uniforms.  Mr Benn has had an effect!
£7.99 NOW £3
93747 MR BENN BIG TOP by David McKee
Mr Benn swaps his bowler hat and black suit for an
extravagant clown costume and finds himself transported
into a world of big-top tents and circus performers.
£7.99 NOW £3
93745 MR BENN’S BIG GAME by David McKee
This time he spots a khaki outfit he’d like to try, and as
soon as he puts it on, he finds himself transported to a
mysterious jungle full of snakes, elephants and hunters.
£7.99 NOW £3
93746 MR BENN RED KNIGHT by David McKee
In this story he asks for a suit of red armour and once he
has donned it, he goes out through a different door and
meets a dragon who needs Mr Benn’s help to put right a
wrong.  Just before the celebratory party, Mr Benn is
ushered back through a door...
£7.99 NOW £3
93874 MR BENN: Set of Four by David McKee

Buy all four and make further savings.
£31.96 NOW £10

22.5cm square and for ages 3+,   in
textured covered softbacks each title
has 48 pages and the colour images

have an almost 3D effect.

93401 LITTLE BOOKROOM
by Eleanor Farjeon
Eleanor Farjeon mischievously tilts our workaday world
to reveal its wonders and follies.  Her selection of her
favourite stories describes powerful monarchs and
commoners who are every bit their match.  Stories are
The King and the Corn, the Girl who Kissed the Peach
Tree, the Barrel Organ, the Little Dressmaker, the Little
Lady’s Roses, the Lovebirds, the Glass Peacock, Old
Surly and the Boy, and the Connemara Donkey among
the 27 stories.  For ages 9-12 years Line art illus. by the
wonderful artist Edward Ardizzone.  Remainder mark.
Paperback, 328 pages.
$12.99 NOW £4.75
94482 MAGIC PAINTING SPOOKY FUN
by Bookoli
Mess free, use the water pen to reveal rainbow pictures.
And they are so spooooooky.  Smiling ghost outlines
with little bats, magic in the air with little girls on
broomsticks, a hallow scarecrow, twit-twoo owl family,
abracadabra wizard with his wand, magic book of spells
and a cauldron bubbling.  Six big colourful card pages on
a spiral binding, simply remove the refillable big chunky
plastic 3" pen, fill with water and start drawing. Suit
ages three and up.
£7.99 NOW £5

94489 SCRATCH ART
SPOOKY  by Bookoli
Create fang-tastic scratch
art crafts.  To activate the
glow-in-the-dark ink, leave
your artworks in the sun or
under a light for at least 30
minutes.  Switch off the
lights and get ready for a
ghoulish glow.  There is a
spooky haunted house to
press out, pumpkins, ghosts,
bats, trick or treat children,
a spooky party scene, a

witch on a broomstick and your very own bat mask.
There are activity pages to colour in, a pumpkin carving
competition, werewolves, doodle a petrifying portrait,
and watch out for the boogie monster.  Big spiralbound
hardback with real wooden etching pencil attached by a
pumpkin-orange satin ribbon.
£7.99 NOW £5

93733 THE SNOW QUEEN: A Story in Seven
Parts  by Hans Christian Andersen

Retold by Neil Philip and illustrated by Sally Holmes
along the lines of Arthur Rackham and in beautiful subtle

colours.  A quest full of mystery, humour and
adventure, its uplifting theme is the power of innocence
and enduring love.  When Andersen’s father died in his
childhood, his mother said ‘The ice maiden has taken

him’.  The seven chapters are The Mirror and the
Splinters, A Little Boy and A Little Girl, The Old

Woman’s Flower Garden, A Prince and A Princess, The
Little Robber Girl, The Lapp Woman and The Finn

Woman, and What Happened in the Snow Queen’s
Palace and What Happened Afterwards.  Colour illus.,

64 large pages.
£8 NOW £4.25

93705 LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD: Dress Up
and Play  by Caroline Richards
A fantastic dress up and play box set with an inflatable
mustard brown basket approximately 5" wide with a
handle, the set includes a bright red headband with a
ribbon bow, matching cape and a sweet story book.
‘One there was a girl called Little Red Riding Hood, who
lived on the edge of a forest with her mother. She
always wore a red cape with a hood.’ ‘Granny, what big
eyes you have!’  Remember Granny, the Wolf and the
Woodcutter?  Beautifully illus abridged storybook.  Ages
3+, colour. CE safety approved. Box is stickered £8.
£14.99 NOW £4.50

23978 JUST SO STORIES  by Rudyard Kipling
These witty stories were originally told by Rudyard
Kipling to his own children. In them he gives fanciful
accounts of how and why things came to be as they
are. Generations of children have delighted to learn how
the Leopard got his spots, how the Elephant’s Child on
the banks of the great grey-green Limpopo acquired his
trunk with the help of the Crocodile, and the beginning
of the Armadillos. 144pp.  Paperback.
ONLY £4
23799 WIND IN THE WILLOWS
by Kenneth Grahame
Far from fading with time, Kenneth Grahame’s classic
tale of fantasy has attracted a growing audience in each
generation. Rat, Mole, Badger and the preposterous Mr
Toad, have brought delight to many through the years
with their odd adventures on and by the river, and at
the imposing residence of Toad Hall. 192pp. Paperback.
ONLY £4

94853 CHUNKY: The
Best Bits from Acorn
Antiques to Kitty
by Victoria Wood
Mrs Overall: ‘I sometimes
think being widowed is
God’s way of telling you
to come off the Pill.’  And
from page 86 in the
middle of a frantically
funny dialogue ‘Got into
drugs, marijuana, then
cocaine, then Shake ‘n’
Vac. Then I became a
monk, but we had words
over my safari jacket.’
Slip into your northern
accent to read aloud the

comic words of our much loved lost talent, Victoria
Wood.  First published as a stand-alone collection in
1996, Chunky collects sketches from Victoria Wood’s
award-winning TV shows together with previously
unaired monologues and scenes.  As well as the
complete Acorn Antiques scripts, this omnibus edition
includes her Up to You, Porky (the title of which was
based on her former agent’s dismissive quip), Balmy and
Mens Sana in Thingummy Doodah.  This revised edition
collects the very best of her sketches, shows and more,
and is newly introduced by Celia Imrie, star of so many
of Victoria Wood’s shows, with additions and annotations
from Wood’s official biographer Jasper Rees.  Babs (on
telephone): ‘Acorn Antiques, can I help you?
Gainsborough’s Blue Boy? Yes, I think we have it in
mauve, I’ll just check...’  Acute skewering of the
absurdities of real life from corner shops to candlewick
bedspreads, supermarket checkouts to suburban lust.
From a Kitty monologue: ‘My name’s Kitty. I’ve had a
boob off and I can’t stomach whelks so that’s me for
you’.  Plus the waspish continuity announcer Susie,
Marjory and Joan and other unforgettable characters.
447pp with cast lists.
£25 NOW £12

94821 FOREVER
YOUNG: A Memoir
by Hayley Mills
Mentored to stardom by
Walt Disney himself,
Hayley reveals the truth
of her own coming-of-age
story in her own words, a
story of incredible twists
of fate and fortune, but
also mismanagement,
bankruptcy, family crisis
and dislocation.  What
happens when a girl
grows up in a world
where everyone wants
her to remain a child?
Hayley’s teenage decade
in Hollywood produced
some of the greatest

family movies, classics like Pollyanna, The Parent Trap
and In Search of the Castaways, and in Britain the
acclaimed Whistle Down the Wind.  Overnight, Hayley
became a household name at the tender age of 12.  Her
memoir touches on growing up in a family of performers
and she evokes a lost empire of mid-20th century
Hollywood in her warm-hearted peek-behind-the-curtain
at filmmaking in the 1960s.  Mills won a BAFTA Award
for her performance in the British crime drama Tiger Bay
and her seven-picture deal with Walt Disney made her
an international star and included her dual role as the
twins Sharon and Susan in The Parent Trap.  She was
just 14 when she made Pollyanna and continued to
make films and TV and drama among them as Caroline
in Wild At Heart on ITV.  Never a dull passage, 394pp
in paperback, 16 pages of colour and black and white
photos including hanging on to the mast of the Swiss
Family Robinson shipwreck in Tobago, 1959.
£9.99 NOW £6

92600 GHOSTS OF THE BELLE EPOQUE:
by Andrew and Suzanne Edwards
Sub-titled ‘The History of the Grand Hotel Et Des
Palmes, Palermo’, here are the rooms and public spaces
of the hotel that have witnessed events that have
shaped 20th century Sicily, from the suicide of a poet, to
political intrigues and a clandestine Mafia meeting.
Arthur Miller, Sophia Loren, and Maria Callas were all
guests, and when Visconti was filming The Leopard in
Sicily, the entire cast - notably Burt Lancaster, Claudia
Cardinale and Alain Delon - visited the hotel.  Less
illustrious guests have included the occultist Aleister
Crowley, Lucky Luciano and other Mafiosi. 164 pages
with colour and other illus.
£20 NOW £3.75
93007 BEFORE MARILYN: The Blue Book
Modelling Years
by Astrid Franse and Michelle Morgan
Miss Sniveley told Norma Jeane that a full page
photograph in the Blue Book Models Catalogue would
cost her $25.  Sniveley saw potential and kept records
and her archive is a collection of never-before-seen early
photographs of Norma Jeane, documents, letters,
photographs.  With many rare and unusual photos, some
possibly for early Fox publicity, one showing Marilyn
lying in a haystack with a large cowboy hat next to her
or wading through a creek in a white bikini. Softback,
dozens of photos, many in colour. 240pp, 19.4 x 26.3cm.
£20 NOW £4.50  REDUCED
93058 WALT DISNEY’S MICKEY MOUSE: The
Ultimate History
by David Gerstein and J. B. Kaufman
90 plus years of Mickey Mouse in one of the most
expansive illustrated publications on the Disney universe.
Starting with the first sketches of a character who was
almost named Mortimer, we trace the career of Walt
Disney’s and Ub Iwerks’s most famous creation from
concept art, story sketches, background paintings, and
animation drawings as
well as historical
photographs of such
timeless favourites as
Steamboat Willie, The
Band Concert, and
Brave Little Tailor.
They also follow
Mickey as he builds on
this legendary library
of short cartoons by
appearing in two
historic feature-length
films, Fantasia and Fun
and Fancy Free.
Extensive archival
research sheds new
light on his pioneering
radio shows, the origins
of the Mickey Mouse
Club, and his use as a patriotic icon during World War II.
Along the way, we encounter the work of Ub Iwerks,
Win Smith, Ferdinand Horvath, Fred Moore, Floyd
Gottfredson, Carl Barks, Manuel Gonzales, Paul Murry,
Romano Scarpa, Giorgio Cavazzano, Byron Erickson,
César Ferioli, and Noel Van Horn. 496 colour-packed
pages. 25 x 34cm, 3kg. Taschen.
ONLY £45
93402 MARVEL VAULT: A Visual History
by Roy Thomas
and Peter Sanderson
 Pow! Whaam! Zap! Complete with items of facsimile
memorabilia tucked into an album sized 12" square
sleeve on the inside front cover including three trading
cards, the Fantastic Four Synopsis from 1961
typewritten, a Sub-Mariner sketch, a Marvel Convention
Programme 1975 and a Stark business card.  Spider-
Man, the Black Knight, the Invincible Iron Man, the
Fantastic Four, Captain America plus magazines, the
Origin of the Silver Surfer here is the full insider’s story
of Marvel Comics.  This special vault brings the
Universe to you, from 1939 to the bold new arena of
the present day, choc full of historic images with early
sketches of the Human Torch, Bullpen birthday cards,
and a membership certificate for the Merry Marvel
Marching Society. 208 huge pages, colour illus.
£29.99 NOW £12  SAVE £17.99!
93434 FATHER OF THE MODERN CIRCUS:
Billy Buttons  by Steve Ward
It was by a man named Philip Astley that the ‘modern’
circus was founded, 250 years ago plus, in April 1768.
An accomplished horseman, military hero and instinctive
showman, above all Astley was an entrepreneur who
created the comic character of Billy Buttons and other
acts were added to his performances - clowns, rope
dancers, tumblers and strongmen.  The book goes back
to his early days as an apprentice cabinetmaker and his
military exploits in the 15th Dragoons, to his trials and

tribulations and includes quotes of the time. 126pp,
paperback.
£12.99 NOW £3
93651 OFFICIAL CORONATION ST. PUZZLE
BOOK  by Gurpreet Babbra, Helen Bridal et al
200 puzzles to delight fans of the Rovers Return Inn and
one of Britain’s most popular soap operas.  Test your
Corrie knowledge and problem-solving prowess.  Can
you solve Ken-dokus, work out the missing relationships
in a family tree, match pets to their owners?  Take part
in a classic Rovers pub quiz and answer questions in the
famous characters that have graced the screens from
Elsie Tanner to Roy Cropper.  200 entertaining and
inventive conundrums are enhanced by amazing facts,
figures and trivia, archive photos, and of course flying
ducks.  302pp, softback.
£14.99 NOW £4
93602 THE BOYS: A Memoir of Hollywood and
Family  by Ron Howard and Clint Howard
You may remember Ron on Happy Days as Richie
Cunningham opposite Henry Winkler’s the Fonz?  You
may remember his brother Clint playing the bizarre alien
Balok in Star Trek?  For the first time the brothers tell
the story of their childhoods as two of the busiest child
actors of the 1960s and 70s.  From critically acclaimed
dramas A Beautiful Mind, Frost/Nixon, Rush and Apollo
13 to the hit comedies Parenthood and Splash, Ron has
created some of Hollywood’s most memorable films.  He
made his directorial debut in 1977 with Grand Theft Auto
and also starred in The Music Man.  Clint is now a much
loved character actor in Seinfeld, Rock & Roll Highschool,
Arrested Development, The Water Boy and many horror
films. Photos, 393pp.
£18.99 NOW £3.50  REDUCED

ANNIE’S PICK!

The editor chooses
this one for obvious
reasons with nearly
40 years in the
book  trade under
her belt.
94742 REMAINDERS
OF THE DAY
by Shaun Bythell
After 20 years running
The Bookshop in
Wigtown, Scotland,
Shaun Bythell’s life is
spent roaming the
bookshelves picking
online orders, poetry
nights by the log fire, and
frequent drop-ins from
friends and former
colleagues with the latest
gossip from the small
town.  Mostly.  Apart
from the familiar stream
of antiquarian porn-
hunters, die-hard
trainspotters, and toddlers
just looking for a nice
cosy corner in which to
urinate, Shaun must
contend with Granny’s antics, the frantic rush to
organise the Wigtown Book Festival, and the town’s
only pub changing hands.  To say nothing of Sandy
the Tattooed Pagan.  Customers come and go,
whether they’ve paid or not, but there’s never a
quiet moment and Wigtown’s Pepys gives us the
lowdown, a perfect read for every bibliophile.  The
daily diary records online orders, books found, till
total and number of customers per day.  Crammed
with literary nuggets and musings, for example on
Walton’s The Compleat Angler with its one page
printed upside down so two singers can face each
other while singing together!  Shaun could find a
copy online from a New York dealer at a price of
£47,221.25.  377pp.
£16.99 NOW £7

ENTERTAINMENT
Theatre can transform a child’s life, just as
an early cultural experience whether with
opera, ballet, music or art is a wonderful
thing because it opens the door to a life-
long experience, a life-long enjoyment.

- Michael Morpurgo

93977 DOCTOR WHO GREETING CARDS -
Assorted Colours Pack of 5  by BBC

Five Doctor Who Themed Greetings cards - bold black
outlines of the iconic characters - dark blue TARDIS

Police Box, Cyberman with burnt orange background,
Weeping Angel with yellow background, Sonic

screwdriver with maroon background, and good old K9
the first digital dog with green background.  Blank

Inside for any message, these really are beautifully
designed and excellent quality, and you will want

several sets. BBC branded, the pack comes with five
white envelopes. 16.6 x 13cm.

93898 BBC: A Century On Air
by David Hendy

Founded in 1922, the BBC has blazed a trail for
British entertainment. Tennis from Wimbledon, the
Beatles and the Stones, the coronation of Queen

Elizabeth and the funeral of Diana, Princess of Wales,
Monty Python’s Flying Circus, Morecambe and Wise

and Eastenders - for 100 years, the British
Broadcasting Corporation has been the preeminent

broadcaster in the UK and around the world, a
constant source of information, comfort, and
entertainment and has broadcast to over 200

countries and in more than 40 languages.  Mixing
politics, espionage, the arts, social change, and

everyday life, The BBC is a vivid social history of
the organization now facing massive social change,

streaming services and competition. Illus, 656 pages.
£25 NOW £10  SAVE £15!

ONLY £7
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CATHERINE COOKSON Catherine Cookson was born in Tyne
Dock, the illegitimate daughter of a
poverty-stricken woman Kate,

whom she believed to be her older sister.  Her many
bestselling novels established her as one of the most popular
of contemporary women novelists and she received an OBE in
1985 and was created a Dame of the British Empire in 1993.
94546 A SISTER’S OBSESSION
by Catherine Cookson
Dr John Falconer, recently appointed partner to old
Cornwallis, is invited to a garden party at the seat of the
local lord of the manor.  Arranged as a 21st birthday for
the eldest daughter Beatrice, he is introduced to her
sisters Marion, Helen, and the youngest, 17 year old
Rosie, who takes it upon herself to conduct him around
the extensive grounds of the house.  In a moment of
indiscretion, she lets slip her true feelings about Beatrice
who she says has always been over-possessive about
Pine Hurst, and since the death of their mother, has
become insufferably dominating.  She now rules her
father and the servants with an iron hand and Rosie
could see no end to the tyranny since no man had so far
shown any willingness to marry Beatrice who glories in
being the mistress of the house and never dreams of
leaving.  But when the girls’ father dies unexpectedly,
their security is threatened, and Beatrice must lay plans
to protect this most prized possession.  First published as
The Obsession in 1995, the novel is one of Cookson’s
most unusual novels, powerfully portraying a woman
dangerously driven by desire and ambition.  430pp,
paperback.
£7.99 NOW £4.50
94574 DWELLING PLACE
by Catherine Cookson
Set in County Durham in the 1830s, 15 year old Cissie
Brodie loses her parents to cholera and is forced out of
the family cottage and left to raise her nine brothers and
sisters by herself.  Although desperately poor, strong-
willed Cissie determines to build a new home for them
all, their own little shelter to keep them from the
workhouse.  They have friends, but charity cannot
always spare them the harsh reality of their struggle,
and when Cissie attracts the unwanted attentions of a
local landowner, her world seems close to collapse.  Can
love when it arrives teach her not to fear the world
beyond the dwelling place?  A novel of resilience by the
queen of raw family romances.  415pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
94564 MY
BELOVED SON
by Catherine
Cookson
When Ellen Jebeau’s
husband dies in
1926, he leaves
behind a legacy of
debt and empty
dreams.  Yet Ellen is
determined that her
son Joseph should
have everything in
life that she never

did.  They soon find
themselves in a
convenient
arrangement with
Ellen’s brother-in-law
Sir Arthur, living on
the family estate, an
arrangement which
quickly comes to work
in conniving Ellen’s
favour.  Fatherless at the age of just five, Joseph
grows up to defend his country against Hitler’s mad
ambitions, and to defend himself against his mother’s
ruthlessness and secrets from the past.  Over the
course of the next 20 years as destinies intertwine, can
Joseph emerge from the shadows of his heritage as
the man he truly wants to be?  Catherine Cookson
was the original saga author and you will not be
disappointed with this story.  429pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
94580 RAG MAID  by Catherine Cookson
When Millie’s mother abandons her late one afternoon
in 1854, fate brings the seven year old to Aggie’s
door, and life will never be the same for either of
them.  Known locally as ‘Raggie Aggie’ for her
business of trading rags and old clothes, the older
woman knows the dangers waiting for such a
strikingly pretty girl left alone in their rough area of
Newcastle, and sees no other option but to take her
in.  The unlikely pair soon form an unexpectedly
strong bond, but there will be obstacles in their paths.
Will their friendship survive?  Millie Forester’s advance
through the coming years to the threshold of
womanhood is the core of The Rag Maid, as gripping
and socially concerned an historical novel as Catherine
Cookson has ever written. Her skills of narrative and
characterisation provide a spectrum of the good and
evil of the Victorian era and frankly confronts the
terrible menace of child corruption and be warned,
there is depravity and death.  This page turner is
written from the heart.  427pp, paperback.
£7.99 NOW £4

94859
CATHERINE

COOKSON: Set
of Four

by Catherine
Cookson

Buy all four
paperbacks and

save even more.
£33.96 NOW

£15

HISTORICAL FICTION
A mind needs books as a sword needs a

whetstone, if it is to keep its edge.
- George R. R. Martin, A Game of Thrones

94570 ON HER OWN
TWO FEET
by Pam Evans
Bringing the Keep Fit
movement vividly to life in
1940s London, Pam Evans’
family saga will inspire and
enthral anyone who has ever
dared to dream of a better life.
In the middle of a party to
celebrate the Silver Jubilee of
King George V in 1935, Mollie
Fisher’s good-for-nothing
husband walks out on his wife
and baby girl.  Luckily Mollie

has a loving family to turn to for help. Her mother
Marge is delighted to look after baby Esme while Mollie
goes out to work.  Meanwhile her nan Nora encourages
Mollie to join a local keep fit class which opens her eyes
to a whole new world.  Determined to better herself,
Mollie qualifies as a fitness instructor and starts to run her
own classes for the local community where she befriends
a group of women she would never have known
existed.  But with the outbreak of the Second World War
and the ever-present danger of losing her loved ones in
the London bombings, it takes courage for Mollie to stand
on her own two feet.  Nostalgia, heartbreak, danger and
war, this is an unforgettable tale of wartime life.  407pp,
paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50

94594 WHEN THE
LIGHTS GO DOWN
by Pam Evans
A companion to code 94570
On Her Own Two Feet in the
same vein and another of Pam
Evans’ much-loved family
sagas.  It is 1938 and the
threat of war looms on the
streets of London.  But when
the lights go down in the
cinema aisles, usherette Daisy
Blake is transported to a world
of glamour and romance.
Among the staff there is much

merriment and Daisy soon falls in love with the
handsome organist Al Dawson.  Then war is declared
and just after Al leaves for the frontline, Daisy discovers
she’s pregnant.  Her mother is distraught.  She doesn’t
think Al is right for her daughter and when Daisy’s
letters to him go unanswered, her mother encourages
her to marry John, the cinema’s projectionist, to spare
her further heartache.  As the Blitz rages over London
and disaster strikes, Daisy’s morale is boosted by her
work and her young son Sam who brings her comfort
and joy in the troubled times ahead.  338pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4

94591 YELLOW BIRD
SINGS
by Jennifer Rosner
Sexually explicit in parts and
heartbreaking because of its
Holocaust background, the
novel is set in Poland 1941.
Jewish mother Róza and her
five year old daughter have
fled their home and gone into
hiding.  Living in a farmer’s
barn, Shira is forbidden from
making a sound.  Her
inventive mother keeps her
occupied with silent games and

their own sign language and in the evenings they
occasionally whisper with Róza singing and making sure
Shira grows up with her parents? love of music.  The
years that follow focus on their survival and the lengths
a mother will go to protect her child when one day they
must leave their hiding place and face an impossible
choice - Róza must keep her daughter close by her side
or take a chance to survive by letting her go.  A very
emotional novel where music soothes the soul and gives
a voice when you are unable to speak, releasing sorrow
and aching, joy and deep needs and heartache.  You will
cry tears and have goosebumps in a novel about the
bond between mother and daughter and the sacrifices
made for love.  291pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50

94704 INVENTORY OF A
LIFE MISLAID: An
Unreliable Memoir
by Marina Warner
We follow beautiful, penniless
young mother Ilia as she
leaves southern Italy in 1945
to travel alone to London. Her
husband, an English colonel, is
still away in the war in the
East as she begins to learn
how to be Mrs Esmond
Warner, an Englishwoman.
With diamond rings on her
fingers and bespoke brogues on
her feet, Ilia steps fearlessly

into the world of cricket and riding to hounds.  But,

without prospect of work in a bleak, war-ravaged
England, Esmond remembers the glorious ease of
Cairo during his series of leave from the desert
campaign and he decides to move there to start a
bookshop, a branch of W. H. Smith’s.  But growing
resistance to foreign interests, especially British, erupts in
the 1952 uprising, and the Cairo Fire burns much of
downtown, including the English bookshop.  From letters
and journals read only after the couple’s death, from
photographs found coiled in a film cylinder, from gifts
and love tokens and mementos, the author pieces
together the discoveries her parents made.  It is a
luminous memoir of a fraught union with unrequited
hopes, richly intertwined with myth, the river Lethe
feeling as real as the Nile. Vivid recollections of Cairo
swirl with ever-present dreams of a city where Warner’s
parents, friends and associates are still restlessly
wandering.  ‘An entrancing weave of memoir, history,
autobiography and fiction, this is one of Marina Warner’s
most beautiful works.’  416pp, illus. and photos,
paperback.
£14.99 NOW £6

94294 CANARY KEEPER
by Clare Carson
London 1855 and in the grey
mist of the early dawn, a body
is dumped on the Thames
shore by a boatman in a metal
canoe.  Talk soon spreads of
the killer and his striking
accomplice, a young widow in
mourning dress.  Birdie Quinn’s
sleeplessness led her to the
river that morning.  She has
always been wilful, haughty,
different, but is she a
murderess?  To clear her name
she must retrace the dead

man’s footsteps to Orkney and the far north, a
dangerous journey for a woman alone, but one she must
make to save her life.  The story is full of gaslit menace.
398pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
93634 EAGLE IN EXILE by Alan Smale
AD1218, Praetor Gaius Marcellinus was ordered to
conquer Nova Hesperia and make it a Roman province,
but outside the walls of the great city of Cahokia his
legion was destroyed.  Accepted by his captors,
Marcellinus vowed to fight with them against all
enemies, Roman or native.  After successfully repelling
an invasion by the fearsome Iroqua tribes, the
Cahokians are weakened, and Marcellinus knows that
the divided people of Nova Hesperia will be unable to
resist the might of Rome.  But rival factions threaten to
tear Cahokia apart, and the empire he once served will
not give up its dream of conquest. 528pp, paperback.
£7.99 NOW £2.25
94015 TENACIOUS  by Julian Stockwin
1799.  Thomas Kydd is in Halifax enjoying the
recognition and favour of his fellow officers when
Tenacious is summoned to join Horatio Nelson’s
taskforce on an urgent reconnaissance mission.
Intelligence suggests the French Revolution is about to
set the Mediterranean ablaze, but Bonaparte’s fleet is
nowhere to be found.  Nelson and his ‘Band of Brothers’
begin a desperate search for him.  Kydd’s newfound
ambition fuels his desire to be at the forefront of the
hunt.  Kydd will face his greatest challenge ever amidst
bloodstained seas and defeat will mean humiliation or
death. 358pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £3.50

94285 BEASTS BEYOND
THE WALL by Robert Low
Set in the year AD208, the
10th year of the reign of
Emperor Septimus Severus
The fate of Rome hangs on a
mad mission to the edge of the
world.   Drust and Kag, two
ring-hardened fighters who won
their freedom with blood, are
met with an unusual request.
The mysterious and powerful
Servilius Structus sends them
deep into Scotland, land of the
Caledonii, to find and secure a

woman and her young son.  Accompanied by Ugo,
Quintus, Manius and Sibanus, this crew of ex gladiator
rogues, tricksters and bar-room philosophers will risk
everything on an insane quest and a daring escape. Not
only their lives but the Empire itself is at stake.  370pp,
paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4
94286 BEASTS FROM
THE DARK by Robert Low
Ex-gladiators Drust and Kag are
in the Alps, battered, bruised
and fighting for their lives.  On
the hunt for a rogue Roman
officer, something goes terribly
wrong. Caught in the crossfire
of the mountain tribes, and the
vicious power politics of Rome,
they must use all their cunning
to save themselves from
death’s icy clutches.  Set in the
year AD225 during the reign of
the boy Emperor Severus
Alexander, the story starts off in the Province of Rhaetia
where the former gladiators including Drust’s wife
Praeclarum find themselves ambushed and have to
travel through the ‘Dark’ populated with thick forests and
wild tribes before they are captured by the renegade
General. 359pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4

94320 RISE OF CARATACUS
by K. M. Ashman
50AD. The Roman invasion is over and legions spread
throughout Britannia, a blood red stain on the land.
Caratacus, king of the Catuvellauni, has fled south to
rebuild his army and warriors flock to his banner.  In
the north, a disgraced Legionary grasps the chance to
regain his honour and joins the Exploratores, the elite
Roman unit operating behind enemy lines.  As the
armies of Caratacus and Roman general Scapula
prepare for their final clash, the soldier draws closer to
the chance to kill the man he once called brother.
345pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £4.50

94321 WRATH OF BOUDICCA  by K. M. Ashman
Britannia AD60. When her husband dies, Boudicca, Queen of the Iceni, expects Rome to enter into a new agreement
with her people.  However when Rome betrays them and her daughters are raped by Roman soldiers, Boudicca
swears revenge.  The Britannic tribes rise up and join her in a campaign against their oppressors, and soon her
enormous army sweeps across the country in an unstoppable wave of brutality.  A young boy races to join her cause,
but when it is discovered that he is the last true blood of the Deceangli, Prydain the ex-legionary embarks on a
mission to save him.  For the final time his path is destined to cross with Cassus, the boyhood friend who has sworn
to kill him, whatever the cost. 364pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5
94310 IN SHADOWS OF KINGS  by K. M. Ashman
1274AD and war is brewing between Wales and England.  Henry III is dead and his son Edward Longshanks is on his
way back from the Crusades to claim the crown and impose his iron will on a weakened country.  In South Wales,
two young brothers Garyn and Geraint, attempt to rebuild their lives after a terrifying ordeal in Acre.  Desperate to
heal old wounds and provide for their futures, the appearance of an old enemy tears them apart once more and forces
them onto different paths.  The nobles of North Wales, nervous and frustrated at the inaction of their leader, make a
daring pact to replace him with a figurehead to unite the warring factions against the English prince. 350pp paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5

94302 FRENCH ADMIRAL
by Dewey Lambdin
Embroiled in revolutionary war, Alan Lewrie is in for the
fight of his life.  After being shipped off to the navy in
disgrace, he has finally found his sea legs.  Although a
stark contrast to the relentless whirl of London, his rise in
status to naval officer suits him beyond his wildest
dreams.  But the crew of the Desperate could never
have imagined the perils lying in wait within the storms
of 1781.  Ensnared in the siege of Yorktown, Lewrie
must fight not only for his country but for his future and
in rescuing a loyalist family from amidst the chaos, he
knows he will face his greatest trial yet. 391pp,
paperback.
£8.99 NOW £3.50

94307 H.M.S. COCKEREL
by Dewey Lambdin
It is 1793, and Alan Lewrie, swashbuckling naval hero,
longs for battle. Oppressed by life as a gentleman
farmer, he is only too pleased to answer the navy’s
call when Revolutionary France draws Britain into war.
But life aboard the HMS Cockerel is marred by a
malaria-stricken tyrant of a captain, and a restless
crew.  When the war escalates, Lewrie finds himself at
the Battle of Toulon, where he meets a dashing young
Napoleon Bonaparte.  Outnumbered three to one, he
must take on the French in a desperate bid to help the
Royalists escape. 380pp, paperback.
£12.99 NOW £4
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From the bestselling author of the
Bridgerton series.

The Smythe-Smiths Quartet

94583 JUST LIKE
HEAVEN: The Smythe-
Smiths  by Julia Quinn
The first in the Smythe-Smith
quartet, a witty series by the
author of the beloved
Bridgerton novels.  Honoria
Smythe-Smith, the youngest
daughter of the eldest son of
the Earl of Winstead, plays the
violin in the annual musicale
performed by the Smythe-
Smith Quartet. She’s well
aware that they are dreadful
and in fact, she freely admits to
her cousins that she is probably
the worst of the bunch, but
she’s the sort who figures that
nothing good will come of being
mortified, so she puts on a good
show and laughs about it.
Marcus Holroyd is the best
friend of her brother Daniel,
who lives in exile.  He has
promised to watch out for
Honoria and takes his
responsibility very seriously,
but he has his work cut out for
him when Honoria sets off for
Cambridge determined to
marry by the end of the

season.  She has her eye on the only unmarried
Bridgerton  who’s a bit wet behind the ears.  When her
advances are spurned, can Marcus swoop in and steal
her heart in time for the musicale?  A light fun read, and
a great first book in the series which also includes
characters from Bridgerton.  374pp, paperback with fairly
large print and line art.
£9.99 NOW £5
94584 A NIGHT LIKE THIS: The Smythe-
Smiths  b Julia Quinn
Book two in the witty quartet.  Anne Wynter’s job as
governess to three highborn young ladies can be a
challenge.  In a single week she finds herself hiding in a
closet full of tubas, playing an evil queen in a play, and
tending to the wounds of the oh-so-dashing Earl of
Winstead.  After years of dodging unwanted advances,
he is the first man who has truly tempted her and it is
getting harder and harder to remind herself that a
governess has no business flirting with a nobleman.
Daniel Smythe-Smith might be in mortal danger but
that’s not going to stop the young earl from falling in
love.  When he spies a mysterious woman at his
family’s annual musicale, he vows to pursue her, but
Daniel has an enemy, one who has vowed to see him
dead. And when Anne is thrown into peril, Daniel will
stop at nothing to ensure their happy ending.  373pp,
paperback with line art.
£9.99 NOW £5

94585 SUM OF ALL
KISSES: The Smythe-
Smiths
by Julia Quinn
Hugh Prentice has never had
patience for dramatic females,
and if Lady Sarah Pleinsworth
has ever been acquainted with
the words shy or retiring, she
has long since tossed them out
the window.  Besides, a
reckless duel has left this
brilliant mathematician with a
ruined leg, and now he could
never court a woman like
Sarah, much less dream of
marrying her.  Sarah has
never forgiven Hugh for the
duel he fought that nearly
destroyed her family, but even
if she could find a way to
forgive him, it wouldn’t matter.
She doesn’t care that his leg is
wounded, it’s his personality
she can’t abide.  But forced to
spend a week in close
company, they discover that
first impressions are not
always reliable, and when one
kiss leads to two, three and
four, the mathematician may lose count, and the lady
may, for the first time, find herself speechless. The
third book in the quartet.  373pp, fairly large print and
line art. Paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5
94586 SECRETS OF SIR RICHARD
KENWORTHY: The Smythe-Smiths
by Julia Quinn
The final book in the Quartet finds Sir Richard
Kenworthy with less than a month to find a bride.  He
knows he can’t be too picky, but when he sees Iris
Smythe-Smith hiding behind her cello at her family’s
infamous musicale, he thinks he might have struck
gold.  She’s the type of girl you don’t notice until the
second or third look, but there’s something about her,
something simmering under the surface, and he knows
she’s the one.  Iris Smythe-Smith is used to being
underestimated.  With her pale hair and quiet, sly wit,
she tends to blend into the background, and she likes it
that way.  So when Sir Richard demands an
introduction, Iris is suspicious.  He flirts and charms her,
gives every impression of a man falling in love, but
she can’t quite believe it’s all true.  When he proposes,
Iris feels certain that he’s hiding something, even as
her heart tells her to say yes.  378 weak and wobbly
kneed romantic pages.  Fairly large print and a quick
read, line art.
£9.99 NOW £5

94864 SMYTHE-SMITHS QUARTET
by Julia Quinn

Buy the Quartet and save even more.
£39.96 NOW £17

94022 LION AT SEA: A Kelly Maguire Thriller
by Max Hennessy
A young recruit, a legendary battle, a cataclysmic war,
a baptism by fire... Kelly Maguire knew from a young
age that he could accomplish great things.  As the First
World War begins, he enlists in the Royal Navy, hoping
to win both the war and glory.  But from the barbarous
battles of Gallipoli to the nightmarish action at Antwerp,
Kelly learns the trials a sailor must face - trials that will
forge him into a man.  As the epic battle of Jutland
approaches, everything is at stake.  A gritty naval
adventure full of blood, guts and heroism in the face of
danger.  345pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
94018 DANGEROUS YEARS: A Kelly Maguire
Thriller  by Max Hennessy
Hero of Jutland in World War I, Kelly Maguire progresses
rapidly through Navy ranks during the dangerous post-
War years.  Amidst the Russian Civil War, British forces
must rescue thousands of terrified White Army men from
rampaging Communist militias.  Maguire gets stuck in,
risking everything.  From Russia he moves on to China,
and a gunboat incident on the Yangtze.  His resolve is
tested when he must choose between his childhood
sweetheart and marriage to a wealthy aristocrat.  From
old enemies to old flames, he will once again have to
risk all to prove his worth. 325pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
93989 BACK TO BATTLE: A Kelly Maguire
Thriller  by Max Hennessy
Peacetime political machinations threaten Kelly Maguire’s
ambitions to be a Captain, but then war breaks out, and the
world needs men who are willing to risk everything.  As the
Second World War explodes and after a devastating loss in
the Battle of Narvik, Maguire finds himself washed up at
Dunkirk during the evacuation of 1940.  Once more he must
prove his worth.  On the ocean and on the beaches, he will
fight for his country, and the ones he loves, but on the verge
of true greatness after the Normandy landings, Maguire is
tasked with one final mission which could end his career.
332pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
94177 CAPTAIN KELLY MAGUIRE TRILOGY:

Set of Three  by Max Hennessy
Buy the trilogy and save even more.

£26.97 NOW £12.25

92871 DERBY DAY  by D. J. Taylor
The wonder horse Tiberius, tipped for future greatness, is
being kept literally under wraps in a Lincolnshire stable by
his bemused owner Davenant, who is powerless to
prevent the flamboyant arch-chancer Mr Happerton from
manoeuvring him into bankruptcy. But Happerton lacks
the readies to purchase the horse, and his desperation
takes him into marriage with an inscrutable red-haired
heiress Rebecca Gresham.  He finds himself returning to
the associates of his past life, including his disreputable
sidekick Captain Raff. As Derby Day approaches,
everyone’s life is turned upside down. 405pp, paperback.
£16.99 NOW £2.50

94293 CANAL BOAT
GIRL by Sheila Newberry
Set in Wales 1883, young Ruth
Owen, a talented musician with
a scholarship to a prestigious
music school, has a sparkling
career ahead of her.  But after
a run-in with her mysterious
tutor, she flees to London,
leaving everything and
everyone behind.  14 years
later Ruth, now married with
two children, finds herself
struggling for money and a
place to live. Left with no other
option, they decide to return to

Wales and live on a canal boat.  Life on the canals may
seem idyllic, but what troubles await her return?  With
lovely characters in a novel full of wonderful warmth
and charm.  360pp. Paperback.
£7.99 NOW £3.75
93091 EAGLE’S PREY: Eagles of the Empire
by Simon Scarrow
Britannia AD44.  The time has come to claim Britain for the
Empire.  Centurions Cato and Macro are preparing for what
their leaders say will be the final battle against those natives
refusing to accept the civilising force of Rome.  The British
savages will surely stand no chance against the might of the
unstoppable Roman Army.  But young Cato is more
concerned about hot-headed cohort commander Maximus
than about the enemy, and veteran Macro is having doubts
about the promised ease of their success.  The troops’
commander General Plautius is under considerable pressure
from the Emperor. 468pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £2.50

!!!!!

94855 WORKING
FROM HOME WITH
A CAT
by Heidi Moreno
Interrupting video calls,
stepping on computer
keyboards for a snuggle
and a rub, knocking
things off the table,
spilling your coffee,
leaving cat hair
everywhere.  If you’ve
ever tried to work from
home with a cat, this
may sound all too
familiar.  They are the
cutest co-workers and we
wouldn’t have it any
other way.  Despite all
the struggles, cats like
Peanut in the book are
always by our side when
we need them, even on
the hardest and loneliest
workdays, hogging your

chair, disrupting your yoga routine, or clamouring onto
the hot stove.  Heidi Moreno’s tabby has a lot of
personality and cattitude and her artworks are very
appealing in this thoughtful, fun book.  72pp, colour
cartoons.
£9.99 NOW £5

94807 BATTERSEA
CAT PUZZLE BOOK
by Battersea Dogs
and Cats Home
Crosswords,
wordsearches, hidden
codes, logic puzzles, here
are more than 100 puzzles
to challenge and entertain
all cat lovers from
youthful kittens to old
toms.  There are multiple
chews, a name game,
stray cats, cat collars and
cat walks, hide and seek,
mystic mogs, cat-like
word threads, number
sums and of course cat’s
cradle.  Beautifully

decorated with artworks of cats in silhouettes and line
art. 288 large softback pages, 15 x 23cm.
£14.99 NOW £5.50
93295 NAMING OF CATS
by T. S. Eliot and Arthur Robins
Thomas Stearns Eliot was born in Missouri in 1888 and
came to England in 1914 and published his first book of
poems in 1917.  ‘The Naming of Cats’ features in Eliot’s
much celebrated collection of poems Old Possum’s Book
of Practical Cats which was written for his godchildren.
The cats including Macavity, Mistoffelees and
Skimbleshanks inspired one of the most successful
musicals of all time.  There are fancier names... such as
Plato, Admetus, Elektra, Demeter.’ Illus in colour.
£6.99 NOW £2.50 REDUCED
93536 CATS PHOTOGRAPHS 1942–-2018
by Walter Chandoha, Susan Michals
and Reuel Golden
An impossibly gorgeous coffee table book we have
fallen in love with!  Eleven entranced kittens, white,
grey, black, brindle and ginger, are captured on the
opening double page spread. From advertisements for
Puss ‘n Boots cat food to greetings cards, jigsaw puzzles
to pet-food packaging, his images combined his signature
glamorous lighting to rim the head and ears, which made
each cat’s fur stand out in sharp relief.  Four adorable
Siamese kittens peep from a basket (1957), cats leap
from this genre-defining artist’s archives, featuring
hundreds of close-ups and colour studio and
environmental portraits, black and white street
photography like the stray cat at Rome’s Coliseum 1981,
images from vintage cat shows, tender pictures that
combine his children with cats.  Colour, 14 x 19.5 cm,
192 pages.
ONLY £15
93638 KEEPING CHICKENS: Practical Advice
for Beginners
by Beate and Leopold Peitz
In print since 1985 it covers breeds suitable for small-
scale keeping, anatomy and physiology of the chicken
including digestion and reproduction, behaviour including
egg-laying, nesting and brooding habits, mother-chick
relationship, hygiene, feeding preferences, feeding and
fear plus the hen house, construction, equipping and
running, hatching and incubation and breeding planning
and rearing chicks in sickness and in health.  Plus all
about eggs and a few recipes. Colour photos and
diagrams. 133pp, 17 x 25cm.
£19.95 NOW £3.50  REDUCED

93782 CAT YOGA
by Sam Hart and Danny Cameron
Err, I think you mean Downward Cat. You may think
your cat is just a naturally bendy weirdo, but the truth
is, they’re probably one of the growing number of Zen
Yogi Cats, and this book is here to expose what happens
when yoga and cats collide.  Whether they’re paws-ing
to enjoy their morning Sun Salutations, working on their
flexibility, searching for the divine (laser) light or exhaling
hairballs, these cats are getting their om-meow on in the
world of Cat Yoga. 96 pages.
£7.99 NOW £3

93813 HISTORY OF CATS IN 101 OBJECTS
by Media Lab Books

The goldfish bowl, ball of wool, fluffy mouse toy, food
bowl, cardboard box (as we know at Bibliophile!). A fun,

fully-illustrated, fact-filled visual history of the human
relationship with cats for anyone who has a fluffy-yet-

infuriating feline companion of their own.  From socks to
rockets to internet memes, by delving into the stories

behind these 101 items, the book investigates the many
mysteries of feline behaviour and explains how cats

have become embedded in virtually every aspect of pop
culture. Paperback, 220 pages.
£13 NOW £4  REDUCED

94279 AGE OF CATS  by Johnathan Losos
Sub-titled ‘From the Savannah to Your Sofa, the Secret
Life and Evolutionary History of the Cat’, the history of
the cat family is brought right up to date with the
emergence of new breeds and hybrids as we learn all
about the domesticated house cat, the African wild cat
from which it descended and still lurks within Fluffy.
Why don’t lions meow? Why does your cat leave a dead
mouse at your feet? Why is a pet ocelot a bad idea?
Losos unravels the secrets of the cat using all the tools of
modern technology, from GPS tracking to forensic
archaeology.  Along the way we also meet their wild
cousins, whose behaviours are eerily similar to even the
sweetest of our puddy tats at home. Finally he looks at
the special bond between Felis catus and Homo sapiens.
390pp, illus.
£22 NOW £8.50

94426 CATS ON INSTAGRAM
by Cats of Instagram

A terracotta bowl sprouts five cute little white kittens
with grey ears, and see cats licking ice cream, cuddling
each other, yawning and meowing, licking their noses,
posing with legs in strange positions, looking one-eyed
and one with a blue sapphire and an amber eye. An

irresistible compilation of over 400 of the cutest original
photos from the hugely popular Instagram profile

@cats_of_instagram filled with everyday antics and the
ultimate new collection for every feline fan.  We adore
the rather grumpy looking ones, especially the Devon
Rex with no hair, pink curly tail and curious blue eyes

looking upwards and backwards over his shoulder at the
camera.  144pp, 400 colour photos. Illus. below.

£11.99 NOW £5.25

94824 ICONICON:
A Journey Around
the Landmark
Buildings
of Contemporary
Britain
by John Grindrod
SIGNED BY THE
AUTHOR it is an
enthralling journey
around the Britain we
have created since
1980.  Wimpey homes,
Millennium monuments,
riverside flats, wind
farms, spectacular

skyscrapers, city centre apartments, out-of-town
malls.  Here are the horrors and delights, triumphs and
failures from space age tower blocks to suburban
business parks, and from postmodernist exuberance to
Passivhaus eco-efficiency.  Iconicon is at once a
revelatory architectural grand tour, and an endlessly
witty and engaging piece of social history.
Encyclopaedic, funny and often cutting, Grindrod has
written a love letter to contemporary buildings in his
punchy polemic about our accidental urban landscape.
Thrown together entirely for financial or political gain
without any thought for aesthetic or social value, here
are the visions of a few top architects, and a larger
generation of young architects who wish to improve
life for whole communities, not just the rich and
powerful.  It really makes us look at those big shiny
funny shaped public buildings with a new eye and
Grindrod’s chirpy prose style is full of pop references
as he chronicles the accelerating decline of the UK
since 1980, the sprawl and the
disaster of the Grenfell fire.  The
book is perfectly aimed at those in
power.  486 big chunky pages,
some illus. Signed by the Author
and stickered.
£20 NOW £10

SSSSSignedignedignedignedigned
BY THE

AUTHOR

PETS
Greebo turned upon Granny Weatherwax a

yellow-eyed stare of self-satisfied
malevolence, such as cats always reserve

for people who don’t like them, and purred.
Greebo was possibly the only cat who could

snigger in purr.
- Terry Pratchett, Witches Abroad

!!!!!
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94848 SPY THE LIE
by Philip Houston et
al
Imagine how different
your life would be if you
knew when someone
was lying or telling you
the truth.  Former CIA
agents Philip Houston,
Mike Floyd and Susan
Carnicero are among the
world’s best at
recognising deceptive
behaviour.  Their book
chronicles the fascinating
story of how they used a
methodology Houston
developed to detect
deception in counter-

terrorism and criminal investigation realms, and how
these techniques can be applied in our daily and business
lives.  Through thrilling anecdotes from their careers in
counter intelligence, they provide a foolproof means of
identifying deceptive behaviour, showing readers how to
study nuances, both verbal and non-verbal, including
hands to the face in response to a question, grooming
gestures, invoking religion (I swear to God), repeating
the question, qualifiers (basically) and much more.  As
your level of understanding increases you will be able to
spot the subtleties of liars far more easily.  258pp,
paperback.
£9.99 NOW £4.50
94174 TWINS: Men of Violence by Kate Kray
Kate Kray was married to Ronnie Kray from 1989 to
1994 and is a bestselling true crime writer.  This thrilling
and at times terrifying memoir features exclusive letters,
thoughts from the twins themselves, anecdotes and
tributes from gangsters, actors and East End faces, and
Kate was granted unique access to the shadowy
underworld they inhabited and secrets they possessed
which could never be revealed until both twins were
dead.  265pp including letters reproduced in their own
handwriting and photos. Paperback.
£8.99 NOW £3.75
93672 TASTE FOR POISON
by Neil Bradbury
Sub-titled ‘Eleven Deadly Substances and the Killers
Who Used Them’.  Here are fascinating tales of spurned
lovers, shady scientists, medical professionals and
political assassins, from the deadly origins of the gin and
tonic cocktail to the arsenic-laced wallpaper in Napoleon’s
bedroom.  Chapters include Insulin and Mrs Barlow’s
Bathtub, Strychnine and the Lambeth Poisoner, Aconite
and Mrs Singh’s Curry, Cyanide and the Professor from
Pittsburgh, Potassium and the Nightmare Nurse and
Chlorine and the Killer Nurse of Lufkin among them.
291pp.
£20 NOW £7.50

94738 NOVOTNY
PAPERS
by Lilian Pizzichini
Mariella Novotny was found
dead with her face in a bowl
of milk pudding in February
1983.  She was in the process
of writing her memoirs.  ‘It’s
dynamite!’ Christine Keeler
said, ‘I think it was
murder...most probably by
the CIA.’  In 1961, Mariella
was an underage hooker
engaging in sexual relations
with President John F.

Kennedy, the most powerful man in the world.  She
was believed to be part of a vice ring set up by an
alleged Communist agent who was also a well-known
British film producer.  FBI officers called their
investigation ‘The Bow-Tie Case’.  Two years later
the young ‘Monroe lookalike’ played a major part in
another sex scandal with implications for national
security - the Profumo Affair.  Mariella was the
hostess of the Man in the Mask party.  She was a
close friend of Stephen Ward, the osteopath and
pander to high society, another putative whistle-
blower who died in suspicious circumstances.  In the
late 1960s, she gave birth to the illegitimate child of
Eddie Chapman (Agent Zigzag), England’s most
successful wartime double agent.  Between 1975 and
1978 she was working undercover for Operation
Countryman, an investigation into police corruption in
the Flying Squad.  Her chief target was the author’s
grandfather, Charlie Taylor, a London conman who
had high-ranking officers in his deep pockets.  Mariella
brought them all down.  An excerpt from the chapter
entitled Black Power and Rotting Hill: ‘Michael came
to London. He worked his way into the veins of
criminal society. In Notting Hill, he managed
prostitutes, ran gambling houses, sold drugs and
collected rent for the property racketeer Peter
Rachman, who had already had a go at bedding

Mariella and blackmailing Hod.’  Includes colour photos
including Soho in the early 60s and Mariella on her
wedding day to Hod Dibben.  253 pages.
£18.99 NOW £6.50

94735 HONEY TRAPPED:
Sex, Betrayal and
Weaponized Love
by Henry Schlesinger
The spy craft expert
Schlesinger has produced the
first book to fully examine the
oldest and consistently
effective piece of tradecraft,
from the ancient world to cyber
seductions.  While the so-called
‘honey trap’ is a Hollywood
cliché, it is also employed by
virtually every intelligence
service in times of war and

peace.  The work of femmes fatales and Romeo spies
have shaped policy and history through seduction,
betrayal and scandal.  ‘Ashamed? Not in the least. My
superiors told me that the results of my work saved
thousands of British and American lives... Wars are not
won by respectable methods’ - Amy Elizabeth Thorpe
(Betty Pack), participant in a honey trap run by British
and American intelligence services during WW2.  The
Stasi proved particularly adept in employing Romeo
spies to romance women with access to secrets.  More
recently in 2013 FBI wire traps caught two Russian SVR
lamenting the more mundane aspects of spy work and
not receiving permission to play a Romeo spy.  Today
the Mata Hari tale has expanded into pop culture and
with the increased portability of cameras, honey traps
can now be more effectively executed and indeed there
no longer needs to be physical contact.  From the Bible’s
Judith and Delilah, Pandora, Chinese, Greek and Indian
brothels and myths of love-allurement, here are merry
monarchs, plotters and pimps, the Flying Squadron
created by Catherine de Medici of gorgeous women
despatched to foreign and domestic leaders acting as
sexual shock groups, the Restoration, Hamilton in
America before we see the modern era.  352
magnificent large pages.
£20 NOW £7

93495 LIBERTY AGAINST THE LAW
Some Seventeenth-Century Controversies

by Christopher Hill
Christopher Hill was an undisputed giant among scholars

of the 17th century, here he investigates the lives of
those who operated outside the law, including
highwaymen, smugglers and pirates, and the

phenomenon of Robin Hood. Starting with the 17th
century drama A Jovial Crew, Hill examines an Act of

1597 included itinerants such as jugglers, tinkers, pedlars
and actors in the category of vagabond. There was an

explosion of Robin Hood ballads in the early 17th
century, and the book examines the Ranters and Diggers

of the English Revolution, together with the poetry of
John Clare. 354pp, paperback.

£16.99 NOW £4.25  REDUCED
93662 LAWFARE
by Geoffrey Robertson KC
Sub-titled ‘How Russians, the Rich and the Government
Try to Prevent Free Speech and How to Stop Them’,
the author argues that the British tradition of ‘free
speech’ is a myth.  Now through misguided judicial
development of the laws of privacy, breech of
confidence and data protection, a new terror has been
added to suppress the supporting of truths of public
importance.  This is lawfare, in which journalists and
authors struggle against unfair rules and a cost burden
that runs to the millions.  Robertson represented the
editors of Oz, Gay News, The Guardian and The Wall
Street Journal, the publishers of Spycatcher and Salman
Rushdie and Julian Assange. In 2022 he was sanctioned
by the Kremlin. 150pp.
£10.99 NOW £4.50
93457 FINGERPRINT KIT by The Book People
Containing a bottle for fingerprint powder, silver handled
3" long brush, a black plastic fingerprint pad, stamp pad,
magnifying glass, squidgy rubber blower, a pair of child
sized goggles, an ID badge with space to insert your
photograph, clear adhesive tape.  The booklet will
explain the arch, right loop, whorl, tented arch, double
loop whorl, pocker loop and accidental whorl, which are
the complex classification systems and there is space to
record your cases.
£9.99 NOW £5

93892 ANGELS OF
DEATH: Murderous
Medics, Nefarious Nurses
and Killer Carers
by Al Cimino
Medics and carers hold the
lives of their patients in the
balance. In this book you will
discover the atrocious acts of
Charles Cullen, who is
believed to have killed nearly
400 people during his 16 year
stint as a nurse; Harold
Shipman, who killed as many
as 200 of his patients; Genene
Jones who kept being hired

even after babies continued to die under her watch;
Donald Harvey, who murdered to ‘ease the pain’ of his
victims, Mary Ann Cotton who buried three husbands,
her mother and 12 children, Dr Thomas Neill Cream who
may have been confessing to being Jack the Ripper as
he was hung, poisonous prescriptions and many more.
Illus, 240 page paperback.
ONLY £4.50  REDUCED

93669 REAL PRIME SUSPECT
by Jackie Malton
Sub-titled ‘From the Beat to the Screen, My Life As A
Female Detective’, here is the gritty memoir from a
former DCI and the inspiration for a legendary TV
Detective Jane Tennison in Prime Suspect. Jackie
Malton was a no-nonsense girl from Leicestershire who
joined the police force in the 1970s, a time of sex
segregation in the police force.  Male recruits were given
a truncheon and female recruits received a handbag.
Jackie was determined to become a detective and
worked in CID and the famous Flying Squad before
rising to become one of only three female detective chief
inspectors in the Met.  She describes how she dealt with
rapists, wife beaters, murderers, blackmailers and armed
robbers and life in the Sweeney, the Fraud Squad and
as a hostage negotiator. 302pp.
£20 NOW £5.50
94295 CRIME ON THE CANALS
by Anthony Poulton-Smith
From murders to muggings, parental problems to
pilfering, arson, assault, smugglers, counterfeiters and
even road rage canal-style, we follow the policeman on
foot chasing down a thief on board the narrowboat and
discover what really lies beneath the waters of the
canal.  Learn also about canal etiquette, the hardships,
the kindness and the cruelty.  Chapters cover dozens of
characters from William Hancock in 1826, Ann Bridges in
1847 to Southwick’s Iron Foundry, Counterfeit Coin and
Annie being the name of the vessel central to the story
when she struck something beneath the waterline while
travelling the Forth and Clyde Canal in a prosecution
described as ‘an act of piracy’.  120pp in illus large
paperback.
£12.99 NOW £5

93879 IRISH ASSASSINS by Julie Kavanagh
Ireland, 1879-1882.  Irish tenant farmers began to push

back against the reigning feudal system of land
ownership.  The charismatic political leader Charles

Stewart Parnell headed up the Land League, a
revolutionary movement that promised to restore land
and power to the people through a series of protests,

strikes and boycotts. Parnell secretly forged the
Kilmainham Treaty, a pact in which he pledged to work

diplomatically with British Prime Minister William
Gladstone for peace and eventual independence of

Ireland from England yet it would be shattered on May
6th 1882, as Gladstone’s emissary Lord Frederick

Cavendish and Thomas Burke, the Under Secretary for
Ireland, were ambushed and stabbed to death while

strolling through Phoenix Park in Dublin.  The murders
were funded by American supporters of Irish

independence, and carried out by the Invincibles armed
with specially made surgeons’ blades. The story spans
Donegal, Dublin, London, Paris and New York, Cannes

and Cape Town. 473pp, paperback, photos.
£12.99 NOW £4.50  REDUCED

94283 BABES IN THE WOODS MURDERS
by Paul Cheston
The shocking true story of how child murderer Russell
Bishop was finally brought to justice and the
heartbreaking true story of two families’ 30 year fight for
justice.  On 9th October 1986, petty criminal Russell
Bishop strangled nine year old Nicola Fellows and Karen
Hadaway in woods near Brighton.  He was charged
after his suspiciously close involvement in the hunt for
the missing girls, but a last-minute twist saw him walk
free.  Cheston sheds light once and for all on the awful
truth and how the courtroom dramas finally brought
down one of Britain’s most depraved killers.  Typos
have been missed in this book.  335pp, photos.
Paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
94133 GANGSTER WOMEN AND THEIR
CRIMINAL WORLD by Susan McNicoll
The book studies women who fell for gangsters
throughout the 1930s and beyond.  Discover the life
stories of Bonnie Parker from the infamous Bonnie and
Clyde double act; Virginia Hill, the glamorous girlfriend
of Bugsy Siegel who died mysteriously; Evelyn
Frechette, who was charged with harbouring murderous
mobster John Dillinger; and Vi Mathis, the partner of
Kansas City massacre gunman Verne Miller.  With
photographs and fingerprints and one of three women
kept apart and deprived of food and sleep by federal
agents, and one of them newly pregnant. 158 pages,
illus.
ONLY £7.99

93918 FAMILY
BETRAYAL: Agent Sonya,
MI5 and The Kuczynski
Network by David Burke
In 1933, the celebrated German
economist Robert Kuczynski
and his wife Berta arrived in
Britain as refugees from
Nazism, followed shortly
afterwards by their six children.
Jürgen, known to be a leading
Communist, was an object of
considerable concern to MI5.
Ursula, codenamed Sonya, was

a colonel in Russia’s Red Army who had spied on the
Japanese in Manchuria, while MI5 also kept extensive
files on her four sisters, Brigitte, Barbara, Sabine and
Renate.  In Britain, Ursula controlled the spies Klaus
Fuchs and Melita Norwood, without whom the Soviet
atomic bomb would have been delayed for at least five
years.  Over 70 years of espionage activity the
Kuczynskis and their associates gained access to high-
ranking officials. Chapters include the Indian Communist
Party and the BBC, the Manhattan Project and
Bletchley Park, the Greek Civil War and the Haldane
Society of Lawyers among them.  292 pages.
£20 NOW £6.50

93247 POLICE HELICOPTER: Haynes
Operations Manual
by Inspector Richard Brandon
As we expect from Haynes manuals, there are hundreds
of colour photographs, maps, many overlayed with
diagrammatic lines, and explanations of the Met’s EC145
helicopters which take to the skies over London for
around 2700 flying hours each year and attend around
7500 operational tasks.  Brandon describes the evolution
of police aviation plus the Wescam MX15 camera,
Skyforce Observer Moving Map, Video Management
System, Vislink Digital Downlink, and Airwave Digital
Police Radio. 200 colour photos and illus. 180pp.
£25 NOW £3.50  SAVE £21.50!

93908 CRIMINAL CHILDREN: Researching
Juvenile Offenders 1820-1920

by Emma Watkins and Barry Godfrey
How were criminal children dealt with in the 19th and
early 20th centuries?  Chapters cover transportation,

Pankhurst, female factories, petitions.  Through a
selection of short biographies of 31 child criminals
ending with Brendan Behan 1923-1964 they give

readers a direct view of the experience of children who
spent time in prisons, reformatory schools, industrial

schools and borstals, and those who were transported
to Australia. They also include a section showing how
researchers can carry out their own research on child

offenders, the court and police records. 162 page
paperback.

£14.99 NOW £5
93435 RACETRACK GANGS by Dick Kirby
Sub-titled ‘Four Decades of Doping, Intimidation and
Violent Crime’, with ready access to cash, ‘bookies’
were a magnate for mobsters’ blackmailing demands.
Refusal to pay resulted in severe punishment.  Their
justified fears spawned a ready ‘protection’ market.
Charles ‘Darby’ Sabini with his brothers ran ‘The Italian
Mob’ who clashed with Billy Kimber and his Brummagen
Hammers.  Uneasy partnerships were formed but
seldom lasted.  The Sabinis were friendly with the
Cortesi family until a rift resulted in one of the Cortesis
shooting Harryboy Sabini.  Other gangs such as The
Titanics and The Nile Mob were ready to fill voids.  The
gangs who doped horses to either go faster or slower,
and those who introduced ‘ringers’ on the race track.
222pp softback, photos.
£15.99 NOW £6.50

94737 NO LAWYERS IN
HEAVEN: A Life
Defending Serious Crime
by Henry Milner
The Mr Big of Criminal Briefs
offers a fascinating insight into
life at the top of the
profession, lifting the lid on
the psychology of those who
end up on the wrong side of
the law - and those who
defend them.  Outsiders
might wonder about how
criminal defence lawyers deal
with potentially dangerous

clients, what happens behind the scenes when building
a defence, and that age-old moral dilemma, how can
a lawyer defend someone they think is guilty. But
what is life really like for those tasked with
representing the shadowy underbelly of society?  For
over 40 years, criminal defence solicitor Henry Milner
has been the go-to lawyer for some of Britain’s most
notorious criminals, including Kenneth Noye and the
Brink’s-Mat robbers, Freddie Foreman, John
‘Goldfinger’ Palmer, and the gang behind the
Millennium Dome raid.  He evokes a bygone era of
the criminal justice system with plenty of wry self-
deprecating humour, sometimes very funny and
never ever dull.  263pp, colour photos.
£18.99 NOW £6

94745 TEN LEGAL
CASES THAT MADE
MODERN BRITAIN
by Inigo Bing
 Life, sex, race, power, free
speech, protest, privacy,
democracy, sovereignty,
death.  Society shapes law,
and law shapes society.  We
like to imagine that progress
comes about when
Parliament spots a looming
groundswell in public opinion
and responds by changing the
laws that govern our daily

lives. This is not always true.  In his fascinating book,
Inigo Bing unravels 10 legal cases in which the
decisions of judges or a jury either heralded a shift in
outlook, or forced Parliament to respond to simmering
social change.  The cases include Conjoined Twins,
Lady Chatterley on Trial, The Cricketer and the Hotel,
The Pilot Officer and the Home Secretary, The
Thalidomide Scandal, Peaceful Protest in a
Demographic Society, Spanish Ships and Metric
Martyrs with regard to sovereignty and Death and
Euthanasia.  Taken together these stories provide 80
years of insight into the British political, social and
cultural history, some cases exploring when rapid
technological change outpaces government or urgent
ethical dilemmas. All of them have had a lasting
impact on the society in which we live.  Inigo Bing is
a respected judge.  316pp.
£25 NOW £6.50  SAVE £18.50!

TRUE CRIME
From a single crime know the nation.

- Virgil

!!!!!
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ART AND ARCHITECTURE
We shape our buildings; thereafter they

shape us.
- Winston Churchill

94829
MASTERPIECES: An
Art Lover’s Guide to
Britain & Ireland
by Christopher Lloyd
A magnificent Thames &
Hudson heavyweight
quality 496 page softback
packed with 273 colour
illustrations, a personal
selection of paintings
admired from public
collections during the
course of Christopher
Lloyd’s career in art, here
are highlights and
unexpected treasures.  If
you find yourself in Hull,
Cork or Dundee, what
paintings should you go
and look at?  Many
masterpieces are waiting
for you, sometimes
neglected, in our galleries
and museums and here
the distinguished
broadcaster and critic
Lloyd identifies over 265
masterpieces from the
National Gallery to The
Burrell Collection in
Glasgow around England,
Scotland, Wales and
Ireland.  Admire The
Dice Players from 1650
at Preston Hall Museum
Stockton-on-Tees,
children using pebbles to
play Knucklebones on the
beach in Philip Wilson
Steer’s canvas found in
Ipswich, masterpieces by
Sir Alfred Munnings
depicting his wife and
horse and himself from
1935 in Dedham,
Vuillard, Augustus John,
Alma-Tadema, Titian all
found at the Fitzwilliam
Museum in Cambridge,
the strikingly graphic The
Butcher’s Shop of 1583
by Carracci and a Virgin

and Child and Three Angels from 1475, a Lady with
Book and a Pissarro landscape, Holman Hunt all found at
the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.  Mother and Child by
the Sea is a particularly atmospheric, dark and brooding
image of a calm and peaceful night with the moon half
hidden by clouds over the sea, the child pointing
expectantly suggesting his father is onboard the sailing
ship in the near distance.  This is on page 267 and
immediately before the colourful Jockeys Before the
Race by Degas, both of which together with
Gainsborough and the Travelling Companions by Egg,
the Music Lesson and The Rest on the Flight to Egypt by
Orazio Gentileschi all to be seen at the Birmingham
Museum and Art Gallery.  Page after page of well and
lesser known masterpieces, beautifully curated with an
unobtrusively erudite detailed text, a model of art-
historical writing and a sustained pleasure to read.
496pp, 273 colour illus. 21 x 16cm, softback.
£20 NOW £11

94514 HIROSHIGE & EISEN: The Sixty-Nine
Stations Along the Kisokaido
by Rhiannon Paget and Andreas Marks
The Kisokaido route through Japan was ordained in the
early 1600s by the country’s then-ruler Tokugawa
Ieyasu between Edo (present-day Tokyo) and Kyoto.
Inns, shops, and restaurants were established to provide
sustenance and lodging to weary travellers.  In 1835,
renowned woodblock print artist Keisai Eisen was

commissioned to
create a series of
works to chart the
Kisokaido journey.
After producing 24
prints, Eisen was
replaced by
Utagawa Hiroshige,
who completed the
series of 70 prints in
1838.  Both Eisen
and Hiroshige were
master print
practitioners.  In
The Sixty-Nine
Stations along the
Kisokaido, we find
the artists’ distinct
styles as much as
their shared
expertise. From the

busy starting post of Nihonbashi to the castle town of
Iwamurata, Eisen opts for a more muted palette but
excels in figures, particularly of glamorous women, and
relishes snapshots of activity along the route, from
shoeing a horse to winnowing rice, the peaceful banks of
the Ota River, the forbidding Wada Pass, or a moonlit
ascent between Yawata and Mochizuki. The collection
represents not only a masterpiece of woodblock practice,
including bold compositions and an experimental use of
colour, but also a charming tapestry of 19th century
Japan, long before the spectre of industrialization. This
volume is sourced from one of the finest surviving first
editions with text in English, French and German.
Colour, 15.6 x 21.7cm, 512 pages, Taschen.
ONLY £25

93535 1920S BERLIN
by Rainer Metzger
This brilliant book immerses
readers in the freewheeling
spirit of Berlin’s Weimar age
with works in painting,
sculpture, architecture,
graphic design,
photography, and film. We
take in the jazz bars and
dance halls; the crowded
kinos and flapper fashion;
the advances in technology
and transport; the radio

towers and rumbling trams and trains; the soaring
buildings; the cinematic masterworks; and the newly
independent women who smoked cigarettes, wore their
hair short, and earned their own money.  Featured
works in this vivid cultural portrait include Hannah
Höch’s The Journalists; Lotte Jacobi’s Hands on
Typewriter; Otto Dix’s Portrait of the Journalist Sylvia
von Harden; Peter Behrens’s project of the
Alexanderplatz; and Josef von Sternberg’s The Blue
Angel, starring Dietrich as cabaret performer Lola Lola.
Taschen, 22 x 26 cm, 96 pages.
ONLY £14

93539 FRIEDRICH
by Norbert Wolf
The solitude of man and the
bleak beauty of nature are
prominent themes in the work
of Caspar David Friedrich
(1774-1840), the great
romantic painter.  Enjoy The
Wanderer above the Sea of
Fog, Oak Tree in Snow,
Moonrise by the Sea, Sisters
on the Balcony, Drifting
Clouds, Monk by the Sea, On

the Sailing boat and hundred more colour images.
Today he is considered to be the most important
German painter of his generation and a precursor of
Expressionism. The book features a detailed
chronological summary of the artist’s life and work,
covering the cultural and historical importance of the
artist, approximately 100 colour illus with explanatory
captions. New from Taschen, 21 x 26 cm, 96 pages.
ONLY £14
93540 HOKUSAI  by Rhiannon Paget
Meet the artist whose majestic breaking wave sent
ripples across the world. Hokusai (1760-1849) is a
founding father of Western modernism, whose prolific
gamut of prints, illustrations, paintings and beyond forms
one of the most comprehensive oeuvres of ukiyo-e art
and a benchmark of japonisme. In his art, he adopted
Japanese ukiyo-e, “pictures of the floating world”, from
single-sheet prints of landscapes and actors to erotic
books.  In addition, he created album prints, illustrations
for verse anthologies and historical novels, and
surimono, which were privately issued prints for special
occasions.  Hokusai’s print series ‘Thirty-Six Views of
Mount Fuji’, published between c.1830 and 1834 is the
artist’s most renowned work.  The series ‘Under the
Wave off Kanagawa’, also known simply as The Great
Wave, is one of the most recognized images of Japanese
art in the world.  Covers Hokusai’s career with key
pieces. Taschen, 21 x 26 cm, 96 pages.
ONLY £12.50

Our Editor Annie met the genius book designer
Fernando Gutierrez at a #TASCHEN #book

launch.  He worked with Sir Norman Foster for
three years on their double-volume

architecture publication.
Ask us for details if interested – it’s £350 and

will be published soon.

93053 MASSIMO LISTRI: The World’s Most
Beautiful Libraries
photos by Massimo Listri, by Georg Ruppelt
and Elisabeth Sladek
Massimo Listri travels to some of the oldest and finest
libraries to reveal their architectural, historical, and
imaginative wonder. He leads us through outstanding
private, public, educational, and monastic libraries,
dating as far back as 766. Between them, these
medieval, classical, baroque, rococo, and 19th-century
institutions hold some of the most precious records of
human thought and deed, inscribed and printed in
manuscripts, volumes, papyrus scrolls, and incunabula.
In each, Listri’s poised images capture the library’s
unique atmosphere, as much as their most prized
holdings and design details. Featured libraries include
the papal collections of the Vatican Apostolic Library
and the Trinity College Library, home to the Book of
Kells and Book of Durrow. Taschen publication. 16.7 x
22.5cm. 512 pages, gorgeous colour illus.
ONLY £18

88648 DAVID
HOCKNEY: A
Chronology
by David Hockney
and Hans Werner
Holzwarth
Pop artist, painter of
modern life, landscape
painter, master of colour,
explorer of image and
perception, for six
decades, David Hockney
worked with graphic lines
and integrated text in the
Swinging Sixties in

London; the famous swimming pool series as a
representation of the 1970s California lifestyle; closely
observed portraits and brightly coloured, oversized
landscapes after his eventual return to his native
Yorkshire.  In addition to drawings there are
multiperspective Polaroid collages and iPad drawings.
Hockney’s life and work is presented year by year as
a dialogue between his works and voices from the
time period supplemented by portrait photographs and
exhibition views. 15.6 x 21.7cm, 512 pages.  Glorious
colour reproductions. Taschen.
ONLY £16
88323 MASSIMO LISTRI CABINET OF
CURIOSITIES
by Giulia Carciotto and Antonio Paolucci
Exquisitely bound in a satin cloth decorated with an
Archimboldo design of the head with the face made of
flowers and plants and this outsize volume has a pink
satin pagemarker and double gate centre pages,
stunning black glossy background highlighting
ornamental goblets, cups, exquisite glassware, shells
of all shapes and colours, many in glass fronted
cabinets, and the more gruesome skeletons, lizards
and snakes and frogs. There are more tasteful
collections of cameos, marble, silverware, and in
today’s eyes less tasteful rare birds, carved and inlaid
ivory, armadillos, alligators, carved ebony servants.
Seven countries have been chosen with museums
natural history, chateau, private collections.  Marvel at
the unicorn horns (narwhal tusks), gems, rare coral
growths, Murano glasswork, paintings and peculiar
mechanical automata.  Colour, 29 x 39½cm, heavy
5kg, 356 pages.
£87

94442 PURSUIT OF
ART: Travels,
Encounters and
Revelations
by Martin Gayford
The critic has travelled all
over the world in pursuit
of first-hand encounters
with art and artists.  Ever
amusing, informative and
self-deprecating, he
recounts trips to see
Brancusi’s Endless Column
in Romania, prehistoric
cave art in France, the
Museum Island of
Naoshima in Japan, the
Judd Foundation in Marfa

Texas and a Roni Horn work in Iceland.  Other
journeys are to meet artists like Robert Rauschenberg
in New York, Marina Abramovic in Venice, Henri
Cartier-Bresson in Paris or a trip to Beijing with Gilbert
& George.  He takes a descent into Anselm Kiefer’s
Underworld, discusses Leonardo’s Lady with Jenny
Holzer, considers the Sistine Chapel and the moment
when a wave breaks with Jenny Saville.  He also
meets with Ellsworth Kelly, Robert Frank and Gerhard
Richter.  He is a perceptive and knowledgeable
companion who shares the highs and lows with cultural
travel and convinces us that where art is concerned
only being there will do. 192pp, colour photos.
£16.95 NOW £7.50

94225 ALBERT & THE
WHALE
by Philip Hoare
Observer Best Art Book
2021, it is an illuminating
exploration of the intersection
between life, art and the sea
from the award-winning
author of Leviathan.
Albrecht Dürer changed the
way we saw nature through
art.  From his prints in 1498
of the plague-ridden
Apocalypse, the first works
mass produced by any artist,
to his hyper-real images of
animals and plants, Dürer’s
art was a revelation.  Philip

Hoare encounters medieval alchemists and modernist
poets, eccentric emperors and witnesses the miraculous
birth of Dürer’s fantastical rhinoceros and his
hermaphroditic hare and traces the fate of the star-
crossed leviathan and the artist pursued.  ‘In another
scene, from Eden, other animals slipped out of the
forest, the humans as naked and content as them, until
then. The scene receded, three-dimensionally, in layers.’
Colour plates, 304pp.
£16.99 NOW £6
93411 PORTRAIT: The Life of Thomas Eakins
by William McFeely
In 1904, American artist Thomas Eakins gave us a
painting of a beautiful woman, rich in ineffable sadness.
In the early indoor pictures of his sisters Frances and
Margaret, painted soon after his return from the Ecole
des Beaux-Arts, the Luxemborg Garden and Spain, there
is a foretelling of the strength and anguish that he would
find later in his career. Some of the most striking images
are reproduced in the book, some in colour plates such as
the Cello Player, a Portrait of Walt Whitman, Baby at
Play. 237pp, paperback, dozens of images and colour
plates.
$15.95 NOW £4

94098 SECRETS OF
ART: Uncovering the
Mysteries
by Debra Mancoff
Art detective Debra Mancoff
reveals cryptic symbols used
by Leonardo da Vinci,
Vermeer and Caravaggio,
uncovers layers of meaning
in paintings by Van Gogh,
Picasso and Dalí, and
provides insight into works
by Frida Kahlo, Kara Walker
and Marina Abramovic.  We

shall untangle the bewildering effects of optical illusion
and search for hidden identities.  We see with new eyes
Courbet’s Man with a Leather Belt, Jasper Johns’ White
Flag, Velázquez’s Las Meninas, Masaccio’s Expulsion
from the Garden of Eden, Edward Burne-Jones’s Phyllis
and Demophoon, William Holman Hunt’s The
Awakening Conscience, Jan van Eyck’s The Arnolfini
Portrait and Banksy’s Love is in the Bin (originally Girl
with Balloon) among the chosen pieces of art and
photography such as Cindy Sherman’s Sultry Woman in
a Black Dress (gazing at something outside the frame).
240 large pages, hundreds of colour and other illus.
£22 NOW £12.50
93875 600 QUESTIONS BEGINNER TO
EXPERT: ART GAME  by Nicole Masson
Who painted Guernica?  In which museum can La
Joconde be seen?  How many arms has the Venus de
Milo?  What is Rodin’s first name?  Which Dutch painter
was inseparable from his wife Saskia?  Which art
movement was born in England in the mid 19th century?
What is the name of the world’s oldest auction house?
These multiple choice questions are accessible to all ages
from 14 years and up, designed for 2-8 players, 150
question cards, one dice and one rule book including a
glossary of the main artistic movements.  12.3 x 8.5 x
12.4cm box set.
£9.95 NOW £3.50

94134 GUSTAV
KLIMT
by A. N. Hodge
The exotic, sensuous
paintings of Gustav Klimt
recall the art of ancient
civilisations - their patterns
and ornamentation
reminiscent of Byzantine
mosaics and Egyptian
murals with their gold leaf
and shimmering colours.
This beautifully illustrated
book on the life and work

of Klimt, one of the most influential artists of the Art
Nouveau movement, describes how he first achieved
fame as a decorative painter before turning to
portraiture and erotic art.  Chapters cover The
Secession Years, Femmes Fatale, Landscapes and the
Later Works and of course glowing surfaces embellished
with gold and silver leaf best identified in his two
portraits of Adele Bloch Bauer.  Timeline, 96 pages,
23.5 x 28.8cm, glowing colour.
ONLY £11
93408 PAUL BROWN: Master of Equine Art
by M. L. Biscotti
Paul Brown is primarily known for his wonderful
paintings, drawings and sketches of horses and
equestrian sports as well as for his elegant and prolific
illustrations for Brooks Brothers catalogues.  Born in
Minnesota in 1893, he travelled six times to Aintree,
the English steeplechase course, in 1933 and kept a
diary, excerpts of which are reproduced here faithfully,
day by day.  His illustrations graced the cover of Time
magazine in 1929 and he published many books about
golf and shooting and illustrated juvenile and adult
biographies, dust jacket frontispieces and vignettes for
books, plus hundreds of illustrations for show
programmes, postcards, advertising calendars,
bookplates and the like. Colour plates, 149pp, large
softback.
$24.95 NOW £5 MORE ON NEXT PAGE
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93897 BARBOSA: The Man Who
Drew Flashman
by Lawrence Blackmore
A lavishly illustrated art compendium and biography of
Arthur Barbosa, the artist
who, over more than 60
years, provided book dust
jackets for Georgette Heyer,
Doris Leslie, C. S. Forester,
Patrick O’Brian, Joanna
Trollope, Graham Greene,
Sax Rohmer, Jules Verne,
Anthony Powell, Lytton
Strachey and, of course,
George MacDonald Fraser.
Born in Liverpool, he moved
to London at the end of the
1920s where he became a
noted and respected
illustrator and commercial
artist.  A lifelong friend of
Rex Harrison, he also
numbered among his friends
and acquaintances Cecil
Beaton, Frederick Ashton,
Elizabeth Taylor and Richard
Burton.  Living in London
during the Jazz Age and
WWII, he married three
times. An accomplished
interior designer, he was also
an expert in the esoterica of
military uniforms which
shows in his splendid
colourful artworks, posters
for example Scott & Bailey
1922 Diamond Jubilee,
murals and adverts as well
as prized book jackets. Page
after page of glamorously
decorated military men and
more recently on bottles of port and sherry from Tescos!
23 x 30cm, colour illus. and hundreds of line artworks
and engravings. 350 pages.
£80 NOW £28  SAVE £52!

93440 BARRY
FLANNAGAN
by Clare Preston et al
The first monograph to be
published on the work of
Barry Flanagan (1941-
2009), one of Britain’s
preeminent sculptors
which includes over 200
colour reproductions and a
newly compiled
chronology, from his first
exhibition in London at the
Rowan gallery in 1966,
and his last sculptures

made in Ibiza in 2009.  Flanagan graduated from St
Martin’s School of Art and received international critical
acclaim with new art practices and the emergent art
movements of Arte Povera, Land Art and Process Art.
His characterful Hares are found displayed in numerous
public spaces. In 1991 he was elected to the Royal
Academy of Arts and was awarded the OBE.  On page
11 is an absolutely glorious leaping hare.  It is the first of
two tipped-in illustrations, a rare technique in book form
these days, followed by literally hundreds of colour and
black and white examples from his magnificent sculptures
such as in Grant Park Chicago, a dog in bronze
photographed in close up, an elephant with a hare
balanced on its head, a magnificent horse and several
human nudes (accompanied by the hare) to acrobatic
hares, bookend hares and a cellist hare sitting
thoughtfully on its plinth. 150 colour reproductions, 288
pages, 11¼ x 16".
£150 NOW £30  SAVE £120!
93886 ADHOCISM: The Case for
Improvisation
by Charles Jencks and Nathan Silver
Expanded and Updated Edition. When this book first
appeared in 1972, it was part of the spirit that would
define a new architecture and design era - a new way
of thinking ready to move beyond the purist doctrines

and formal models
of modernism.  The
word “adhocism”
entered the
vocabulary, the
concept of adhocism
became part of the
designer’s toolkit,
and Adhocism
became a cult
classic. Now
available again,
with new texts by
Jencks and Silver
reflecting on the
past 40 years of
adhocism and new
illustrations
demonstrating
adhocism’s
continuing
relevance. From
play to architecture

to city planning to political revolution, the Pluriverse,
the authors are brilliant at describing the mix of
mechanisms, materials and metaphors which can help
communities and cultures keep their stories alive and
with hundreds of pictures and examples from areas as
diverse as auto mechanics and biology. 256 page
paperback.
£25 NOW £9  SAVE £16!

93404 MEMOIR OF AN
ART GALLERY
by Julien Levy
From 1931 to 1949, Julian
Levy’s New York gallery
presented the first New York
exhibitions of artists such as
Henri Cartier-Bresson,
Joseph Cornell, Frida Kahlo,
Salvador Dalí, Arshile
Gorky, Lee Miller, René
Magritte, and Dorothea
Tanning, all the while
promoting a vision of art at
its broadest.  There were
‘idea shows’ suggested by
such critical thinkers as

André Breton and Marcel Duchamp, as well as shows
about fashion, design, dance, popular culture and even
music including a performance by Paul Bowles. 320 page
paperback, photos.
$22.50 NOW £3.50  REDUCED
93088 DEREK BOSHIER RETHINK/RE-ENTRY
edited by Paul Gorman
At Yeovil School of Art in Somerset from 1953-1957,
Derek Boshier demonstrated the graphic abilities - via a
sketchbook of pencil and ink drawings, some coloured
with crayon or gouache - of local scenes and European
townscapes such as Vourbourg, Amsterdam (fig.5) that
have characterised so much of his subsequent work.  He
sprang from the British Pop Art movement of the 1960s
alongside Sir Peter Blake and David Hockney. He
investigated assemblages and collage, book works, set
design and illustration as well as photography, film and
sculpture.  Hollywood, celebrity, tabloid culture, US
foreign policy and technology are preoccupations, the
latter manifested by the use of smartphones recurring
motifs.  302 colourful illus. 24 x 29.5cm.
£29.95 NOW £9  SAVE £20.95!
92638 AMBASSADOR MAGAZINE
edited by Christopher Breward and Claire
Wilcox
With its strident motto “Export or Die!” The Ambassador
magazine Promoting Post-War British Textiles and
Fashion has been described as “probably the most daring
and enterprising trade magazine ever conceived”. With
its innovative design and swashbuckling editorial
approach driven by the vision of its founder, Hans Juda,
and his wife Elsbeth its aim was to promote British
fashion, textiles and design. From March 1946 to August
1972 the Judas used their plentiful connections to the
fashion and artistic worlds to set up ambitious
photoshoots to highlight innovations in textiles and
showcase the latest couture fashions, and the magazine
featured many artworks from luminaries such as John
Piper and Graham Sutherland. Hundreds of illus in colour
and b/w. 240 opulent 9¼”×12½” pages.
£35 NOW £7  SAVE £28!

94449 RODIN: World of
Art  by Bernard
Champigneulle
In the superb Thames &
Hudson World of Art series
with 132 illustrations, 16 in
colour.  Auguste Rodin was
born on 14th November 1840
and was considered to be as
successful as Michelangelo,
whom he emulated and his
genius was a lifelong
inspiration to him. In this
authoritative translation of
this monograph, Bernard

Champigneulle discusses Rodin’s lasting influence.
Heavyweight 284 page softback, 132 quality illustrations
including close-ups of his Torso of a Young Woman 1909,
Cambodian Dancer, Two Women Embracing, Nude
Study of Balzac, Head of Sorrow 1882, The Burghers of
Calais, Saint John the Baptiste, The Man with the
Broken Nose and many more.
ONLY £6
93919 FRANCES HODGKINS: European
Journeys
edited by Catherine Hammond and Mary Kisler
The much overlooked New Zealand-born Frances
Hodgkins (1869-1947) arrived in London in 1901 and, by
the 1920s, had become a leading British modernist,
exhibiting frequently with avant-garde artists such as
Ben Nicholson, Barbara Hepworth and Henry Moore.
This book explores Hodgkins as a traveller across
cultures and
landscapes -
teaching and
discovering the
cubists in Paris,
absorbing the
landscape and
light of Ibiza
and Morocco,
and exhibiting
with the
progressive
Seven & Five
Society in
London.  See
dreamy
watercolours of
fishermen,  a
summer
garden, Belgian
refugees, a hilltown landscape, Cornwall, Pembrokeshire
countryside and dozens of intriguing still lifes.  Complete
with a rich visual chronology  and over 100 of Hodgkins’
key paintings and drawings. 23.5 x 28.5cm, 268 pages.
202 stunning full page colour illus, ephemera and photos.
£39.95 NOW £24

BERNARD CORNWELL THE WARLORD CHRONICLES
From the bestselling creator of
‘The Last Kingdom’. A brilliant
retelling of the Arthurian legend
combining myth, history and
thrilling battlefield action.

94589 WINTER KING:
Warlord Chronicles Book 1
by Bernard Cornwell
In the Dark Ages, a legendary
warrior arises to unite a divided
land.  Uther, the High King of
Britain, is dead.  His only heir is the infant Mordred, yet each of the country’s
lesser kings seek to claim the crown for themselves.  While they squabble and
spoil for war, a host of Saxon armies gather, preparing for invasion.  But no one
has counted on the fearsome warlord Arthur.  Handed power by Merlin and
pursuing a doomed romance with the beautiful Guinevere, Arthur knows he will
struggle to unite the country, let alone hold back the Saxon enemy at the gates.
Yet destiny awaits him.  A brilliant retelling of the Arthurian legend combining
myth, history and thrilling battlefield action.  We have all three books in the set.
Penguin paperback, 495pp.
£10.99 NOW £5.50
94552 ENEMY OF GOD: Warlord Chronicles Book 2
by Bernard Cornwell
Arthur has brought a fragile peace to Britain, but it cannot last.  Uniting the
restive British kingdoms behind him, he believes he can now hold back the
Saxons threatening the country.  Meanwhile, Merlin sets out on a quest to
uncover the sacred Treasures of Britain, hoping they will prove decisive in the
coming battle.  But in a country where the cult of the Christians is spreading,
Merlin’s quest is divisive and the ambitions of the rival warlord Lancelot threaten
the delicate peace. Could even those closest to Arthur be moved to betray him?
The second book of the Warlord Chronicles, retelling the Arthurian legend.
Wonderful and haunting.  473pp, Penguin paperback.
£10.99 NOW £5.50
94553 EXCALIBUR: Warlord Chronicles Book 3  by Bernard Cornwell
Arthur seeks peace with the aid of his sword Excalibur.  After rebellions and betrayals by those he believed loved
him, Arthur looks at his most weak.  His Saxon enemies decide to strike before he regains his strength, plunging
Britain into war.  It will require all Arthur’s leadership and military cunning to win this last battle.  But in this final
struggle of the warlord, the intrigues of Mordred, now the adult heir to the throne of Britain, and the dark magic of
the priestess Nimue could conspire to bring about Arthur’s downfall.  Even his trusty blade Excalibur may not be
sharp enough to save him.  A powerful and dramatic retelling of the Arthurian legends, this novel concludes the
trilogy.  480pp, Penguin paperback.
£10.99 NOW £5.50

94862 BERNARD CORNWELL: Warlord Chronicles Trilogy  by Bernard Cornwell
Trilogy consists of The Winter King, Enemy of God and Excalibur.  Buy the trilogy and save even more.

£32.97 NOW £14
94029 SWORD SONG  by Bernard Cornwell
Uhtred of Bebbanburg’s mind is as sharp as his sword. A
thorn in the side of the priests and nobles who shape his
fate, this Saxon raised by Vikings is torn between the
life he loves and those he has sworn to serve.  Warrior,
pagan, scourge of the Vikings, despite being offered a
crown of his own, Uhtred is a man of his word, and he
gave it to King Alfred of Wessex who dreams of an
England free from Vikings.  So when the king orders him
to take London from the Danes and hand it to his foolish
son-in-law Aethelred, Uhtred agrees, reluctantly.  For
Aethelred’s wife is the king’s spirited daughter
Aethelflaed, and her fate is entwined with Uhtred’s, and
fate will not be denied. 365pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £5
94030 BURNING LAND by Bernard Cornwell
To King Alfred of Wessex he is the ‘Lord of Battles’.  He
has gained riches, loyal men and a beloved wife, but
Uhtred of Bebbanburg is dogged by betrayal and
tragedy.  The ailing King presses Uhtred to swear
loyalty to his son and heir Edward.  Preventing the
warrior lord from taking vengeance on those who stole
his home at Bebbanburg, now Uthred will once again
defend the Christian kingdom, in a battle which could
smash the growing power of the deadly Danes.  In
doing so he meets a woman more dangerous than any
warlord - a killer, a schemer with a dark power over
men’s hearts - Skade.  384pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £5
94031 DEATH OF KINGS by Bernard Cornwell
Someone is trying to kill Uhtred of Bebbanburg but he is
determined to kill them first, if he can find them.  But the
man Uhtred has reluctantly served for most of his adult
life is dying.  As the architect of Saxon resistance to the
Vikings, King Alfred of Wessex’s death may cause
disaster, so the ailing king has sent his most feared
warrior to negotiate what he hopes will be a lasting
peace.  Still, treachery the doom-laden words of a
prophetess dog his steps.  Will Uhtred finally
meet his match?  380pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £5
94032 PAGAN LORD
by Bernard Cornwell
Uhtred, sword of the Saxons, bane of the
Vikings, has been declared outcast.  Peace in
Britain has given him time to cause trouble - for
himself. Branded a pagan abomination by the
church, he sails north.  For, despite suspecting
that Viking leader Cnut Longsword will attack the
Saxons again, Uhtred is heading for Bebbanburg,
fearing that if he does not act now he will never
reclaim his stolen birthright.  Yet his fate is bound
to the Saxons, to Aethelflaed, bright lady of
Mercia, and to a dead king’s dream of England.
For great battles must still be fought, and no man
is better at that than Uhtred.  345pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5
94033 EMPTY THRONE
by Bernard Cornwell
Uhtred of Bebbanburg has reputation, riches,
warriors, his son at his side and a persistent sword-
wound which is slowly killing him.  Yet the Pagan
lord is on a difficult quest.  Several in fact.  He is not
only trying to rescue both a royal heir and his own
daughter, but must also find the blade which
wounded him.  Harder still, he seeks to put a
woman on the throne of a British kingdom - against
all tradition.  He believes her to be the best hope
against the Vikings rampaging in the north, for she is
Aethelflaed, defender of Mercia and the woman

Uhtred loves. 337pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5
94034 WARRIORS OF THE STORM
by Bernard Cornwell
You wrong Uhtred of Bebbanburg at you peril, for his
vengeance is terrible.  Ragnall Ivarson, a savage
pirate king, has abandoned his lands in Ireland and
declared that fate has granted him Britain.  Among his
allies is Brida, once the young Uhtred’s lover, now an
embittered widow with warriors, a fortress, and a
fiery hatred of Christians and Uhtred.  Often against
his will, Uhtred has long been ensnared in the battle
for the kingdoms of Britain.  Now his family is caught
up too and horribly so.  He faces enemies feared for
their cruelty, but his Pagan heart burns for revenge.
348pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5
94035 FLAME BEARER
by Bernard Cornwell
Britain is in a state of uneasy peace.  The truce
between the Vikings and  Saxons has brought
opportunity to England’s greatest warrior, Uhtred of
Bebbanburg.  At last he has the chance to retake the
home stolen from him so many years earlier.  He has
made many enemies and sworn many oaths that
could distract him from his ambition.  New opponents
join old foes and enter into the fight for England’s
kingdoms.  But Uhtred is determined that this time
nothing will stand in his way for he is the Lord of
Bebbanburg and will marshal the lessons of a lifetime
of war to reclaim his birthright. 321pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5
94036 WAR OF THE WOLF
by Bernard Cornwell
Lord Uhtred of Bebbanburg knows that peace is far from
reach. Although he has won the battle for his ancestral
home, rebellion looms in Mercia and invading Norsemen

appear at every turn.  With the country in
turmoil, he comes face to face with King Skoll, a
violent Norseman leading an army of ulfhedinn,
or wolf warriors, hellbent on seizing a kingdom,
and killing any in his path. Surrounded and
outnumbered by new enemies, Uhtred must call
on all his skill and courage to survive and
prevent his beloved Northumbria from falling to
the Viking hordes.  384pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5
94037 SWORD OF KINGS
by Bernard Cornwell
England is in turmoil as Vikings and Saxons
battle for territory.  Rumours build about the
fatal sickness of the King, and the country
awaits an heir.  A violent clash at sea forces
the warrior lord Uhtred to lead his men from
his Northumbrian fortress to London and
plunge into the eye of the storm.  An oath of
loyalty, two warring kings, and a destiny he
didn’t choose...  Two kings claim the empty
throne and a new kingdom cannot be born
without bloodshed. Uhtred’s sword will leave
one king dead and the other victorious, but
sometimes it is hard to know the will of the
gods. 384pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5
94176 THE LAST KINGDOM: Set of
Nine  by Bernard Cornwell
Buy all nine paperbacks and save even more.
£86.91 NOW £36
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MARGARET DRABBLE
Prize-winning novelist and biographer Margaret Drabble took
part in two events this April at the Cambridge Literary Festival
including a talk about her life.  Bibliophile is pleased to be
stocking several of her books this month.
94708 NEEDLE’S EYE by Margaret Drabble
Simon Camish is an unhappily married successful
barrister who meets Rose Vassiliou at a dinner party
given by friends in their London home.  Rose has been
made a ward of court by her wealthy parents in order to
prevent her from marrying Christopher Vassiliou, a
young Greek whose parents are considered unsuitable
and who is only interested in Rose for her money.  Now
separated from her Greek husband, Rose lives alone
with her three children and despite all the efforts and
sneers of her friends, she refuses to move from her
crumbling house in a decaying neighbourhood to which
she has become attached.  Simon becomes attracted to
this woman of remarkable integrity and courage and
unexpectedly meets Christopher Vassiliou at a drinks
party and they fall into conversation.  Simon starts to
doubt whether Rose is being entirely honest with him.
The novel explores the themes of identity, idealism,
ambition, responsibility and personal morality in late
1960s London.  482pp, paperback.
£10.99 NOW £5
94713 RADIANT WAY by Margaret Drabble
It is 1979 and three old Cambridge friends are brought
together at a party to celebrate New Year’s Eve and the
end of a decade.  Esther, Liz and Alix first met in
Cambridge in the early Fifties, a time when their futures
held glittering promise, but with the dawn of the
Thatcher era, everything changed.  Now middle-aged,
how will these confident women cope with the personal
and professional challenges they will come to face?  With
Drabble’s trademark vivid descriptions, subtle asides and
sly comments, we enter a world of the wealthy, the
successful in the media, academia, politics and medicine
in the late 70s and early 80s.  504pp, paperback.
£10.99 NOW £5
94714 A SUMMER BIRD-CAGE
by Margaret Drabble
A gripping story of sibling rivalry.  Louise, beautiful and
sophisticated, marries wealthy novelist Stephen Halifax.

Sarah, recently graduated
from Oxford, is thrown
back into family matters.
Louise’s life becomes one
of parties, gossip columns
and glamour.  Sarah, now
living in London, begins to
discover a newfound
freedom, only glimpsing
her sister’s fashionable
life, but as rumours of
infidelity in Louise’s
marriage surface, Sarah
finds that her sister,
beneath her cool exterior,
may not be the woman
she thought she was.
One wonders if Margaret
Drabble bases any of this
on herself, since she is the
younger sister of the
novelist A. S. Byatt.
First published in 1963,
another well written
contemporary picture of
young women’s lives.
213pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5

94705 JERUSALEM
THE GOLDEN
by Margaret
Drabble
Brought up in a
suffocating, emotionless
home in the north of
England, Clara finds
freedom when she wins
a scholarship and
moves to London.
There she meets Clelia
and the rest of the
brilliant and charming
Denham family.  They
dazzle Clara with their
gift for life, and she
longs to be part of their
bohemian world, but
while she will do
anything to join their circle, she gives no thought to
the chaos that she might cause.  Choosing languages
at London University rather than science, young Clara
has a romantic dalliance in Paris.  244pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5
94711 PEPPERED MOTH
by Margaret Drabble
One hot summer afternoon in South Yorkshire, Faro is
at a lecture on genetic inheritance.  She has travelled
from London to the northern mining town where
generations of her family have lived and worked to
explore her own past. Decades earlier in the early 20th
century Bessie Bawtry also ponders her place in the
world.  A child of unusual determination and
precocious intelligence, she longs for the day she will
eventually escape.  The year is 1905.  Bessie sits
quietly and studies hard, waiting for the day when she
can sit the Cambridge entrance exam.  At the other
end of the century, her granddaughter Faro Gaulden
returns to the town where her grandmother grew up,
but for all her exotic ancestry and glamour, has she
really travelled any further than them? 400 page
paperback.
£10.99 NOW £5
94707 MILLSTONE by Margaret Drabble
It is the Swinging Sixties and Rosamund Stacey is
young and inexperienced at a time when sexual
liberation is well on its way.  She conceals her
ignorance beneath a show of independence and
becomes pregnant as a result of a one-night stand.
Although single parenthood is still not socially
acceptable, she chooses to have the baby rather than
to seek an illegal abortion, and finds her life
transformed by motherhood.  In the helplessness of
the baby she finds unexpected joy and fulfilment.  You
will be fascinated by the description of the NHS as it
was in the early 1960s as we enter the life of this
postgraduate student living in London.  Rosamund’s
attempt at a do-it-yourself abortion is unforgettable
and Rosamund is a marvellous, true Drabble heroine.
196pp, a short and powerful read.
£9.99 NOW £5
94860 MARGARET DRABBLE: Set of 6
by Margaret Drabble
Buy all six paperbacks and save even more.
£62.94 NOW £23

MODERN FICTION AND
ROMANCE

Metaphors were so bloody: people shot
messengers, flogged dead horses, cut the
throats of their competitors. Perhaps that

was life; perhaps that was what it was
really like.

- Alexander McCall Smith, The Forgotten
Affairs of Youth

94578 THE PROMISE
by Danielle Steel
For Michael and Nancy, the
carefree days of innocence
were drawing to an end,
bringing the hardest test of
their love for each other.  He
was the handsome heir to the
mighty Hillyard business
empire. She was just 21,
beautiful and an orphan from
nowhere.  One fateful day
after graduation, they sealed
a bond for years to come - a
vow of love that would have
to prove itself in the face of
terrible tragedy, doubt and
despair.  First published way

back in 1978, it was made into a film in 1979 and is still
regarded as one of this super bestselling novelists’ finest
books. These are easy reads and very hard to put
down.  264pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5

94581 THE RING
by Danielle Steel
In the turbulent days of
Germany in the 1930s,
Kassandra von Gotthard met
the man who would change
her life, Dolff Sterne.  She
was the beautiful wife of a
wealthy Berlin banker.  He
was a famous Jewish writer.
Together they shared a love
that happens only once in a
lifetime, but theirs was a love
fated to end in tragedy.  The
terrible day came when Dolff
was wrenched from her arms
by Nazi soldiers, leaving her

heartbroken and humiliated.  Kassandra decided that her
life was no longer worth living.  All that she leaves for
her descendents is her memory of pain and a diamond
signet ring, a ring that will carry the destiny of the von
Gotthards to new lives and new loves.  First published
in 1980 and regarded as one of her finest books, now
happily reprinted, this novel has also been made into a
film.  409pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5

94577 PRISONER OF
HEAVEN
by Carlos Ruiz Zafon
A rich, labyrinthine tale of
love, literature, passion, and
revenge, the novel returns to
the world of the Cemetery of
Forgotten Books and the
Sempere & Sons bookshop.
It begins just before
Christmas in Barcelona in
1957, one year after Daniel
and Bea from the author’s
bestselling ‘The Shadow of
the Wind’ have married.
They now have a son Julian
and are living with Daniel’s

father at the bookshop.  Their partner in crime Fermín
has been busy preparing for his wedding to Bernarda in
the new year.  However, something appears to be
bothering him.  Just when it seems as if luck is finally
smiling on them, a mysterious figure with a pronounced
limp enters the shop.  He insists on buying the most
expensive volume on display, a beautifully illustrated
edition of ‘The Count of Monte Christo’, and then
proceeds to inscribe the book with the words ‘To Fermín
Romero de Torres, who came back from the dead and
who holds the key to the future’.  This visit leads back
to a story of imprisonment, betrayal and return of a
deadly rival.  Who is this man and what does he want of
Fermín?  The answer lies in a terrible secret that has lain
hidden for two decades, an epic tale of imprisonment,
betrayal, murder and love that leads back into the very
heart of the Cemetery of Forgotten Books.  A
wonderfully atmospheric historical mystery, this is a
book about books for bibliophiles.  286pp in paperback
with reading group notes.  Illus.
£9.99 NOW £5

94582 SHELL SEEKERS
by Rosamunde Pilcher
The classic epic romance
which has sold over 3.5
million copies to date.  Set in
London and Cornwall from
World War Two to the
present, the novel tells the
story of the Keeling family,
and of the passions and
heartbreak that have held
them together for three
generations.  The family
centres around Penelope, and
it is her love, courage and
sense of values that
determine the course of all

their lives.  Deftly shifting back and forth in time, each
chapter centres on one of the principal players in the
family’s history.  The unifying thread is an oil  painting
entitled ‘The Shell Seekers’ created by Penelope’s
father, and it is this painting that symbolises to Penelope
the ties between the generations, but it is the fate of this
painting that just may tear the family apart.  Two of her
three grown up children often give her cause for dislike,
and when they are under pressure to sell her most
treasured possession, they provoke a family crisis with
huge consequences for them all.  Voted one of the
BBC’s Big Read Top 100 Best-Loved Novels.  671pp in
mammoth paperback reprint.
£10.99 NOW £5

94545 A PLACE LIKE
HOME
by Rosamunde Pilcher
A spellbinding collection of 15
stories from the multimillion
copy, internationally
bestselling author, this edition
has an introduction by
Lucinda Riley.  In The
Holiday, a wife surprises her
husband of 25 years with a
trip full of Mediterranean
sunshine, red rocks and blue
seas in an effort to rekindle
the romance they had before
they had children.
Skelmerton takes the reader

to the bright spring sunshine and sparkling waves of a
Northumbrian village where old flames meet again.  In
A Place Like Home, a lonely young woman goes to
recuperate in the Scottish countryside after a brief illness.
The fruit orchards and fresh sea air offer much needed
respite, but not as much as the handsome and
mysterious farmer.  Featuring some wonderfully
memorable, clever and feisty female characters which
will transport the reader to another time and place, the
writer has a comforting, nostalgic style and signature
insight into domestic hopes and yearnings.  285pp,
paperback, line art.
£9.99 NOW £5

94560 MIDNIGHT IN
THE SNOW
by Karen Swan
Set amongst the snow-
covered mountains of the
Austrian Alps, the novel is
the story of a forbidden
attraction that will reveal
long-buried secrets.  Award-
winning director Clover
Phillips is riding high when
she encounters Kit Foley, a
surfer and snowboarder well-
known for controversy.
Involved in an accident that
had devastating

consequences for a bitter rival, Kit has never spoken
about what really happened that day.  Determined to
find out the truth, Clover heads to the snowy wilderness
of the mountains, sharing a romantic winter wonderland
with a man who can’t stand her.  But as she delves
deeper, Clover finds herself drawn both to Kit and even
more convinced he is hiding something. Is he really as
cold as he seems?  Glamorous and irresistibly romantic,
this is a well crafted tale of love, loss and reinvention
from the Sunday Times bestselling author.  457pp,
paperback with fairly large print.
£8.99 NOW £4.50

94587 TELEPHONE BOX
LIBRARY
by Rachael Lucas
Books.  Wine.  Secrets.  You’ll
find them all in the
Cotswolds, the perfect retreat
for a stressed-out teacher.
Lucy has found just the right
cottage for a bargain rent.  All
she has to do is keep an eye
on Bunty, her extremely
feisty ninety-something
neighbour.  With her West
Highland terrier Hamish at her
side, Lucy plans to relax and
read up on the women of

nearby Bletchley Park, but the villagers of Little
Maudley have other ideas, and Lucy finds herself caught
up in the campaign to turn a dilapidated telephone box
into a volunteer-run library.  Along the way she makes
friends with treehouse designer Sam, and finds herself
falling for the charms of village life.  And it seems Bunty
has a special connection to Bletchley and the telephone
box, one that she’s kept secret for decades.  Brave,
wise, this is a wonderfully warm read.  391pp with fairly
large print.  Paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50

92992 HOUSE ON ENDLESS WATERS
by Emuna Elon
Renowned author Yoel has always known that his
mother escaped the Nazis from Amsterdam, but it is not
until after she has died that he finally visits the city of
his birth. There, watching an old film clip at the Jewish
Historical Museum, he sees a woman with a small child -
it is his mother, but the child is not him.  So begins a
fervent search for the truth that becomes the subject of
his magnum opus, revealing Amsterdam’s dark wartime
history, and the underground networks which hid Jewish
children away from danger - but at a cost. 309pp,
paperback.
£12.99 NOW £4

94579 THE PROMISE  by Lucy Diamond
Described as ‘the perfect pick-me-ups for grey days’, the Bath-based, Nottingham-born
author has now written 18 novels.  This one is a bittersweet, big-hearted take on family
dynamics, grief and how to make happiness a priority.  When faced with the sudden death
of his brother, Dan’s mission is clear.  He puts together a project to help pick up the pieces
and support his grieving sister-in-law Zoe, and her young children.  This is Dan’s promise -
to ensure his family’s happiness, and to try and live up to the man his brother was, but
tying up loose ends brings a shocking secret to light and calls into question everything Dan
knew about his older brother. With more than just his promise on the line, Dan is faced
with an ultimatum - should he tell the truth and risk his family’s fragile happiness, or will
his brother’s secrets end up becoming his own?  When things fall apart, love can hold us
together... ‘When Patrick Sheppard dies suddenly, his brother Dan tries to help out by
creating a spreadsheet and awarding himself points for spending time with his nieces and
nephews, helping out with his brother’s property developing business and spending time
with his parents. When sorting out the business accounts Dan finds out a secret which will
change everything...’ - online review.  466pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50

93878 INSIDE STORY: A Novel
by Martin Amis
An autobiographical novel of sex, love, family and
friendship, conceived following the death of Martin
Amis’s closest friend, the incomparable Christopher
Hitchens.  From their early days as young magazine
staffers in London, reviewing romantic
entanglements and the latest literary gossip, not to
mention ideas, books, and where to lunch, Hitch was
Amis’s wingman and adviser, especially in the
matter of the alluringly amoral Phoebe Phelps.
Other significant figures competing for his attention
are his father Kingsley, his hero Saul Bellow, the
weirdly self-finessing poet Philip Larkin, literary
women from Iris Murdoch to Elizabeth Jane Howard.
Whether touching on Islamism, the Holocaust, the
Jewish people, Alzheimer’s, there is plenty of name
dropping, sex, gossip, romance. Photos, 538 roughcut
pages.
$28.95 NOW £8

93646 PIANOS &
FLOWERS
by Alexander McCall Smith
We travel to exotic and intriguing
places and share the lives of
three sisters, brought up in
Penang.  We read of what
happened to them and to their
Chinese neighbours caught in the
tides of war.  We see a group of
small boys in a Glasgow slum,
and hear how life worked out in
contrasting ways for them.  We
follow a young woman’s search

for love in the unlikely realm of Egyptian antiquities.
Through the through the medium of sepia images, we
glimpse a world long departed, the lives of the people in
the frame imagined and explored, layer by layer by one
of our favourite writers, and who’s to say how close to
the truth AMS reaches?  Illus, 179pp.
£12.99 NOW £4
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JODI PICOULT “Her
intelligent,

meticulously
researched

novels explore
ethical

dilemmas
through

heartrending,
headline-
grabbing

scenarios.”
- The Sunday

Times

94568 NINETEEN
MINUTES by Jodi Picoult
Picoult’s most raw, honest,
and important novel asks Can
your own child become a
mystery to you? What does it
mean to be different in our
society? Is it ever okay for a victim to strike back and
who, if anyone, has the right to judge someone else?
Sterling is a small, ordinary New Hampshire town where
nothing ever happens - until the day its complacency is
shattered by a shocking act of violence.  After years of
cruel bullying from his classmates, Peter Houghton snaps
one morning, and in 19 minutes, 10 residents of the
town are dead.  When the case goes to trial, the reeling
town is determined to seek justice for the innocents
Peter killed.  Josie, the teenage daughter of the judge
sitting on the case, could be the state’s best witness, but
she can’t remember what happened in front of her own
eyes, and as the trial progresses, fault lines between the
high school and the adult community begin to show,
destroying the closest of friendships and families.  As the
trial unfolds, Peter’s testimony casts light on the terrible
role the residents have played in turning a sweet, loving
boy into a killer.  565pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5
94547 A SPARK OF LIGHT by Jodi Picoult
A lone gunman takes the women and doctors at a
controversial abortion clinic hostage. Nobody has ended
up there by choice.  As the tense negotiation for their
release unfolds, hour by crucial hour, back in time
through the day that brought the hostages and their
captor to this moment, every certainty is questioned,
every judgement thrown into sharp relief because
matters of life and death look very different when you,
or the ones you love, are staring down the barrel of a
gun.  The novel propels the reader through intertwining
characters and uncovers motives in this unflinching
exploration of what makes a life.  Picoult’s technicolour
prose is full of nuggets like: ‘Coal, with time and heat
and pressure, will always become a diamond. But if you
are freezing to death, which would you consider the
gem?’  355pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5

94557 LEAVING
TIME by Jodi Picoult
Jenna Metcalf was with
her mother the night she
disappeared in tragic and mysterious circumstances, but
she remembers nothing.  Over 10 years have passed
and still Jenna reads and rereads her mother’s journals,
hoping to find some clue hidden there in the meticulous
recording of her scientific research with elephants.
Desperate for answers, Jenna uses all her savings to
recruit the aid of a private detective, and a psychic.
Jenna knows her mother loved her and knows she
would not leave her, and she will not rest until she finds
out what happened that night to Alice after the car
accident, as she retraces the events of that fateful night,
but nothing can prepare her for the answers that await.
An addictive novel full of twists and turns.  If this author
has passed you by until now, try her out.  480pp,
paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5

94863 JODI PICOULT: Set of Three
by Jodi Picoult

Buy all three paperbacks and save even more.
£29.97 NOW £13.50

Modern Fiction
94305 GIRL FROM
WIDOW HILLS
by Megan Miranda
When Arden Maynor was six
years old, she was swept
away in a terrifying storm
and went missing for days.
Against all odds she was
found alive, clinging to a
storm drain. Fame followed,
and so did fans, creeps and
stalkers and as soon as she
was old enough, Arden
changed her name and left
Widow Hills behind.  20
years later Olivia often finds
herself out of bed in the

middle of the night, sometimes streets away from her
home.  Then one evening she jolts awake in her yard,
with the corpse of a man at her feet.  She is about to
become the centre of the story, once again.  Her fears
are compounded when someone in her grocery store
calls her by her old name. Why is the son of the dead
man trying too hard to say he believes her? 323pp,
paperback.
£8.99 NOW £3
93002 VIXEN  by Francine Prose
A bright Coney Island Jew tries to rise in the gin-soaked
world of WASP publishing.  This cunning and engrossing
book is set in 1953.  Simon Putnam is a recent Harvard
graduate, newly hired by a distinguished New York
publishing firm.  He has entered a glittering milieu of
three-martini lunches, exclusive literary parties, and old-
money aristocrats.  But his first assignment, editing “The
Vixen, the Patriotic and the Frantic”, a steamy bodice-
ripper improbably based on a recent trial of Ethel and
Julius Rosenberg, but Simon has a secret - his beloved
mother was a childhood friend of Ethel’s. Roughcut 318
pages.
£20 NOW £3.50  SAVE £16.50!

94291 BUTCHERS
by Ruth Gilligan
Modern Ireland is distrustful
of ancient traditions, and as
the BSE crisis in England
presents get-rich opportunities
in Ireland, few care about
The Butchers, the eight men
who roam the country
slaughtering the cows of
those who still have faith in
the old ways. Few care that
is except for Fionn, the
husband of a dying woman
who still believes; their son
Davey, who has fallen in
love with the youngest of

the Butchers; Gra, the lonely wife of one of the eight;
and her 12 year old daughter Una, a girl who will grow
up to carry a knife like her father, and who will be the
one finally to avenge the man in the photograph. 292pp,
paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4
93129 SECRET LIFE OF BEES
by Sue Monk Kidd
Lily has grown up believing she accidentally killed her
mother when she was four years old.  Now aged 14 she
yearns for forgiveness and a mother’s love.  Living on a
peach farm in South Carolina with her harsh and
unforgiving father, she has only one friend, Rosaleen, a
black servant.  When racial tension explodes one summer
afternoon and Rosaleen is arrested and beaten, Lily
chooses to flee with her.  Finding sanctuary in the home
of three beekeeping sisters, Lily starts a poignant and
uplifting journey. 374pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £3.50

94284 BAD SISTER
by J. A. Corrigan
A haunting thriller with
intriguing characters and
surprising twists about the
secrets that families keep.
The Keane sisters grew up
together at Raven House, a
luxurious riverside home that
their mother inherited. On
the day of a party at the
house, tension fills the air as
Jess, Natalie and Teresa all
fear the exposure of things
they’re desperate to hide.
The beautiful evening is
marred by tragedy and the

celebration turns into a nightmare when a young life is
lost.  It is a haunting reminder of a shocking event five
years earlier.  As guests eye their companions with
suspicion, it’s the family who have the most to hide.
Which sister has the most to hide? 384pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
94170 PAPILLON  by Henri Charriere
Condemned for a murder he had not committed, Henri
Charriere (nicknamed Papillon) was sent to the penal
colony of French Guiana.  42 days after his arrival he
made his first break, travelling a thousand gruelling miles
in an open boat.  Recaptured, he suffered solitary
confinement and was sent eventually to Devil’s Island,
a hellhole of disease and brutality.  No one had ever
escaped from this notorious prison - until Papillon took to
the shark-infested sea supported only by a makeshift
coconut-sack raft.  In 13 years he made nine daring
escapes, living through many fantastic adventures while
on the run.  He died in 1973 at the age of 66.  Papillon is
still one of the greatest adventure stories ever told.
560pp paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5

93990 DIGITAL
FORTRESS by Dan Brown
National Security Agency Fort
Meade, Maryland.  When the
most powerful intelligence
organisation on earth’s invincible
code-breaking machine
encounters a mysterious code it
cannot break, it calls for its head
cryptographer Susan Fletcher, a
brilliant and beautiful
mathematician. The NSA is
being held hostage, not by guns
or bombs, but by a code so
ingeniously complex that if
released it would cripple US

intelligence.  In Seville, Spain, the creator of that code
Ensei Tankado is found dead, and with him has died the
secret that threatens to obliterate the post-Cold War
balance of power forever. 510pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
93491 EXPOSURE  by Helen Dunmore
London 1960.  Two colleagues, Giles Holloway and
Simon Callington, face a terrible dilemma over a missing
top-secret file.  At the end of a suburban garden in the
pouring rain, Simon’s wife Lily buries a briefcase
containing the file, firmly believing that in doing so she is
protecting her family.  When Simon is accused of passing
information to the Soviets and arrested, Lily suspects
that his imprisonment is part of a cover-up, and that
more powerful men than Simon will do anything to
prevent their own downfall.  But Simon has hidden vital
truths about his past and might be found guilty of
another crime that carries with it an even greater
penalty. 391pp.
$25 NOW £4.25

93137 THREE SECRET CITIES
by Matthew Reilly

Jack West has just won the Great Games and thrown
the four legendary kingdoms into turmoil. Now these
dark forces are coming after him in ruthless fashion.

With the end of all things rapidly approaching, Jack and
his crew must now find the Three Secret Cities, three
incredible lost cities of legend.  Jack must do it while

being hunted.  From the canals of Venice to the deepest
central American rainforest and far beyond, get ready

for a non-stop wild ride.  Jack West Jr., part soldier, part
scholar, has always been a survivor but his survival has

unleashed terrible dark forces. 522pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £3.50

93140 TWO LOST MOUNTAINS
by Matthew Reilly

Former SAS soldier Jack West is still reeling from the
loss of his daughter and, with his rivals far ahead of him,
Jack must race across the globe to complete the ancient

Trial of the Mountains. He found the Three Secret Cities,
but at a heart-breaking cost. Jack must now get to one
of the five iron mountains, two of which have never

been found, and perform a mysterious feat known only
as The Fall. Amid all this, Jack will discover that a new
player has entered the race, a general so feared by the

four legendary kingdoms that they had him locked away
in their deepest dungeon. Only now this general has

escaped and he has a horrifying plan of his own. 418pp,
paperback, illus and map.

£8.99 NOW £2.50

94715 UNITED
IRELAND
by Kevin Meagher
For over two centuries,
the ‘Irish question’ has
dogged UK politics.
Although the Good
Friday Agreement
carved a fragile peace
from the bloodshed of
the Troubles, the Brexit
process has shown a
largely
uncomprehending
British audience just
how uneasy that peace
always was, and
thrown new light on
Northern Ireland’s
uncertain constitutional
status.  Remote from

the British mainland in its politics, economy and cultural
attitudes, Northern Ireland is in effect an antechamber,
its place within the UK conditional on the border poll
guaranteed by the peace process.  As shifting
demographic trends erode the once-dominant Protestant-
Unionist majority, making a future referendum a racing
certainty, the reunification of Ireland becomes a question
of not if but when, and how.  In this new, fully updated
edition, Kevin Meagher argues that a reasoned,
pragmatic discussion about Britain’s relationship with its
nearest neighbour is now long overdue and questions
that have remained unasked and perhaps unthought
must now be answered. A well argued book in terms of
economics and the effect of the Scottish breakaway.
234pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5
92988 CHURCHILL COMPLEX by Ian Buruma
It is impossible to understand the last 75 years of British
history without understanding the Anglo-American
relationship, and specifically the bonds between
presidents and prime ministers.  Roosevelt of course had
Churchill, JFK famously had Macmillan, his consigliere
during the Cuban Missile Crisis.  Reagan found his
ideological soul mate in Thatcher, and George W. Bush
found his fellow believer, in religion and in war, in Tony
Blair.  In a series of shrewd and absorbing character
studies, Ian Buruma takes the reader on a journey
through the special relationship, via the fateful bonds
between president and prime minister.  308pp.
£18.99 NOW £4

92886 NO MODERNISM WITHOUT LESBIANS
by Diana Souhami
Many lesbians who contributed to the modernist
revolution chose their own names - Bryher became a
patron of modernism and the rock and saviour of her
partner the poet HD, Hilda Doolittle, and funded the
Contact Publishing Company in Paris, gave money to
Sylvia Beach, and subsidised Margaret Anderson’s Little
Review in New York and founded Close-Up, the first
film magazine in English.  Natalie Barney was a society
hostess who  met her last amour on a bench by the sea
in Nice when she was 80.  And the fourth subject, writer
Gertrude Stein, with her partner Alice B. Toklas, was at
the cultural heart of Paris for four decades.  An
indomitable duo, they were photographed by Man Ray,
and painted by Picasso. They all formed a community
around them in Paris. Illus, 456pp.
£25 NOW £3.50  SAVE £21.50!
93157 FREE WORLD: Art and Thought In The
Cold War  by Louis Menand
The Cold War was not just a conquest of power but also
was about economic and political, artistic and personal
ideas.  Scholar and critic Menand takes us inside Hannah
Arendt’s Manhattan, the Paris of Jean-Paul Sartre and
Simone de Beauvoir and the post-war Vogue for French
existentialism, structuralism and post-structuralism.  He
also shows how Europeans played a vital role in
promoting and influencing American art and recalls a
time when America’s government, its philanthropic
foundations, universities and cultural institutions
established exchange programmes for writers and
scholars, distributed literature around the globe, and
music by American composers and performers abroad.
857pp.
£30 NOW £6  SAVE £24!
93296 NO TRADESMEN AND NO WOMEN
by Michael Coolican
Sub-titled ‘The Origins of the British Civil Service’. Each
day a vast government machine delivers a reasonably
good service at airports, tribunals, courts, laboratories,
schools and local offices all over the country, as well as
in Whitehall itself. Most of us are in contact with it, and if
the relatively junior civil servants who carry out these
tasks cannot cope with grotesque systems, it will hugely
affect their ability to deliver a decent service to the
public. Coolican has produced a pithy and ruthless
analysis. 357pp.
£20 NOW £4  SAVE £16!
93943 NOBLE AMBITIONS: The Fall and Rise
of The English Country House After World War

II   by Adrian Tinniswood
As the sun set slowly on the British Empire, its mansions
fell and rose.  Dukes and duchesses desperately clung to

their ancestral seats, and a new class of homeowners
bought their way into country life.  Tottering under the
weight of rising taxes hundreds of ancestral piles were

dismantled and demolished; others clung on desperately
and tenants’ balls gave way to rock concerts, safari

parks and day trippers. From the Rolling Stones rocking
Longleat to Christine Keeler rocking Cliveden, the book

takes us on a lively tour of these crumbling halls of
power, as a rakish, raffish, aristocratic Swinging London
collided with traditional rural values and the Americans

invaded too. It’s all about keeping up appearances,
grandeur fit for a queen, a rich interior, country pursuits
and balls, plus some jolly bad behaviour.  Many colour

plates, over 50 photos. 422 pages.
£30 NOW £12  SAVE £18!

94447 FASHION VISIONARIES
by Linda Watson
Combining stunning visuals of both exciting and rare
designs the book  features 75 of the world’s most
legendary designers, their personal lives and innovative
collections over the last century from Hermès, Worth,
Burberry, Gucci, Chanel, Schiaparelli, Balenciaga,
Hartnell, Dior, Balmain, Cardin, Givenchy, Oscar de la
Renta, Ungaro, Armani, Mary Quant, Barbara Hulanicki,
Yves Saint Laurent, Issey Miyake, Ralph Lauren, Vivien
Westwood, Calvin Klein, Ossie Clark, Jil Sander, Paul
Smith, Versace, Donna Karan, Prada, Lacroix, Jean Paul
Gaultier, Helmut Lang, Dries Van Noten, Dolce &
Gabbana, John Galliano, Tom Ford, Marc Jacobs,
Alexander McQueen and Gareth Pugh among them.
Arranged in a broadly chronological order, the book uses
boxed features to display key dates, pull quotes and one
glamorous full page left hand example of the designer’s
work, like Yves Saint Laurent’s muse Catherine
Deneuve wearing a strictly tailored double-breasted
velvet coat in 1970.  Brocade, sequins, florals, denim,
Twiggy modelling Biba, Peggy Moffitt wearing a
sleeveless mini dress with a central plastic strip and
houndstooth patterned boots from 1966, or David
Bowie’s Ziggy Stardust costumes by Yamamoto, this is a
visual feast.  312 huge pages in sturdy softback, 19.7 x
29.2cm.
£24.95 NOW £11.50

MODERN HISTORY AND
CURRENT AFFAIRS

Whosoever, in writing a modern history,
shall follow truth too near the heels, it may

happily strike out his teeth.
- Walter Raleigh

Modern History
94494 BLOOD, CLASS AND EMPIRE

by Christopher Hitchens
Sub-titled ‘The Enduring Anglo-American Relationship’.
Hitchens examines the dynamics of this relationship, its

many cultural manifestations, from James Bond to
Winston Churchill, Brit Kitsch, Vox Americana to nuclear
jealousy and Rudyard Kipling, and explains why it still
persists.  Contrarian, essayist and polemicist, Hitchens
notes that the special ingredient is empire, transmitted

from an ancient regime which has tried to preserve and
renew itself.  England has attempted to play Greece to
an American Rome, but ironically having encountered
the United States to become an equal partner in the
business of empire, Britain found itself supplanted.  A

mordent, episodic, brilliantly lucid history of transatlantic
negotiations of power and cultural influence.  398pp,

paperback.
£12.99 NOW £6
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TRANSPORT
The bicycle is the most civilized conveyance

known to man. Other forms of transport
grow daily more nightmarish. Only the

bicycle remains pure in heart.
- Iris Murdoch, The Red and the Green

94660 HEROES OF
THE RNLI: The Storm
Warriors
by Martyn Beardsley
Whenever vessels have
foundered off the coasts
of Britain, there have
always been those willing
to give their all to save
those in peril.  But in 1823
Sir William Hillary decided
that this admirable but
impromptu approach was
not enough.  He believed
that many more lives
could be saved by the
establishment of a
national, organised rescue

service and his idea was realised the following year.  We
read here of the exploits of Harry Blogg of Norfolk, the
most decorated life boatman ever and the only one to
be awarded three gold medals other than Sir William
Hillary himself; the merchant ship spared by a WW2 U-
boat ‘ace’ whose crew were rescued by Paddy Murphy
of the County Down Lifeboat later in the war; Lieutenant
Parry of the coastguard, the Trafalgar veteran who
earned his gold medal rescuing the crew of a French
fishing vessel only to be shot during an encounter with
smugglers three months later, causing his premature
retirement, and Father O’Shea, the Waterford priest who
initiated a rescue attempt with a cry of ‘Come, boys!
Who will help me to man the lifeboat?’  And Grace
Darling who has a worthy place in any story collection
featuring lifeboat heroism.  Above all these are human
stories using information gleaned from archives,
contemporary newspaper accounts and genealogical
records.  261pp in large softback, photos.
£16.99 NOW £8

94850 TRAIN
TEASERS
by Andrew Martin
‘A Quiz Book for the
Cultured Trainspotter’ the
book will test your
knowledge of this
country’s rail system and
enlighten you on the most
colourful aspects of its
long history.  Covers
entrepreneurs and
engineers beginning with
the first question.  The
carved head of which
British steam pioneer is on
the roof of the Gare du
Nord Station, Paris?  Was
George Stephenson the
father of Robert, or was

Robert the father of George?  Who on 5th July 1841 took
his first step in the leisure travel business by chartering a
train to take 500 temperance supporters from Leicester to
Loughborough?  What is Brunel’s billiard table?  There are
picture questions and archive photos of the Flying
Scotsman right up to which Great British Bake Off judge
once served on the BR Board?  Meet trunk murderers,
trainspotters, haters of railways, railway writers,
Ministers for Transport good and bad, railway cats and
dogs and even a railway penguin, crime and criminals,
celebrities, staff, stations and tunnels, bridges and
junctions, famous trains and locos, carriages and
sleepers, classes and tickets, refreshment, erotica and
accidents.  When was smoking banned on trains?  What
regular lineside event did Dickens describe as ‘a shave in
the air’?  And what is a steam banana?  230pp, photos
and thankfully, answers.
£14.99 NOW £6.25

94604 PAPER
AIRPLANES
SLINGSHOT PLANES
BOX SET
by T. S. Shure
In a colourful tin box, all
you will need for this kit
is a paper stapler which
is not included to
assemble two slingshot
launchers, 20 colourfully
designed  paper
airplanes and 20
stabiliser hooks.  Fire
away!  Pull
the

launcher back and release to watch
your plane fly over 100 feet
into the air!  With illustrated
folding instructions and
metal travel case, for
ages eight to
adult, CE
safety
approved.
ONLY £7

94289 BRUNEL’S
BIG RAILWAY
by Robin Jones
‘Creation of The
Great Western
Railway’, this is a
superb history of the
halcyon days when
Stars, Castles and Kings
either set the world alight
or filled it with steam and
smoke aplenty.  The
sight of Brunswick green-
liveried engines big and
small or in chocolate and
cream-liveried coaches or
long rakes of wagons
was a mark of prestige

for Britain.  The company’s Cheltenham Spa Express
was the fastest train in the world, before the mighty
London & North Eastern Railways glamorous
streamlined A4 Pacifics made their debut on the East
Coast Main Line.  Engineering genius Isambard
Kingdom Brunel’s Great Western Railway was bigger,
wider and faster than any other.  It linked London to
New York via great steamships from Bristol.  His
unique broad gauge ‘Super Railway’ also connected
Paddington to Plymouth and Penzance. Two centuries
on, many of Brunel’s historic structures along the route
have been given Listed Building protection. Beautiful
colour photographs include a replica carriage, the
magnificent Clevedon Pier built from second-hand rails,
and the Evening Star in York. 32 pages of colour
photographs, artworks, paintings and archive images.
168pp.
£14.99 NOW £8

94055 DRIVE!
by Lawrence
Goldstone
Sub-titled ‘Henry Ford,
George Selden, and the
Race to Invent the Auto
Age’, from the acclaimed
author of Birdmen comes
a revelatory new history
of the birth of the
automobile, a true tale of
invention, competition,
visionaries, hustlers and
swindlers who came
together to transform the
world.  In 1900, the
Automobile Club of
America sponsored the
nation’s first car show in

New York’s Madison Square Garden.  The event was a
spectacular success, attracting 70 exhibitors and nearly
50,000 visitors.  Among the spectators was an obscure
would-be automaker named Henry Ford, who walked
the floor speaking with designers and engineers.  He
concluded that the car was going to be a fixture of
American society.  There are men with names like Benz,
Peugeot, Renault and Daimler who were building and
marketing the world’s first cars and Goldstone breathes
life into this extraordinary cast of characters and
financiers. 372pp, photos.  Remainder mark.
£24 NOW £8.50  SAVE £15.50!

94156 AYRTON SENNA: Memories and
Mementoes

by Christopher Hilton
Pull out and examine handwritten letters and race

agendas, a replica of Ayrton Senna’s baptism
certificate, a keepsake formal photograph, autographed
team stickers and 20 more special items and interactive

memorabilia in this heavyweight slipcased box set.
During his lifetime, Brazilian Formula 1 racing champion
Ayrton Senna was widely recognised as a leader in his
sport, a pioneer in driving technique, a hard racer and a

compassionate man.  Since his fatal crash during the
1994 San Marino Grand Prix, his remarkable career and

humanitarian outlook have continued to inspire the
world and the Ayrton Senna Institute, his most

important legacy, has helped educate more than 7.8
million Brazilian children.  Included in this package are
badges shaped in a driver’s helmet, an Eddie Jordan

personal note, his Team McLaren badge photocard from
1988, a signed poster of the 1991 FIA Formula 1

World Championship, an access pass to the circuit as a
VIP Guest in the 1984 Brazilian GP and all of the items

are of very good quality and colour printing.  13
beautiful envelopes, a true collector’s item, 192pp,

slipcased, 22 x 3.9 x 31.2cm.
£35 NOW £11  SAVE £24!

92984 BOAT TRAINS
by Martyn Pring
Sub-titled ‘The English Channel and Ocean Liner
Specials, History, Development and Operation’ here is
the exciting story of the routes to Northern Europe
inner cities and south to the French Riviera,
Switzerland and Italy.  Major ports became hives of
commercial activity involving moving freight and mail.
‘Ocean Special’ boat trains became essential
components of railway and port procedures
synonymous with glamorous travel, and this
beautifully illustrated book showcases interiors,
working ports, attractive poster art and archive photos.
Chapters cover the Blue Train and the Côte d’Azur
Pullman Express, Golden Arrow, LNWR American
Specials, LMS and British Railways London Midland
Region Trains, Liverpool Riverside and Gladstone
Docks, Southampton Docks and Plymouth Millbay,
Bristol Avonmouth and Fishguard Harbour among what
will evoke for many customers childhood memories.
384 big glamorous pages, colour illus.
£35 NOW £12  SAVE £23!

92964 JOURNEYS WITH A CAMERA
by Ted Reading
Back in the 1960s, Ted Reading managed to record
something of steam’s decline and the beginnings of
British Rail’s corporate blue period before both he and
his mates ‘went off with the motorbikes’.  In this
massively heavy paperback packed with his archive
photographs we see glimpses of a Britain and its
industrial past: The Manchester Ship Canal, Salford
Docks 1985, Birmingham Snowhill Station, Plymouth
Laira and the No.1013 Western Ranger and Champion
poking their noses out of the servicing shed, Danygraig
Loco Shed, Cardiff Docks, coal trains and collieries,
Cornish mines and railway stations in dilapidated state,
captured in photographs in 1971-75.  Softback 1¼”
thick.
£18 NOW £4.50  REDUCED
93397 JAGUAR E-TYPE: British Motoring
Masterpiece
by Lance Cole
Luxuriate in the red leather interior of the Roadster E-
Type with the early metal-effect console trim and
toggle switches or the pearlescent green Amalgam
Collection E-Type S1 Coupé or the One Low Drag E-
Type created by Sayer and Jaguar in 1962 - lighter,
sleeker with a more domed roof panel.  Sir William
Lyons and Malcom Sayer carved automotive history
with this car across its 1960s to 70s incarnation from
roadster to coupe amid the fitting of Straight-Six to V12
engines.  With its definition of sculptural styling,
performance handling and innovative style, the E-
Type or XKE Series in the USA, created a car of global
impact. Colour artworks, 64 page large softback.
£16.99 NOW £5
93227 HERITAGE TRACTION ON THE MAIN
LINE  by Fred Kerr
Railway writer Fred Kerr details the many classes of
BR diesel locomotives that have been preserved and
locomotives at work during the early part of the 21st
century up
until
December
2016.  A
case in
point is
Class 47/8
47832
which has
been
operated
b y
Fragonset,
Victa Rail,
DRS and
WDRC since being withdrawn from service by First
Great Western in 2004. Spectacularly clear colour
photographs with extended captions showcase the
Class 33 Birmingham RC&W, Class 37 English Electric
Company, Class 43 BR Workshops, up to Class 86 BR
Doncaster, Class 87 BREL Crewe and the Class 92
Locomotive which began powering the Caledonian
Sleeper service. Colour photos.
£25 NOW £5.50  SAVE £19.50!

94288 BRITISH
BATTLESHIPS OF
THE VICTORIAN
ERA
by Norman Friedman
When Queen Victoria
came to the throne in
1837, the British Battle
Fleet comprised ships that
were only marginally
different from those that
had won the Battle of
Trafalgar a generation
earlier.  By the end of her

reign in 1901 their successors would have been
unrecognisable to Nelson’s sailors.  Gone were the
towering sail plans to be replaced by black-painted steel
hulls, driven independent of the winds by steam
machinery, protected with sophisticated armour, and
mounting a very few large breech-loading guns firing
explosive shells. How the Naval Administration coped
with this unprecedented revolution in technology without
losing maritime ascendancy is the theme of this latest
book by Norman Friedman.  He analyses the broader
factors of politics, economics and international rivalry
that bore down on the decision-making and explains how
these influences worked through into the ships that were
actually built.  With a comprehensive gallery of
photographs accompanied by specially commissioned
plans of the important classes, and a colour section
featuring the original Admiralty draughts, including a
spectacular double gatefold. 400 huge pages, 25 x
29.5cm.
£50 NOW £25  SAVE £17.49!

93238 MIDLANDS & SOUTHERN ENGLAND:
Regional Tramways  by Peter Waller
It was not until the Tramways Act of 1870 that a legal
framework existed to permit the construction of street
tramways. The Portsmouth Street Tramways Company
was formed by lines constructed by four different
companies and the Plymouth Corporation employed 54
horse trams. Leicester, Wantage, Yarmouth and
Gorleston, Bristol, Derby, Nottingham, Ipswich,
Southampton, Norwich and Coventry, Gloucester,
Grimsby, Exeter, Lincoln, Brighton, the Canvey Island
Monorail, here are also some steam trains and a four-
wheel petrol driven Simplex-type locomotive built by the
Kent Construction Company in 1924, the open balcony
cars supplied by Brush on Peckham P22 trucks during
1913 and 1914 among the hundreds of rare vintage
images. Colour, 168 large pages.
£25 NOW £6  SAVE £19!
93258 STEAM ENGINE PILGRIMAGE
by Anthony Burton
The Firefly replica at Didcot, the immense chimney of
the former Kew Pumping Station, Daniel Gooch’s Iron
Duke replica in its new home at the National Railway
Museum, York, the paddle steamer Kingswear Castle on
the River Dart, Anthony Burton has travelled from the
Highlands of Scotland to the southwest of England in
pursuit of his passion for the steam engine.  He has
travelled on narrow gauge railways in Wales, shovelled
coal into the boiler of an old Clyde Puffer and luxuriated
in the elegance of a Windermere steam launch.  He has
shared a ride in a replica of Richard Trevithick’s
extraordinary steam carriage with a direct descendent of
the great engineer. 150 big glossy pages, colour photos
and maps.
£25 NOW £8  SAVE £17!
92977 VOLKSWAGEN CARS 1948-1968
by Richard Copping
The Volkswagen car originated in Nazi Germany, a low-
cost “people’s car” designed for German workers. In
1945 the British took over the factory, with a
Yorkshireman, Major Ivan Hirst, as senior resident
officer. The factory went on to produce an astonishing
1,785 cars in 1945. This book takes the story from 1948
to 1968, when the factory was managed by Heinz
Nordhoff, a former Opel supremo.  The VW Transporter,
launched in 1950, was a Nordhoff product, and to meet
strong demand a second factory was opened in
Hanover. The third iconic VW vehicle, launched in 1955,
was the sporty Karmann Ghia. 52pp, softback, photos
some in colour.
£7.95 NOW £2.50  REDUCED
93887 AGE OF COMBUSTION
by Stephen Bayley
60 of Bayley?s popular monthly articles for Octane - the
leading classic car magazine.  They include ’62 Capri,
Michelotti, Vulgarity Jag, Girls Paint and Speed,
DeLorean, Exhaust Pipe, Loose lock nuts, Showrooms,
Functionalism, Mini, Ugly Cars, Cinquecento, Snobbery,
Stirling Moss and Car Shoes among them.  The
automobile is the ultimate analogue machine and
mankind’s most ingenious, seductive and damaging
invention.  With amazing and daring speedway track,
VW Beetle production line, glamorous car shows, pop
and film stars and their cars, early pioneers and more
rare images in colour and mono. 228 pages.
£19.95 NOW £6
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94736
ILLUSTRATED BOOK
OF SONGS
by Colm Boyd
Songs about animals like
Year of the Cat by Al
Stewart, outstanding
cover versions like
Aretha Franklin’s Respect
or Johnny Cash’s Hurt,
songs about dying, songs
inspired by novels or
siblings, about films,
Monty Python songs like
Every Sperm is Sacred,

songs about God and Jesus like Led Zeppelin’s Stairway
to Heaven, songs about environmental matters like Joni
Mitchell’s Big Yellow Taxi, songs about the USA,
countries, being broke, prostitution, acceptance, saying
goodbye, getting dumped, other women like Dolly
Parton’s classic Jolene and iconic opening lines like ‘Hello
darkness, my old friend/I’ve come to talk with you
again’ written when Paul Simon was just 21 in his
chosen spot for songwriting, his bathroom, with a tiled
floor providing the perfect echo chamber for his guitar
and voice.  It’s time to rock the Casbah, sway and sing
along to all these mixed emotions and memories, some
with lyrics worthy of a Nobel Prize for Literature, others
raw and gritty.  From Adele to Aretha, Jagger to Jarvis,
Rufus to Rosalía, many are well known others a little
more off-radar. Each list has a scannable Spotify code to
access the music directly.  With very cool portrait
artworks throughout, 260pp.
£22 NOW £6

MUSIC AND DANCE
Brother Preptil, the master of the music,
had described Brutha’s voice as putting
him in mind of a disappointed vulture
arriving too late at the dead donkey.

- Terry Pratchett, Small Gods
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94856 BOB
DYLAN: Dylan
Vinyl the
Definitive
Collection Album
by Bob Dylan
The third and final
real stereophonic LP
from Columbia with
a part three booklet.
The tracks are
You’re No Good,
Talkin’ New York,
In My Time of

Dyin’, Man of Constant Sorrow, Fixin’ To Die, Pretty
Peggy-O, Highway 51, Gospel Plow, Baby Let Me
Follow You Down, House of The Risin’ Sun, Freight
Train Blues, Song To Woody and See That My Grave Is
Kept Clean.  Originally released 1962 and with the iconic
young Dylan in the photograph by Don Hunstein holding
his acoustic guitar and wearing a sheepskin jacket and
trademark black corduroy baker boy cap.  Terrific value
for money and a companion to 94044 The Freewheelin’
12" Vinyl Album and 94423 The Times They Are A-
Changin’ 12" Vinyl Album.
ONLY £20

94740 OPERA
MISCELLANY
by Robert Weinberg
A fun engaging and
entertaining collection of
facts, figures and miscellany
from opera etiquette to the
role of goats in opera, bible
characters to favourite
foods of the leading
sopranos, test you
knowledge with your fellow
enthusiasts.  If you are an
absolute beginner it is a
potpourri of the sublime and
the ridiculous.  Find out
which opera is set on a
planet called Doris, what

prompted Rossini to burst into tears on a boating outing,
which opera singers have appeared with the Muppets,
how many Spanish women were seduced by Don
Giovanni and more.  With foreword by Lesley Garrett for
all opera buffs and bluffers.  182pp, line art.
£7.99 NOW £4

93504 TIL WRONG FEELS RIGHT:
Lyrics and More  by Iggy Pop
Iggy Pop with his trademark bare torso has been a
constant presence on the rock scene since the late sixties,
suffering an eclipse on the first break-up of The Stooges,
being rescued by a writing partnership with David
Bowie.  This attractively produced collection of Iggy’s
lyrics has an “in yer face” vibe that never quite gets out
of hand, backed up by some superb archive and recent
photography and cutting edge design work. “1969” is
“another year with nothing to do”, accompanied by a
shot of the soulful 21-year-old Iggy charming his
audience. “Not right”, “Real Cool Time” and “Little Doll”
all date from the same productive year.  “Search and
Destroy” of 1973 expresses the urgency of the times.
“The Passenger” has an urban theme. The photos are
magnificent. 285pp, colour, almost 100 lyrics. Remainder
mark.
$35 NOW £6.50

94500 LET’S DO IT:
The Birth of Pop
by Bob Stanley
‘An absolute landmark/joy/
gossip-fest/door to Narnia:
the history of pop music
before rock’n’roll.
Fascinating.’ - Caitlin Moran.
Taking in superstars such as
Louis Armstrong, Bessie
Smith and Frank Sinatra
alongside the unheralded
figures behind some of our
most enduring songs,
Stanley paints a stunning
portrait of pop music’s
formative years. Who were

the likes of George Gershwin writing songs for? Why did
swing, the hit sound for a decade or more, become
almost obsolete after World War Two?  From 1900 and
the invention of the 78 rpm record to the beginnings of
rock and the modern pop age there was the maximal
rhythm of Count Basie and the minimal softness of
Claude Thornhill; the furrowed Jerome Kern and the
flighty P. G. Wodehouse; the bellow of Sophie Tucker
and the squeak of Helen Kane; the Andes siren sound of
Yma Sumac and the lounge-bound purr of Julie London;
the rough Louis and the smooth Hutch, and throw in the
silver threads of Billie Holiday and Rodgers &
Hammerstein, together with outside influences from
Hawaii, Cuba, Brazil and the tape recordings and
technology brought home by victorious American
soldiers.  636 magnificent pages, illustrated.  Please note
contents same as code 94368.
£25 NOW £9
93754 BBC RADIO 2 POPMASTER QUIZ
BOOK: Volume Two
by BBC Radio 2 Ken Bruce Show
1,700 questions it is written by the BBC Radio 2’s expert
quiz setters Phil Swern and Neil Myners.  Who sang
about ‘Nutbush City Limits’ in 1973?  The Darkness
reached the Top 10 in 2003 with the song ‘I Believe in
... ‘ what?  The answers to all questions are cunningly
printed on the outside column of the page directly after
the quiz page you are looking at. 176 page paperback.
£9.99 NOW £3

94395 ROLLING STONES: Rebellion’s
Children by Michael O’Neill
When schoolfriends Mick Jagger and Keith Richards
encountered Brian Jones’s phenomenal guitar skills, the
nucleus of a historic group was formed. The three lived
in unbelievable squalor in a Chelsea flatshare, but Mick
was still hedging his bets by studying at LSE, while

Brian’s incredible self-
importance, based on
his musicianship but
also the numerous
children he fathered
even as a teenager,
nearly drove them
apart. When the well-
dressed bassist Bill
Perks auditioned, he
stayed and found
fame as Bill Wyman,
while the suave and
debonair drummer
Charlie Watts made
up the fifth. In 1963
the Stones found a
tough manager in
Andrew Oldham,
who forced them into
Beatles-style clothes

and got them a deal with Decca and a 60-concert tour.
Their ascent to stardom was meteoric and Jones coped
least well. Even a Rolls Royce Silver Cloud and Anita
Pallenberg failed to stall his permanent acid high. 1965
was the year of Keith’s stratospheric hit “(I Can’t Get
No) Satisfaction”, regarded by many as symbolising all
the frustrations of the sixties. When Pallenberg
transferred her affections to Keith, Brian’s downward
slide was assured and the days of the original band were
numbered. Meanwhile Marianne Faithfull had left Mick,
and Bianca was on the horizon. This book takes the
incredible story of the stupendous Stones into the 21st
century. 112pp, colour and mono photos.
£20 NOW £6.50

94202 ADGE: King of The Wurzels
by John Hudson

Drink up thy zider!  Writer of dozens of many West
Country songs, Adge Cutler died on his way home from
a gig in 1974.   At the time his group The Wurzels had
reached the top of the charts.  In 2012, they continued
to pack venues all over the country, with Adge’s band-
mates Tommy Banner and Pete Budd still setting the

whole Scrumpy and Western scene.  This long overdue
biography brings Adge Cutler back to life, his beloved
Nailsea to the lively camaraderie of the Portishead B
power station’s labourers, the thriving Bristol jazz and
folk scenes of the 50s and 60s, and his spell as Acker
Bilk’s ‘worst roadie in the world’.  We take the road to

Spain, the Zummerzet Zound, enjoy a giant Wurzelrama
and read about Yvonne and Adge’s legacy.  Includes

discography, 154pp illus softback.
£12 NOW £5

94425 CARPENTERS: The Musical Legacy
by Mike Cidoni Lennox and Chris May
with Richard Carpenter
Richard in his own words calls it ‘The reference guide to
go to’, a nearly note-for-note musical biography of the
pair.  Richard and his sister Karen signed to A&M
Records in 1969 and the duo became one of the most
successful and revered recording artists in pop music
history.  They  were not only incredibly beautiful to look
at, but incredibly talented.  The duo formed in the late
1960s.  With Karen’s timeless singing voice and
impeccable phrasing, and Richard’s gift for writing music,
selecting, producing and arranging hit singles and
sparkling album tracks, their classics came fast and
furious starting in the summer of 1970 when ‘They Long
to Be (Close to You)’ set a new gold standard for popular
music.  Of course, Karen died at the age of just 32,
tragically, and her anorexia well known.  Album covers,
singles covers, facts, we fondly recall and sing along to
A Song for You, Calling Occupants of Interplanetary
Craft, watch Karen playing drums, driving a red
sportscar, enjoying her 25th birthday cake, smiling to the
camera in her fashionable clothing.  The history
continues 1983 to the present and new recordings, TV
and film as the music they created lives on.  Superb
studio discography, 400 colour and archive photos, 23 x
30cm.
£25 NOW £17.50
93613 BEESWING: Losing My Way and Finding
My Voice 1967-1975  by Richard Thompson
In this “droll and very British” memoir, guitarist/
songwriter Richard Thompson describes the founding of
the band Fairport Convention and life on the road in its
heyday. Aged 11 in 1960, Thompson was inspired by
Cliff Richard’s backing group The Shadows to dream of
owning a Fender Stratocaster guitar.  His break came
when he met Simon Nicol of the Electric Shuffle
Orchestra who lived in a big house called Fairport on
Hampstead’s Fortis Green. Renaming themselves
“Fairport Convention” they performed covers of the
Byrds and Lovin’ Spoonful and started to get bookings.
In 1967 Fairport opened for Pink Floyd and soon they
were doing weekly live shows at Speakeasy, where
Jimi Hendrix joined them on stage a few times. Looking
down on the Beatles as mere pop artists, Richard refused
a birthday party invite from Paul McCartney but with
hindsight was embarrassed by his snobbery. In 1969 a
fatal road accident killed Richard’s girlfriend Jeannie and
their superb drummer Martin Lamble. The band
eventually reformed and meanwhile Richard’s
songwriting reflected his new interest in spirituality.
Following his marriage to Linda in 1973 the couple made
a life-changing pilgrimage to Mecca. The book ends with
the decline of folk rock, the end of his marriage and the
search for a new direction. Remainder mark, 326pp,
paperback with entire lyrics.
£9.99 NOW £6

Music & Dance

94851 UNCOMMON
PEOPLE: The Rise and
Fall of The Rock Stars
by David Hepworth
Adoring fans surrounding the
limousine as a young David
Bowie with his iconic haircut
smoking a cigarette
emerging into his newfound
fame graces the cover of
this gorgeous, celebratory
read.  The age of the rock
star, like the age of the
cowboy, has passed.  What
did we see in them?
Swagger, recklessness,

sexual charisma, self-belief, a certain way of carrying
themselves, good hair, interesting shoes, talent?  What
did we want of them? To be larger than life but also
like us.  To live out their songs.  To stay young
forever.  No wonder many didn’t stay the course.
Never a dull moment with 40 enjoyable romps across
the years 1955 to 1994 with the rise of the drum
machine.  Here are bad boys, guitar heroes, rock
bands, female rock stars and career suicide from the
early days of Elvis Presley and Fats Domino to David
Bowie, Morrisey to Madonna, Ozzy Osbourne to
Björk, Little Richard, Bob Dylan, Paul McCartney,
Janis Joplin, Bruce Springsteen, Sid Vicious, The Edge,
Bob Marley, Kurt Cobain, Keith Moon and on into
infinity.  It’s about the fantasy figures that rock fame
transformed them into and the personal price they paid
for playing a starring role in our dreams.  We wanted
rock stars to be glamorous but also authentic, willing to
beat off willing sexual partners but also live a fulfilled
family life, staying up too late and never giving their
full attention, but still operating at their full potential
and talent.  Rock stars were uncommon people who
came from the masses and got to the top without the
help of education, training, family ties or money and
surprisingly many had careers that lasted far longer
than they ever had any right to expect.  Here their
legends endure.  421pp, paperback with many photos.
£10.99 NOW £6

94811 THE BUSINESS:
A History of Popular
Music
by Simon Napier-Bell
A name many music lovers
will know, legendary
impresario Simon Napier-Bell
takes us inside the world of
popular music from sheet
music to streaming.  Not just
a cradle for talent and
expression, the music
business has made people
rich beyond their wildest
dreams.  Simon balances
seductive anecdotes, pulling
back the curtain on the gritty

and absurd side of the industry, with an insightful
exploration of the relationship between creativity and
money.  He describes the evolution of the industry from
its birth in 1710 when the British Parliament first
established the right of ownership in creative works, to
the huge global market it has become today with
streaming and downloads.  You will uncover a treasure
trove of musical facts including how a formula for writing
hits in the 1900s which helped create 50,000 of the best-
known songs of all time; how Jewish immigrants and
Black jazz musicians dancing cheek-to-cheek established
a template for all popular music that followed; and how
rock tours became the biggest, quickest, sleaziest and
most profitable ventures the industry had ever seen.
We shine on this crazy diamond through the days of the
American musical, Irving Berlin, pirating and other
problems, dodgy producers, booze, the wireless, world
wars, payola, record companies regrouping, Michael
Jackson and Madonna, drugs and DJs, rap, the end of
Classical and EMI, and new directions.  With a cast of
characters, and songs in chapter titles, index of
quotations and bibliography.  388pp, paperback.
£12.99 NOW £6

94846 SET THE NIGHT
ON FIRE
by Robby Krieger
Few bands are as shrouded
in the murky haze of rock
mythology as The Doors, but
now the band’s notoriously
quiet guitarist is finally
breaking his silence to set the
record straight.  His often
amusing memories will be
loved by all Doors fans.  It is
a series of vignettes which
takes us back to where it all
happened - the pawn shop
where he bought his first

guitar, the jail cell he was tossed into after a teenage
drug bust, his parents’ living room where his first writing
songs with Jim Morrison took place, and the many
concert venues that erupted into historic riots.  There are
stories of the albums, flashpoints, the group’s rise to
fame, singles, drug and alcohol use all painting a picture
of the 1960’s counterculture.  At the same time it is a
moving reflection on what it means to find oneself as a
musician, from the iconic and definitive first album on
Elektra, we are reminded of the swirling technical

LET’S ROCK! wizardry on keyboards of Ray Manzarek and the solid
drumming of John Densmore.  Sadly of course Jim
Morrison entered the 27 club but here his bandmate
sets the record straight after wild acclaims and
misunderstandings.  Along the way he also managed
to write ‘Light My Fire’, an anthem for the band.  A
great read from this underrated guitar player who
writes with the same easy going style.  422 page
paperback, many photos.
£10.99 NOW £5

94746 TIME AND A
WORD: The Yes Story
by Martin Popoff
With the big swirly
typeface 1970s lettering
for their band name,
utopian lyrics, dreamy
artworks by Roger Dean
on albums like Tales from
Topographic Oceans,
many music lovers have
been moved by classic
albums like Fragile, Close
to the Edge, Relayer,
Going for the One, or
more recent offerings like

Fly From Here and Heaven & Earth.  This magical
book perfectly captures the spirit of progressive
rock’s first, biggest and best band with original
interviews from Jon Anderson, Bill Bruford, Steve
Howe, Rick Wakeman, the late and great bassist
Chris Squire and many others.  The tales unfold via
an exhaustive chronology designed to satisfy the
most knowledgeable of Yes fans.  You just might
learn what ‘Close to the Edge’ actually means or
why Alan White and Jon Anderson might be seen
prowling the junkyard for car parts!  Using a timeline
format, the superb biographer Popoff disentangles
the convoluted tale of the band’s hirings and firings,
their inside creations, live shows and triumphs, and
studio victories as well as the occasional
controversial failure such as when Anderson wanted
to record ‘Tales from Topographic Oceans’ in the
countryside so a cut-out cow was brought in.  Popoff
also gets the views of contemporaries such as Steve
Hackett (Genesis), Bill Ward (Black Sabbath) and
John Wetton (King Crimson, Asia et al) to provide a
rounded view of the prog movement. Colour photos,
205pp, large softback.
ONLY £7.50
93553 1973 ROCK AT THE CROSSROADS
by Andrew Grant Jackson
From Funkadelic to Free Bird, from Iggy to Ozzy to
Joni, Bowie, Dylan, Marley, Aretha, Marvin, Elton,
and Neil.  Discover 1973, one of the great years in
musical history.  Ziggy Stardust travelled to America
in David Bowie’s Aladdin Sane.  The Dark Side of the
Moon began its 937 week run on the Billboard chart
inspired by the madness of Pink Floyd’s founder,
while four ex-Beatles scored top ten albums, two
hitting number one.  The singer-songwriter movement
led by Dylan, Neil Young and Joni Mitchell flourished
at the Troubadour and Max’s Kansas City, where
Springsteen and Marley shared the bill. Chapters
include AOR, Prog and Yacht Rock, Honky Tonk
Heroes, Counter Culture, Country Rock and
Quadrophenia, Court and Spark as we keep on
truckin’. 428pp, photos.
£24.99 NOW £6
94154 ROCK CHRONICLES
by David Roberts
‘A Visual History of the World’s Greatest 250 Rock
Acts’ with striking, colour-coded infographics, see at a
glance which musicians featured when, what
instruments they played, which label the act was with
and when, the album release dates and who played
on which album.  For more than 50 of the biggest acts
- The Animals 1962-1969, Anthrax 1981-present,
Arcade Fire 2001-present, Arctic Monkeys 2002-
present, the Bee Gees 1960-2011, Buffalo Springfield
1966-2011, Bob Dylan 1959, Emmerson Lake &
Palmer 1970-2010, Jefferson Airplane/Starship 1965-
present, The Triffids 1978-1989, U2 1978-present to
ZZ Top 1969-present etc etc.  With label abbreviations,
websites, Grammy Award winners, Rock & Roll Hall
of Fame inductees and performer directory.  Weighty
softback, colour photos, 24.6 x 17.6cm.
£20 NOW £10

94493 DECADES: Black Sabbath in the
1970s  by Chris Sutton

All four of the band were born and raised in
Birmingham - Anthony Frank Iommi 1948, William

Thomas Ward 1948, John Michael Osbourne 1948 and
Terance Michael Joseph Butler 1949 otherwise known
as Geezer since schooldays.  They were the sons of
an ice cream vendor, dustman, tool room machinist
and steel tube bundler.  Year by year from 1969 to
1979, Black Sabbath were undoubtedly one of the

biggest rock bands to come out of Britain yet despite
their success never received the same acclaim and
respect from the music press as their peers.  By the
time of Sabbath Bloody Sabbath onwards, from the

songs to the sleeve design and the copious
instrumentation credits, all showed a band hungry for
and deserving of respect.  The 1970s saw the rise of

rock and metal as a force in record and ticket sales and
right there was Black Sabbath. The book covers early

bands Polka Tulk and Earth and includes new
interview material from Rick Wakeman and engineers

Mike Butcher and Robin Black among others and a
section covers live shows and looks at key live

recordings from every tour. 174pp, paperback, colour
photos.

£15.99 NOW £6.75

FROM THE DOORS, THE STONES & BLACK SABBATH TO THE WURZELS!
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RELIGION AND
PHILOSOPHY
I cannot teach anybody anything. I can only

make them think.
- Socrates

94839
PHILOSOPHERS: Their
Lives and Works
edited by Hugh
Wilkinson et al
Arranged by Ancient
including Confucious,
Socrates, Plato, Aristotle,
Epicurius and Augustine of
Hippo, Medieval including
St Anselm, Hildegard of
Bingen, and Ibn Rushd,
Early Modern including
Erasmus, Machiavelli,
Bacon, Hobbes, Descartes,
Spinoza, Locke and
Voltaire; Modern including
David Hume, Adam Smith,
Kant, Mary Wollstonecraft,
Goethe, Schopenhauer,
John Stuart Mill,
Kierkegaard, Marx and
Nietzsche; and into the 20th
century with Edmund
Husserl, George
Santayana, Bertrand
Russell, Ortega y Gasset,
Wittgenstein, Sartre,

Simone Weil, Barthes, Iris Murdoch, Phillipa Foot, Michel
Foucault, Noam Chomsky, Susan Sontag. ‘The only
thing I know is that I know nothing.’ (Socrates).
Illuminating more than 80 of the world’s most important
thinkers, this magnificent large fully illustrated publication
by Dorling Kindersley explores the fascinating stories of
their lives, loves and pioneering ideas.  Thus the book
provides us the means to understand ourselves and our
world with wisdom from the earliest writings onwards
that we now recognise as philosophical works.  We are
invited to revisit and interrogate their blueprints for living
because Confucious, the Buddha and Plato answered
that call in different ways and with different emphases.
Each of the 100 constructive systems of thought, some
of which endure and all share the conviction in the
importance of philosophical understanding, is lavishly
illustrated with photographs and paintings of
philosophers, their homes, friends, studies and personal
belongings together with pages from original manuscripts,
first editions and correspondence.  360 large quality
pages, 22 x 25.8cm.
£20 NOW £11

94801 100 CHURCHES
100 YEARS
by Susannah Charlton et al
Ambitious engineering, brilliant colour from
new forms of stained glass, murals and
sculpture, the architects whose work is
included here range from Basil Spence and
Edward Maufe, designers of major
cathedrals, to the radical Gillespie, Kidd
and Coia whose brutalist seminary lies
abandoned near Dumbarton.  This
superbly well produced Batsford
publication has one or more colour
photographs on every page together with
architect, location, year completed,
denomination and whether grade 1, 2 or
A listed.  Each church or chapel has been

built in the UK since 1914, in a period in which concrete and steel gave a
new freedom to construction while new ideas about congregations changed
assumptions about traditional layouts, bringing celebrants and people closer
together.  The book provides biographies of major designers, articles on
glass, fittings, and on the synagogues, mosques and temples that play an
intrinsic part in worship in Britain today.  Leading architectural historians give
a fine brief description for each such as the ‘massive brick piers supporting the ring beam, light spilling down a flared
concrete funnel from a lantern into a regular space...as a result of divine laws of geometry, mechanics and proportion,
timeless laws’ about Abbey Church of Our Lady Help of Christians in Worth, Sussex.  Clifton Cathedral in Bristol is a
hexagonal space, superbly lit by roof lights and rising to the three-part thrusting spire, presumably symbolic of the
Trinity.  It was built in 1973 to a remarkably low budget of £600,000.  Organised by date 1914-29, 1930-45, 1946-
59, 1960-69 and 1970 and after and with special chapters on stained glass, art and artefacts.  With useful glossary,
208pp, 19.6 x 25.5cm, packed with colour photos.
£25 NOW £14

94172 SHAKTI: An
Exploration of the
Divine Feminine
by Nilima
Chitgopekar
From the origins of the
Goddess Shakti in the
ancient civilisation of
Harappa to her evolution
and changed character in
contemporary times, the
narrative brings together
the diverse threads from
different cultures, regions
and traditions. A lavish
heavyweight publication
about the earliest signs
of feminine worship in
the Indian subcontinent
and early goddesses
seen in the Indus Valley
civilisation.
Archaeological
excavations have
yielded hundreds of
enigmatic female
figurines which have
been widely interpreted
as having religious
relevance. They have
elaborate headdresses,
prominent eyes and
thick lips, complex

arrangements of hair and flowers and rarely nude and
bangles often in semi-precious stones.  The volume
offers a different perspective from votive offerings and
cult figures from Mohenjo-Daro 2700-2100 BCE which
is about 90" in height.  She is benevolent and
nurturing, fierce and terrible, a warrior and a lover
who inspires deep devotion and has been worshipped
and revered across homes in India. Beautiful colour
photography. 392pp, 24.2 x 28.4cm.
£25 NOW £7  SAVE £18!

94169 OUR DAILY
BREAD
by Father Alex Frost
Father Alex Frost is the vicar
of St Matthew’s the Apostle,
Burnley who recognised the
17,000 inhabitants of his new
parish were in dire need of
help.  Burnley was a typically
rundown place of council
estates, severe poverty, litter,
crime and drugs, but also a
place of hope and aspiration.
He found himself running a
food bank from a car park,
and his down-to-earth style of
ministry struck a chord with

people of all faiths, cultures and classes when the divide
between rich and poor was widening.  But amid the
addiction, appalling loss, illness and neglect there also
was hope and moments of comedy and the book shows
the rich cast of characters that cross the threshold of any
church.  Here are the poor and the marginalised and the
stories of pain, humour and hope are ever present in
every community where we can all espouse virtues of
love, kindness and tolerance. 238pp.
£16.99 NOW £6.50  BACK IN STOCK
93135 SPIRITUAL PATH
by Gregory David Roberts
Roberts takes us on a gripping personal journey of
wonder and insight drawing on sacred traditions, rigorous
logic, and the six year instruction of his spiritual teacher.
He describes the step-by-step process he followed in
search of spiritual connection that anyone of any belief or
none can benefit from in their own lives.  This account of
the ‘Leap of Faith’ is a compellingly fresh addition to such
enduring, spiritually inspiring works as Zen and the Art of
Motorcycle Maintenance, The Road Less Travelled and
The Celestine Prophecy. 221pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £3
93376 BRITISH MUSEUM BUDDHA
by Delia Pemberton
The Egyptologist and lecturer Delia Pemberton has
created a beautiful book on the treasures, wisdom and
spirituality of a summary of his teachings, the Cosmic
Buddhas, paradise, the afterlife, and the future. These
objects include lacquered wood figures from Japan,
painted textiles from Tibet, a Buddhist Stupa in India,
huge statues, silk paintings and panels, a huge monk
statue in the Prayer Hall in Rangoon, bronze figures from
Java and stones inscribed with Buddhist mantras in
Dharamsala, India. 47 colour illus, 96pp.
$15.95 NOW £2.75  REDUCED

93197 ITTY BITTY BIBLE: Catholic Latin
Bible  by Itty Bitty Text
Get out your extra powerful magnifying glass or read
under any standard microscope this Bible reduced 250

times!  The Itty Bitty Bible
can be carried on you at all
times - just open the teeny
colourful doors to find faith,
hope and love, sending
blessings the whole day
through.  ‘Through its small
window a heavenly view’,
which is the teeniest print
on a Perspex sheet, over
1200 pages reduced 250
times through a special

photographic process.  An extraordinary pocket sized
book.
ONLY £2.99  BACK IN STOCK
93502 SOCIETY AND PURITANISM IN PRE-
REVOLUTIONARY ENGLAND
by Christopher Hill
A contemporary commentator, Henry Parker, defined
four different areas in which Puritan beliefs operated:
church policy, theological belief, relations with the king
and state, and personal and private morality. As the
movement fragmented, private household prayers also
came under scrutiny. Hill’s magisterial book on
Puritanism in the decades leading up to the Civil War is
a highly readable work of impressive scholarship.
Originally Puritanism seems to have been a term of
abuse directed at critics of the established church of
England. The author notes that it was applied to Sir
Walter Raleigh, Inigo Jones, King James and even the
Catholic courtiers of Queen Henrietta Maria. 452pp,
paperback.
£19.99 NOW £8

93496 LIFE OF CHRISTINA OF HANE
Translated by Racha Kirakosian
The 13th century mystic Christina of Hane is only just
beginning to achieve the same kind of fame as other
female mystics such as Julian of Norwich. Christina may
have been a younger sister of the 13th century King
Adolf of Nassau and she entered the convent at the age
of six, returning to her family when the convent was in
financial difficulty.  Particular to Christina is the damage
she inflicts on her vagina. She flagellates, puts nettles in
her bed, and probably experiences the stigmata. The
middle section of the Life consists of direct speech from a
vision of Christ, and the final part is a treatise on the
Annunciation. The editor relates the Life to the Helfta
mystics Mechthild and Gertrude, together with Meister
Eckhart. Theological discussion includes whether Mary
could have been free of Original Sin. 144pp.
£20 NOW £5

93893 ARISTOTLE: From Antiquity to The
Modern Era

by Barbara Scalvini, Martin J. Gross et al
Aristotle towers over Western philosophy and science

and as they have come down to us.  His works
comprise a veritable encyclopaedia of philosophy and

invented the field of formal logic, the physical and
natural sciences, ethics and politics.  He created the

classification of organisms and objects.  Thanks to the
invention of printing, Aristotle’s works became widely

available in Latin, Greek, and even in vernacular
languages in the late 15th and 16th centuries.  The
extraordinary books and manuscripts in this volume

demonstrate just how intellectuals have received and
wrestled with Aristotle.  Through commentaries,

treatises, lecture courses in schools, and above all in the
written marginalia of books, the volume reveals the

extent of the age’s engagement with Aristotle. Colour
plates, 20.96 x 28.58cm, 128 pages.

£30 NOW £12
94121 ART OF RHETORIC  by Aristotle
The Ancient Greek philosopher Aristotle was born in
northern Greece in 384BCE, his father the physician to
the King of Macedonia. He went to Athens when he
was 17 to study in Plato’s Academy and spent more
than two decades under his tutelage.  He left the
peaceful environment of Assos after a request from King
Philip II of Macedon to tutor his son Alexander, later
better known as Alexander the Great.  When this task
came to an end, Aristotle returned to Athens and created
his own institution of learning, the Lyceum, where he
encouraged his students not only in philosophy but in
astronomy, biology, mathematics, medicine, music and
rhetoric, and it was there he gave regular lectures and
wrote many treatises including Nicomachean Ethics and
this book.  Aristotle created essential guidelines for
argument and a prose style that would influence writers
for more than two millennia. 252pp paperback.
ONLY £5

94122 ART OF WORLDLY WISDOM
by Baltasar Gracian

Sub-titled ‘Classic Advice on How to Live Well’ the book
was written by the 17th century Spanish Jesuit scholar
Baltasar Gracián.  The 300 maxims with accompanying

commentary provide a world view and covers luck,
never exaggerating, know how to withdraw, know your

strongest point, thinking things over, keeping the
imagination under control, know how to take a hint,

vary the mode of action, cultivate those who can teach
you, fortune and fame, character and intellect and more.
This Jospeh Jacobs translation has used the text of the

first Madrid edition of 1653.  He advises to dip into up to
50 maxims a day for everyday insight. 128pp,

paperback.
ONLY £6

93494 GREAT SHIFT: Encountering God in
Biblical Times  by James Kugel
“The Lord said unto Moses”: these familiar words from
the Old Testament describe a relationship in which the
prophet Moses seems to converse as an equal with an
unseen God who is encountered in dreamlike
circumstances. Following the giving of the Ten
Commandments and the codification of the Law

contained in the books of the Torah, the author argues
that people’s understanding of themselves and their
relation to God underwent a profound change. He
examines a shift in understanding that affected the whole
of the civilised world and is also seen in works such as
Homer’s Iliad. 476pp, paperback.
£13.99 NOW £3.75

94510 BOOK OF
BIBLES
by Andreas Fingernagel,
Stephan Füssel and
Christian Gastgeber
This exquisite Taschen edition
brings together 50 of the
finest medieval bible
manuscripts from the Austrian
National Library.  With
examples from every epoch
of the Middle Ages, the
collection explores
visualizations of the bible in

various theological and historical contexts. In impeccable
reproduction quality, these stunning images may be
appreciated as much as art historical treasures as they
are important religious artifacts and masterpieces of
illumination.  Texts by a team of 15 scientific authors
describe each manuscript in detail, exploring both the
evolution of the Bible and the medieval understanding of
history. A glossary of important terms is also included so
that those not versed in bible history can enjoy the texts
as well. Colour, 15.6 x 21.7cm, 460 pages.
ONLY £25

DILLY COURT

94559 MERMAIDS
SINGING by Dilly Court
Born into poverty and living
under the roof of her violent
and abusive brother-in-law,
young Kitty Cox dreams of
working in a women’s dress
shop in the West End - a
million miles away from the
reality of her life as a mud-
lark, scavenging on the
banks of the Thames and
living in the slums.  Fate
soon intervenes and Kitty
finds herself working as a
skivvy for Sir Desmond and

Lady Arabella Mableton in Mayfair.  Bullied by the
kitchen maids, Kitty is soon taken under Lady
Arabella’s wing, and for the first time in life she dares
to hope.  But Lady ‘Bella’ has a secret and, unable to
live with her domineering husband, she decides to
leave, fighting for custody of their daughter. Kitty will
do anything for her mistress, but her loyalty is
severely tested as all their lives are thrown into
turmoil, and Kitty faces a life of poverty and hardship
once more.  490pp, paperback with fairly large print.
£7.99 NOW £4

94592 TILLY TRUE
by Dilly Court
‘I aint always going to be
poor, I made me mind up to
that.’  Dismissed from her
position as housemaid under
a cloud of misunderstanding,
Tilly True is forced to return
home but she is determined
to make something of her
life.  Rather than admit the
truth to her poverty-stricken
family, she sets out once
more in search of
employment.  Her journey
takes her to the London law

courts, a grim parsonage in one of the most notorious
parts of the East End, and a house of ill-repute, but
when she falls for the dangerous charms of Barnaby
Palgrave, Tilly soon finds that her troubles have only
just begun.  Always a good story and a great ending
with this author.  518pp, paperback, fairly large print.
£7.99 NOW £4

94544 A MOTHER’S
COURAGE
by Dilly Court
When Eloise Cribb receives
the news that her husband’s
ship has been lost at sea,
she wonders how she is
ever going to manage.  With
two young children, the rent
overdue, and with almost
nothing to live on, she has
no alternative but to turn to
his estranged family for help.
She sets off on the long and
arduous journey to
Yorkshire, but is met with

hostility and soon realises she has little choice but to
return to London.  Virtually destitute and desperate,
Eloise is faced with her worst nightmare - she must
either go to the workhouse, or abandon her children
at the Foundling Hospital, but she is determined to
keep them safe and under her protective wing at all
costs. ‘We had a cup of tea and a chat about old
times, but more important, my lady, he told me that
there’s a price on your head. Your in-laws up north
have offered a reward for anyone turning you and
the brats in to them...’  534pp, paperback with fairly
large print.
£7.99 NOW £4

!!!!!
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CRAFTS
From the manner in which a woman draws

her thread at every stitch of her
needlework, any other woman can surmise

her thoughts.
- Honore de Balzac

94858 35 PIECE MINI
CLOTHES PEGS MULTI
COLOURED
by Rysons
Great for crafts and hobbies and to
look pretty when pinning Christmas
or other cards onto string, these
weeny 1" real wood clothes pegs
are in bright colours - green, red,
pink, yellow
and blue.  Pack
of 35.
ONLY £3.75

94598 35 PIECE MINI
CLOTHES PEGS NATURAL

WOOD  by Rysons
These weeny 1" clothes pegs are in

eco-friendly plain wood.  Pack of
35.

ONLY £3.75
94596 ACRYLIC
DIAMOND CLEAR BEADS
270g
Add a touch of elegance and
sophistication, shimmer and
style by using these decorative
large crystal-looking diamonds.
Add to a clear vase, use for
table decorations, parties and
weddings or for any number of
craft projects.  They really do
catch the light with the facets
and the neat little transparent
box contains approx. 167
diamond beads and weighs
9.5oz or 270g.  Each bead
measures 13mm wide.  At this
price you could buy several for
a particularly spectacular
display.
ONLY £8

94818 GENTLE ART
OF QUILT-MAKING
by Jane Brocket
From chain piecing, hand
quilting and sandwiching, to
binding, storing and caring
for your quilt, armed with
these essential design tools,
why not embark on your
own quilting journey and
create your own personal
masterpiece.  Learn the
basic skills with confidence
from an acknowledged
expert. Pretty and colourful
floral fabrics and remnants
can be pieced together to
make into exquisite quilts,
many inspired by the
flowers in our gardens like
the amaryllis depicted in half
yard or half metre pieces to
make a full row of
diamonds.  Or inspiration
from a tulip field with Kaffe
Fassett fabric inspiration.
Other projects include a
beach hut, suits and ties, a
Russian shawl, ballgown,

floral frocks, hammock and an extravagant silk tie
designed in an Irish Chain.  160pp packed with colour
photographs, large softback, 20.7 x 26cm.  15 quilt
projects in total.
£14.99 NOW £7.50

94845 SAY IT WITH
PAPER
by Hattie Newman
Paper is one of the most
versatile materials ever
invented, easy to work with
and easy to transform into
an exquisite work of art
from skyscrapers to
silhouettes.  Here are
letters, lanterns, birds, a
miniature Ferris wheel with
tiny spindle mechanisms, a
tropical island, a cat, an

elephant or badger animal mask, a toy theatre with
magical layering to create depth in silhouette with a
woodland landscape, paper banana, raspberry or melon
or a slice of cake made with thicker materials - yum!
Try making a miniature skyscraper or a 3D letter like a
building block inspired by typography and graphic
design, this is an achievable way to start sculpting with
paper, make Pop up greetings cards, an adorable
geometric pig and more.  With plenty of expert tips and
tricks for a professional finish and step-by-step diagrams
and templates.  128pp, softback, 20 x 25cm.
£12.99 NOW £6.50

94826 JOINING
METALS
by Henry Tindell
Whether repairing your
bicycle, motorcycle, metal
bookshelves, designing a
new metal aeroplane, a
miniature bronze ornament
with welded horseshoe
nails, wire, nuts, bolts and
chain, rescuing a buried
garden fence support,
repairing a stainless steel
teapot with a spotweld
failure, here are colour

photographs and diagrams for all levels of hobbyist to
professional experienced engineer.  Joining metals is a
fundamental process used in all aspects of modern life,
large, simple or complex for all modes of transport or
construction.  With over 100 diagrams and 200 colour
photographs the book examines mechanical joining -
bolting, riveting and clamping; and metallurgical joining -
welding, brazing and soldering.  Plus chemical joining
and bonding difficult metals, the strength of joints, choice
and analysis, failure of metals and joints covering stress,
fatigue and corrosion and the use of theory and codes to
avoid failure.  Finally a look at NDT, testing of metals
and joints whether destructive or non-destructive.  We
have never seen a book on this topic before and we
grabbed it at this bargain price whether you own a
tractor, a train, an old tram or a tricycle.  Technical
drawings and tables and our favourite colour photograph
is of an example from the Penny Farthing Museum in
Knutsford.  From the well known Crowood
Metalworking Guides series, 22 x 26cm, 160pp, colour.
£16.99 NOW £9.50

92976 STORYBOOK
DOLLS TO KNIT: 15
Felted Walkabout
Characters with CD
by Anita Wheeless
Based on fairy tales and
nursery rhymes, these
finger puppets are
Goldilocks with the Three
Bears. Humpty Dumpty
follows, then the story of
the Three Little Pigs and
the Big Bad Wolf, A
Gingerbread Man, Hansel
and Gretel, Red Riding
Hood and Mary with her

Little Lamb, designed to help children to enjoy the stories
by acting them out.  A CD tells all seven stories.
Softback, colour illus, CD.
£14.99 NOW £1.50  REDUCED
93939 LEATHERWORK AND TANNING
by Lynn Huggins-Cooper
A whistle-stop guide to the history of leathercraft and
tanning. Chapters are arranged chronologically covering
Ancient, Medieval, Tudor and Stuart, Georgian, and
Victorian era leathercraft.  The second part of the book
brings us up to date, via interviews with modern day
leather crafting artisans.  These leather crafters
generously allowed the author access to their studios and
discuss the way they use and adapt traditional methods,
techniques and tools for the 21st century.  Photos of
their craft, and their working environment offers a
unique window into the world of leathercraft. It includes
a valuable list of suppliers of leather, dyes, tools and
tanning materials, training courses, websites and more.
103 page illus paperback.
£12.99 NOW £5.50

93724 PAPER CUT
PLANET
by Kai Iwami
Tower Bridge, Big Ben, and
a terrier, the Eiffel Tower
and a poodle using scissors
and craft knives, sculpt
these beautiful designs to
create unique cards, gifts
and stationery.  Simply
trace, fold and cut the
designs which are perfect
for scrapbooking and choose
from over 150 quick and

easy papercut animals, food, popular pastimes and iconic
landmarks, suitcases, clocks and letterboxes, penguins,
swans and flamingos, pineapples, a Japanese castle and
the Taj Mahal and birds and angels. Full size templates,
large softback, colour, 120 large pages.
£12.99 NOW £4.50

94076 LITTLE
ANIMAL
LANDSCAPES: 24
Punch-Outs  by
Junzo Terada
Designed for little tots
aged four and up, we
know that our adult
pop-up and craft
collectors of all ages
will appreciate the

chance to create greetings cards, party favours, year
round decorations with these colourful animal landscapes
by the artist Junzo Terada.  Made of sturdy card stock
and easy to assemble, put together an Arctic tundra with
seals, whale and polar bear in their landscape, a camel
and palm tree in a desert, farmyard animals, deer and
bears and a brightly coloured parrot and other animals in
the rainforest scene.  The box set includes 10 different
cards, two per habitat, and 10 envelopes.
£13.99 NOW £6.50

94478
INCREDIBUILDS:
BATMOBILE Book and
Model Set
by Mark Cotta Vaz
Press out the 157 pieces
from the three laser-cut FSC
certified wooded sheets.  No
glue or tools are required as
their pieces are included to
build this 3D Batmobile from
the Batman and Batman
Returns films.  The book is
packed with amazing facts

about the creation of this version of the Batmobile with
stunning behind-the-scenes images showing how the
legendary ride was built for the big screen.  Complete
with detailed blueprints showing the inner workings and
action shots like the Batmobile speeding away from an
explosion undamaged.  Once your kit is ready you can
apply matte black acrylic paint or customise it with the
Joker’s graffiti.  Suit ages 12 to adult, model measures 7
x 1.57 x 2.85" and decorating materials not included.
$29.99 NOW £11
92959 EASY DIY JEWELRY BOOK: 68 Designs
to Accent Lots of Fashion Styles!
by Hutcheson, Huddleston, Lancaster, Lewis
Making your own jewellery is an absorbing and cost-
effective craft. A detailed section covers jewellery
making basics, for instance choice of beads, whether
wooden, acrylic, pearl or crystal. Now ready to begin
any of the 68 exciting projects. Stretch bracelets require
a surgeon’s knot to fix the cord. A simple pearl necklace
is embellished with a large acrylic gemstone, and sparkly
earrings are created using rhinestone chains. 96pp
softback, colour.
£12.99 NOW £3
93226 HAND-STITCHED HOME: Projects to
Sew With Pendleton and Other Wools
by Susan Beal
There is a leaf table runner with reverse appliqué, a
draught excluder snake, set of three ‘nesting’ boxes,
reversible coasters in a box, a modern stylish wooden
plant hanger, a kitchen rug, pillows and upholstery, a
chevron bolster a colourful graphic jacquard ottoman
cover, soft baby blanket, stylish backpack and
embroidered tote, and soft warm woolly scarves, and all
projects come in your favourite colours and patterns. 156
page large softback with templates and colour photos.
£21.99 NOW £4

93658 GOOD
HOUSEKEEPING: Simple
Cleaning Wisdom
by Caroylyn Forte
‘450 Easy Shortcuts For A
Fresh and Tidy Home’ is the
sub-title of this glamorously
designed handbook covering
cleaning basics, the kitchen,
laundry and clothing care,
bedrooms, family rooms and
home offices, the bathroom,
the garage and outdoor
spaces and finally stain

rescue for shoes and carpets and upholstery whether
removing the stains from berries or chewing gum or
mustard or lipstick.  Hang shelves and put up peg
boards, give your medicine cabinet a makeover, be a
labeller and a shredder to maximise your space, clear
away dust and purge paperwork.  Packed with savvy
shortcuts, 201pp packed with colour photos and
diagrams.
£17.99 NOW £7.50
93671 STITCHED TEXTILES: ANIMALS
by Mrs Bertimus
Discover how to use fabric collage, gel printing and
stencil to create playful dancing mice, crafty foxes, long
dachshunds, a mouse in a spotty tea cup, a lonesome
bear, acrobat mice plus masks, a hare brooch, making
your own printing plates, composing with sticky notes
which can be removed, swapped out or combined as
you design and along the way tips and instructions to
identify tones, refine your collage and choose your
background colours and shapes and abstract designs. 128
very large pages by the crafty Mrs Bertimus aka Letitia
Thompson.  Softback, colour illus.
£15.99 NOW £7

93690 BEANO: BEANO SCENE ANIMATION
KIT  by The Lagoon Group

The box set contains 12 strips of plasticine, a tiny yellow
envelope containing five jagged Sound Cards (Fazoom!,
Fwump!, Blam!, Krash! and Pyonnnng!) First you’ll need

to find a phone app that allows you to create stop-
motion animation movies with your phone.  Place the

Dennis the Menace black wall backdrop enclosed in your
box and start your first scene.  Cut out scenes from your
favourite magazine and place them over the back drop
and place the Sound Cards close to your phone lens to

make a big impact!  Includes a long yellow plastic arrow
for direction.

£16.99 NOW £4
93691 BEANO: The Sculpturades Game

by The Lagoon Group and Dandy Sculpture
Game

Can you make a model of Dennis the Menace or the
Statue of Liberty and will your teammates be able to

guess what you’ve made before the sand runs through
the timer?  Elephant, aeroplane, dinosaur, chair, there

are 54 challenge cards, a real sand timer and 12 strips of
plasticine ranging from green, blue, purple, grey, orange,

brown, yellow, red, two white and two black. A
modelling-with-a-twist box set.

£16.99 NOW £5

94021 LIGHT YEARS: The Cazalet
Chronicles Volume I
by Elizabeth Jane Howard
Every summer the Cazalet brothers Hugh, Edward
and Rupert, return to the family home in the heart of
the Sussex countryside with their wives and children.
There they are joined by their formidable parents and
unmarried sister Rachel to enjoy two glorious months
of picnics, games and sun-drenched excursions to the
coast.  But not even this idyllic setting can soothe the
siblings’ fears and heartache.  Hugh, haunted by
memories of the Great War, is terrified at the looming
prospect of a second.  Edward, charming and
handsome, is torn between his wife and his latest
infidelity.  And Rupert, a talented painter, is in turmoil
over his inability to please his demanding new wife.
554pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5
93996 MARKING TIME: The Cazalet
Chronicles Volume II
by Elizabeth Jane Howard
Home Place, Sussex, 1939.  As the shadows of the
Second World War roll in, banishing the sun-drenched
days of childish games and trips to the coast, a new
generation of Cazalets takes up the family’s story.
Louise who dreams of becoming a great actress finds
herself facing the harsh reality that her parents have
their own lives with secrets, passions and yearnings.
Clary, an aspiring writer, learns that her beloved
father Rupert is now missing somewhere on the
shores of France.  And sensitive, imaginative Polly
feels stuck - without a vocation, without information
about her mother’s illness, without anything except
her nightmares about the war. 592pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5
94551 CONFUSION: The Cazalet Chronicles
Volume III by Elizabeth Jane Howard
It is 1942 and the dark days of war seem never-
ending. Scattered across the still-peaceful Sussex
countryside and air-raid threatened London, the
divided Cazalet family begin to find the battle for
survival echoing the confusion in their own lives.
Headstrong, independent Louise surprises the whole
family when she abandons her dreams of being an
actress and instead makes a society marriage.  Polly
and Clary, now in their late teens, finally fulfil their
ambition of living together in London, but the reality
of the city is not quite what they had imagined.
Polly is struggling to come to terms with the death of
her mother and manage her grieving father.  Clary
meanwhile is painfully aware that what she lacks in
beauty she makes up for in intelligence, and is the
only member of the family who believes that her
father might not be dead.  490pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5
94550 CASTING OFF: The Cazalet
Chronicles Volume IV
by Elizabeth Jane Howard
The war has ended and so begins a new instalment in
this much beloved series. The Cazalet cousins are
now in their 20s, trying to piece together their lives in
the aftermath of the Second World War.  Louise is
faced with her father’s new mistress and her mother’s
grief at his betrayal, while suffering a loveless
marriage of her own.  Clary is struggling to
understand why her beloved father chose to stay in
France long after it was safe to return to Britain, and
both she and Polly are madly in love with much older
men.  The women must face the truth about the adult
world; their fathers Rupert, Hugh and Edward and
must make choices that will decide their own and
their family’s future.  626 pages, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5
94548 ALL CHANGE: The Cazalet
Chronicles Volume V
by Elizabeth Jane Howard
It is the 1950s and as the Duchy, the Cazalets’
beloved matriarch dies, she takes with her the last
remnants of a disappearing world - houses with
servants, classes and tradition - in which the Cazalets
have thrived.  Louise, now divorced, becomes
entangled in a painful affair, while Polly and Clary
must balance marriage and motherhood with their
own ideas and ambitions.  Hugh and Edward, now in
their 60s, are feeling ill-equipped for this modern
world, while Villy, long abandoned by her husband,
must at last learn to live independently. But it is
Rachel who has always lived for others who will face
her greatest challenges yet.  As the Cazalets descend
on Home Place for Christmas, only one thing is
certain - nothing will ever be the same again.  The
fifth and final volume.  573pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5
94866 CAZALET CHRONICLES: Set of Five

by Elizabeth Jane Howard
Volumes I to V.  Collect them all at discounted price
through Bibliophile Books.  Set of five paperbacks.

£49.95 NOW £22.50
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TRAVEL AND PLACES
...nothing so liberalizes a man and expands
the kindly instincts that nature put in him
as travel and contact with many kinds of

people.
- Mark Twain

94703 CHAUCER’S
ITALY
by Richard Owen
Geoffrey Chaucer might
be considered the
quintessential English
writer, but he drew much
of his inspiration and
material from Italy.  In
fact without the
tremendous influence of
Petrarch and Boccaccio
among others, the author
of The Canterbury Tales
might never have
assumed his place as the
‘father’ of English
literature.  His life was
eventful not only
historically (after all he

was born into the aftermath of the Hundred Years’ War
and lived through the Black Death) but also
geographically.  Owen takes us via Chaucer’s capture at
the siege of Rheims to his involvement in arranging the
marriage of King Edward III’s son Lionel in Milan and his
missions to Genoa and Florence.  Tracing Chaucer’s
journeys and his links to destinations such as Florence,
Certaldo, Arqua, Pavia and Milan, Owen introduces us
to the princes, knights and authors in whose circles
Chaucer mixed.  He vividly evokes descriptions of the
Arezzo, Padua, and reveals the deep influence of Italy’s
people and towns on Chaucer’s poems and stories.
216pp, map of Europe in the time of Chaucer circa 1360.
£12.99 NOW £6

94838 PHAENOMENA:
Doppelmayr’s Celestial Atlas
by Giles Sparrow and Martin Rees
With gold embossed linen cover and magnificent
design and presentation as befitting a Thames &
Hudson publication and with marbled endpapers,
Martin Rees Astronomer Royal introduces us to the
starry sky, the ‘Vault of Heaven’ which has been
viewed with awe throughout human history.
Over the centuries geocentric cosmology was
‘improved’ to take account of successively more
accurate data as proposed by the great Tycho
Brahe and Nicolaus Copernicus with his heliocentric
system which eventually triumphed, losing some
of its complicity after Kepler (1571-1630)
discovered planetary orbits to be ellipses rather
than circles.  In Atlas Coelestis, Johann Gabriel

Doppelmayr (1677-1750) masterfully presents a panorama of what was believed
about the cosmos in the early 18th century.  The splendid ornamentation of his
illustrations reflect the cultural breadth and intelligence of his intended readers.  His
sky maps portray the most prominent stars, the tracks of comets, and the orbits of
Saturn’s and Jupiter’s moons, themselves ‘cosmic clocks’, observable in principle by
navigators.  Some of Doppelmayr’s most remarkable illustrations depict how the
solar system would appear if viewed not from Earth but from another planet.
Today we are sending probes to these other worlds.  Across 30 remarkable colour
plates published by a great cartographic house in Nuremberg, Germany, in 1742,
this spectacular outsized guide showcases the 1742 Map of the Cosmos and is a
superb introduction to the fundamentals and history of astronomy.  Charting
constellations, planets, comets and moons, the Atlas presents the ideas of all the
famous influential astronomers including Copernicus, Riccioli, Kepler, Newton and Halley.  The intricate colour plates
interweave annotated diagrams and tables with figurative drawings and ornamental features.  At this size we can
appreciate the beauty of these exquisite plates which are also presented in a step-by-step deconstructed form by
astronomer Giles Sparrow who elucidates the scientific ideas inherent in each plate.  He expertly decodes and analyses
the complex information in them in this spectacular, revelatory celestial compendium of the cosmos.  All in colour, 256
massive pages, 37.5 x 27cm.
£50 NOW £32.50

94430 GLOWING STILL: A Woman’s Life on
The Road
by Sara Wheeler
Sara’s book recalls happy days on India’s Puri
Express; an Antarctic lavatory through which a seal
popped up, with hot fishy breath!; and the louche life
of a Parisian shopgirl.  Corralling reindeer with the
Sámi in Arctic Sweden, and towing her baby on a
sledge, a helpful herdsman advised her to put foil
down her bra to facilitate nursing.  Launching at
Nubility, Wheeler voyages via small children to the
welcoming port of Invisibility.  Advancing years usher
in unheralded freedoms, and journey’s end finds
Wheeler at peace among Zanzibar dhows,
contemplating the irreplaceable value that travel
brings and paying homage to her heroines.  ‘Surely’
wrote Freya Stark, ‘Of all the wonders of the world,
the horizon is the greatest.’  With photos, we travel
with our wonderful companion to Antarctica, Greece,
India, Africa, North America, Latin America, China,
Russia and Zanzibar. 354pp.
£22 NOW £7

94506 TRAVELS OF A
PAINTER
by James Reeve
Born in a Salvation Army
Home for unmarried
mothers, James Reeve was
sent to the misery of Rugby
School, won a scholarship to
Oxford, quicky moved to
Florence and then Madrid
where he studied art and the
dissection of corpses, joined
an enclosed religious order,
but after a diet of water and
lentils he rejoined the world
to begin in earnest to paint.
From a slum house in

London he set forth to work in ‘then’ remote places -
Uganda, Jordan, the Australian Outback, Haiti,
Madagascar, Rajasthan, the Yemen and at last he found
his proper home in Mexico. In Italy he meets Harold
Acton, in the Outback he draws among other things
dumps and decrepit dwellings, and here too is Madam
Tongere catching a Wichetty grub.  He meets Princess
Elizabeth of Toro in Uganda and is captured by pygmies
in the Congo forest.  He paints the fearsome Mrs Gilbert
Miller’s portrait in Palm Beach and travels in Rajasthan
with Diana Wordsworth, a last relic of the Raj. 100
colour illus, 314 large pages.
£25 NOW £9

“Funny, furious writing from the queen
of intrepid travel.”  - Daily Telegraph

“The illustrations are superb and bring a
real dazzle to the already dazzling text the
modern equivalent of Alice in Wonderland

but all the more enjoyable because it’s
true.” - Alexander Waugh

93779 WHERE MY FEET FALL
by Duncan Minshull

A beautiful collection in which 20 outstanding writers set
out with old memories to find new adventures.  Ingrid

Persaud and Agnès Poirier consider the rituals of
pilgrimage and protest marches.  Kamila Shamsie writes
of Karachi.  On the shores of Foulness Island, Will Self

hopes to avoid landmines.  Pacing around Delhi Keshava
Guha is interrupted by a husky dog. Stories to dip into
from all walks of life, other writers include Tim Parks,
Nicholas Shakespeare, Richard Ford and Patrick Gale.

230 pages, illus.
£18.99 NOW £3   SAVE £15.99!

94165 FRONTIER BELOW by Jeff Maynard
Sub-titled ‘The Past, Present and Future of Our Quest to
Go Deeper Underwater’, here is a journey to the bottom
of the ocean and the future of our planet. Plunging into
the narrow trenches between the tectonic plates of the
Earth’s crust, it would be 52 years before anyone
returned to these depths, but today many countries are
developing drones and submersibles capable of reaching
the ocean’s deepest point. We meet inventors such as Sir
Edmund Halley, Auguste Piccard and Jacques Cousteau
who popularised recreational Scuba diving.  And of
course so recently we have seen the tragic loss of the
OceanGate Titan submersible. These superb facts are
woven into a fascinating story, so plunge in. 298pp,
colour images.
£25 NOW £6  SAVE £19!

94333 AROUND SCOTLAND’S SHORES:
Victorians & Edwardians in Colour
by John Hannavy
This collection of early colour photographs of the Scottish
coastline comes from the heyday of the picture postcard,
a route back into long-vanished townscapes, while the
costumes and millinery give us a real insight into fashion
and the social life of the time. Stranraer is the home of
the ferry to Ireland, shown here in 1909 with the last of
two paddle steamers to serve the route. Further north,
McBrayne’s paddle steamer is shown in 1908 entering
the canal system at Fort William. Campbeltown at the
base of the Kintyre peninsula had over 30 distilleries and
600 fishing boats at the start of the 20th century.  A
photo from 1880 shows the partially collapsed Tay
Bridge, while further down the east coast, a magnificent
photo foregrounds the ferry Forfarshire on the South
Queensferry slipway. 132pp, softback, handcoloured
postcards.
£9.99 NOW £6
92659 EPIC CONTINENT: Adventures in the
Great Stories of Europe  by Nicholas Jubber
On a literary journey through Europe from Turkey to
Iceland. The Odyssey tells of the aftermath of the
Trojan War in 1188BC, a conflict from which much of
European civilisation was spawned, although poem itself
was not written until some 400 years later. The
Nibelungenlied tracks the collapse of the Burgundian
Kingdom on the edge of the Roman Empire in the mid-
5th century but was not penned for another 800 years.
The French Song of Roland and the Serbian Kosovo
Cycle emerged from devastating conflicts between
Christian and Muslim powers, and Beowulf and the great
Icelandic Saga of Burnt Njal reflect the shift from
paganism to Christianity. 322pp.
£20 NOW £3   SAVE £17!
92983 TIMES UNIVERSAL ATLAS OF THE
WORLD  by Times Atlases
The top range authoritative and accurate atlas in a
protective slipcase fully updated with extra information
next to each colourful map.  Fourth edition August 2019,
it includes detailed up-to-date reference mapping on
Population, Politics with statistics, and historical maps
like the Chinese Empire and Japan in this publication
which has evolved since The Times first published a
World Atlas in 1895.  Commissioned by John
Bartholomew & Son, the renowned Edinburgh
cartographers, production took 15 years and had 112
map plates.  With many revisions between 1955 and
1960, the introductory section combines unique
continental satellite images, dramatic views of the
universe, thematic maps, photographs, graphics and the
maps themselves are simply stunning, in colour and with
island insets, city plans and administrative divisions.
50,000 index entries, 26.7 x 31.75cm, 320pp, slipcased.
£50 NOW £25   SAVE £25!
93372 BOOK OF MICHAEL OF RHODES
VOLUME I A Fifteenth-Century Maritime
Manuscript  edited by David McGee
This solid, beautifully produced book contains a perfect
facsimile of the 15th century manuscript created by the
Venetian mariner Michael of Rhodes, with each folio
reproduced at its actual size. Michael of Rhodes joined
the Venetian navy as an oarsman in 1401, and over the
next 40 years he was constantly at sea on voyages with
Venice’s commercial and military fleets. In 1434 he
began to write a manuscript distilling the knowledge he
had acquired, including commercial mathematics,
astrology, portolans, and the first extant treatise on
shipbuilding. Some parts of the manuscript disappeared
for several hundred years until 1966. This facsimile is
beautiful to look at because of the elegance of the script
and Michael’s attractive illustrations, particularly the
colourful signs of the Zodiac. 519 pages in colour.
$65 NOW £10

93285 HOLIDAYS AND HIGH SOCIETY: The
Golden Age of Travel  by Lucinda Gosling
The illustrated weekly magazine The Bystander

published glamorous Art Deco style advertisements.
The luxurious spas of Mittel-Europe and the golf courses
of France became the playground of the idle wealthy.

Lucinda Gosling takes us on a tour of the exclusive
holiday destinations from Monte Carlo and Maidenhead
to Biarritz and San Moritz, Baden-Baden to Deauville

and the Northern French Coast ‘a jewel of a little place’
where racing, gambling, polo, tennis, cocktails, yachting
and bathing delights are incapsulated in one picture on
page 66. All stock shelf worn. 160pp, large softback,

colour.
£14.99 NOW £6.50

93291 LATITUDE NORTH
by Charles Moseley
Part travelogue, part history, part memoir of a life-long
affair with the northern lands and seas, traveller and
scholar Charles Moseley describes a haunting world of
the last days of the Viking settlements in Greenland to
his own experiences on the melting glaciers of
Spitsbergen and how fragile are the systems of these
starkly beautiful lands. 303pp.
£20 NOW £3.75   SAVE £16.25!
93406 PAGAN SPAIN  by Richard Wright
Master chronicler Richard Wright visited Spain in the mid
20th century when it was not the romantic locale of song
and story, but a place of tragic beauty and dangerous
contradictions.  He offers a blistering, powerful yet
scrupulously honest depiction of a land and people in
turmoil, caught in the strangling dual grip of cruel
dictatorship and an undercurrent of primitive faith.  A mix
of expert travel reportage, dramatic monologue and
arresting sociological critique first published in 1957.
288pp, paperback, remainder mark.
$13.95 NOW £3.50

!!!!!

WAR AND MILITARIA
The Battle of France is over. The Battle of
Britain is about to begin. Upon this battle

depends the future of Christian civilisation.
- Winston Churchill

94804 ILLUSTRATED
HISTORY OF
REVOLVERS, PISTOLS
& SUBMACHINE GUNS
by Will Fowler et al
The sound of silence - even
the Heckler & Koch ‘sound
dampened’ is not
completely silent because
when a gun is fired there
are actually two noises -
the explosion of the
cartridge, and the high-
velocity crack of the bullet
if it breaks the sound
barrier.  This authoritative
illustrated historical
reference guide to military,
law enforcement and
antique firearms from
around the globe contains
the world’s most important
small guns.  From the
medieval hand cannon and
the matchlock handgun to
the Luger P08 and today’s
FN P90, here are famous
small arms including the
Colt .45, the Browning

High-Power M1935, the Smith & Wesson and the Sten
Machine Gun.  This magnificent volume has 180
specially commissioned photographs and artworks
including cutaway diagrams to show internal components
and gun operation and is expertly written by leading
professionals in their field.  Old weapons are often
objects of beautiful craftsmanship both in their workings
and their ornate inlay, carvings and metalwork.  Just as
impressive are the sleek, light and efficient modern
designs.  Grouped according to country of origin, the
entries focus on the salient features of each gun with a
full specification, manufacturer, calibre, magazine, action,
total length, barrel length, and weight unloaded together
with a close-up colour photograph.  256 large pages, 22 x
28cm.
£25 NOW £12.50

94572 SPLENDID
AND THE VILE
by Erik Larson
A startling, gripping portrait
of what it was like to be
alive in Britain during the
Blitz, and what it was like
to be around Winston
Churchill.  On Winston
Churchill’s first day as
Prime Minister, Hitler
invaded Holland and
Belgium. Poland and
Czechoslovakia had already
fallen, and the Dunkirk
evacuation was just two
weeks away.  For the next
12 months, the Nazis would

wage a relentless bombing campaign, killing 45,000
Britons and destroying two million homes.  In this book,
Erik Larson gives a new and brilliantly cinematic account
of how Britain’s most iconic leader set about unifying the
nation at its most vulnerable moment, and teaching ‘the
art of being fearless.’  Set in the shelled streets of
London, the book traces the fraught decisions, personal
clashes and intimate affairs that defined Churchill’s first
tempestuous months in power.  Larson’s deft portraits
show the essential connection that words created
between the powerful and the powerless, and the reader
turns the pages with his gripping prose.  There are
narrative arcs, heroes, villains and suspense aplenty.
Drawing on once-secret intelligence reports and diaries,
the bestselling author takes us to Churchill’s own
chambers, giving a vivid vision of true leadership and
perseverance bound a country together.  585pp,
paperback.
£10.99 NOW £6

MORE ON NEXT PAGE

94394 STORY OF THE
ROYAL AIR FORCE 1918-
2018 DVD AND
MAGAZINE
COLLECTION
by Mike Lepine
Commemorating 100 years of
the RAF and with access to
rare archives, Mike Lepine uses
photographs and documents to
bring the story of the people,
aeroplanes and missions to life
as never before.  The box set
includes the 50 minute DVD Air

Aces.  Using real vintage aircraft, the series films the
impossible by recreating mid-air combat scenes and
features Spitfires and Lancaster Bombers.  The magazine
looks at the men, women and aircraft at the heart of this
great service. Archive and colour photos and fact boxes.
Magazine and DVD box set.
£14.99 NOW £4
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94392 ON THE
WESTERN FRONT DVD
AND MAGAZINE
COLLECTION
by Danann Publishing
Sub-titled ‘The Great War: A
Century of Remembrance’
this is the story of World
War One told in a pictorial
magazine format covering
the historic setting from
Sarajevo and the fall of the
Austro-Hungarian Empire
onwards.  Explains how
aircraft tanks and other
technology were developed

for use in war and tells the story of each major battle
from Mons through to Verdun and the Somme.  The 50
minute DVD is a silent film shot on The Somme.
Magazine and DVD box set.
£14.99 NOW £4
94104 TOTAL WAR: A People’s History of the
Second World War  by Kate Clements, Paul
Cornish and Vikki Hawkins
This impressive pictorial history puts Britain’s World War
II in a global context, starting with the fact that a total of
60 million died, the majority civilians. The Blitz is central
to British perception of the war, yet the Allied combined
bomber offensive
against Germany
inflicted far more
damage. The people
who worked and fought
for the Allied war effort
were more diverse than
is remembered today,
with Punjabis, Nigerians
and Canadians playing a
key role, to name a
few. The book starts
with several pages of
notes and maps
explaining the Japanese
push to expand its
empire, which already
included the Chinese
province of Manchuria.
This section is followed
by the creation of
Mussolini’s empire, the rise of Nazism in the Weimar
Republic, and the effective death of German democracy
as Hitler assumed the dictatorship. Although Jews could
leave Germany they were unable to take money and
possessions, which meant other countries were unwilling
to admit them. There are thumbnail features on
individuals throughout, including Muhammed Akbar
Khan, seen here in a fine portrait, who led his force of
Muslim Punjabis and Pashtuns to safety in the
evacuation of Dunkirk. A grim chapter on the Holocaust
gives the locations and numbers exterminated at the
different camps. 288 pages, photos in colour and mono.
£35 NOW £17.50  SAVE £17.50!
92595 BRITAIN AT BAY  by Alan Allport
Sub-titled ‘The Epic Story of the Second World War,
1938-1941’.  Allport tackles questions such as: could the
war have been avoided?  Could it have been lost?
Were the strategic decisions the right ones?  How well
did the British organise and fight?  How well did the
British live up to their own values?  What difference did
the war make in the end to the fate of the nation?  He
also looks intimately at the changes in wartime society
and culture and the leading statesmen and military
commanders who made the decisions. Maps, 590
roughcut pages.
£25 NOW £4  SAVE £21!

93907 CONSPIRING
WITH THE ENEMY:
The Ethics of Coopera-
tion in Warfare
by Yvonne Chiu
Chiu examines weapons
bans, treatment of prisoners
of war, and the Geneva
Conventions, as well as the
tensions between the ethic
of cooperation and the pillars
of just war theory in a
significant contribution to
military ethics and political
philosophy. With an eye for
anecdote, historical episode
and quotation, Chiu argues

that what she calls an ethic of cooperation is found in
modern warfare to such an extent that it is often taken
for granted.  To whom should the laws of war apply?
Who qualifies as a combatant? Should guerrillas or
terrorists receive protections? Fundamentally, Chiu
shows, the norms of war rely on consensus on the
existence and content of the laws of war. 352 page
paperback.
£30 NOW £4 SAVE £26!
93230 KAISER’S FIRST POWs
by Philip Chinnery
Dozens of original photographs from “1915” tell the story
as seen through German eyes and here are photographs
of a group of French, British and Belgian prisoners of war
at Döberitz camp, Russian prisoners of war, working
parties on a farm, an electrified fence along the German-
Dutch border which has claimed a victim, a Greek Ritual
Service at Sprottau where close by was a lazarette of
40 barracks for tubercular prisoners, the interiors of a
Russian church, a French church and a synagogue, a
prisoners’ orchestra at Danzit-Troyl camp. Archive
photos, maps. 191pp.
£19.99 NOW £3
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92646 IMAGES OF WAR: THE BEF IN 1917

by Bob Carruthers
Arras, Vimy, Messines, Passchendaele and Cambrai
Rare Photographs from Wartime Archives.  The huge

pressure forced upon the German armies by the Anglo-
French Somme offensive that dominated the second half
of 1916 left the outnumbered German forces little choice
but to reduce the length of the Western Front. This was

achieved by constructing a line of defences some 30
miles behind the front line - the Hindenburg or Siegfried
Line - and on 9 February 1917 German troops began the

withdrawal, completing the retreat two months later.
The terrain they left was littered with booby traps and
ambushes. Nine months later, at the cost of over half a

million lives the line was broken. 130 plus rare b/w
photos. 128pp softback.

£14.99 NOW £3.50  REDUCED
92858 WORLD AFLAME: The Long War,
1914-1945  by Dan Jones and Marina Amaral
200 unforgettable images have been retouched with
realistic skin tones, images of fascism, nationalism,
populism, anti-Semitism, hatred, bigotry, racism and the
politics of exclusion, division and isolation.  Filthy
uniforms, the stern faces of men at the Nuremberg
Rallies, a tiny little girl survivor of the bombing of
Guernica, blindfolded German prisoners after the Dieppe
Raid and poignant images from the Warsaw Ghetto
Uprising including bloodied children in striped uniforms at
Auschwitz, key events and leading actors of the total
wars of 1914-18 and 1939-45. Each poignant picture is
paired with a short explanatory text in a more or less
chronological sequence. 432 pages, 8" x 9½”.
£25 NOW £5  SAVE £20!
93208 AIR POWER AND THE ARAB WORLD
1909-1955  by David C. Nicolle et al
Chapters cover all of the colonial nations - Britain,
France, Spain and the Ottoman Empire and the
fledgeling Italians who had fought and taken control of
Libya in 1912; the French invent aerial policing (1909-
1914) and the Spaniards over the Rif (1909-1914) plus
the First World War in Arab lands. Colour illus, maps plus
photos. 88 pages, 20.3 x 29.5cm.
£19.95 NOW £2.50  REDUCED
93220 EDINBURGH AT WAR 1939-1945
by Craig Armstrong
Scotland was of grave strategic importance during the
war.  Edinburgh Castle became the HQ of the Scottish
Home Forces, whilst the Forth was marked by its
attracting the first air raid of the war on mainland Britain
on 6th October 1939.  Huge numbers came forward for
service in the military or in roles such as the Home
Guard, ARP Services, nursing, working in vital war
industries, and struggling to maintain households under
strict rationing and the stresses of wartime life, or
children evacuated. 216pp illus large softback.
£14.99 NOW £2.75
93224 FIGHTING FOR THE NEWS
by Brian Best
The first Special Correspondent was Henry Crabb
Robinson who in 1807 was sent by the proprietor of The
Times John Walter II to act as their ‘Man in Germany’,
ostensibly to follow and report on the movements of
Napoleon’s Grande Armée. Perhaps most famous of all
was Winston Churchill who reported on conflicts in Cuba,
the Indian frontier, Sudan and the Boer War.  Also
includes reportage from Balaklava, the American Civil
War, Prussia on the march, into Africa’s dark centre, the
Zulu War, and Egypt and the Sudan. 236pp, photos.
£19.99 NOW £3
93234 LEEDS’S MILITARY LEGACY
by Paul Chrystal
Leeds Volunteers, Leeds Rifles and the 1st Leeds
Yorkshire West Riding Artillery Volunteer Corps; 2nd
West Yorkshire Royal Engineer Volunteers and the
Yorkshire Hussars Yeomanry (Alexandra, Princess of
Wales’s Own).  The Second Boer War saw Leeds
Regiment serve with distinction, winning one VC, but it
was in the First World War where Leeds men and
women excelled themselves.  Military uniforms were
made in their tens of thousands, while the heroines of
the Barnbow Munitions Factory turned out even more
munitions. Archive photos and a colour plates and map
section. 128pp softback.
£14.99 NOW £2.50  REDUCED
93260 SUPPORTING TUNNELLING
OPERATIONS IN THE GREAT WAR
by Damien Finlayson
Few soldiers on the Western Front had heard of the
Australian Electrical and Mechanical Mining and Boring
Company.  Despite its small size of 300, its influence
spanned from the North Sea to the Somme.  This is the
story of the ‘Alphabeticals’ who, led by Major Victor
Morse DSO, operated and maintained pumps,
generators, ventilation fans, drilling equipment in
extreme circumstances.  They arrived in France with 13
electric generating sets, underground ventilation and
water-pumping equipment, almost 40 portable drilling
machines and large, steam-powered drilling machines
and operated in hot, smelly little dugouts. 329pp, maps
and photos, softback.
£16.99 NOW £5
93421 SHORT HISTORY OF THE HUNDRED
YEARS WAR  by Michael Prestwich
The term Hundred Years? War came into use in the 19th
century and this book the conflict is focussed on the
years 1337-1453 between England and France. It
features Edward III, claimant to the French throne; his
son Edward of Woodstock, the Black Prince; Condottiere
John Hawkwood, Commander of the White Company
who exported the war to Italy; wily Bertrand du
Guesclin; inspirational leader Henry V, the unlikely
winner at Agincourt (1415), who so nearly succeeded in
becoming King of France; and the martyred Maid of
Orleans, Joan of Arc, thought to be divinely inspired.

Offering a bold new analysis of military strategy and
tactics. 226 page paperback, illus. and maps and
Timeline.
£14.99 NOW £5.75

93753 AIR WARS
1920-1939
by Philip MacDougall
During these years there
were three bitterly
contested regional air wars
fought over the skies of
Spain (1936-39), China
(1937-1941), and the
Mongolia-Manchuria border
(May to September 1939).
Finland and France were
testing grounds for a new
approach to air tactics, with
western democracies and
totalitarian states taking
note of the resulting lessons.

The Soviet state directly involved in those air wars
failed to apply new air tactics during the Winter War,
while Finland successfully implemented new aerial
tactics.  How was the intelligence collected?  The book
also covers Burma and the Chaco War (1928-1935). 50
high quality images. 176pp.
£20 NOW £7
93422 SPANISH REPUBLICANS AND THE
SECOND WORLD WAR Republic Across the
Mountains  by Jonathan Whitehead
The Spanish Civil War raged for three years from 1936
until the Fascist General Franco finally defeated the
democratically elected Republican government. In the
autumn of 1938 the desperate Republican troops
retreated eastwards with obsolete weaponry supplied by
their so-called ally Stalin, while the US continued to ban
the supply of arms to either side. When Barcelona fell,
many refugees crossed the Pyrenees to France as
German planes strafed the columns. The Vichy regime
seized the opportunity of using Republican refugees as
cheap labour, some of them in German civil and military
engineering projects. The author follows those who
escaped to north Africa and retells the incredible story of
the double agent Pujol. 114,000 people who disappeared
at the hands of the Franco dictatorship are still
unaccounted for. 304pp, photos.
£25 NOW £6  SAVE £19!
93661 LAST CALL AT THE HOTEL IMPERIAL

by Deborah Cohen
Sub-titled ‘The Reporters Who Took On A World At

War’. This mammoth work is the extraordinary story of
John Gunther, H. R. Knickerbocker, Vincent Sheean and
Dorothy Thompson, a close-knit band of wildly famous

American reporters, who in the run-up to World War One
took on dictators and rewrote the rules of modern

journalism.  They landed exclusive interviews with
Hitler, Franco and Mussolini who sought to persuade

them of fascism’s inevitable triumph.  Nehru and Gandhi
also courted them, seeking American allies against British
imperialism.  Churchill, for his part, saw them as his best

shot at convincing a reluctant America to join the war
against Hitler.  In their private lives they were

committed to the cause of freedom with all its hazards
and argued about love, war, sex, death and everything
in between and wrote it all down. Maps, 557pp, photos.

£25 NOW £7.50  SAVE £17.50!
93666 ON BLOODY SUNDAY 30.1.1972
by Julieann Campbell
Sub-titled ‘A New History of the Day And Its Aftermath
by Those Who Were There’. In January 1972, soldiers
from Britain’s 1st Battalion Parachute Regiment opened
fire on a peaceful civil rights march in Derry, Northern
Ireland, leaving 13 dead and 18 injured.  Within hours,
they informed the world that they had won an ‘IRA gun
battle’. In 2012, Lord Saville found the British Army fired
first, and that most victims were either shot in the back
while running away or helping someone in need.  Seven
of the killed were teenage boys. This remarkable book
weaves a narrative of personal reflection and testimony
from more than 110 speakers. 446pp, many illus.
£25 NOW £8  SAVE £17!

93668 RAF ON THE OFFENSIVE
by Greg Baughen

When Hitler launched the Blitzkrieg upon France and the
Low Countries in 1940, and the much-vaunted French
Army and the British Expeditionary Force were swept

away in just six weeks, this new form of warfare shook
the Air Ministry.  But the expected invasion never came,
and the Battle of Britain was fought in the air.  Bombing
Germany into defeat seemed Britain’s only option.  In
North Africa however, Commonwealth armies and air

forces were demonstrating that they too could use
Blitzkrieg tactics to crush opponents.  Britain was no

longer alone - Greece and then the Soviet Union joined
the fight.  The book describes how British air power

developed and how attitudes were beginning to change.
Photos, maps and diagrams, 304pp.

£25 NOW £8.50  SAVE £16.50!
93772 SEA, WAR AND BARBED WIRE
by Philip Algar
Captain Stanley Algar was master of a Shell Oil tanker
and spent four years in a German prison of war camp.
The book is based partly on his diaries which were
hidden from the Germans which tell how the prisoners
survived, confronted starvation, and reacted to camp life
and German propaganda.  A graphic account of their
liberation written as it happened is included, and the role
of the U-boats and the merchant raider vessels and their
commanders, the role of the BBC, the German attempt
to persuade some prisoners to change sides and enemy
propaganda are considered. Plus a discussion of the
Nuremberg Trials and the appalling cost of the War. 224
pages, photos and drawings.
£20 NOW £6.50

93926 GREAT NAVAL BATTLES: From
Medieval Wars to The Present Day
by Helen Doe
This richly illustrated book steers a course through
medieval to modern times, and recalls over 50 naval
battles which have changed the course of history.
Arranged chronologically, two double pages spreads are
dedicated to a
different battle
it includes
among many
more: Battle of
Sandwich
(1217), the
Battles of
Winchelsea,
Lepanto, Cadiz,
Santa Cruz de
Tenerife, Cape
Passaro,
Flamborough
Head,
Chesapeake
Bay, the Nile,
Tripoli and the First Barbary War, Navarino, The Battle
of Trafalgar (1805), The Battle of Jutland (1916), Pearl
Harbor (1941) the Battle of the Java Sea, the Battle of
Midway, the battles for Guadalcanal right up to the
Falklands War (1982).  Featuring dramatic paintings,
detailed battle plans, incredible full-colour photography
and fascinating objects and artifacts like medals and
charts. 30.2 x 2.7 x 25.3cm, 256 pages.
£24.99 NOW £10.50
93894 ARMIES OF EARLY COLONIAL NORTH
AMERICA, 1607-1713
by Gabriele Esposito
History, Organization, and Uniforms.  Gabriele Esposito
presents a detailed overview of the military history of
Colonial North America from the first colonial settlement
in Jamestown to the end of the first continental war
fought in the Americas.  He follows the development of
organization and uniforms not only for the British
Colonies of North America but also for the French ones
of Canada. Every colonial unit formed by the Europeans
in the New World, as well as the regular troops sent to
America by Britain and France, is covered in detail, from
the early militias of the Thirteen Colonies to the
expeditionary forces formed during the War of the
Spanish Succession. Great military events like King
Philip’s War or Bacon’s Rebellion are analysed, and the
evolution of tactics employed. Colour illus, and line art
and photos. 17.78 x 25.15cm, 180 pages.
£19.99 NOW £10
93895 ASTROLOGER: How British Intelligence
Plotted To Read Hitler’s Mind by James Parris
In the darkest days of WWII, with Europe falling under
German occupation in 1935 and Britain facing invasion, a
36-year-old refugee Louis de Wohl made a curious offer
to British Intelligence.  His popular autobiography was
filled with name dropping of minor European royalty and
Hollywood moguls.  De Wohl claimed he could reveal
precisely what advice the Fuhrer’s astrologers were
giving him and Churchill could see de Wohl’s worth for
himself.  He was subsequently made an army captain
and quartered in the Grosvenor House Hotel before
being transferred to work for the SOE in the US.  When
he began his involvement with MI5 in 1938 and British
Intelligence in 1940 he was already a successful
practising astrologer to London’s ‘great and good.’  James
Parris examines the evidence. Photos, 288 pages.
£20 NOW £6

93900 BERLIN: Life &
Death In The City At
The Centre Of The
World
by Sinclair McKay
Sinclair McKay’s portrait of
Berlin begins by taking
readers back to 1919 when
the city emerged from the
shadows of the Great War
to become an extraordinary
by-word for modernity - in
art, cinema, architecture,
industry, science, and
politics.  From the countless
women who endured

nightmare ordeals at the hands of the Soviet soldiers to
the teenage boys fitted with guns too big for their hands,
McKay thrusts readers into the human cataclysm that
tore down the modernity of the streets and reduced
what was once the most sophisticated city on earth to
ruins.  Amid the destruction, a collective instinct was also
at work - a determination to restore not just the rhythms
of urban life, but also its fierce creativity. “The author
devoted inordinate number of details to the fall of the
Third Reich and the action Red Army towards Berliners
and raced through the years of the Weimar Republic
between the construction of the wall till it was torn
down. He mentions the American airlift, the Soviet
blockade and the atomic research at the Kaiser Wilhelm
Institute.”  The third part “Possession” deals with the
GDR and ends with the tear down of the Berlin Wall.
Rare photos, 16.64 x 24.2 cm, 464 pages.
$29.99 NOW £12.50
93931 HITLER’S V-WEAPONS: The Battle
Against The V-1 & V-2 Written
edited by John Grehan
From leaked documents, reports from the French
Resistance and the result of aerial photography, a picture
was gradually put together of an extensive programme
by the Nazis to build pilotless aircraft, the Fi 103 V1
flying bomb, and the V2, the A4 rocket, which could be
directed at the United Kingdom.  From August 1943,
every effort was undertaken by the RAF and the
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USAAF Eighth Air Force to destroy every site lined to
the V-weapons.  This book, written by the Air Ministry’s
Air Historical Branch, is the official account of the
measures undertaken by the Air Defence of Great
Britain, Fighter Command, Anti-Aircraft Command,
Bomber Command and even the Balloon Command to
defend the UK from what was potentially the greatest
threat it had ever encountered.  Plans were ready for
the evacuation of 100,000 of London’s priority classes
and 20,000 were also to be evacuated from Portsmouth
and Southampton. Through an enormous, combined
effort, this threat was overcome. 15.24 x 22.86cm, 296
pages.
£25 NOW £14

93950 REBELS AGAINST
THE RAJ: Western
Fighters for India’s
Freedom
by Ramachandra Guha
The writer William Dalrymple
called them the ‘White
Mughals’. In 1893, even as
Gandhi, Ranji and
Vivekananda were seeking to
take their ideas and expertise
out of India, Mrs Annie Besant
and The Theosophical Society
became major players in both
Indian and International

arenas.  Benjamin Guy Horniman was a great journalist
who believed that Indians should be given the same
rights of liberty and freedom that Englishmen enjoyed.
Freedom-loving American Samuel Evans Stokes and
Madeline Slade who left England for India and became
the adopted daughter of Mahatma Gandhi, and Philip
Spratt and his are some of the seven people chosen to
tell their little-known stories. They did remarkable and
pioneering work from journalism and social reform to
education, organic agriculture and environmentalism.
They all combined writing with activism and two were
inspired to settle in villages, marrying Indians and raising
children with them.  476pp, photos.
£25 NOW £6.50  SAVE £18.50!
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94837 PATRICIA
HIGHSMITH: Her
Diaries and Notebooks
by Patricia Highsmith
Posthumously discovered
in Highsmith’s linen
cupboard and edited down
from 56 thick spiral
notebooks by her devoted
editor, this one-volume
over 1,000 page
assemblage of her diaries
and notebooks traces the
mesmerising double life of
one of the 20th century’s
most conflicted and
fascinating novelists.  The
famously secretive

Highsmith refused to authorise a biography during her
lifetime but left behind these 8,000 pages of diaries
which reveal at last the inscrutable figure behind the
pen.  They show her unwavering literary ambitions,
coming often at huge personal sacrifice, as she reflects
on good and evil, loneliness and intimacy, sexuality and
sacrifice, love and murder.  We feel her euphoria writing
‘The Price of Salt’ (later adapted into the film Carol) one
of the first mainstream novels to depict two women in
love, and we watch her in Positano, gleefully conjuring
Mr Ripley, the psychopathic and anti-hero that would
cement her reputation.  She describes her tumultuous
romantic relationships alongside her sometimes dizzying
social life involving Jane Bowles, Peggy Guggenheim,
Carson McCullers, Arthur Koestler and W. H. Auden.  In
her skewering of McCarthy-era America, her prickly
disparagement of contemporary art, and ever-percolating
prejudices, we see Highsmith revealing the roots of her
psychological angst and acuity.  Written in her inimitable
and dazzling prose and offering all the pleasure of her
novels, these are one of the most compulsively readable
literary diaries to be published in generations - unfiltered
and an unforgettable picture of this enigmatic trailblazing
author.  They comprise one of the most observant and
ecstatic accounts by one of the finest writers in the
English language who died in 1995.  1000 page
paperback, 15 x 23cm.
£18.99 NOW £11

93284 HEMINGWAY’S BOAT
by Paul Hendrickson
Sub-titled ‘Everything He Loved In Life, And Lost, 1934-
1961’, the book  focusses on the period 1934-61, from
the pinnacle of Ernest Hemingway’s fame to his suicide.
His beloved boat Pilar, built to his specifications in a
Brooklyn boatyard, delivered to him in Florida, was then
abandoned in Cuba towards the end of his life, when
Hemingway was ill beyond recovery.  We see
Hemingway in Paris, in Key West, in Cuba, in New
York and so often on Pilar, or wanting to be.  We see

Hemingway with Maxwell Perkins, his friend and rival
F. Scott Fitzgerald, Marlene Dietrich, his four wives and
three children, and we get insight into his troubled son
Gigi. 534pp, illus.
£20 NOW £6.50

94105 TRAITOR
KING The Scandalous
Exile of the Duke and
Duchess of Windsor
by Andrew Lownie
In 1936 the abdication of
King Edward VIII in order
to marry Wallis Simpson
dramatically divided public
opinion. This fascinating
book tells the story of the
Duke and Duchess of
Windsor, as they now
became, in the years
following the abdication.
Edward initially stayed
with the Rothschilds,
running up huge bills which

no-one knew who was supposed to pay for. The
Rothschilds’ patience disappeared when Edward started
to play the bagpipes at 3 am. Following marriage to
Wallis, the couple travelled round Europe staying with
friends, some of whom were Fascists. Wallis’s lawyer
worked for Hitler’s top officials and the couple’s Nazi
sympathies were viewed with alarm. The couple were
not to be invited to any embassy. In August 1939 the
Duke telegraphed Hitler asking him not to go to war, to
which Hitler replied that the “correct channel” must be
found. When war broke out, Mountbatten took his
destroyer across the channel to collect the couple. The
Duke was reluctantly despatched to be governor of the
Bahamas. En route they stayed in Portugal, and in the
Bahamas the couple lived a rackety lifestyle which
included an unsolved murder in their entourage, and
after the war they followed a monotonously swinging
lifestyle in Paris.  Archive photos, 410 pages.
£25 NOW £10  SAVE £15!
94316 PATRICK O’BRIAN: A Very Private
Life
by Nikolai Tolstoy
The bestselling novelist of the Aubrey-Maturin series
was Patrick O’Brian, and this intimate biography is
written by his stepson, Nikolai Tolstoy.  An exquisite
novelist, translator and biographer, O’Brian moved in
1949 to Collioure in the South of France where he led a
secluded life with his wife Mary and wrote all his major
works. The 20 books that make up the beloved Aubrey-
Maturin series earned him the epithet ‘Jane Austen at
sea’ for their authentic depiction of Nelson’s navy, and
the relationship between Captain Jack Aubrey and his
friend and ship’s surgeon Stephen Maturin.  O’Brian also
wrote erudite biographies of Picasso and Joseph Banks,
as well as publishing translations of Simone de Beauvoir
and Henri Charrière.  It is fascinating to see how much
the author put into the characters of himself - the cyclical
depression, the blind rages, the sometimes cruel wit, the
intelligence, the capacity for love and the courage.
576pp, paperback, photos.
£10.99 NOW £5

94497 ENID
by Robert Wainwright
Sub-titled ‘The
Scandalous High-
Society Life of the
Formidable Lady
Killmore’.  Enid
Lindeman stopped traffic in
Manhattan, silenced
gamblers in Monte Carlo,
and walked her pet
cheetah through Hyde
Park on a diamond collar.
She stood almost six feet
tall with silver hair and
flashing turquoise eyes.
Enid gallivanted through
life accumulating four
husbands and numerous

lovers.  She drove an ambulance in World War One and
hid escaped Allied airmen behind enemy lines in World
War Two, played bridge with Somerset Maugham and
entertained Hollywood royalty in the world’s most
expensive private home on the Riviera, allegedly won in
a game of cards.  Enid bedazzled men with her beauty,
outlived four husbands - two shipping magnates, a war
hero and a larger-than-life Irish Earl - spent two great
fortunes and earned the nickname ‘Lady Killmore’.  From
Sydney to New York, London to Paris and Cairo to
Kenya, Robert Wainwright’s biography restores the
remarkable Enid to thrilling, vivid life. 356pp, paperback,
photos.
£10.99 NOW £5
93396 HUGH TREVOR-ROPER: The Historian
edited by Blair Worden
More than any other historian of his generation, Hugh
Trevor-Roper (1914-2003) remains a vitalising intellectual
presence in Britain and beyond.  There is particular
attention on the Renaissance, through the wars of
religion to the Enlightenment and the Second World War.
After this research and his own career in wartime
intelligence, he produced his most famous book ‘The Last
Days of Hitler’.  Chapters include The Puritan
Revolution, Ecumenism and Erasmianism: The Wiles
Lectures 1975, The Politics of Scottish Enlightenment,
The Special Service in Germany and Himmler’s Masseur
Gina Thomas among them. 352pp softback.
£17.99 NOW £4.50
93604 TOM STOPPARD: A Life
by Hermione Lee
Leading literary biographer Hermione Lee presents a
unique portrait of the great playwright Tom Stoppard
and tracks him from his family’s escape from Nazi-
occupied Czechoslovakia through his leap to fame with
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead, marriages and
fatherhood, worldwide travels and his amazing flow of
work for theatre, film and radio.  There are countless
interviews with figures ranging from Felicity Kendall to
John Boorman and Trevor Nunn and it tracks every
piece of writing he has ever done, every play and film
he has ever worked on full of wit, verbal dexterity and
addressing cerebral topics. 977 pages, photos including
colour.
£30 NOW £6  SAVE £24!

94712
PREMONITIONS
BUREAU: A True Story
by Sam Knight
This Sunday Times
bestseller is the story of a
strange experiment and a
journey into the oddest
corners of 1960s Britain and
the outer edges of science
and reason.  Premonitions
are impossible, but they
come true all the time.  You
think of a forgotten friend
and out of the blue they
call.  But what if you knew
that something terrible was
going to happen?  A sudden

flash, the words CHARING CROSS.  Four days later, a
packed express train comes off the rails outside the
station.  A fire in a department store or an assassination.
What if you could share your vision and prevent a
disaster?  In 1966 John Barker, a psychiatrist working in
an outdated British mental hospital, set out to investigate
this very idea and established The Premonitions Bureau.
He would find a network of hundreds of correspondents,
from bank clerks to ballet teachers.  Among them were
two unnervingly gifted ‘percipients’.  Together the pair
predicted plane crashes, assassinations and international
incidents with uncanny accuracy.  And then they
informed Barker of their most disturbing premonition -
that he was about to die.  The book is an enthralling true
story of madness and wonder, science and the
supernatural, a journey to the most powerful and
unsettling reaches of the human mind.  250pp, illustrated
paperback.
£12.99 NOW £6

93098 HOW THE BRAIN LOST ITS MIND
by Allan Ropper and B. D. Burrell
Sub-titled ‘Sex, Hysteria and the Riddle of Mental
Illness’, the book asks where should neurology and
psychiatry converge to explore not just the brain, but the
nature of the human psyche?  In 1882, Jean-Martin
Charcot was the premier physician in Paris where many
of his patients had neurosyphilis. Today we know that
syphilitic madness was a destructive disease of the
brain, but what is the difference between the brain and
the mind?  242pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £2.50  REDUCED
93506 VANGUARD OF THE REVOLUTION
The Global Idea of the Communist Party
by A. James McAdams
The communist manifesto of 1848 was an ideological
document, yet the history of Communism is one of
repression and brutality.  By 1902, Lenin took the lead in
creating a centralised body of disciplined professionals to
awaken the slumbering proletariat. Bolsheviks and
Mensheviks fought for power, with an important staging
point being the 1919 Third Comintern, and on Lenin’s
death in 1924 the dominant ideology was openly named
Leninism as Joseph Stalin was designated the new
Secretary of the Russian Communist Party.  By 1927
Mao Zedong was calling for a different kind of revolution
in China. Eventually, the idea of an enlightened
Communism started to decline in Russia, China, Cuba,
north Korea, Vietnam and Laos. 564pp, photos.
£30 NOW £8  SAVE £22!
94443 THINK AND GROW RICH: The Secret
to Freedom and Success  by Napoleon Hill
Napoleon Hill interviewed over 500 affluent men and
women of his time and uncovers the secret to great
wealth based on the notion that if we can think to learn
like the rich, we can start to behave like them.  By
understanding and applying the 13 simple steps that
constitute his formula, you can discover how the
principle of autosuggestion can increase your confidence,
magnetism and capabilities; how you can master your
mind to receive ideas from the Infinite Intelligence; the
method of accurate thinking; how to avoid anything that
could impede your success.  Chapters cover faith, desire,
imagination, organised planning, decision, persistence,
the power of the master mind, the mystery of sex
transmutation, the subconscious mind, the brain and the
sixth sense and how to outwit the six ghosts of fear.
266pp, paperback.
£12.99 NOW £6.50

93948 PSYCHEDELIC READER
by Timothy Leary
Half a century ago, the world changed forever when a
Swiss chemist inadvertently ingested the experimental
compound lysergic acid diethylamide. Many scientists
expected LSD’s radically psychoactive chemicals to
revolutionise mainstream culture. The Psychedelic
Review was founded in 1963. Presenting experts in the
fields of anthropology, religion, pharmacology, poetry,
and metaphysics, this pioneering journal had a
dramatic impact on its times. Today, the benefits of
LSD and other psychoactive drugs in treating
depression, anxiety disorders, and PTSD have sparked
renewed research. Luminaries such as Alan Watts,
Timothy Leary, Sir Julian Huxley and Ralph Metzner
contribute insights. 256 page paperback.
$15.95 NOW £5.75
93764 INTO GREEN
by Caro Langton and Rose Ray
Find and lose yourself in nature.  Make new rituls,
learn new skills through creative projects, plenty on
gardening, microgreens, saving sickly houseplants,
befriending an elderly tree; embrace getting lost,
discover urban birding, recipes for soaks and sprays,
aromatherapy cleanses, a conversation with silence,
conjuring mood with scent, or collecting fresh petals,
leaves, or berries and stems to add colour and shapes
to your dyed fabric. Beautifully illus. 188pp.
£14 NOW £3.50  REDUCED
94441 POWER OF YOUR SUBCONSCIOUS
MIND by Dr Joseph Murphy
With over one million copies sold, this is one of the
most inspiring self help guides of all time.  Since its
publication in 1963, it has inspired millions of readers to
unlock the unseen forces and invisible power within
them using Dr Murphy’s mind-focussing techniques.  If
you believe in something without reservation and
picture it in your mind, you can remove the
subconscious obstacles that prevent you from
achieving the results you want, and your belief can
become a reality.  He demonstrates with real life
examples to build self-confidence, create harmonious
relationships, gain professional success, amass wealth,
conquer fears and phobias, banish bad habits, and
even to effect physical healing. Penguin paperback
reprint, 270pp.
£12.99 NOW £6.50

PSYCHOLOGY AND
SOCIOLOGY

We meet ourselves time and again in a
thousand disguises on the path of life.

- Carl Jung

BIOGRAPHY /
AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Happiness can be found, even in the
darkest of times, if one only remembers to

turn on the light.
- J. K. Rowling

!!!!!

94045 CECIL BEATON: The Authorised
Biography  by Hugo Vickers
A bestseller on publication in 1985, this biography
draws largely on the remaining 145 volumes of Cecil
Beaton’s manuscript diaries dating from 1922 to 1974
when he suffered his stroke.  Cecil Beaton was not
just a great photographer but one of Britain’s greatest
cultural icons who captured some of the most
celebrated portraits of the 20th century and was also a
designer of the iconic sets and costumes for the films
My Fair Lady and Gigi. He began his day to day diary
at Cambridge in October 1922 and filled 56 volumes
with closely scrawled material including his year in
Hollywood working on My Fair Lady. Drawing on five
years of intensive research and interviews with the
likes of Audrey Hepburn, Truman Capote, Princess
Grace of Monaco and Sir John Gielgud and detailing his
great love for Greta Garbo and his private sense of
failure. Republished 2020 paperback with Beaton
family tree, 804pp, colour and mono photos.
£14.99 NOW £6

93915 ELIZABETH &
MARGARET: The
Intimate World of
The Windsor Sisters
by Andrew Morton
They were the closest of
sisters and the best of
friends, but when, in a
quixotic twist of fate,
their uncle Edward VII
decided to abdicate the
throne, the dynamic
between the sisters was
dramatically altered.  The
sisters’ education was
conducted at home,
usually at Buckingham

Palace with its 775 rooms and a staff of more than
700, their lives strictly protected and they rarely
played with other children. Elizabeth was serious,
Margaret affectionate, pretty and playful.  From the
idyll of their early childhoods, through their hidden
wartime lives, into the divergent paths they took
following their father’s death and Elizabeth’s accession
to the throne, Prince Philip Duke of Edinburgh plays an
important role in this collective biography. 384pp,
colour and black and white photos. Contents same as
94056.
£20 NOW £9.50
93414 RENZO PIANO  by Aurora Cuito
Born in Genoa in 1937, Renzo Piano while studying
architecture at the Polytechnic of Milan, worked with
Franco Albini.  He completed his training with trips to
Great Britain and the USA between 1965 and 1970 and
in 1971 founded a company with Richard Rodgers, his
partner on the Georges Pompidou Center project in
Paris, and in 1993 on the redesign of the Potsdamer
Platz in Berlin.  One of our favourites is the Niccolo
Paganini Auditorium in Parma, Italy built inside an old
sugar factory with large glass walls and with acoustic
insulation. 80 pages, colour images.
$15 NOW £2.50
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HISTORY
History is a mighty dramos, enacted upon
the theatre of times, with suns for lamps

and eternity for a background.
- Thomas Carlyle

94828 MAMMOTH
BOOK OF NATIVE
AMERICANS
edited by Jon E Lewis
Native Americans make
up less than one per cent
of the total US population,
but represent half the
nation’s languages and
cultures.  Here in one
grand sweep is the full
story of America’s
indigenous peoples, their
society, culture and
religion, everything from
the land-based spirituality
of their early creation
myths, and the late rise of

Indian Pride, to the 88 uses to which the Sioux put the
flesh and bones of the buffalo, and the practice of
berdache (men adopted as women). The book offers a
chronological history of Native Americans and their
emergence out of the now submerged continent of
Beringia, the ‘forgotten wars’ of the 16th and 17th
centuries which wiped many tribes from the East Coast.
It finally describes to the last struggles of the Cheyenne
and the Comanche.  Celebrating these peoples’ way of
life rather than focusing on the manner of their genocide,
it does not ignore uncomfortable facts of the Amerindian
past including suspected cannibalism and their part in the
decimation of North America’s buffalo herds.  Some
remarkable success stories are now emerging.  A
compelling account of the truth, tragedy and magic of
America’s original inhabitants.  571pp in mammoth
paperback.
£14.99 NOW £7

94836 NOMADS: The
Wanderers Who
Shaped Our World
by Anthony Sattin
A Spectator Book of the
Year, this is sweeping and
poetic, tracing the epic
paths of wanderers across
12,000 years.  Sattin
weaves stories of mobile
tribes who lived beyond
imperial borders and
created their own
kingdoms and empires -
Scythian, Xiongnu,
Persian, Hun, Arab,
Mongul, Mughal, Ottoman
and others. With their
embrace of

multiculturalism, respect for nature’s rhythms, and need
for free movement, wandering peoples brought a
glorious cultural flourishing to Eurasia, enabling the
Renaissance and changing the human story. This is the
untold history of civilisation, told through its outsiders, a
sweeping narrative reconnecting us with our deepest
mythology, unrecorded antiquity, and our natural world.
‘He not only describes the nomadic way of life but
evokes it in a book of beauty and beguiling rhythm’
according to The Times.  ‘The story begins in the Zagros
Mountains, Iran, a young man walking towards me with
a stick slung across his shoulder and a flock at his feet...’
A page-turning narrative and a brilliant piece of
scholarship.  357pp, paperback with line art.
£12.99 NOW £6

93947
PHARAOH: King
of Ancient Egypt
by Marie
Vandenbeusch et
al
A fresh look at 3000
years of Egypt’s
ancient history by
unveiling its famous
rulers - the pharaohs
- using some of the
finest objects from
the vast holdings of
the British Museum,
along with
masterworks from
the collection of the
Cleveland Museum
of Art.  Aude Semat
considers the
Egyptian image of
kingship, its roles
and its uses.  In 10
additional sections,
Marie Vandenbeusch
delves into themes
related to the land of
ancient Egypt,
conceptions of
kingship, the

exercise of power, royal daily life, war and diplomacy,
and death and afterlife.  Objects, beautifully illustrated in
180 photographs, include monumental sculpture,
architectural pieces, funerary objects, exquisite
jewellery, and papyri. 28 x 30cm, 176 pages.
£40 NOW £22.50  SAVE £17.50!

79578 EGYPT: People,
Gods, Pharaohs
by Rose-Marie and Rainer
Hagen
How much do we really know
about Ancient Egypt?  What
about the farmers, the soldiers,
the labourers and the families
that made up the vast majority
of this much mythologized
civilisation? Chapters include A
Gift of the Nile, The Art of
Writing, Artisan Ship, Egyptian
Art, Free Women In Pharaoh’s

Land?, The Pleasures of the Heart, Survival Techniques
- Mummies, A Guide Through the Underworld, Gods,
Goddesses and Magic, Temples, Tomb Robbers and
Curses and Egypt and the Western World.  With
explanations of hieroglyphs alongside hundreds and
hundreds of stunning colour photographs, diagrams and
plans, we peep at underground passages, up close to
marvellous relics, at amazing artworks and lithographs,
reliefs and carvings, even fashions and hairstyles to
more contemporary photographs of Howard Carter and
colleagues.  List of Egyptian collections and museums.
296 very large pages.  9.4" x 12.4", 296 pages.
ONLY £26
93730 SEARCH FOR ANCIENT EGYPT
by Jean Vercoutter
In 1799 at Rosetta, near Alexandria, an officer of the
French Army found a black basalt stele bearing
inscriptions in three different scripts.  The Rosetta Stone
was to provide the key to deciphering Ancient Egyptian
hieroglyphics.  The Greek text which reproduced a
decree of King Ptolemy V appeared to be a translation
of the other two.  Fully explained are the buried
treasure, looting, intrigue and dedicated scholarship. Here
is the complete story of the rediscovery of Ancient
Egypt, a tale of extraordinary characters like Howard
Carter and Lord Carnarvon, Belzoni, the ‘Patagonian
Samson’, and Champollion who unlocked the secrets of
the hieroglyphics.  Well illus 208 page softback, colour.
£7.95 NOW £4.50

93891 ANCIENT EGYPT TRANSFORMED:
The Middle Kingdom
edited by Adela Oppenheim et al
A rewarding view of more than five millennia of artistic
achievements. The Middle Kingdom (ca. 2030-1650 B.C.)
was a transformational period during which the artistic
conventions, cultural principles, religious beliefs, and
political systems formed during earlier dynasties were
developed and reimagined.  This comprehensive volume
presents new insights into how artists refined existing
forms and iconography to make strikingly original
architecture, statuary, tomb and temple relief decoration,
and stele.  Statues in their settings, artists and
workshops, elite tombs connecting the living and the
dead, Thebes during the Eleventh Dynasty, the
Pharoah, Royal Women, Courts and Provinces, conquest
and colonisation, the supernatural, Abydos and Osiris,
excavations and selected archaeological sites, more than
250 objects from major collections around the world are
sumptuously illustrated. Dripping in 365 colour and 42 mono illus, heavyweight quality, six maps, chronology.
24.13 x 30.48cm, 400 pages.
£50 NOW £27  SAVE £23!

93911 DEATH ON THE NILE: Uncovering the
Afterlife of Ancient Egypt
by Helen Strudwick and Julie Dawson
A brightly coloured scene from the tomb of Ipuy at
Thebes dating to about 1280 to 1215 BC shows the
preparation of items of burial equipment such as furniture,
ritual objects and a funerary mask and it’s a glimpse into
the world of the people who worked in the industry.
Close up we see the fascinating world of ancient
Egyptian burial customs and practises with four essays by
leading academics. Choices of materials and methods
used to create coffins add to the human story and the
colour catalogue examines and displays over 50 objects
and there’s an illustrated glossary and index. Old Kingdom
to early Middle Kingdom, the dead become serious
business with decorated anthropoid coffins, objects buried

with the bodies and later nested coffins right up to the Roman period.  This glamorous heavy volume focusses on
100 objects from the Fitzwilliam Museum’s renowned Egyptian collection. 256 pages, 23 x 29cm, hundreds of
colour photos and illus.
£45 NOW £26  SAVE £19!
93937 JEWELS OF THE NILE: Ancient
Egyptian Treasures from The Worcester
Art Museum
by Peter Lacovara and Yvonne J.
Markowitz
This strikingly illustrated book introduces the
reader to the collection of an early 20th century
Boston couple Laura and Kingsmill Marrs, were
guided in their acquisitions by Howard Carter,
the archaeologist who would later achieve
world-wide recognition for his discovery of the tomb of Tutankhamun (1922).
Under his guidance, the Marrs’s purchased an outstanding selection of
scarabs, amulets, jewellery and cosmetic-related articles, including rare, blue-
toned stone vessels.  They also acquired a group of Carter’s watercolour
renditions of important Egyptian sites and royal figures. These artifacts, as
well as objects from Worcester’s stellar collection of Egyptian antiquities, are
included in the publication.  Colour illus.  24.13 x 29.21cm, 216 pages.
£34.95 NOW £19

93924 GOOD KINGS: Absolute Power In Ancient Egypt and The
Modern World   by Kara Cooney
This provocative narrative explores the lives of five remarkable ancient
Egyptian pharaohs, Khufu, Senwosret III, Akenhaten, Ramses II, and
Taharqa, whose autocratic regimes controlled a massive territory of untold
wealth.  Every animal-headed god, every monumental temple, every pyramid,
every treasure-filled tomb, and deified mummy offers extraordinary insight into
a culture that combined deeply held religious beliefs with uniquely human
schemes to justify a system in which one ruled over many. From Khufu, the
man who built the Great Pyramid at Giza as testament to his authoritarian
reign, and Taharqa, the last true pharaoh who worked to make Egypt great
again, we discover a clear lens into understanding how power was earned,
controlled, and manipulated in ancient times.  And in mining the past, Cooney
uncovers the reason why societies have so willingly chosen a dictator over
democracy, time and time again. Colour photos, map and chronology, 400
pages.
£20 NOW £12

93889 ALL
THINGS
GEORGIAN: Tales
from The Long
Eighteenth-
Century
by Joanne Major
and Sarah Murden
Take a romp through
the “long” 18th century
up to the death of
George IV in 1830 in
this collection of 25
short tales.  Journey to
the debauched French
court at Versailles,
travel to Covent
Garden and take your
seat in a box at the

theatre and, afterwards, join the mile-high club in a new-
fangled hot air balloon.  Meet actresses, whores and
high-born ladies, politicians, inventors, royalty and
criminals as we travel through the Georgian era in all its
glorious and gruesome glory.  In roughly chronological
order, covering the reign of the four Georges, 1714-1830
and set within the framework of the main events of the
era like the astronomical discoveries of the Herschels,
botanist Sir Joseph Banks and Captain Cook’s
discoveries, new railways and a vaccine for smallpox,
these tales are accompanied by over 100 beautiful full
page colour illus.  17.78 x 25.4cm. 170 pages.
£25 NOW £8.50

93916
EUROPEANS:
Three Lives
And The Making of
a Cosmopolitan
Culture
by Orlando Figes
This panoramic cultural
history is told through
the intertwined
intimate love lives of
three remarkable
people: a Spanish
prima donna Pauline
Viardot, the great
Russian writer, Ivan
Turgenev, and a great
connoisseur and
political activist,
Pauline’s husband
Louis.  Orlando Figes

describes huge changes through intimate details, little-
known stories and through the lens of Turgenev and the
Viardots’ touching, strange love triangle.  He moves
from Parisian salons to German spa towns to Russian
country houses exploring the interplay of money and art
that made this unification possible. His subjects’
ambitious and passionate lives caught up an astonishing
array of artists and princes, poets, composers and
impresarios - Delacroix, Chopin, the Schumanns, Hugo,
Flaubert, Dickens and Dostoevsky among them.
Remainder mark, 576 deckle edge pages.
$35 NOW £8.50

94336 REALM DIVIDED: A Year in the Life of Plantagenet England
by Dan Jones
1215, the year of Magna Carta, was one of the most momentous in British history.
The ruling élite consisted of about 100 barons and their lives were seriously
disrupted by King John’s extortionate tax demands in the spirit of his father Henry II,
who had levied punitive charges on the nobility for services such as marriage. In
1213 John accepted the Pope as his feudal overlord, promising to stop pillaging the
church and vowing to go on a crusade. This was the last straw for the barons, who
went on the offensive beginning with the siege of Northampton and concluding with
the Magna Carta, signed at Runnymede. The agreement only had two months’
currency before Innocent intervened to nullify its conditions, and John died the
following year. 312pp, paperback, colour photos.
£8.99 NOW £4
94091 POWERS AND THRONES: A New History of the Middle Ages
by Dan Jones
This sweeping 700-page narrative history has the whole 1000 years of the Middle Ages
here, from the end of the Roman empire to the cataclysmic break with the Catholic
church at the Reformation. At the time of the 4th century Emperor Constantine, Rome
was a state that could crush any aggressor, but a few years later the appearance of the
Huns signalled imminent decline. In the 8th century the emperor Charlemagne probably
came to power by disposing of his brother and nephews, but he also hugely extended
the Frankish realm. The knightly ideal came to England with the Normans, epitomised
in the 12th century by William Marshal, who was inseparable from the young Prince
Henry but rumours of a love-triangle with Henry’s wife, echoing the myth of Arthur and
Guinevere, sent William into exile. The first crusaders had been a motley crowd led by
the rabble-rousing Peter the Hermit and the disreputable Count of Flonheim. The
Plantagenets supported crusading, though Henry II wisely refused the crown of
Jerusalem. In the 13th century the westward march of Genghis Khan caused
consternation, and although the Mongols never made it to the Frankish kingdom, in
1258 they sacked Baghdad, destroying the world’s finest library. The 14th century was
the age of merchants, the dissolution of the Templars and the towering intellect of
Thomas Aquinas. 704pp, pagemarker, colour photos.
£25 NOW £12.50 MORE OVER PAGE
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94504 STRUGGLE FOR SEA POWER: The Royal
Navy vs The World, 1775-1782
by Sam Willis
How did 13 isolated colonies who in 1775 began a war
with Britain without a navy or an army win their
independence from the greatest naval and military
power on earth?  The American Revolution was a naval
war of immense scope and variety, including no fewer
than 21 navies fighting in the English Channel, the North
and Mid-Atlantic, the Mediterranean, off South Africa, in
the Indian Ocean, the Caribbean, the Pacific, the North
Sea, and of course off the eastern seaboard of America.
Willis offers valuable new insights into American, British,
French, Spanish, Dutch and Russian history and the
result is a more profound understanding of the influence
of sea power upon history, the path to American
Independence and the rise and fall of the British Empire
using original logs, reports, diaries and archaeological
discoveries. Colour plates, 572 page paperback.
£14.99 NOW £6.50

94280 ANCIENT
DYNASTIES
by John Grainger
A ‘dynasty’ is a family of
rulers, some known by
their geographical territory
(Cappadocia, Baktria,
Parthia), others by the
name of their founder
(Arsakids, Antigonids,
Cerdings), others by their
city (Athens, Syracuse,
Damascus), or by the
people they ruled
(Visigoths, Vandals, West
Saxons).  This mammoth
unique study of the ruling
families of the ancient

world known to the Greeks and Romans is a book of
two parts.  The first offers analysis and discussion of
various features including the leading families and
examines patterns, similarities and contrasts,
categorises types of dynasty and explores the role of
women, and the various reasons for their decline.  The
second part is a catalogue of all known dynasties, over
150 of them, known to have existed between
approximately 1000BC and AD750, from the Atlantic
Ocean to Baktria, roughly modern Afghanistan.  It
gives genealogical tables also covers usurpations, coup
d’état, restorations, election, chieftains, complications
and more. 512 pages.
£30 NOW £12  SAVE £18!

94084 NAPOLEON’S PLUNDER AND THE
THEFT OF VERONESE’S FEAST

by Cynthia Saltzman
A Thames & Hudson first edition with 46 illustrations,

14 in colour, chronicling one of the most spectacular art
appropriation campaigns in history.  Napoleon

Bonaparte brought the Bayeux Tapestry to the Louvre
Museum in France to whip up further for the proposed

invasion of England.  In 1796, four years after the
founding of the First French Republic and only two

days after his marriage to Josephine de Beauharnais,
Bonaparte left Paris to take command of his first

campaign in Italy, aged only 26.  One year later his
army was in Venice, and his commissioners were

determining which great Renaissance artworks to bring
back to France.  Among the paintings the French chose
was ‘The Wedding Feast at Cana’ by Paolo Veronese,
painted in 1563.  Napoleon gathered his spoils of war -

treasures from the cities of Rome, Milan and later
Berlin and Vienna. In 1801, the Veronese was placed

on triumphant display in what was once called the
Musée Napoleon, now known as the Louvre.  Cynthia

Saltzman uncovers the treatise through which he
obtained his loot, with the histories of the plundered

artworks themselves. 300pp, colour.
£25 NOW £11

History

94335 GRAND TOUR
OF THE ROMAN
EMPIRE
by Marcus Sidonius
Falx with Jerry Toner
When Marcus Sidonius Falx
insults the Emperor Caligula
there is only one possible
outcome. He has to leave
Rome in a great hurry. With
the help of his amanuensis
Jerry Toner he decides to
write an eyewitness travel
guide to the whole Roman
Empire, the first of its kind.
Falx first heads to his villa
on the bay of Naples at

Baiae, playground for the Roman elite. On Rhodes he
experiences an earthquake and in Troy relives
highlights from Homer’s great epic. Judea is mounting
determined resistance against the Roman occupation,
but Egypt has a more laid back atmosphere, popular
with Roman travellers ever since first Caesar and then
Mark Antony became lovers of Cleopatra, while
Alexandria with its numerous population of Jews and
Greeks is one of the empire’s most cosmopolitan cities.
The writings of Hadrian, Diodorus Siculus and Pliny
provide local colour. 287pp, drawings.
£16.99 NOW £6.99

Tour the Roman Empire at its height
with Marcus Sidonius Falx and his
amanuensis, Dr Jerry Toner.

93932 HOW TO
PLAN A CRUSADE:
Religious War in The
High Middle Ages
by Christopher
Tyerman
Thousands left their
homelands in the Middle
Ages to fight wars
abroad, but how did the
Crusades actually
happen?  From
recruitment propaganda
to raising money, ships
to siege engines,
medicine to the power of
prayer, this vivid,
surprising history is the

story of the wars and conquests move quickly from
describing the Pope’s calls to arms to the battlefield.
Fascinating on diplomacy, communications,
propaganda, the use of mass media, medical care,
equipment, voyages, money, weapons, credit, wills,
ransoms, animals, and the power of prayer. Colour
plates and other illus and maps. 400 page paperback.
$18.95 NOW £4

93946 ON EVERY TIDE: The Making &
Remaking of The Irish World by Sean Connolly
Connolly reveals the forces that compelled millions of
Irish men and women in the 18th century to abandon
their homeland, and explores their new lives in America,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand and elsewhere.  From
Melbourne to Cape Town to Boston, these migrants and
their descendants helped to settle new frontiers,
industrialise the West, and spread Catholicism globally.
Irish emigrants fled a society blighted by poverty and
lack of opportunity, but what distinguishes them from
tens of millions of other European immigrants is the
position they established in their new homes.  Initially
treated as a despised and exploited underclass, they
created a commanding position, in politics, in the labour
movement, and, by the 20th century, as cultural icons.
Chapters cover nativism, civil war and the quest for
acceptance, the making of Irish America, the politics of
Irish America, and global Ireland reimagined.  The book
also touches on contemporary debates about migration.
528 pages.
$35 NOW £12.50
94204 FIGURING OUT THE PAST: A History
of The World In 3,495 Vital Statistics
by Peter Turchin and Daniel Hoyer
The Seshat Global History Databank is a huge catalogue
of historical statistics found online, and now in book
form.  From the Old Kingdom of Egypt, Iraq, China,
Turkey, Mexico, Greece, India, Mali, Iran, Mongolia,
Italy, Afghanistan, Cambodia, Japan, before we move
on to the medieval era 500-1500CE and the early
modern era 1500-1800CE.  With lists of rankings like the
ten largest societies by territory, regional adoption such
as bureaucracy by world region, and nine maps showing
the spread of agriculture, human sacrifice, bronze,
writing, moralising religion, chariots, iron, cavalry,
coinage and gunpowder.  Paperback, 254pp.
£10.99 NOW £5

93074 BRIEF HISTORY OF BRITAIN 1851-
2021  by Jeremy Black

The revised and updated fourth and final volume.  At its
peak, protected by the world’s greatest Navy, the

British Empire stretched from Australasia to Canada,
from Hong Kong and India to South Africa, and from

Jamaica to the Falklands. Professor Black links cultural
and political developments closely - transport, health,

migration and economic and geographic factors to make
sense of themes such as the triumph of town over

country, Britain’s international clout, and the growing
significance of the state. 390pp, paperback.

£12.99 NOW £2.75  REDUCED
93139 TIMELINES: The Events That Shaped
History  by John Haywood
Human history began between eight and six million
years ago in East Africa.  We learn from sites in Africa
and the eastern Mediterranean that early modern
humans between 190,000 and 75,000 years ago
exploited a range of land and marine food resources,
possessed sophisticated toolmaking skills, and engaged in
symbolic behaviour such as wearing shell necklaces,
using pigments and creating geometrical designs.  This
ingenious book is in a wide landscape format and
produces a series of three or four colourful strips which
are Timelines showing human evolution, climate change,
cultural development, politics and economy, science and
technology, religion and philosophy, art and architecture.
£19.95 NOW £6.50
93430 WIVES OF GEORGE IV: The Secret
Bride & The Scorned Princess
by Catherine Curzon
Wild, glamorous, and with a penchant for beautiful
women, the 57 year marriage of George III and Queen
Caroline was by far the most fruitful of any of the kings
of Georgian Britain. From the birth of George IV in 1762
to that of princess Amelia in 1783, Queen Charlotte was
either carrying a child or recovering from a birth for more
than 20 years.  Maria Fitzherbert was a twice-widowed
Roman Catholic with a natural aversion to trouble.
When she married the prince in a secret ceremony
conducted in her Mayfair sitting room, she opened the
door on three decades of heartbreak.  Caroline of
Brunswick was George’s official bride.  With a queen on
trial for adultery and the succession itself in the balance,
Britain had never seen scandal like it. The King’s two
marriages provided acres of newsprint and oceans of
gossip. 32 illus. 201 pages.
£20 NOW £7

93418 ROYAL SEALS: THE NATIONAL
ARCHIVES IMAGES OF POWER AND MAJESTY
by Paul Dryburgh
Seals tell us so much about the status of the owner, give
historical information around their imagery and can help
date a document. Through this combination of text,
image and material form, they encrypt aspects of
identity, art, thought, humour, trade, labour, majesty
and power.  Royal Seals is an introduction to the seals of
the kings and queens of England, Scotland and latterly
the United Kingdom, as well as the Church and nobility.
Included are features on the great seals of famous
monarchs like Richard III, Henry VIII, Elizabeth I and
20th century monarchs, as well as insights on the role of
seals in treaties and foreign policy.  With seals of the
nobility and lower orders included, there are plates such
as an Oath of Supremacy Christ Church Cathedral 1534
in a burnt orange colour and Lion rampant emblem of
Roger Bigod, Earl of Norfolk 1301 in emerald green. 168
pages.
£25 NOW £9  SAVE £16!
93419 SEX AND SEXUALITY IN VICTORIAN
BRITAIN  by Violet Fenn
Peek beneath the bedsheets of 19th century Britain in
this affectionate, informative and fascinating look at sex
and sexuality during the reign of Queen Victoria. The
book looks at unwritten rules of fashion and courtship,
beddings, weddings and bastards, lifts the lid on lust, the
rise of commercial pornography, prostitution,
philanthropy, and murder, homosexuality in Victorian
Britain and more.  Did the people in Victorian times live
up to their stereotypes when it came to sexual
behaviour?  This book will answer this question, as well
as looking at fashion, food, science, art, medicine, magic,
literature, love, politics, faith and superstition. Illus, 120
pages.
£19.99 NOW £9
93420 SEX, LOVE & MARRIAGE IN THE
ELIZABETHAN AGE  by R. E. Pritchard
A range of writers, from the famous, such as
Shakespeare, John Donne and Ben Jonson, and lesser-
known figures popular in their time, provide, in their
witty stories, poems and plays, vivid pictures of
Elizabethan sexual attitudes and experiences, while sober
reports from the church courts tell of seductions,
adulteries and rapes.  Here we also encounter private
journals and scenes from ordinary marriages, with
complaints of women’s fashions, bossy wives and
domineering husbands.  Besides this, there are accounts
of the busy whores of London brothels, homosexual
activity and the Court’s amorous carousel of predatory
aristocrats, promiscuous ladies and hopeful maids of
honour. We conclude with the frustrations of The Virgin
Queen herself.  Illus. 176 pages.
£19.99 NOW £9
93426 TWO ISABELLAS OF KING JOHN
by Kristen McQuinn
King John of England was married to two women:
Isabella of Gloucester and Isabelle of Angoulême.  The
two women were central to shaping John and his reign.
Isabella of Gloucester was the daughter of nobleman
William FitzRobert second Earl of Gloucester and her
marriage to King John in 1189 granted him rights over
her substantial property as he was positioning himself as
heir to Richard I (the Lionheart). Isabelle of Angoulême
has a reputation as a witch and a poisoner.  She was the
great grand-daughter of King Louis VI of France, whose
vast land holdings in France made her an attractive
asset.  Chapters cover childhood and education, the role
of women and queens, John Plantagenet, changing roles
and representation in literature. Illus. 208 pages.
£20 NOW £8.50
94131 FEDERALIST PAPERS
edited by R. B. Bernstein
‘The Writings that Shaped the US Constitution’ is the
sub-title of these essays which first appeared in 1787-88
to explain and defend the proposed Constitution of the
United States.  The authors were three of the greatest
politicians in American history - Alexander Hamilton and
John Jay of New York, and James Madison of Virginia.
Hamilton and Madison were delegates to the Federal
Convention, which framed the Constitution, and Jay
helped negotiate the Treaty of Paris in 1783 which won
British recognition of American Independence.  The
Federalist no.37 saw Madison present a careful analysis
of the difficulties the Convention faced while not
disclosing his part in framing the Constitution, posing as
an anonymous citizen of New York.  These were tough-
minded, practical politicians and sophisticated political and
constitutional theorists. 255 page paperback.
ONLY £6

93933 IN SEARCH OF A KINGDOM: Francis
Drake, Elizabeth I

and The Perilous Birth of The British Empire
by Laurence Bergreen

Before he was secretly dispatched by Queen Elizabeth
to circumnavigate the globe or was called upon to save

England from the Spanish Armada, Francis Drake
nicknamed “El Draque” by the Spaniards who placed a

bounty on his head, the notorious red-haired, hot-
tempered Drake pillaged galleons laden with New World

gold and silver, stealing a vast fortune for his queen -
and himself. In 1580, sailing on Elizabeth’s covert orders,

Drake became the first captain to circumnavigate the
earth successfully (Ferdinand Magellan had died in his

attempt).  Part exploring expedition, part raiding mission,
Drake’s audacious around-the-world journey in the

Golden Hind reached Patagonia, the Pacific Coast of
present-day California and Oregon, the Spice Islands,

Java, and Africa.  Almost a decade later, Elizabeth
called upon Drake again and he dramatically defeated
the once-invincible Spanish Armada. Plates, illus and

maps. 440 deckle edge pages.
£25 NOW £9  SAVE £16!

94155 TIMES GREAT EVENTS: A Modern
History Spanning 200 Years
edited by James Owen
The Times has been synonymous with news for well
over 200 years since the time of the French Revolution ?
it broke the news of Everest’s conquest, just in time for
the Coronation, and it was William Howard Russell’s
reports from the Crimea that changed the nation’s
opinion of the War, and it up the first cricket Test Match
in Australia in 1877.  Each extract is limited to
approximately 500 words recounting events rather than
editorial opinion or comment.  With views of the day
which were tolerated, the original language, style and
format as they appeared in the newspaper, the date the
article first appeared and an index of people, places and
events.  The volume begins with the Fall of the Bastille
on 20th July 1789 and the next page is the Battle of
Trafalgar 8th November 1805.  The last entry is about
George Floyd, 30th May 2020.  448pp.
£20 NOW £9.50
94166 HISTORY OF WATER: Being an
Account of a Murder, an Epic and Two Visions
of Global History  by Edward Wilson-Lee
A Times History Book of the Year 2022, the book
follows the interconnected lives of two men across the
Renaissance globe; one an aficionado of mermen and
Ethiopian culture, an art collector, historian and expert on
water music, the other, a ruffian, vagabond and
braggart, chased across the globe from Mozambique to
Japan, ends up as the national poet of Portugal.  The
stories of Damiao de Gois and Luis de Camoes capture
the extraordinary wonders that awaited Europeans on
their arrival in India and China.  It is 30th January 1574,
and the King’s archivist lies dead - burned or strangled or
drowned.  The paper found in his hand could be from
any corner of the Portuguese empire.  But whatever it
contains is probably a lie. 344pp, woodcut illustrations
and colour plates and maps.
£25 NOW £7  SAVE £18!

93940 LEGITIMACY
OF BASTARDS The
Place of Illegitimate
Children In Later
Medieval England
by Helen Matthews
For the nobility and gentry
in later medieval England,
land was a source of
wealth and status. John de
Warenne, Earl of Surrey,
married at the age of 20 to
a ten-year-old
granddaughter of Edward
I, had at least eight
bastards and a complicated
love life.  In theory,

bastards were regarded as filius nullius’ or the son of no
one, they were unable to inherit real property and
barred from the priesthood.  In practice, in 1413 Thomas
Lincoln, a London draper, left the residue of his goods to
be divided equally between his bastard daughters
Juliana and Beatrice. In 1428 John Pigot made a bequest
of ten pounds to Matilda ‘filiae meae bastard’.  The
Derbyshire knight Sir John Leek referred in his Will in
1522 to his daughter Anne ‘got by Jane my wife’ and to
three further daughters plus a further child as yet unborn
got by Anne Menwaryng. Matthews presents the
experiences of John de Warenne, 7th Earl of Surrey, as a
case study of the practicalities of illegitimacy.  This is the
first book to highlight important differences between the
views of illegitimacy taken by the Church and by the
English law. 216 pages, colour plates, paperback.
£14.99 NOW £7

NEW BOOKS, OLD BOOKS - ANY BOOK YOU WANT WE CAN FIND! Search Service page 39.

93929 HISTORY OF WORLD TRADE IN MAPS
by Philip Parker
In this beautiful book, more than 70 maps give a visual
representation of the history of World Commerce,
accompanied by text which tells the extraordinary story
of the merchants,
adventurers,
middle-men and
monarchs.  The
maps are all
works of art, and
include
Çatalhöyük and
Neolithic trade
Plan, c. 6200BC,
Petra and the
Frankincense
route, Babylonian
Map of the World,
c. 600BC, the
Amber road,
Charlamagne and
Carolingian trade,
the trans Saharan
gold trade, the
Silk Road, Marco
Polo, the rise of
the maritime republics, Venetian trading empire, Bruges
and the cloth trade, plagues and pandemics, and the
voyages of Zheng He, Stone Map of China, 1136,
Hereford Mappa Mundi, c. 1300, Buondelmonti Map of
Constantinople, c. 1420, the Portuguese trading empire
in Africa, circumnavigating the globe, Ottoman trade in
the 16th century, Aztec trade, pirates and privateers, the
sugar, cotton and coffee trade, the China tea trade and
the Clippers, the age of steam, world cities, imperialism,
the Suez and Panama canals, the Trans-Siberian
railway, the Cape to Cairo railway, electronics and the
internet, banking and finance to trade blocs, tourism, and
threats to world trade. Colour full page maps, 21 x
27.5cm, 224 pages.
£25 NOW £16
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EROTICA
The only sin passion can commit is to be

joyless.
- Dorothy L. Sayers

94815 DIGITAL
FEMALE NUDE
by Peter
Adams
Adams’ nude
photographs can be seen
in galleries across the
world and he has
worked as a professional
artist, film director and
photographer winning
numerous awards.  The
beauty and grace of the
female form has
captivated artists for
centuries.  Now in the
digital age,
photographers can still
capture the nude body
with artful sensitivity
and Adams gives us a
rare glimpse behind the

scenes of his photo shoots, showing us how to use
accurate techniques to achieve stunning and organic
results.  His models are curvaceous and beautiful and
look serene even if lying across a bridge in the
countryside or wrapped in paper against a tree or a
bottom sticking out of a black, bottomless cove in a cliff
face creating a feeling of unease.  The use of reflections,
correcting exposures, retouching with Photoshop,
working with natural light, and common courtesies when
working with non-professional models all require hard
work and patience to make a secure environment, and
finding the right location is just as important as finding a
suitable subject to create a coherent image.  Plenty of
buttocks and bosoms and beauty on each of these 176
large pages published by the Photographers’ Institute
Press.  Softback, 17.8 x 25.4cm.
£19.99 NOW £10
81874 REN HANG  edited by Dian Hanson
Ren Hang, who took his life February 23, 2017, was an
unlikely rebel. Slight of build, shy by nature, prone to
fits of depression, the 29-year-old Beijing photographer
was nonetheless at the forefront of Chinese artists’ battle
for creative freedom. Like his champion Ai Weiwei, Ren
was controversial in his homeland and wildly popular in
the rest of the world.  His models, friends, and in his last
years, fans, are naked, often outdoors, high in the trees
or on the terrifyingly vertiginous rooftops of Beijing,
body cavities sprouting phone cords and flowers,
whatever entered his mind at the moment. He denied
his intentions were sexual; the urine, the insertions, the
many, many erections.  The penises Ren photographed
were unusually large.  Covers his entire career.  8.9" x
11.8", 312 pages.
ONLY £26

93567 DESIRE: 100
of Literature’s Sexiest
Stories
edited by Mariella
Frostrup and the
Erotic Review
The Edwardian heroine
Eveline’s highly explicit
encounter with the
anonymous priapic
gentleman in a railway
carriage epitomises a
common fantasy of having
sex with a complete
stranger. “A Night in a
Moorish Harem”

incorporates several stories of enthusiastically lost
virginity, while extracts from Dracula and Lady
Chatterley’s Lover need no introduction. Angela
Carter’s nightmarish “The Bloody Chamber” is a
feminist rewriting of the Bluebeard fairy tale,
powerfully atmospheric in its Gothic detail. “Burning
Desire”, opens with an extract from Cleland’s
celebrated 18th century novel Fanny Hill. “Darkest
Desire” looks at the more unvarnished aspects of sex,
sometimes brutal and often involving revenge, starting
with the Marquis de Sade’s Justine. 720pp.
£25 NOW £11

93392 ETERNAL BODY: A Collection
of Fifty Nudes  by Ruth Bernhard
Acclaimed photographer Ruth Bernhard (1905-2006)
passionately created a collection of images that rank
among the most profound and significant photographs of
the female nude.  She worked with Ansel Adams,
Edward Weston and Imogen Cunningham and it shows.
See Dark Torso with Hands, 1971, a cross legged seated
figure Within 1969 and the chignon bun in an image
Draped Torso from behind 1962.  Originally published in
1986, this is the first collection of Bernhard’s finest nudes
to be presented in a single, elegant monograph which
expresses her lifelong passion to understand the effects
of light on the body and to revel in its purest form.  B/w
photos, 25.4 x 25.4cm. 132 pages.
£22.99 NOW £17
93743 YOU NEVER TOLD ME THAT!
by Igloo Books
The very personal guessing game with a warning that it
is for Adults Only.  Each pair gets posed five questions.
For example, who is the most argumentative of the two
of you?  Then it gets hotter.  Have they lost their
virginity and how old were they?  Do they still know
the person they lost their virginity to?  Have they ever
sent a picture of themselves in underwear to a partner?
Cartoon style illus.
£11.99 NOW £2.75  REDUCED

94827 IF THIS IS
A MAN/THE
TRUCE: Survival In
Auschwitz
by Primo Levi
Primo Levi’s account of
life as a concentration
camp prisoner falls into
two parts.  If This Is A
Man describes his
deportation to Poland
and the 20 months he
spent working in
Auschwitz.  The Truce
covers his long journey
to Italy at the end of
the war through Russia
and Central Europe.
He never raises his
voice, complains or

attributes blame, but by telling his story quietly,
objectively and in plain language, he renders both the
horror and the hope of the situation with absolute clarity.
Probing the themes which preoccupy all his writings,
work, love, power, the nature of things and what it is to
be human - he leaves the reader drained, elated and
apprehensive.  This is clearly one of the most focussed
Holocaust testimonies, written before the genre existed
and with no bitterness or self-pity.  This slightly built,
dutiful, unassuming chemist set out to systematically
remember the German hell on earth which he recounts in
lucid, unpretentious prose.  A must-read with the
situation today in Israel and the Gaza Strip.  457pp,
paperback.
£9.99 NOW £6
94136 HOSPITAL SKETCHES FROM THE
CIVIL WAR by Louisa May Alcott
While serving as a volunteer nurse for the Union Army
in the American Civil War, Louisa May Alcott recorded
her experiences in the letters she sent home, later
published under this title. Alcott spent six transformative
weeks at the Union Hotel Hospital in Georgetown,
Washington DC, 500 miles from home and surrounded
by dead, dying and diseased soldiers where twice as
many died of disease as from fighting the enemy.  She
contracted typhoid pneumonia and was only saved
when her father arrived at the hospital to take her
home.  He was an abolitionist and her mother a
suffragist which meant Louisa and her siblings were
surrounded by some of the period?s best known writers
and thinkers like Ralph Waldo Emerson and she received
tuition from Henry David Thoreau. 112 page paperback.
ONLY £5.50

94854 VOICES FROM THE SECOND WORLD
WAR  by First News and The Silver Line
A powerful and moving collection of first person
accounts, contributors include a rear gunner who took
part in 60 bombing raids, a Jewish woman who played
in the orchestra at Auschwitz, a Japanese man who
survived Hiroshima, and Sir Nicholas Winton who saved
669 children by setting up the Kindertransport
programme from Czechoslovakia.  RAF pilots,
evacuees, Resistance fighters, land-girls, US Navy
sailors all pass on the lessons learned to a new
generation.  Many of the interviews were conducted by
children, and is designed for 9-14 year olds in this
award-winning children’s newspaper First News series.
Presented with striking black and white contemporary
photographs reproduced at full page size to really make

you feel part of the story.  Plus familiar images like Red Army soldiers raising the Soviet flag in Berlin 1945 and
American infantrymen in Paris 1944.  For all interested in military matters a big tribute in heavyweight softback,
320pp, 17.8 x 23cm.  Hundreds of photos.
£12.99 NOW £5

94710 OVER THE OCEAN
by Erica Fischer
The extraordinary true love story of a couple who were separated during a
shameful and fascinating chapter of British history.  Erica Fischer tells the
extraordinary story of her own parents and sheds light on a little known and little
discussed incident.  Her parents met in Austria in the early 1930s. Her mother Irka
was a Polish Jew and her father Erich was a Viennese lapsed Catholic.  Faced
with growing unrest in Europe, Irka fled to the United Kingdom in 1938 and her
husband followed a year later.  However at the outbreak of war, Erich had been
arrested as an ‘enemy alien’, and having been interned was deported on a
transport ship heading to Australia where conditions were horrific.  Having sought
a new life safe from the persecution of Nazi Germany, instead the couple found
suspicion, hardship and deportation.  The deportees were banded together in
solitary to face their new life in Australia and Erich was against the odds able to
make contact with Irka.  Their letters established a lifeline between continents.
Erica Fischer writes of her parents enduring love and even provides a full list of
German and Austrian internees landing in Sydney, page after page of names.
288pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5
94820 GREAT WAR: Stories Inspired by Objects from The First
World
by David Almond, A. L. Kennedy et al
Michael Morpurgo writes about a Brodie helmet, A. L. Kennedy about a Verners
Pattern compass, Tracy Chevalier about the Princess Mary Gift Fund Box, and
others about a zeppelin bomb, a recruitment poster, a soldier’s writing case, sheet
music, a wartime butter dish, a Victoria Cross, school magazines and a little
French toy soldier.  It is a powerful collection of stories by bestselling authors,
each inspired by a different object encompassing both world wars, the home front
and the trenches, realism and imaginary friends.  Morpurgo triggers tears, others
write in blank verse, in the rhythm of jazz to relate the experience of a horn
player from Harlem and Jim Kay’s angular illustrations convey both atmosphere
and fact.  A big hardback heavyweight publication, 304pp, well illus.  Designed for
ages 9-12 years or for all interested in military matters.  21.5 x 17cm.
£12.99 NOW £5

WAR MEMOIRS
If I should die, think only this of me: that

there’s some corner of a foreign field that is
for ever England.

- Rupert Brooke, The Soldier

92648 GENDER STUDIES
by Bettina Rheims

Opening our eyes to the beauty of all humans,
regardless of their born gender, this outsize

publication by the famous erotica photographer
includes a CD of all the artistic content.  The

models display remarkable courage by
questioning, modifying and celebrating their
identities.  There are women who have had
their breasts removed and nipples re-inserted

who truly look like men, beautiful women who
still have a penis, hair, makeup, tattoos, and

the photographer has asked each model to wear
torn bandage-style neutral underwear in some

cases, but mostly near nudity against a
whitened background. Colour, 76 pages, 25.5 x

33.5cm.
£42 NOW £7  SAVE £35!

93217 CRIMEAN
LETTERS FROM
THE 41st (THE
WELCH) REGIMENT
1854-56
by Major-General
William Allan
The Crimean War of
1854-56 was the first of
the ‘modern’ wars.
Based upon the
correspondence of
Lieutenant William
Allan, a young Scottish
officer serving with the
41st (the Welch)
Regiment, these letters
provide insight into the

experiences of the officers, the ravages of ill health and
the incompetence of those in authority.  As a young
subaltern, Allan was amongst the first to arrive in
Turkey and for 21 months served in Varna and fought
at the Battles of the Alma, Little Inkerman and
throughout the Siege of Sevastopol. Includes letters
from other officers and a complete Crimean nominal
roll of the 41st Regiment. 224pp, illus.
£18.99 NOW £3  SAVE £15.99!

93909 CYCLING IN THE GREAT WAR
by Patrick Cornillie

The Belgian cycling author Patrick Cornillie takes us
through the wartime editions of the Tour of Flanders,

which were ridden on a velodrome just north of Ghent.
Read about a champion who was a spy, a one-legged
Italian cyclist, some famous British and German idols,
and with sadness, we learn about the fate of a French
winner of the Tour, killed in battle, Gustaaf Mus shot
by firing squad, saboteurs, Crupelandt and his flight

from Berlin to Roubaix, a renowned cyclist held
hostage, the death rider from Lichtervelde, the brave
Black Devils, and the many military cyclist-soldiers

plus crashes and races and cycling reporters. Well illus
208 page paperback.

£24.95 NOW £7.50  SAVE £17.45!
93765 KINDLY LIGHT: The Story of Blind
Veterans UK
by Andrew Norman
How did a former newspaper proprietor who had no
medical or psychological knowledge or training manage
to successfully establish the charitable foundation now
known as Blind Veterans UK, or St Dunstan’s?  The
book attempts to pay adequate tribute to the St
Dunstaners and the myriad of doctors, nurses, VADs,
volunteers, family and friends through the soldiers’
journey to ‘Victory Over Blindness’.  The book
recounts social projects such as the Fresh Air Fund and
founding publications such as Pearson’s Weekly and the
Daily Express.  191pp, illus softback.
£16.99 NOW £3

93778 VOICES OF COLDITZ
by Peter Clay
Hand-written accounts by Allied officers inside Oflag 1V-
C, confined within the impregnable cold walls of Colditz
Castle during WW2.  Two Canadian army officers
passed a logbook from a Red Cross parcel among the
officers and men so that they could write their own
stories to be published after the war.  In meticulously
written pages they bring to life many episodes of
courageous prison camp escapes, air, land and sea
battles, bombing raids, incarceration, deprivation and
even amusing wartime experiences plus poems and
drawings. 288 large pages, 30 pages of colour illus.
£25 NOW £6  SAVE £19!

93223 FARMER,
SOLDIER AND
POLITICIAN
by David Pretty
Sub-titled ‘The Life of
Brigadier-General
Sir Owen Thomas,
MP, Father of the
Welsh Army Corps’.
Owen Thomas carved a
career for himself as a
soldier and agriculture
advisor in Africa, and as
a pioneer rural Labour
Member of Parliament,
propelled by a vital and
supportive local trade
union movement and
was the man

responsible for the formation of Lloyd George’s Welsh
Army Corps. When his ‘army’ marched away from
North Wales to face its destiny as the 38th (Welsh)
Division, at Mametz Wood on the Somme, he was left
behind, a frustrated and deeply hurt man. A valuable
insight into British colonial expansion in Africa. 207pp,
illus. and maps.
£17.99 NOW £2.50  REDUCED
93903 BRITAIN’S BLACK REGIMENTS:
Fighting for Empire and Equality
by Barry Renfrew
In three global conflicts and countless colonial
campaigns between 1795 and 1945, tens of thousands
of black West Indian soldiers fought and died for
Britain, first as slave formation the West Indian
Regiment, and then as volunteers including African
troops.  The British West Indies Regiment which
served in Europe, the Middle East and Africa during
WWI and the 1st Caribbean Infantry which served in
Italy and the Middle East during WWII were also part
of the British Army rather than colonial formations.  All
were stepchild units, despised and an embarrassment
to an army unable to do without them.  Renfrew
shines a light on campaigns in the Caribbean to WWII.
Illus, 256 pages.
£20 NOW £5.50 MORE OVER PAGE
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94830 ME TALK
PRETTY ONE DAY
by David Sedaris
The popular American
humorist on his move
to Paris was inspired to
write some hilarious
pieces about his
attempt to learn
French.  His family is
another inspiration.
Anyone who has heard
him speaking live or on
the radio may recall his
attempts to learn
French from a sadistic
teacher who declared
that ‘every day spent
with you is like having
a caesarean section’.

‘You Can’t Kill the Rooster’ is a portrait of his brother
who talks incessant hip-hop slang to his bewildered
father.  No one hones a finer fury in response to such
modern annoyances as restaurant meals presented in
ludicrous towers of food, and cashiers with six-inch
fingernails.  Wonderfully astute observations, thoughtful
honest and humorous writing such as ‘Knuckle of flash-
seared crappie served with a collar of chided ginger’ and
some pretty rude toilet humour.  272pp, paperback.
£10.99 NOW £5

93273 10,000 NOT OUT: The History of The
Spectator 1828-2020
by David Butterfield
As well as being the world’s oldest current affairs
magazine, none has been closer to spheres of power
and influence in Britain than The Spectator.  Since its
first appearance in 1828 during the dying days of the
Georgian era, it has been ready to spar - with the
Tories and their Prime Minister, the Duke of
Wellington, with a corrupt political system, and with
the lacklustre literary world of the day.  Over the
subsequent 54 Prime Ministers, it has campaigned on
consistently liberal lines, fighting for voters’ rights, free
trade, the free press and the decriminalisation of
homosexuality, while offering open-minded criticism of
every modern taboo and orthodoxy.  The book
weaves together copious quotations from the archive,
the contemporary press, private letters and staff
anecdote with astonishing headlines. 256 pages
softback, colour and archive illus.
£25 NOW £9  SAVE £16!
93901 BETTER A SHREW THAN A SHEEP:
Women, Drama, and The Culture of Jest In
Early Modern England  by Pamela Allen Brown
Juxtaposing the literature of jest against court records,
sermons, and conduct books, Brown argues that listening
for women’s laughter can shed light on plays from The
Massacre of the Innocents to The Merry Wives of
Windsor to The Woman’s Prize which taught audiences
the importance of gossips’ alliances as protection against
slanderers, lechers, tyrants, and wife-beaters.  Other
jests, on the ale-house, cuckold jokes, female gossip,
cony-catching pamphlets, ballads, jigs, and plays scoffing
at the perverse patience of Griselda. Medieval line art
illus, 280 page paperback.
£32 NOW £6  SAVE £26!
93654 DAD JOKES: The Priceless Edition
by Kit and Andrew Chilvers
From the bestselling series an all new collection
guaranteed to leave you laughing and groaning in equal
measure.  What do cars spread on their toast? Traffic
Jam.  I’m a fisherman, and I’m dating a mermaid. I met
her online.  What do you call a one-legged hippo?  A
hoppo.  What do you call a fish without an eye? Fsh.  I
couldn’t sleep last night, so I read a dictionary. By 3am,
I was past caring.  A book to make the world a funnier,
sunnier place. 272pp.
£10.99 NOW £5

93737 T-REX
TRYING AND
TRYING
by Hugh Murphy
A sweetly funny new
collection of drawings of
T-Rex and his family
being stymied by the
modern world, and
unfortunately by their

short arms.  See T-Rex trying to take a selfie, She-Rex
trying to catch a bouquet at a wedding, T-Rex trying to
change a nappy or tell someone he’s choking and Wee-
Rex trying to crawl.  Tiny arms. Big heart.  The
unfortunate trials of a modern prehistoric family captured
in delightful line art with tiny flashes of red.
£10.99 NOW £4

93736 T-REX
TRIES AGAIN:
Return of The King
by Hugh Murphy
For the last six years
the loveable, hilarious
prehistoric T-Rex family,
T-Rex, his partner She-
Rex and their adorable

child Wee-Rex, have charmed readers and dinosaur
lovers throughout America.  See T-Rex trying to apply
sunscreen, asking for a new roll of toilet paper from the
next stall, trying to prune his favourite Bonsai tree,
trying to windsurf, trying to fold a fitted sheet, trying to
box and trying to buy a new chandelier.  His
disconcerted little face is absolutely hilarious.  Line art
and flashes of red colour, 112pp.
£11.99 NOW £4

HEALTH
To get back my youth I would do anything
in the world, except take exercise, get up

early, or be respectable.
- Oscar Wilde, The Picture of Dorian Gray

HUMOUR
‘Don’t get your knickers in a knot just yet,

Tiff,’ she said briskly. ‘It won’t solve
anything an’ will just make you walk odd.’
- Terry Pratchett, The Shepherd’s Crown

War Memoirs / Health

93912 DISPATCHES
by Michael Herr
Herr went to Vietnam as a
war correspondent for Esquire.
His unflinching account is
haunting in its violence, but
even more so in its honesty.
First published in 1977,
Dispatches was a

revolutionary piece of new journalism that evoked the
experiences of soldiers in Vietnam and has forever
shaped our understanding of the conflict.  It is now a
seminal classic of war reportage.  The book conveys
all the facades of patriotism, heroism and the whole
colossal fraud of American intervention. It all falls
away to the bare bones of fear, war and death.
Remainder mark, 288 page paperback.
$15.95 NOW £6  REDUCED

94323 SOLDIERS: Great
Stories of War and Peace
edited by Max Hastings
Nearly 350 stories illustrate
what it is like to fight in wars,
to live and die as a warrior,
from Greek and Roman times
through to recent conflicts in
Iraq and Afghanistan.  Here
you will meet Jewish heroes of
the Bible, Rome’s captain of
the gate, Queen Boudicca,
Joan of Arc, Cromwell,
Wellington, Napoleon’s
marshals, Ulysses S. Grant, to
a Vietnamese woman holding

her child during conflict and SAS troops storming the
Iranian Embassy.  There are tales of great writers who
served in uniform including Cobbett and Tolstoy,
Edward Gibbon and Siegfried Sassoon, Proust and
Waugh, Orwell and George MacDonald Fraser.  Here
are also stories of the female ‘abosi’ fighters of
Dahomey, and heroic ambulance drivers of World War
One, together with the new-age women soldiers who
have served in Iraq and Afghanistan. 517 magnificent
pages, photos including colour.
£25 NOW £9

“The best book I have
ever read on men and

war in our time.”
- John Le Carré

94817 FIGHTING
FOR YOUR LIFE: A
Paramedic’s Story
by Lysa Walder
Real-life stories of
heartbreak and hope,
direct from the very
frontline of the NHS.
London born Lysa left
school to join a
travelling circus,
working in Europe for
four years as an
acrobat and ring-
mistress.  In a slight
change of direction,
she qualified first as a
nurse and then as a
paramedic and finally
an emergency care

practitioner, spending over 20 years saving lives in
the UK.  Today she is happiest in the mountains of
Tuscany but still works shifts in a London Urgent
Care Centre.  A teenage boy lies on the pavement,
bleeding from a stab wound.  A distraught mum
watches in mute shock as her daughter suffers a
terrifying fatal asthma attack.  A young girl is gang-
raped and her stricken boyfriend takes an overdose.
A disturbed young man flings himself in front of a
speeding train at the stroke of midnight on New
Year’s Eve.  Few people can imagine living in a
world where such situations are part of everyday
life.  Yet for veteran paramedic Lysa Walder these
and thousands of other emergency call outs are part
of a day’s work - scenes of tragedy, heroism, loss
and horror, but also stories of triumph and humour.
Working for over 20 years in the London Ambulance
Service, the world’s biggest and busiest free service
for much of that time, she reveals what it’s really
like to work face-to-face with death and destiny
every day.  282 page paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50
93062 28-DAY GUT HEALTH PLAN
by Jacqueline Whitehart
Lose weight and feel better from the inside, the book
includes 80 recipes and an easy-to-follow 28 day plan to
get a healthier gut by eating well and eating differently.
It includes an assessment quiz, the five big triggers, not
just food and drink but lifestyle, and a close look at milk,
red meat and nightshade, gassy vegetables, wheat and

gluten and more adventurous recipes, traditional Lamb
Stew, Spicy Bean Burgers, Pran Biryani and Beef
Bourguignon among them. 242pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4

94849 STOP
SNORING THE EASY
WAY
by Dr Mike Dilkes and
Alexander Adams
It seems that snoring is a
voluntary habit and
although you may not
consciously have chosen to
start it, you can certainly
make the choice to stop.
We are blissfully unaware
of the real dangers of
snoring and the consuming
effects it has on every
aspect of one’s life.  This
book presents a targeted
summary of the threats
and a simple daily exercise

routine to stop snoring altogether.  It has an easy-to-
follow action point plan which yield great results quickly
with a five minute routine to life-hack yourself back into
deep, restful sleep at night, and into a healthy, energetic
and happy life every day.  Looks at the risks of sleep
apnoea, loss of concentration, impotence, poor memory,
diabetes, hypertension, high blood pressure and heart
attacks.  Snoring is no joke.  78 page paperback.
£12.99 NOW £4

93160 LIFE, DEATH
AND BISCUITS
by Anthea Allan
With over 30 years’
experience as a nurse,
Anthea Allan thought she
had seen it all, but with
Covid she was thrust
hourly into life and death
challenges while on the
critical care unit of St
George’s hospital in South
London.  Her appeal to
help boost morale of her
fellow nurses soon turned
into a series of
astonishingly moving
stories, detailing the
realities of being a frontline

worker. Colour photographs include rainbow cakes,
delivering end of life compassion, her co-workers
wearing their scrubbers’ caps.  A testimony to love,
resilience and the human spirit. Colour photos, 328
pages.
£14.99 NOW £6

93684 1960’s
EDITION - 52
THINGS TO DO
WHILE YOU POO
by Hugh Jassburn
Track down the names
of iconic world leaders
in a wordsearch, spot
the difference in the
sea of Vespa scooters,
help the Beatles
traverse a long and

winding maze on their way to Abbey Road, match
hit songs to the year they came out, solve trivia
questions relating to Doctor Who and James Bond
and guess which year the first pair of Dr Marten’s
boots rolled off the production line. 112pp, colour.
£7.99 NOW £3.50

93588
POSTCARD
FROM THE
PAST
by Tom
Jackson
‘The second day
Ian smashed a
flowerpot. Bobby
is not having
anything to do

with us.’  ‘Can’t say we’re having a good time.’  ‘I’m
wasting time by writing to you.’  ‘A crab bit my toe.’
- written on the back of a postcard from LONDON!
Tom Jackson has gathered the funniest, weirdest and
most moving messages from his vast postcard
archive, transforming the throwaway scribblings of a
generation written from rainy campsites, over grim
hotel breakfasts, on sweltering beaches and in windy
seaside carparks. 167pp, colour, softback.
£8.99 NOW £3.75

“I can’t explain what it’s like here. So I
won’t bother

For those who lived through these
glory days - or those who just wish

they had.
93685 1970’s
EDITION - 52
THINGS TO DO
WHILE YOU POO
by Hugh Jassburn
Stroll down memory
lane to 1970s toys like
Connect 4 and the
Space Hopper, work
out which film is
showing by the leading
actors and the clues,

people who died and where, the Rumble in the
Jungle, matching pairs, wordsearch, the inventor of
the pocket sized calculator, platform shoes and VCR,
spot the difference and match the song to the year
it was released like London Calling and Goodbye
Yellow Brick Road, Stairway to Heaven and
Waterloo, plus mazes and puzzles and trivia.  112pp,
colour.
£7.99 NOW £3.50
93683 52 THINGS TO DO WHILE YOU POO
- THE TURD EDITION  by Hugh Jassburn
Renowned poo-fessor of scatology Hugh Jassburn has
compiled a fresh dump polished puzzles and trivia on
a stool theme.  Tough, brown, smelly, solid, curly,
soft, dense, lumpy, watery - types of turds in the full
page wordsearch.  There are turd teasers to solve in
20 seconds, a puzzle like Sudoku but with turds,
matching pairs and facts like there’s a museum
dedicated to turds on the Isle of Wight or that dead
red blood cells and bile give turds their distinctive
brown colour. 112 pages, colour.
£7.99 NOW £3.75

94086 NEW YEAR, SAME YOU: Channel Your
Inner Grump
by Geoff Tibballs
If the term ‘Wellness’ sets your teeth on edge, and
mindful meditation eludes you, brighten your day with
Geoff Tibballs’s cheerful book about how an old dog
doesn’t necessarily want to be taught new tricks.  Just
follow the seven steps towards leading a happier life
including don’t leave the last biscuit in the packet for
someone else. Stay awake and plot your revenge.
Don’t hate yourself in the morning - sleep till noon and
smile at totally random moments and what you find so
amusing. Shopping, computers, grumpy old dancing,
family feuds. Cartoon illus, 188pp.
£9.99 NOW £4

94843 RICHARD
HERRING’S WOULD
YOU RATHER?
by Richard Herring
Would you rather be a
tennis ball or tennis
racket?  Would you
rather be married to
King Henry VIII (in
spite of his flatulence) or
be in the Charge of the
Light Brigade?  Would
you rather have a
Swiss Army hand or an
Inspector Gadget
helicopter blade that
emerged from your
head?  Would you rather
die on your feet, live on
your knees or slide

down a bank of snow on your bottom?  Hundreds of
family-friendly fun conundrums and questions including
an adult section with slightly older nostalgic references to
films, music, TV, politics or older gadgets: ‘Would you
rather own a Bunsen burner or an overhead projector?’
Of course the kids would scratch their heads not
knowing what they were!  A totally bonkers gift with
lined pages at the end for your own notes and daft
thoughts.  204pp.
£9.99 NOW £4.50

93100 I’M A JOKE AND SO ARE YOU
by Robin Ince
Co-presenter of BBC Radio 4’s ‘The Infinite Monkey
Cage’, Robin Ince in his touching and witty book uses
the life of the stand-up comedian as a way of exploring
some of the biggest questions we all face.  Where does
anxiety come from?  How do we overcome imposter
syndrome? What is the key to creativity?  How can we
deal with grief?  He asks you to look at your childhood,
tells us about the brain, hardware and chemistry, talking
about yourself behind your back, daydreaming for a
purpose, getting to know your inner fraud, anxiety,
morals and temptations and thinking about death.
Where is thy Punchline?  276pp.
£16.99 NOW £3.75

!!!!!
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94852
VEGETABLES AND
HERBS FOR THE
GREENHOUSE AND
POLYTUNNEL
by Klaus
Laitenberger
From aubergine,
basil, climbing French
beans to cucumber
and endive, gherkin
and leek, pak choi,
strawberry, sweet
potato to turnip and
yacon, an Inca
vegetable which is a
delicious sweet
potato alternative,
experiment with new
and exciting crops.

Others include oca, pepinos and stevia which has
been proclaimed as one of the healthiest sugar
substitutes (probably banned for commercial
reasons), ideal for sweetening herbal teas,
preventing tooth decay and colds and regulating
blood pressure.  It is a tender perennial just like basil
and cuttings may be taken throughout the winter in
a conservatory.  With our unpredictable weather,
there has never been a better time to cultivate
vegetables under shelter.  The experienced grower
here shows us how to use the heat and shelter of a
greenhouse or polytunnel to maximise crop
production and supply tasty, healthy food throughout
the year.  Here are all our best-loved herbs and
vegetables, as well as introducing exotic newcomers.
Enjoy fresh and organic vegetables all year round,
extend your growing season and for each there are
Latin and family names, soil and site, sowing and
propagation, spacing, plant care, harvesting,
potential problems, varieties and how to use them.
Line art illus., 304 page paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50

93490 ENGLAND’S MAGNIFICENT GARDENS
How a Billion-Dollar Industry Transformed a
Nation, from Charles II to Today
by Roderick Floud
England’s gardens range from the early 17th century
Capability Brown?s work at Blenheim came to an abrupt
end when his client the Duchess of Marlborough, Queen
Anne’s favourite, fell out of favour. Royalty has always
had the means to lead the way in garden design, and the
author examines the changing goals and expectations in
royal patronage, from Henry VIII’s Hampton Court to
Prince Charles’s Highgrove House, with an interesting
aside on the horticultural role played by Camilla Parker-
Bowles, now the Queen. In the 20th century gardening
became a respectable occupation for middle class women,
and a few, most famously Gertrude Jekyll, became leaders in garden design. 422pp, colour photos.
$40 NOW £7

94432 GROW EASY
by Anna Greenland
‘Organic Crops for Pots and Small Plots’, this beautiful
large hardback tome offers the jargon free inspiration,
information and confidence to get you going from
scratch. Chapters cover Windowsills, Pots, Raised
Beds, How to Grow, Troubleshooting, A Year-Round
Planner, Crop Plans for Two Raised Beds, and the Top
30 and the Jargon Busting section.  Alpine
strawberries, a recipe for Rose Geranium Syrup which
is delicious with Gin, Vodka or drizzled over ice cream,
Rhubarb Shrub, Pickled Nasturtium Seeds or Butter,
Coconut Calendula Salve for soothing stings and burns,
all about apples, sage, parsley, chervil and chives,
Gardener’s Delight tomatoes on the vine, summer

garden salads, French and runner beans, potatoes, chard, carrots and more. Colour photos, 224pp.
£20 NOW £9

93656 FLOWER GARDEN: A Guide to Growing
Cut Flowers On Your Windowsill
by Jennita Jansen
Starts with the basics of pre-sowing and sowing, and
working with the sun and preparing your boxes, then
planting schemes for fresh and dried, sweet peas, wild
and waving grasses, echinacea and sun flowers or a
box full of beautiful blooming dahlias.  Create a
cottage garden box, a green winter box, late bloomers
and winter colour and even learn the secret of cutting
a lovely bunch of flowers or drying them.  All about
potting compost, seeds and flower facts and hardy
plants like the bupleurum, ox-eye daisy and pot
marigold. Beautifully illus 128 pages.
£12 NOW £4
94433 HAPPY PLANT
by Puneet Sabharwal
‘A Beginner’s Guide to Cultivating Healthy Plant Care
Habits’ a big bright and breezy colourful large softback, we
start with a short history of plant evolution, the five best
first plants and the elements of plant care like food, re-
potting, moving your plant, age and growth, propagation
and making more plants, and sickness.  There is the
popular snake plant, rubber plants, spider plants, ZZ plant
(an East African succulent), staghorn fern from Australia
with its architectural shape, the Chinese money plant,
flowering begonia plant, common palm, zebra cactus and
runner tree with its green and red foliage and of course the
ever popular monster plant or Monstera. 192 page
softback. Colour photos.
£18.99 NOW £7

94803 WALKING
IN ENGLAND
by AA Publishing
A superb selection of
walks which
introduces themes and
characters that define
the beautiful landscape
of England.  Walk
along the coast at
Robin Hood’s Bay, a
medieval walk from

Fountains Abbey, out on the tiles at Boltby and Thirlby
Bank, along Ullswater’s shore to Silver Point, lilies and
lakes seen from Loughrigg, Dovedale and ivory spires,
scaling the Heights of Abraham, Blakeney Eye’s magical
marshes, Castle Combe, walking with Rosie in the Slad
Valley, Lulworth to Durdle Door, the Dartmouth National
Park and Bovey Travey, Wanstead and its royal
connections, the New Forest trails and Devil’s Dyke and
the world’s grandest view.  These are just some of the
highlights including the glorious scenery of the Lake
District and majestic views across the South Downs.  20
walks carefully written and compiled by expert local
authors, each includes a clear, easy-to-follow route
description, map and a gradient and difficulty rating.
Very appealing full page colour photographs of some of
the most quintessentially English villages, country
cottages, churches and coastlines.  112pp, landscape
format 27 x 22cm.
£14.99 NOW £6.50

GARDENING
If you look the right way, you can see that

the whole world is a garden.
- Frances Hodgson Burnett

GREAT BRITAIN & THE
ENVIRONMENT

Be England what she will, With all her
faults she is my country still.

- Charles Churchill

93913 EDGE OF THE
EMPIRE: Journey to
Britannia
From the Heart of
Rome to Hadrian’s
Wall
by Bronwen Riley
AD 130.  Rome is the
dazzling heart of a vast
empire and Hadrian its
most complex and
compelling ruler.  Faraway
Britannia is one of the
Romans’ most troublesome
provinces.  What awaits
the traveller to Britannia?
Chapters include setting

sail from Ostia, through Gaul to Ocean, westwards to
Silchester, to touristy Bath, the Amphitheatre and
fortress at Caerleon, a new foreman at Wroxeter
capital of cattle country.  How will you get there?
What do you need to pack and what language will you
speak? How does London compare to Rome? What
dangers lurk behind Hadrian’s new wall? Bronwen
Riley evokes the smells, sounds, colours, and
sensations.  Checklist of Latin and English place names.
336 page paperback, maps.
£13.99 NOW £5
88946 ISLAND LONDON MAPPED: 34
POSTERS
by Stephen Walter
Like a huge jigsaw with pieces the size of the book
(27.5 x 20cm) 34 pull out posters of astonishing detail
and humour, witty observations about cultural life
(very expensive nightclubs, football and Ford).
Walter?s oversized map The Island has now been
reconfigured from Barking and Dagenham, Barnet,
Haringey, Islington to Kingston. A key at the end
explains symbols like pawn broker, markets, or where
public hangings took place. The large-scale, detailed
reproductions allow for close examination. 33 posters
on heavy art card. 144 pages.
$29.95 NOW £6

94472
BATSFORD’S
CAMBRIDGE
THEN & NOW
by Vaughan
Grylls
The
illuminating tour
contrasts past and
present of this
beautiful city with
historic images

paired with specially commissioned colour photographs to
show the same scenes as they look today, revealing the
timelessness of the city as well as some surprising
changes.  The enduring and peaceful view of King’s
College Chapel from the backs stands just two miles
away from the high-tech business centre of Silicon Fen.
See the cobbled Trumpington Street looking towards the
Fitzwilliam Museum, First Court Peterhouse, Old Court
Corpus Christi College, King’s Parade, Clare College, the
Wren Library Trinity College, Jesus College Gatehouse,
Peas Hill and learn about Bronze Age remains, a Roman
crossing point, an Anglo-Saxon hamlet and a Viking
trading settlement.  And of course from here came the
famous names of Newton, Darwin, Rutherford, Turing,
Crick and Hawking.  144 large pages measuring 27.9 x
24.4cm and approximately 200 colour and archive
photos.  A now rare 2011 remainder with low cover
price.
£12.99 NOW £9
93076 BRIEF HISTORY OF LONDON
by Jeremy Black
With plentiful literary references, quotations from visitors
and boxes covering topics such as Jack the Ripper, Black
analyses pivotal moments from Shakespeare’s influence,
the Swinging Sixties, migration, communications, empire
to cultural energy.  London’s earlier period is covered,
with the principal focus is on the period during which
London became a major trader with the trans-oceanic
world, the ruler of trans-oceanic colonies, and the English
language became an increasingly important cultural
medium. 260pp, paperback.
£10.99 NOW £2.75

93769 O JOY FOR ME!
by Keir Davidson
When Samuel Taylor Coleridge,
wild, unconventional and
physically fearless, arrived to
join the Wordsworths in the
Lakes in 1799, he immediately
set out fell walking on his own.
Chapters also cover his walks
around Nether Stowey,
Somerset between June 1797
to July 1798, his tour of the
Harz mountains Germany, May
1799, at home at Greta Hall,
Keswick 1800, Saddleback,

Dungeon Ghyll Force, Coledale Fells, Walla Crag, Nab
Scar and a nine day walk to the coast and back in
August 1802 among them.  Plus final walks with Sothey
and Hazlitt through Borrowdale and the Fell wanderer
Alfred Wainwright. 194 pages, colour photos and  maps.
£20 NOW £4.75  REDUCED

93941 MEDICAL LONDON: City of Diseases,
City of Cures: 2 Volumes Slipcased
by Richard Barnett and Mike Jay

Two books, line art and photo illus, burgundy blood red
cloth bound slipcase, the set comprises a 216 page

illustrated history paperback and the hardback Anatomy
of the City. This leads you to points of interest like the
British Red Cross Museum and Archives in Moorfields,
the British Optical Association Museum and Library, the

Florence Nightingale Museum, the Alfred Dunhill
Collection, Hogarth’s house, the Galton collection, the
Wellcome Library, the Ragged School Museum, Royal
London Hospital archives and museum, to the Royal

Botanic Gardens, Kew.  The six fold out  walking guides
to pop in your pocket begin with along the medieval
Thames from Westminster (duration 3 hours and 3

miles), the East End and the city (5 miles), the Great
Plague, a day in the life of an 18th century medical

student, the British Empire in Greenwich, Soho by Night
and the slums of St. Giles, the last walk bohemian

medicine in Chelsea with the Royal Hospital, the houses
of Oscar Wilde, hospitals for cancer, tuberculosis and

women.
£25 NOW £15

92796 ROYAL GARDENS OF THE WORLD:
21 Celebrated Gardens
by Mark Lane
From the Alhambra, the Taj Mahal, Tokyo Imperial
Palace, Fontainebleau Palace, Prague Castle, Het Loo,
Frederiksborg and Peterhof Palaces, to Highgrove,
Hampton Court, the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew, we
travel from England, Scotland, Germany, France, Italy,
Spain, Austria, the Czech Republic, the Netherlands,
Sweden, Denmark, Russia, India, Bali (the Tirta
Gangga) to Japan on
a royal tour.
Through beautiful
photographs and
vivid descriptions
we discover each
luxury garden design
from peaceful sacred
water gardens to
Moorish and
Renaissance
influences, and an
insight into the
theatres of politics,
power and
personalities that
shaped these royal
gardens.  With
layout plans and
information,
significant horticultural gems, temples and palaces and
swimming pools and ponds, and all the colours and
textures, grace and beautiful design only royalty could
afford. Colour photos, 240pp, 24.77 x 29.6cm.
£35 NOW £15  SAVE £20!

94095 RHS COMPLETE GARDENER’S MANUAL
by DK
A one-stop treasure trove from the experts at the Royal
Horticultural Society that covers classic borders, flowers
to attract wildlife, a vegetable patch.  There are
instructions for simple hard landscaping such as building a
raised bed, creating a pond, laying a patio; advice on
controlling weeds and pests; how to water, feed, prune
and propagate your garden plants.  Grow your own
cherries, enjoy summer and autumn perennials, learn
about lawns, propagating plants, pruning roses, growing
strawberries, peaches, nectarines, cherries, pears, and
managing a glut.  Garlic, onions, radishes, sweetcorn and
use the handy vegetable crop planner from asparagus,
potatoes and pumpkins to tomatoes and turnips.  Pick up
a seed catalogue and the choice is inspiring, and learn
how to grow using containers. Plus walls and fences and
mixed planting like mixing globe artichokes, winter kale
and Swiss chard, ornamental in their own right.
Hundreds of colour illus., 448pp, 20 x 24cm. Illus. below.
£25 NOW £16
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94831 MIRROR:
Speedbreaker
by The Daily Mirror
200 fast and furious code-
cracking puzzles from the
pages of The Daily
Mirror.  Each puzzle has a
time limit and your task is
to complete the
crossword grid within the
time, so can you beat the
clock?  Target times are
given in minutes and
seconds above the very
large grid with the
alphabet A-Z along the
bottom to cross off as
you go in these fun,

frantic and taxing puzzles.  With solutions, extra large
softback, 304pp.
£8.99 NOW £4.50

93729 SCRABBLE PUZZLES BOOK 1
by Collins Scrabble
If you love Scrabble here is a large range of 18 different
types of word puzzles, some short which will be
relatively quick to solve, others more of a challenge.  In
addition to several common types of word searches and
word wheels, there are anagram-based puzzles adapted
to make use of scrabble tiles, for instance new versions
of word ladder and word square puzzles.  Find the
highest scoring words with these enjoyable challenges in
this bumper book of more than 250 fun puzzles in all 18
varieties, suitable for the whole family.  288pp,
illustrated paperback.
£7.99 NOW £4

93450 COLLINS
ENGLISH DICTIONARY:
Gift Edition
by HarperCollins
In sturdy black slipcase is a
very tactile dark red stitched
leather bound compact
dictionary, 4¼” x 6", with
indented decoration to spine
and cover and clear index.
Main word entries are in bold
type with variant spellings,

pronunciations, parts of speech, cross references,
irregular parts, meanings, phrases and idioms, related
words and compounds.  631 fine pages and nice clear
type.  Slipcased.
£14.99 NOW £7.50

94141 LATIN WORDSEARCH: Carpe Diem!
by Arcturus Publishing

Salve!  Welcome to this collection of more than 100
wonderful wordsearch puzzles.  Here are greetings, food
and drink, the Roman home, at the games, extracts from

Caesar’s Gallic Wars, architecture and engineering, the
Roman fort, medicine, hair and make-up, directions and
getting around, telling the time, Roman festivals, slaves
and class, personality traits, Herculaneum and Pompeii,

Roman religion, meeting and greeting, feelings and
opinions.  Plus impersonal verbs, irregular and defective

verbs, adverbs, prepositions, asking and answering
questions, Roman numerals and more. Solutions to all

104 puzzles.  128pp softback.
ONLY £9.50

94445 VICIOUS NONSENSE: Quips, Snubs and
Jabs  edited by Kristen Hewitt
Curated from letters, essays and reviews, this
sometimes stinging, sometimes good natured and
always delightful collection will ignite the armchair critic
in us all.  Edna St Vincent Millay on e.e. cummings:
‘Some of the most pompous nonsense I ever let slip to
the floor with a wide yawn.’  Virginia Woolf on James
Joyce: ‘A queasy undergraduate scratching his pimples.’
Evelyn Waugh: ‘I am reading Proust for the first time.
Very poor stuff. I think he was mentally defective.’
And Charlotte Brontë on Jane Austen’s Emma: ‘She
ruffles her reader by nothing vehement, disturbs by
nothing profound.’  Page after page of amusement
ending with the quite brilliant Lord Byron on William
Wordsworth: ‘Turdsworth’.  One quote per page, 144pp.
£12.99 NOW £6.25

94140 KEW GARDENS LARGE PRINT BOOK
OF CROSSWORDS

by Royal Botanic Gardens Kew
Type of tree ‘flower’ that may hang down from

branches like a tail.  The huge easy to read crosswords
each have an extra clue that when solved will reveal a
word or words relating to plants at the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Kew.  With approximately 20-24 clues across
and down, these easy fun crosswords take inspiration

from the scientific research and collections at Kew, home
to more than 68,000 plants, from familiar names to the

rare and exotic.  With solutions to all 73 puzzles, 96 very
large pages in softback.  New full price.

ONLY £6.50

94318 PRESS OUT
AND DECORATE
NARWHALS &
MERMAIDS
by Kate Mclelland
Beautiful dark marine blue
foil pages with big white
perforated press-out pieces
of seahorses, shells, the
narwhal with his tusk, a
beautiful mermaid, a crab,
fish with their fins, jellyfish,
a sea turtle, a lobster, an
anchor, a starfish, and

beautiful twisted shells.  Let your imagination make a
splash with narwhals, mermaids and much more.
Create your own decorations and colour them in and
make a cool collection of ornaments.  Press out each
piece, colour it in hang as mobiles or for any number of
craft projects.  Spiral bound, colour.
£9.99 NOW £4.75
92530 I CAN’T SLEEP
by Gracia Iglesias and Ximo Abadía
The Spanish artist and writer duo have created a
beautiful big colourful picture book as we count down to
take all sleepyheads to a dreamy place ‘...my eyes
slowly close my mind floats away just as I reach
number...’  The little girl starts counting sheep and soon
finds that these aren’t your average sheep - they come
to life and start exploring the house.  32 pages, 22 x
30cm, ages 2-5 years.
£6.99 NOW £2
93099 ILLUSTRATED CHILDREN’S
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE ANCIENT WORLD
by John Haywood, Charlotte Hurdman et al
3,000 pictures and 120 hands on projects bring the past
to life.  Covers the pharaohs, gods and spirits, clothing,
technology, science and medicine, festivals and
celebrations, heroes and myths, food and drink, fashion,
dance, arts and crafts, music, farming, hunting, travel
and transport, games and sports, weapons and warriors,
entertainment and leisure, funerals and empires.  In
seven tasty steps learn to make a bean stew from the
Inca world, an ancient Greek timpanon, an ancient
Egyptian water clock, a Samurai helmet, a Chinese
breastplate, and a metalwork necklace and more. 512pp
softback, 3,000 colour illus.
ONLY £6

93740 WHERE’S
WALLY? EXCITING
EXPEDITIONS
by Martin Handford
A travel book filled with
fun facts and tomfoolery
with a bonus set of
sensational story cards.
Spot ten differences at
the train station, do a
huge wordsearch for
passport, suitcase,
walking stick etc.
Follow the lines to find
out if truck number one,
two or three is refuelling

the aircraft.  Play Whacky Wally Consequences, Write
Like an Egyptian, send a message in a bottle and much
more.  Perforated cards, colour illus.
£7.99 NOW £3
93739 MY VERY FIRST 100 WORDS IN
ENGLISH, FRENCH AND SPANISH
by Cico Kidz
A multilingual illustrated book of the first 100 words in
English, French and Spanish including 100 double-sided
flash cards.  The optimal time for a child to learn another

EARLY LEARNING
A little library, growing larger every year, is

an honourable part of a young man’s
history.

- Henry Ward Beecher

A FUN
POP-UP

GREAT
GIFT IDEA

WORDS AND
DICTIONARIES
I said, ‘Don’t talk rot, Old Tom Travers.’ ‘I
am not accustomed to talk rot,’ he said.
‘Then, for a beginner,’ I said, ‘you do it

dashed well.’
- P. G. Wodehouse, Right Ho, Jeeves

94070 POP-UP
PALACE PETS AND
OTHER ROYAL
BEASTS
by Rachael Saunders
Published in
collaboration with
Historic Royal Palace,
we learn about devoted
dogs like Queen Mary
II’s lapdogs and Queen
Victoria’s six dogs being
the first ever to enter
the Crufts Dog Show in

1891. England’s first grizzly bear and polar bear both
lived at the Tower of London.  There are tales of
revolting rats, super-sized spiders and mischievous
moles in the Palace Pets.  Colourful pop-up illus, a
short picture book for ages 6 and up.
£6.99 NOW £3

language is from birth to three years, at the same time
he or she is learning a first language.  With its bright
colours and clear design, every word is illustrated with
an eye-catching photograph and on a separate double-
sided flashcard the word is translated.  Includes At the
Farm, At the Zoo, Under the Sea, Eat, and Things to
Wear and My Special Things like puppy, castle, pony,
bracelet, dinosaur and kitten. 22.9cm square.
£9.99 NOW £4.75
93766 MADELINE FINN AND THE LIBRARY
DOG  by Lisa Papp
Meet a little girl called Madeline and her fluffy white
doggy Bonnie.  As Madeline tries to read, she gets the
letters mixed up and the words don’t sound right.  But
then she looks at Bonnie and she looks right into her
eyes.  She doesn’t giggle.  ‘I feel better. I try again.’
Madeline does not like to read books, magazines or even
the menu on the ice cream van but fortunately she
meets Bonnie, a library dog and reading out loud to
Bonnie isn’t so bad. Ages 3-7 years, 24.8 x 28.6cm 32
pages with beautiful colour artworks.
£12.99 NOW £3.75
93899 BEAUTIFUL STORIES OF LIFE: Six
Greek Myths, Retold  by Cynthia Rylant
Cynthia Rylant retells her favourite stories from Greek
mythology, breathing fresh life into the tales of Pandora,
Persephone, Orpheus, Pygmalion, Narcissus, and
Psyche. The writing is lyrical and understated, a perfect
tone for stories that introduce young readers to themes
of love and loss, pride and forgiveness. Exploring themes
of love, destruction, vanity, and redemption, these tales
will introduce young readers to the exciting world of
Greek mythology.  Carson Ellis’s elegant black and
white delicate pencil illustrations and decorations  lend an
aura of beauty and mystery. 88 pages.
£17.99 NOW £5.50

94300
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
BRITISH HISTORY
by Miles Kelly
Publishing
Designed for children but a
fantastic revision course with
hundreds of specially
commissioned colour
artworks to enjoy and maps
and fact boxes.  Beginning
with the ancient lands
500,000 to 700BC and
including chapters on Flint
and Stone, the period
AD446 to 1066 is entitled
Raiders and Settlers and
looks at The Age of Arthur,
Saxon Swords, The Making
of Wales and England,
Viking Raids, Alfred and the
Danes and Macbeth’s
Scotland.  The following
chapters cover Castles and
Knights, Palaces and
Players, World Power and
The Modern Age and
includes the Crusades, the
Hundred Years War, the
Wars of the Roses,
Shakespeare’s Genius, the

Spanish Armada, Royalty, Bonnie Prince Charlie, the
Factory Age, World Wars, the Cold War, Ireland North
and South, Left, Right or Centre and Looking to the
Future.  With super timeline, 384 magnificent pages for
ages 10 and up. 22.8 x 18cm.
£14.99 NOW £7

94330 USBORNE
WRITE YOUR OWN
STORY WORD BOOK
by Jane Bingham
Designed for ages 8-11
years or indeed aspiring
writers of all any age
looking for inspiration
and guidance for
inspiring adjectives,
testing your word
choices, faces and
features, writing about
clothes, under the sea,
the busy city, the
tropical rainforest or
putting yourself into the
story.  And all about
writing dialogue and
words for feelings and
personality.  If you
want to add some extra
magic to your stories,
get help with creating
characters, setting
scenes and plenty of
space to build your own
word bank.  Big spiral
bound.
£9.99 NOW £4

93695 MY COLLECTION OF COLLECTIONS
by Nina Chakrabarti
You might collect stamps, matchboxes, special tickets,
shells, badges, mugs or shoes. Designed for ages six and
up you can personalise with beautiful stickers, spaces to
write or draw and even a special envelope to start your
collection of your very own.  The perforated stickers
cover everything from toys and leaves and sweets and
flowers and beetles to medals and coins and safety pins.
Falerists collect medals of all kinds and Phillumenists
collect matchboxes, matchbooks and labels. Ages 6-11,
26 x 30.5cm, colour illus.
£12.99 NOW £3.75
94312 MILO’S FIRST WORDS FLASHCARDS
by Faye Williamson
Milo the Cat, jet black with huge white googly eyes,
features in this brilliant
and colourful set of
educational flash
cards.  They show
50 everyday
objects like apple,
drum, ladybird,
cupcake, leaf,
dolphin, ball, bee,
strawberry and
flower which help
reinforce phonics,
letter recognition
and reading skills.
Pack measures
14.6 x 10cm, 50
sturdy cards in colour for pre-schoolers aged 2-4 to make
early learning fun and easy.  CE safety approved.
£6.99 NOW £3.50
93728 SCOOBY-DOO! COLOURING AND
ACTIVITY PLACEMATS
by Hanna Barbera
Help Shaggy and Scooby-Doo without running into any
ghosts or bats through the maze, copy and colour Fred,
Velma and match Daphne to her correct shadow.  Find
six differences in the two pictures of Scooby-Doo.  Each
activity is different and there are over 30 fun perforated
colouring and games placemats to use at home or on the
move and which you can display as your masterpiece
when finished. Answers, colour, 14" x 12".
£5.99 NOW £2.25

94325 STICKER
KING ARTHUR
by Struan Reid
Children can dress King
Arthur, Merlin and
Lancelot for scenes
including Arthur pulling
the sword from the
stone and jousting with
Sir Lancelot.  With over
140 colourful reusable
stickers, boots and
cloaks and costumes
and helmets and
swords and battle
shields, you can dress
Merlin the magician,

meet his pet owl, secret map, book of spells and
crystal ball, find out about the Holy Grail and dress Sir
Galahad, Sir Percival, and Sir Bors and read excerpts
from the famous stories such as the death of the king.
Usborne Activity large softback, 34pp, 23.9 x 30.6cm.
Ages 5-8 years.
£7.99 NOW £4

93709 HILARIOUS
FAMILY GAMES FOR
KIDS TO CHALLENGE
GROWN-UPS
by Bobby Newlyn-
Jones
Cause family chaos and
make sure siblings
actually get along with
these super-competitive
games in an ultimate
battle of the generations.
You’ll never again be
stuck as the box set
contains instructions for
100 card games including
Chain Gang, Got Your

Number, Draw Me A Clue, Who? What? Where?,
Charades, Musical Chairs, Spoons, Musical Statues,
Yes or No, Simon Says, Human Knot, Bite the Bag,
Hum it Again, Hot Potato, Balloon Race, Pass the
Parcel, Guess the Song, Toilet Roll Mummy, Great
Minds, Defend the Fort, Categories, Two Truths and
A Lie, I Never Have, Buzz and more.  Also includes
60 Forfeit cards, a one minute timer with green sand
inside.  Quality box set, colour illus.
£19.99 NOW £7
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EVE MALLOW MYSTERIES
94567 MYSTERY ON
HIDDEN LANE: An Eve
Mallow Mystery Book
1
by Clare Chase
Meet Eve Mallow, an
American far from home, a
professional busybody and
an amateur detective.
Seasoned obituary writer
Eve has a new assignment
- to tell the life story of
famed musician Bernard
Fitzpatrick. A chance to
spend a few days in the
sweet little village of

Saxford St Peter, walking the country lanes with her
beloved dachshund Gus and meeting new people
sounds like a dream.  But it turns out that Bernard’s
life was much less interesting than his death.  News
breaks that the charismatic cellist was the victim of a
grisly murder and as Eve starts to interview his
friends and colleagues, she discovers that Bernard has
ruffled more than a few feathers.  In fact, from the
keepers of the Cross Keys Inn to his own staff at
High House, there’s barely a person in town who
doesn’t have some reason to hate him.  Which one of
the friendly villagers is a cold-blooded killer?  Then a
second body is found... 264pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5

94566 MYSTERY AT
THE OLD MILL: An
Eve Mallow Mystery
Book 4
by Clare Chase
When the calm of Saxford
St Peter is disrupted by a
deadly fire at the Old Mill,
amateur sleuth Eve
Mallow finds herself
investigating.  Everyone is
desperate to know more
about Harry Tennant, the
newcomer who owns the
Old Mill.  He has finally
invited the villagers round

for drinks, and Eve isn’t the only one looking forward
to having some questions answered, but two days
before the party, Harry is found dead, the mill burnt
down.  Eve discovers that quiet, charming Harry was
living a double life as the famous advice writer Pippa
Longford.  Eve wonders what revelations were
contained in the letters he received, and whether one
of them was worth killing for.  Accompanied by her
reliable dachshund sidekick Gus, Eve starts digging.
There is an uncle desperate to inherit, two women
who thought they were his one and only, not to
mention everyone who shared their darkest secrets
with him, but was one of those strangers much closer
to home than Harry knew? 280pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5

94565 MYSTERY AT
THE CHURCH: An Eve
Mallow Mystery Book
6
by Clare Chase
Amateur sleuth Eve
Mallow is looking forward
to her 15 minutes of fame
when Saxford St Peter is
chosen as the location for a
new drama series. She is
thrilled to learn that TV
stars are just as glamorous
and tempestuous as she
had always imagined.  But
then someone delivers a

bouquet of poisonous flowers to the director, making
Eve worry that some of the rivalries she has noticed
are deadly serious.  And when that director’s body is
found in the church where the funeral scene took
place, it’s clear that someone is out for the kill in real
life.  Eve and her devoted dachshund Gus have been
on the ground from the start, interrogating the
suspects one by one.  Is it the devastating diva
whose relationship with the director was far from
professional, the cameraman who caught Rufus doing
something he shouldn’t, or the groupie groundskeeper
who’s in the background of every shot?  Eve must
catch the killer before she stars in their next
murderous production.  285pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5

BETTY ROWLANDS
94563 MURDER IN
THE MORNING: Book
2
by Betty Rowlands
Cream teas, buttered
crumpets and a very
curious crime.  Melissa
Craig is settling in nicely to
a new teaching position in
the quaint little village of
Upper Bembury, getting to
know her way around,
drinking tea with the
eccentric staff, even
sewing the first seeds of
romance.  But when she

arrives one morning to find police outside her
classroom, Melissa is shocked to hear that her
beautiful colleague Angelica has been found dead in
her home.  As everyone in Angelica’s life comes
under suspicion, Melissa makes it her mission to go in
search of the truth, not least because she’s
romantically entangled with none other than the
police’s prime suspect.  The discovery of a vandalised
portrait of the murdered girl might be just the clue
that Melissa needs to clear her lover’s name, but
when a second body surfaces, she knows she needs
to act quickly.  264pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5
93999 MURDER AT LARKFIELD BARN:
Book Seven  by Betty Rowlands
Melissa Craig since her move to the countryside has
become firmly established in village life, so when one
of the older residents fails to show up at a drinks
party, she goes to check on her.  Her dear neighbour
has been murdered, and the killer has painted a
hideous smile onto her face.  When will The Smiler
strike again?  Melissa realises she needs to solve this
case quickly, but as she starts to look closely at the
people around her, she realises the killer may be
closer to home than she could ever have imagined.
200 page paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5

94561 MURDER IN
LANGLEY WOODS:
Book 8  by Betty
Rowlands
A body is found near a
picture-perfect Cotswolds
village, but the upstanding
local residents couldn’t
possibly be involved,
could they?  Murder is the
very last thing on Melissa
Craig’s mind when one of
her neighbours pops in to
complain loudly about a
minor local robbery.  She’s
far too busy thinking about

her next book, but when the evening paper lands,
there is a shocking headline.  A young woman’s body
has been found in the nearby woods, and it seems
the local robbery may offer a crucial clue. Suddenly
the whole village is talking about the murder, but

CRIME FICTION
It was not perhaps the warmest friendship

in the world, they would not send each
other Christmas gift greetings, but they

would not murder each other.
- Mario Puzo, The Godfather

94317 POISON AT THE
VILLAGE SHOW
by Catherine Coles
It is 1947 and the Westleham
Village Show.  With the war
finally over, everyone is
looking forward to a pleasant
day, but Martha Miller doesn’t
share the excitement.  Since
her husband Stan left for
work one day and never
returned, she has been
treated as somewhat of an
outsider and the village gossip
is that Martha must be to
blame.  She hopes she can

win her fellow villagers over with her delicious
homemade plum gin, but as glasses are quaffed, disaster
strikes. Chairwoman of the village show Alice Warren
slumps to the ground, poisoned!  An utterly charming
1940s mystery.  210pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £5
94060 GAMBLING MAN  by David Baldacci
Featuring private investigator Aloysius Archer whose
luck is about to run out.  California 1949, and Archer is
on his way to start a new job with a renowned Private
Investigator in Bay Town.  Feeling lucky, he stops off
at a casino in Reno where he meets an aspiring actress
Liberty Callahan.  Together they head west on a
journey filled with danger and surprises.  Arriving in a
town rife with corruption, Archer is tasked with finding

out who is doing everything they can to disrupt the
appointment of a top official.  Then two seemingly
unconnected people are murdered at a burlesque club.
Will Liberty finally have her moment in the spotlight?
605pp, paperback.
£6.99 NOW £4.25

94308 JACK CARTER’S
LAW  by Ted Lewis
Jack Carter who is about to
burn a city down in order to
silence an informant.  London
the late 1960s and it’s
Christmas. Carter is the top
man in a crime syndicate
headed by two brothers,
Gerald and Les Fletcher.  He’s
also a worried man.  The fact
that he’s sleeping with
Gerald’s wife Audrey, and
that they plan on someday
running away together with a
lot of the brothers’ money,
doesn’t have Jack concerned.

Instead it’s an informant, one of his own men, that has
him losing sleep.  The grass has enough knowledge
about the firm not only to bring down Gerald and Les,
but Jack as well.  Carter kills rival villains without
compunction and manipulates one and all, male or
female to his advantage. 220pp, paperback.
£12.99 NOW £5
92371 POSTSCRIPT MURDERS
by Elly Griffiths
The death of a 90 year old woman with a heart
condition should not be suspicious.  DS Harbinder Kaur
certainly sees nothing to concern her in carer Natalka’s
account of Peggy Smith’s death, but then Natalka
reveals that Peggy lied about her heart condition and
that she was sure someone had been following her, and
that Peggy Smith had been a ‘murder consultant’ who
plotted deaths for authors and knew more about murder
than anyone has any right to.  And when clearing out
Peggy’s flat ends in Natalka being held at gunpoint by a
masked figure. 344pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4.50

94428 LAST COYOTE
by Michael Connelly
Suspended from his job with
the LAPD, Harry Bosch must
face the darkest parts of his
past to track down his mother’s
killer, even if it costs him his
life.  Harry attacked his
commanding officer and is
suspended indefinitely pending
a psychiatric evaluation.  In
1961, when Harry was 12, his
mother, a prostitute, was
brutally murdered, and no one
has ever been accused of the
crime.  It’s clear there has been

a cover up and someone powerful was able to divert
justice.  As Harry relentlessly follows broken pieces of
the case, the stirred interest causes new murders and
pushes Harry to the edge of his job - and his life. 442pp,
paperback.
£8.99 NOW £5

88921 SLEEPING AND THE DEAD
by Ann Cleeves

A diving instructor makes a gruesome discovery in
Cranwell Lake.  The body of a teenager has been found
very close to the surface of a reservoir due to a drought.
The police are called to investigate and realise that the
body has been anchored in place for a long time.  They
look at all the missing young males from the time and

with dental work and identify the male as Michael Grey.
Then another teenager is found murdered.  Detective
Peter Porteous deduces that Grey was the enigmatic
and secretive man who was reported missing by his

foster parents in 1972.  395pp paperback.
£7.99 NOW £4

94281 ASSASSIN’S
RIDDLE
by Paul Doherty
The only way to win this
murderer’s deadly game is to
play along.  It is 1380. First the
corpse of a clerk is pulled from
the Thames. Then a money-
lender is found dead in his
strongroom, a crossbow bolt
firmly embedded in his chest - a
real mystery because the
windowless chamber was
locked and barred from the
inside.  Sir John Cranston
comes to survey the scene.

When other clerks are murdered, each with a riddle
pinned on the corpse, he enlists the help of Brother
Athelstan and together they must pit their wits against a
deadly adversary hell-bent on murder and mayhem.
288pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £5

94290 BRUNO’S CHALLENGE & OTHER
DORDOGNE TALES  by Martin Walker

With titles like The Chocolate War, The Birthday Lunch,
Oystercatcher, A Market Tale and Fifty Million Bubbles,

you may be sure of a bumper collection of delightful
stories featuring Bruno, Chief of Police, France’s

favourite cop, all the stories are set in the beautiful
Dordogne valley and the ravishing Périgord region of
southwest France with its lush hillsides and spreading
vineyards, delicious local wines and world-renowned

cuisine.  On only one occasion does he panic when his
friend Ivan, proprietor and chef of the town’s popular

eatery, suddenly collapses on the eve of a large
anniversary dinner and asks Bruno to take over the
restaurant. Can he save the day?  272pp softback.

£14.99 NOW £6
94298 EIGHTEEN BELOW by Stefan Ahnhem
We highly recommend this Nordic noir thriller with a
puzzling storyline and creepy villains.  On a hot
summer’s day, a car speeds through the streets of
Helsingborg. When it reaches the harbour, the driver
keeps going, straight into the cold, dark sea.  But it is not
a suicide. The autopsy reveals that this man has been
dead for some time.  He was murdered two months
previously and his body deep frozen.  As more bodies
are discovered, Fabian Risk must hunt a killer with a
mission - to preserve his victims, and create the perfect
death.  520pp, paperback.
£7.99 NOW £4
93632 COMPLEX 90: A Mike Hammer Novel
by Mickey Spillane and Max Allan Collins
Mike Hammer accompanies a conservative politician to
Moscow on a fact-finding mission. While there he is
arrested by the KGB on a bogus charge, and imprisoned,
but he quickly escapes, creating an international incident
by getting into a firefight with Russian agents.  On his
stateside return, the government is none too happy with
Mr. Hammer.  Russia is insisting upon his return to stand
charges, and various government agencies are following
him.  A question dogs our hero - why him?  And why
does every beautiful woman he encounters seem to
have a seductively hidden agenda? 246pp.
£17.99 NOW £5
94208 MR CADMUS  by Peter Ackroyd
A very quirky and playful black comedy which begins
with two apparently harmless women residing in
cottages one building apart in the idyllic English village
of Little Camborne.  Miss Finch and Miss Swallow are
cousins who have put their pasts behind them and
settled into conventional country life.  But when a
mysterious foreigner Theodore Cadmus from a
Mediterranean island moves into the middle cottage,
the safe monotony of their lives is shattered.  Soon,
long-hidden secrets and long-held grudges threaten to
surface, drawing all into a vortex of subterfuge, theft,
violence, mayhem and murder. 186pp. Paperback.
£8.99 NOW £4

none of Melissa’s neighbours have come forward to say
they know who the victim is.  Convinced that the police
have got the wrong end of the stick, Melissa can’t resist
doing some more digging.  When she finds a photograph
of the dead girl at her former family home, she realises
this is the clue she needs, if only she can find out who
took the picture.  Will Melissa be walking into a trap?
Can she work out the truth before she puts herself in
harm’s way?  250pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5
94001 MURDER AT THE OLD HOUSE: Book
Ten  by Betty Rowlands
Melissa has just finished writing her latest mystery novel
when she receives shocking news.  Her estranged father
has been found dead in the family home, and her
mother Sylvia is under suspicion of murder.  Melissa
hasn’t seen her parents for nearly 30 years, but on
hearing the dreadful news she rushes to her mother’s
side.  Was it a disgruntled employee, the controlling
family lawyer, or perhaps the woman with whom her
father was having an affair?  When another body is
found, Melissa realises she’s dealing with a ruthless killer.
234pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5

94562 MURDER IN THE
DINING ROOM: Book 11
by Betty Rowlands
A grand old house soaks up
the golden summer sun, but
inside the dining room
something dreadful has
happened.  Melissa couldn’t
be happier that summer has
arrived and she’s delighted to
have her mother back by her
side.  She is extending her
beloved Hawthorn Cottage
so her new family can live
together.  Meanwhile her
mother Sylvia is back in good

health and enjoying a brief stay at a stately retirement
home.  She loves getting to know the residents until first
a dog and then his owner are both found dead in the
dining room.  Like mother like daughter, Sylvia decides
to do a little investigating of her own, but when one of
her friends falls ill in suspicious circumstances, Melissa
realises her mother has rattled someone, but who? And
what happens if the killer realises they have been
rumbled?  Will Melissa find the culprit before another life
is taken?  266pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5
94002 MURDER IN A COUNTRY GARDEN:
Book Twelve
by Betty Rowlands
Melissa Craig is thrilled that summer has arrived and she
has decided to give up her career as an amateur sleuth
and enjoy a quiet life in her beautiful country cottage in
the Cotswolds.  The only digging in her life now
happens in her garden, but when a keen beekeeper is
found dead, covered in multiple stings, Melissa’s new
resolve is tested.  As she gets to know the family of the
dead man, she realises he was no saint.  With the
residents of Upper Benbury now fearful to open their
windows to the summer air, and the police treating the
deaths as accidental, Melissa must solve this case
herself. 264pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5

CRIMINALLY ADDICTIVE FICTION

94128 CLASSIC TALES OF DETECTION AND
ADVENTURE  by Edgar Allan Poe

The Murders in the Rue Morgue, The Mystery of Marie
Rogêt, Thou Art the Man!, The Purloined Letter and
The Unparalleled Adventure of One Hans Pfaall are

these wonderful detective stories here in new reprint.
Poe established not only the brilliant amateur sleuth

and his highly dumb sidekick, but also witness
interviews, the armchair detective, solving a real

murder abandoned by police, hiding critical evidence in
plain sight, false clues, and even the first supposed
murder committed by an animal. One tale seeks to

uncover the murder of the wealthy Barnabus
Shuttleworthy, and the tale of an adventure to reach
the Moon in a revolutionary new balloon. 206 page

paperback.
ONLY £6.50
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FOOD AND DRINK
Biers was where the undead drank. And
when Igor the barman was asked for a
Bloody Mary, he didn’t mix a metaphor.

- Terry Pratchett, Hogfather

94046 CLEVER
GUTS DIET RECIPE
BOOK
by Clare Bailey and
Joy Skipper
GP Clare Bailey is now
using food to improve
her patients’ gut health
as well as their gut size
and the recipes in this
book are the product of
the latest science.
Tasty, flavoursome and
simple, they are written
with a busy person in
mind and the
ingredients easy to

access and inexpensive.  If you have IBS or feel your
gut is in need of a reboot, try a breakfast fry up with
green bananas, Blueberry Chia Pots, and for lunch
Healing Chicken Bone Broth, Chargrilled Red Pepper
Dip, Aubergine Parmigiana Mediterranean Style Bake,
and dinner Baked Coconut Chicken Curry, or Prawns
with Pasta and Seaweed, Cauliflower Rice with
Coriander, and delicious ferments like Kombucha.  Plus
no-knead sourdough, nutrient bars and cakes and meal
planners.  224pp, large softback, colour photos.
£16.99 NOW £9
94052 CULINARIA CHINA: Cuisine, Country,

Culture  by Kathrin Schlotter et al
Lift the lid and smell the secrets of the Middle Kingdom
to discover what hides behind dishes like Blister Soup,

Beggar’s Chicken or even Ants Climbing A Tree.
Tasting, smelling and enjoying China, we explore the

specialities of the metropolises and regional cuisine from
the south of China, the rich coast provinces of the north,
to the palace cuisine of Beijing all the way to the fiery-

hot Szechuan and adventurous dishes in the Steppe.
Spectacular large pages, colour photographs cover
equipment and cutting techniques, marinating and

coating food, and cooking methods.  We can feast in
magnificence on Fish in Tomato Soup, Hot and Sour
Soup, Caramelized Pork Rib Chops and Potatoes and

have a Peking Duck experience.  Dumplings inside and
out, the opera and tea houses, parks and the Great Wall,

luxury wine drinking and the food of everyday people
and what you might see at a fish market such as sharks’
heads or marine and freshwater eels which are caught in
the rice paddies. With useful glossary, spectacular colour
photography, heavyweight 484 pages, 26.67 x 30.48cm.

£29.99 NOW £16

93876 DIRT:
Adventures In Lyon
As A Chef In
Training
by Bill Buford
We chomp and romp our
way through formidable
French kitchens in a book
about food, writing and
obsessive people with a
sense of adventure.  Bill
Buford persuades the
revered French chef
Michel Richard in
Washington DC to take
him on then moves to
Lyon, the gastronomic
capital of France, with his

wife and three-year-old twin sons.  He meets Bob, the
proprietor of Lyon’s best boulangerie, becomes his
apprentice, and learns how to make bread.  With his
signature sense of humour, adventure and masterful
ability to bring the world of the kitchen vividly to life.
Deckle edged 413 pages.
$28.95 NOW £5

94159 BREW YOUR
OWN BIG BOOK OF
HOMEBREWING
by Brew Your Own
Updated edition of the
official homebrewing
guide packed with
recipes to create
mouthwatering hazy
IPAs, pastry stouts and
kettle sours and 25 new
recipes from popular
craft brewers for popular
favourites and clones for
hard-to-find regional cult
beers.  There is an

expanded section on hops and hopping for brewing
clean, great-tasting hard seltzer.  Kick off your cowboy
boots and enjoy a taste of Fort Point Pale Ale, Louie
Louie, Fat Tire Amber Ale, Yeti Imperial Stout, Fuller’s
ESB, Smoked Porter or Heady Topper among them.
Includes American, German ales and lagers, wheat
beer and European pilsner and there is a table of
possible substitutions.  Big softback, 240pp, colour
photos.
£19.99 NOW £6
93279 GENTLE ART OF COOKERY
by Mrs C. F. Leyel and Miss Olga Hartley
First published in 1925, Hilda Leyel was acknowledged
as a connoisseur of food and wine in London society, and
her book is based on menus she served to her friends.
Haricot beans are melted in brown butter, Brussel
sprouts with lemon, fried beetroot, baked turnips,
chestnuts braised with Maderia, broad beans stewed
with wine, curried lentils and many soups and salads.
She uses many herbs and is familiar with European and
Middle Eastern, Mediterranean and North African
cooking.  A small classic of English culinary literature
reprinted with all 750 original recipes. 431 pages with
pagemarker.
£14.99 NOW £6

93412 RALPH AYRES’ COOKERY BOOK
introduced by Jane Jakeman

Ralph ‘Radolphus’ Ayres was Head Cook at New
College, Oxford in the early 18th century.  He

recorded in his Diary the contents of a meal he ate in a
college in 1756, where the first course included Cod

with Oysters, Ham, Fowls, Boiled Beef, Rabbits
Smothered with Onions, Mutton, Veal Collops, Pork

Griskins, Minced Pies and Roots (vegetables).  For the
second course were Roast Turkey, Haunch of Venison,

a Brace of Woodcock, Snipes, Veal Olives, Trifle,
Blancmange, Stewed Pippins and Preserved Quinces.
Presented in Ayres’ own handwriting with beautiful
contemporary botanical drawings. 88 large pages,

colour illus.
£14.99 NOW £4.50

93433 BICYCLES, BLOOMERS AND GREAT
WAR RATIONING RECIPES
by Vicky Straker
Sub-titled ‘The Life and Times of Dorothy Peel OBE’,
the author is the great-great granddaughter of Mrs Peel
who wrote many books on cookery and household
management.  Dorothy’s recipes include the long
forgotten Devilled Bananas and wartime Potato Gateau,
Chicken en Casserole, Cheese Pufflets and delicious
teatime treats such as Feather Tart and Candied Pears,
Nursery Cake and Madeleines.  The book explores the
social and cultural history and how Dorothy played a
key role in services to the Ministry of Food.  Witty,
poignant and informative. 200 large pages, colour and
archive photos.
£25 NOW £9.50
93681 101 RUMS TO TRY BEFORE YOU DIE
by Ian Buxton
Do prefer your rum in the British, French or Spanish
manner?  Aged, spiced or both?  White, silver, gold or
dark might be your marker.  Does rum ever have to
come from the Caribbean and does Bacardi count?  Look
no further than this beautifully designed and illustrated
guide which gives brand owner, website and origin for
example for the St. Aubin White Agricultural Rum 1819
or the Japanese Ryoma seven year old oak cask, the
Monymusk Classic Gold from Jamaica, discount
supermarket Aldi’s Old Hopking White, Doorly’s 12 year
old from Barbados, and Mountgay 1703, and from
England there is Matugga Golden Rum and from the
USA Medford.  Colour photos, 224pp.
£12.99 NOW £5

SCIENCE FICTION
No one would have believed in the last

years of the nineteenth century that this
world was being watched keenly and

closely by intelligences greater than man’s
and yet as mortal as his own.

- H. G. Wells, The War of the Worlds

94132 FIRST MEN IN
THE MOON
by H. G. Wells
Nearly 70 years before men
first walked on the Moon,
Herbert George Wells (born
1866) was exploring what
might be awaiting them here
in this novel published in
1900.  He brings to life the
joys of space travel and
humanity’s boundless
curiosity when penniless
businessman Bedford moves
to Kent to write a play and
meets the mad scientist who
is developing an antigravity

metal.  Bedford and the scientist Mr Cavor make their
way to the Moon and discover a race of intelligent
insect-like creatures called ‘Selenites’.  Explaining his
ideas through flight of pure fancy such as ‘antigravity’
rather than strict scientific reasoning, the book was
criticised by contemporaries. 272pp paperback.
ONLY £5

93143 VOW OF THIEVES
by Mary Pearson
The thrilling novel set in the
same world as the bestselling
Remnant Chronicles.  Kazi and
Jase have survived, stronger
and more in love than ever.
Their new life now lies before
them - the Ballengers will be
outlaws no longer.  Tor’s
Watch will be a kingdom, and
Kazi and Jase will meet all
challenges side by side,
together at last.  But an
ominous warning mars their
journey back, and they soon

find themselves captured in the tangled web of deceit
woven by their greatest enemies and unlikeliest allies,
a place where betrayals run deep and more deadly
than either had thought possible, and where timeless
ambitions threaten to destroy them both. 479pp,
paperback.
£8.99 NOW £2  REDUCED

93086 DANCE OF
THIEVES
by Mary Pearson
A reformed thief and the
young leader of an outlaw
dynasty lock wits in a battle
that may cost them their lives
and their hearts.  When the
patriarch of the Ballenger
empire dies, his son Jase
becomes its new leader.  But
a new era looms on the
horizon, set in motion by a
young queen, which makes
her the target of the dynasty’s
resentment and anger.  At the

same time, Kazi, a legendary former street thief, is
sent by the queen to investigate transgressions against
the new settlements. She learns that there is more to
Jase than she thought.  505pp, paperback.
£8.99 NOW £2.75  REDUCED

94473
THUNDERBIRDS
CLASSIC COMICS
VOLUME 3
by Gerry Anderson
Four stories in this highly
collectable volume all
illustrated by the great
Frank Bellamy, the stories
are The Eiffel Tower
Demolition, The Nuclear
Threat, The Hawaiian
Lobster Menace and The
Time Machine set on 11th
January 2069.  Aged ten

years by travelling to 2078 in Professor Darien’s time
machine, Jeff and Scott Tracy find that a man called
Lambert has sabotaged a dam above the Niagara Falls.
Already badly weakened, the wall is now threatened by
a drifting ship. A superb series to collect, all in fabulous
facsimile and full colour.  for ages 13 and up and of
course adult nostalgia collectors.  48pp, 8.5 x 11.5".
£6.99 NOW £4.25
94474 THUNDERBIRDS CLASSIC COMICS
VOLUME 4  by Gerry Anderson
Some of the comic strips used in this facsimile collection
are exceedingly rare, so the print quality may vary, but
on the whole it is absolutely superb and full of colour and
action and adventure.  All three stories in this volume
are illustrated by the great Frank Bellamy and they are
The Zoo Ship, Chain Reaction and Jungle Adventure, all
set in 2069.  F.A.B.!  Thunderbird Two with its
recognisable dome shape flies into rendezvous position.
What’s the drill, Virgil? You and Alan go back to the pod,
Gordon. Stand by for me to drop you. I’ll maintain
hover position. F.A.B. Will stand by to pick up Scott as
soon as he’s placed the bomb... For ages 13 and up and
adult nostalgia collectors.  48pp, 8.5 x 11.5".
£6.99 NOW £4.25

94475
THUNDERBIRDS
CLASSIC COMICS
VOLUME 5
by Gerry Anderson
A thrilling, futuristic volume
of 1960s and 1970s
Thunderbirds comic strips
featuring The City of
Doom, The Big Bang and
The Mini Moon with
dateline 4th April 2070 and
artwork by John Cooper.
The first story City of

Doom is set in 2069 and the artist is Frank Bellamy.  For
the first time ever, photographers have been allowed
into Project City, a secret community of scientists
working on a top security system within the mighty
Andes Mountains.  The aircraft skipper does as he is told
and puts the mammoth plane down on an old military
airfield high in the Andes Mountains... the way those
idiots are treating those crates is suicidal! Boom!  Great to
see that Egmont Publishers have reprinted this series for
ages 13 and up and of course adult nostalgia collectors.
48pp, 8.5 x 11.5".
£6.99 NOW £4.25

94535 THUNDERBIRDS: Set of Three
by Gerry Anderson

Buy all three and save more.
£20.97 NOW £10.97

Delicious Data A compendium of
cooking, eating, and drinking
infographics

93042 FOOD & DRINK
INFOGRAPHICS
A Visual Guide to
Culinary Pleasures
by Simone Klabin and
Julius Wiede
A must-have for every 21st
century foodie, this is gastro-
guidance at its most visually
appealing as much as expert.
Want to master sashimi?
Know the secret to perfectly
grilled steak? Wow guests
with your own dry martini?

You’ll find appealing colour infographics on all the food
groups, from grains and pulses to fruit and
vegetables, to fish, meat, and poultry. Recipe ideas
include soups, sandwiches, snacks, sweet treats, and
just-right dressings. Other sections cover flavour
pairings, baking, cooking tools and techniques, and
alcohol, coffee, and tea.  The book opens with a
historic survey of food imagery examining how and
where pictures have been used to enjoy, prepare,
and serve food and drink, from Egyptian tomb
paintings showing flatbread being made to 19th
century classics such as Mrs Beeton’s Book of
Household Management. Two fold-outs, 24.6 x
37.2cm, 464 pages, Taschen.
ONLY £48

94162 ENGLISH FOOD:
A People’s History
by Diane Purkiss
A delicious history of British
food traditions exploring the
development of rituals and
recipes for mealtimes and
how food has been a
reflection of and inspiration
for social continuity and
change.  We are taken for
tea, to the icehouse, the
pantry and the beehive. We
bite into chicken, plainly
poached or exotically spiced
and join bacon curers and
fishermen at work, follow

the scent of apples into ancient orchards and develop a
fondness for ‘small beer’.  We have our loaves and
fishes, liquid foods, have our cake and milk and eat it,
tinned food and rarer birds while Purkiss has an eye for
the narrative vignette that can illuminate the age in this
rich layer cake of a book.  549 magnificent pages in a
hefty book.  Colour and mono illus.
£30 NOW £11  SAVE £19!
93101 KNOCK ONE BACK DOILY
by Knock Knock Who’s There Inc.
These indelicate doilies encourage you to knock one
back - or several, to LIFE YOUR SPIRITS! BOTTOMS
UP.  HERE’S A TOAST! TO GETTING TOASTED and
LET’S HAVE ANOTHER ROUND! THEN ANOTHER.
Two of each design, eight reusable coasters in a quality
card showing a bottle decoration and fancy doily edging.
Introduce modern-day etiquette to the thirsty masses.
Chin chin!
£6.95 NOW £1.50  REDUCED
94171 RED SAUCE BROWN SAUCE: A British
Breakfast Odyssey  by Felicity Cloake
Cockles and lava bread, Marmite and Staffordshire oat
cakes, kippers on the Isle of Man, porridge, stottie cakes
from Edinburgh to Newcastle, Weetabix from
Peterborough to Corby, black pudding, jam, bubble and
squeak from Richmond to Westminster.  Felicity Cloake
sets off on a cycle trip of condimental proportions to
investigate and celebrate the legendary Great British
Breakfast.  What makes the perfect fry up?  Read
recipes for the Savoy’s Omelette Arnold Bennet and
Proper Scottish Porridge in this freewheeling
gastronomical tour. 373pp, line art and map.
£16.99 NOW £6

93701 DELIA SMITH’S
ONE IS FUN!
by Delia Smith
A phenomenal bestseller
from Britain’s favourite cook
in 1985, at last in paperback
facsimile reprint.  There are
such delicious recipes as
Provençale Crusted Cod and
Mozzarella in Carrozza,
Braised Steak Au Poivre and
Pork Chop with Apples and
Cider, Chinese Stir Fry
Chicken with Broccoli and
Mushrooms and Chicken
Tikka Kebab, Marinated
Kipper and Potato Salad,

Basque Eggs, Singapore Noodles and Michael’s Mango
Fool and Rhubarb and Orange Shortcake Crumble.
Designed for healthy eating, here are solo soups, simply
eggs, fun fish, one man’s meat, prime pasta and rice, the
lone vegetarian, singular salads and sauces, vegetable
variations, and super snacks plus delicious desserts.
224pp, softback, colour photos.
£18.99 NOW £9
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He’d heard that writers spent all day in
their dressing gowns drinking champagne.

This is, of course, absolutely true.
- Terry Pratchett, Snuff

JOSEPHINE COX

94549 BAD BOY
JACK
by Josephine Cox
By the author the
immensely popular
North Country sagas,
here is a compelling
story of family
heartbreak and tragedy.
Can he find his children
before everything is
lost?  Unable to cope
with raising his children
alone, Robert Sullivan
abandons three year old
Nancy and seven year
old Jack to those he
believes can provide
them with a better life.

However he quickly has a change of heart and goes
back for them, but on the way there, he is involved in
an horrific accident.  Jack and Nancy are placed in the
brutal regime of the Galloway Children’s Home,
where Jack’s fiery temper lands him in trouble.
Clinging together, the children find themselves at the
mercy of the corrupt Clive Ennington. As Robert
recovers in hospital he is determined to reunite his
family, but he soon realises the terrible consequences
of his cowardly actions, and wonders if he will ever
see his children again.  Pure escapism, you will find a
few tears but believe in the characters by this gifted
writer.  452pp, paperback.
£10.99 NOW £5

94558 LET IT
SHINE
by Josephine Cox
Ada Williams once
believed money and
power would bring her
happiness, but now she
is all alone except for
her greedy son Peter,
who waits only for the
day he will inherit her
fortune.  Ada however
has a different plan
altogether.  She enters
the lives of the Bolton
family, living just a few
miles away in
Blackburn.  They may
be poor, but the love

they share means they can overcome almost any
adversity, but no one could have foreseen the
shocking events of Christmas night 1932, which split
the family apart, leaving Larry crippled and the twins
Ellie and Betsy in a foster home.  Events that Ada
Williams even after all these years will never forget.
By one of the country’s best-loved story tellers.
296pp, paperback.
£10.99 NOW £5

94556 JINNIE
by Josephine Cox
An unforgettable and
dramatic tale of the
lingering power of past
betrayals.  Past
tragedies have cast a
menacing shadow on
the happiness of two
families.  10 years ago
Louise Hunter’s life was
torn apart when her
husband Ben killed
himself, her brother-in-
law Jacob was
murdered and her sister
Susan abandoned her
new-born daughter.
Louise remains haunted

by guilt over the one night she spent with Ben’s friend
Eric, and refuses to return Eric’s love.  But after
adopting Jinnie, she finds new happiness - until Susan
decides she wants Jinnie back.  Meanwhile Adam and
Hannah, whose mother was killed with Jacob, are on
the run.  What Adam witnessed on that dreadful night
has put them all in danger, but their beloved
grandmother knows that one day they must return to
the place where it all began.  A novel of heartache,
greed and jealousy by this popular storyteller.  292pp,
paperback.
£10.99 NOW £5

93885 100 GREAT
CHILDREN’S PICTURE
BOOKS
by Martin Salisbury
The Tiger Who Came to Tea,
Babar, Ludwig Bemelmens’
Madeline and Hansi who is
packed onto a train by his
mother and travels up the
mountains, Edward Ardizzone’s
Lucy Brown and Mr Grimes
and Little Tim books, Peter
Rabbit, Tomi Ungerer’s Moon
Man, Edward Bawden, William
Steig, Astrid Lindgren, Hans
Christian Andersen, Ted
Hughes, Maurice Sendak, David
Gentleman’s Fenella in the South
of France, Felix Hoffman’s The
Sleeping Beauty.  This
unashamed visual feast of old
and new, classic and not so
famous but equally collectible
imagery celebrates the best
designed and illustrated picture
books from around the world
over the past 100 years. The
illustrations are also mirrors of their times, reflecting
social concerns from a child’s and family’s perspectives.
Hundreds of gorgeous original colour images and book
jackets reproduced. 22.86 x 29.21cm.  Rare and
collectible, 216 pages.
£24.95 NOW £15

94492 HITCH IN TIME:
Writings from the London
Review of Books
by Christopher Hitchens
Hitchens was a star writer
wherever he wrote and he
contributed 60 pieces over two
decades to the LRB.
Anthologised here for the first
time are reviews, diaries and
essays along with a smattering
of ferocious letters.  Familiar
bêtes noires - Kennedy, Nixon,
Kissinger, Clinton - rub
shoulders with lesser-known

preoccupations - P. G. Wodehouse, Princess Margaret
and Isaiah d�Berlin.  Here is Hitchens on the first Gulf
War and the Salman Rushdie Acid Test, on being
spanked by Mrs Thatcher in the House of Lords, and
taking his son to the Oscars, on America’s homegrown
Nazis and ‘Acts of Violence in Grosvenor Square’ in
1968.  Barnstorming, cauterising and ultimately
uncontainable journalism, he truly was an original of his
time.  340pp, paperback, illus.
£12.99 NOW £6

94434 TO HAVE AND
HAVE NOT
by Ernest Hemingway
A classic novel about
smuggling, intrigue and love.
Harry Morgan is an honest
man who is forced into
running contraband between
Cuba and Key West to make
a living during the
Depression from his
motorboat in Florida.  His
adventures lead him into the
world of the wealthy and
dissipated yachtsmen who
throng the region and
involve him in a strange and

unlikely love affair.  Harry will run guns, rum and men
to and from Cuba, but he is playing a dicey game. A
harshly realistic, yet oddly tender and wise novel.
180pp, paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5
94446 DOORS OF PERCEPTION AND HEAVEN
AND HELL by Aldous Huxley
With a biographical introduction by David Bradshaw and
a foreword by J. G. Ballard. In 1953, in the presence of
an investigator, Aldous Huxley took four-tenths of a
gram of mescalin, sat down and waited to see what
would happen.  When he opened his eyes, everything
from the flowers in a vase to the creases in his trousers
was transformed, Huxley describes his experience with
breathtaking immediacy in this novel.  In its sequel
Heaven and Hell, he goes on to explore the history and
nature of mysticism.  In that afternoon in Los Angeles,
Huxley experienced the suspension of time and space
and the melting away of the ego.  He talks about artists
and their heightened ability to perceive things, about the
experiences of schizophrenics and moments of despair
but also of unadulterated joy.  He talks about the
profundity of religious experience and Eastern and
Western philosophical views of the world. 123pp,
paperback.
£9.99 NOW £5

92311 SAMUEL JOHNSON: Selected Works
edited by DeMaria, Fix, Weinbrot

Samuel Johnson was the towering literary figure of the
18th century. The commission to write the first English
Dictionary, completed in 1755, made his name and led

to a pension being awarded by King George III.
Johnson’s later years are meticulously documented by

his indefatigable biographer Boswell, including his travels
in the UK and abroad, and his friendship with Mrs Hester

Thrale. This single volume anthology includes essays
from the periodicals The Rambler, Idler and Adventurer
see Johnson fulminating on the miseries of self-delusion,
lying, and marriages of prudence without affection. A
selection of his verse features a version of Juvenal’s

Tenth Satire transposed from ancient Rome to Johnson’s
contemporary London. Political writings include Johnson’s
thoughts on capital punishment and fictional letters from

a young woman betrayed into prostitution and
condemned by society and the law.  Johnson’s

Shakespeare criticism and his biographies of poets are
equally sharp. 818pp.

£30 NOW £11  SAVE £19!
92641 ANTIQUITY MATTERS
by Frederic Raphael
Frederic Raphael is an Oscar and BAFTA winning
screenwriter, biographer, novelist and journalist, but it is
to his greatest love, the Classics, he returns here.  He
employs his renowned wit and erudition to describe the
complexities and contradictions which underlie the
creation of Western civilisation and tackles a broad range
of topics, from the presumed superiority of democracy to
today’s LGBT+ rights movement and presents an often
daringly unconventional view of the Greek and Roman
world. Endlessly informative, he shows how rhetorical
aspiration and practical cunning is still threaded through
modern culture. 360pp.
£20 NOW £3  SAVE £17!

94168 MAD ABOUT
SHAKESPEARE: From
Classroom to Theatre
by Jonathan Bate
Bate has devoted his
professional life to reading,
teaching and writing about
literature, and in his brave
and candid memoir his
examples include an array of
writers including Virginia
Woolf, Sylvia Plath, Edward
Thomas and Dr Johnson
himself, who even as they
struggled with mental illness
took inspiration from the
greatest of all writers -

William Shakespeare.  Bate investigates losses and
challenges and asks whether, if you persevere with
Shakespeare, he can offer a word of wisdom or a
human insight for any time of crisis.  Along the way we
also meet actors such as Judi Dench and Simon Callow
and writers Keats, Austen and the Brontes and Ben
Jonson.  303pp, illus.
£25 NOW £7.50  SAVE £17.50!
93883 REEL VERSE: Poems About Movies
edited by Harold Schechter and Michael
Waters
In the very collectable Everyman Library Pocket edition
with two pagemarkers, this unique collection ranges from
the silent film era to the present, art films and horror
flicks, acclaimed directors and popcorn palaces.  From
Clark Gable to Jean Cocteau, more than a hundred
poets riff on their movie memories - John Updike on
theatres of his youth, Jack Kerouac and Robert Lowell on
Harpo Marx, Sharon Olds on Marilyn Monroe, Louise
Erdrich on John Wayne, May Swenson on the James
Bond films, Terrance Hayes on early Black cinema,
Maxine Kumin on Casablanca, and Richard Wilbur on The
Prisoner of Zenda.  Orson Welles, Leni Riefenstahl, and
Ingmar Bergman share the spotlight with Shirley
Temple, King Kong and Carmen Miranda, Ridley Scott,
Hitchcock and Bresson. 255pp. Remainder mark.
$14.95 NOW £4

94502 NIGHTS OF
PLAGUE
by Orhan Pamuk
The winner of the Nobel
Prize in Literature has
conjured up an  imaginary
island with superb immediacy
and a magnificent panorama
of the last days of the
Ottoman Empire.  An
historical murder mystery set
in Turkey in 1901 amid an
epidemic of bubonic plague, it
is a wry meditation on
nationalism and identity,
history and myth, science
and superstition.  With the

stealth of a spy vessel, the royal ship Aziziye
approaches the famous vistas of Mingheria, the 29th
state of the ailing Ottoman Empire. The ship carries
Princess Pakize, the daughter of a deposed sultan, her
doctor husband, and the Royal Chemist, Bonkowski
Pasha. Each of them holds a separate mission. Not all of
them will survive the weeks ahead, because Mingheria
is on the cusp of catastrophe.  There are rumours of
plague, rumours some in power will try to suppress.  683
pages, softback 12.9 x 19.8cm.
£14.99 NOW £6
94145 PRIDE AND PREJUDICE
by Jane Austen
Beautiful gilt-embossed and golden page-edged purple
hardback gift edition of the classic text.  Jane Austen’s
novels concern the gentle, rural English middle class
existence and the conventions of the early 18th century.
The novel first appeared in print in 1813 and is perhaps
the most comic of her novels concerning the considerable
efforts of a couple, Mr and Mrs Bennet, to achieve
suitable marriages for their five daughters.  The focal
point is the relationship between Elizabeth and Mr
Darcy, a man whom she has readily dismissed as an
unfeeling aristocrat. 352pp.
ONLY £8
94077 LONG TAKE by Robin Robertson
Shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize 2018.  Walker is a
D-Day veteran with post-traumatic stress disorder.  He
can’t return home to rural Nova Scotia and looks instead
to the city for freedom, anonymity and repair.  As he
moves from New York to Los Angeles and San
Francisco, we witness a crucial period of fracture in
American history, one that allowed film noir to flourish.
America is deeply paranoid, doubting its own certainties
and brutalised by social and racial division, spiralling
corruption and the collapse of the inner cities, this is the
story of a good man haunted by violence, resolved to
find kindness again in a world and in himself.  Unusual
typography and with photograph and map of downtown
Los Angeles 1948-58.  236pp.
£14.99 NOW £5.50
94099 SHE WILL SOAR by Ana Sampson
Sub-titled ‘Bright, Brave Poems About Escape and
Freedom by Women’ here are poems on wanderlust,
travel, daydreams, flights of fancy, escaping into books,
tranquillity, courage, hope and resilience from frustrated
housewives to passionate activists, servants and
suffragettes to some of today’s most gifted writers.
Immerse yourself in poems by Carol Ann Duffy,
Christina Rossetti, Stevie Smith, Sarah Crossan, Emily
Dickinson, Nikita Gill, Fiona Benson to name but a few.
130 poems with many female poets here to discover.
284pp with satin page marker.
£14.99 NOW £5

94144 NOTES FROM UNDERGROUND AND
THE DOUBLE
by Fyodor Dostoevsky
Notes from Underground is the dystopian tale of the
Underground Man, a retired civil servant living in St
Petersburg, who criticises Western philosophy and
contemporary society.  Published in 1864,
Dostoevsky raises complex questions about freewill,
society and happiness and the prevailing philosophy
of nihilism.  The Double was published in 1846.
After their first meeting, the protagonist Golyadkin
Sr, finds his life gradually being stolen by his
doppelgänger Golyadkin Jr.  Unlike himself, his
double is socially successful, and he finds himself
caught up in a psychological battle that can only end
in tragedy. 252pp, paperback.
ONLY £5.50

Science Fiction / Literature
94173 STAR TREK: The
Official Poster
Collection
by Insight Editions
Boldly go where no man has
gone before in the cosmos
with Captain James T. Kirk,
Spock, Uhura, Sulu, Doctor
McCoy and the USS
Enterprise.  This official
poster collection includes 32
removable posters
measuring a huge 27.94 x
35.56cm.  They include

promotional posters for Star Trek the Motion Picture, a
stylised 1960s poster of William Shatner’s face shouting
in black and white with the slogans Star Trek,
Obsession, Shatner; Spock making the Vulcan salute
hand gesture, the Enterprise orbiting a spectacular
mustard and yellow-coloured planet, Kirk in the
Captain’s Chair looking pensive. Softback.
£19.99 NOW £7.50
93927 H. P.  LOVECRAFT THE COLLECTION:
Classic Tales of Cosmic Horror
by H. P. Lovecraft
A tapestry of supernatural dread and cosmic horror,
this collection brings together four of Lovecraft’s most
iconic works: “The Dunwich Horror,” “The Call of
Cthulhu,” “The Hound,” and “The Lurking Fear.” “The
Dunwich Horror” introduces us to the rural town of
Dunwich, where whispers of unspeakable rituals and
otherworldly secrets shroud the land in a foreboding
aura. “The Call of Cthulhu” stands as a cornerstone of
Lovecraft’s mythos, revealing a vast and ancient entity
that lies dormant beneath the sea, waiting to be
awakened. “The Hound” takes readers on a journey
into the forbidden realms of necromancy and forbidden
knowledge. “The Lurking Fear” transports us to a
decaying Catskill mansion haunted by unspeakable
horrors. 107 page paperback.
$18.95 NOW £5.50

MORE OVER PAGE
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WORDSWORTH EDITIONS  Great Value
Paperbacks.  Complete and Unabridged

texts, many with new Introductions.
Good sized print and paper quality every
bit as good as Penguin editions, but at a

fraction of the price!

23791 PICKWICK
PAPERS
by Charles Dickens
Readers were captivated by
the adventures of the poet
Snodgrass, the sportsman
Winkle and, above all, by
that quintessentially English
Quixote, Mr Pickwick, and
his cockney Sancho Panza,
Sam Weller. From the
hallowed turf of Dingley Dell
Cricket Club to the unholy
fracas of the Eatanswill
election, characters and

incidents sprang to life from Dickens’s pen, to form an
enduringly popular work of ebullient humour and
literary invention. 720pp. Paperback.
ONLY £4
23790 MARTIN CHUZZLEWIT
by Charles Dickens
Old Martin Chuzzlewit, tormented by the greed and
selfishness of his family, effectively drives his
grandson, young Martin, to undertake a voyage to
America.  It is a voyage which will have crucial
consequences not only for young Martin, but also for
his grandfather and his grandfather’s servant, Mary
Graham, with whom young Martin is in Love.  832pp.
Paperback.
ONLY £4

100682 OLIVER TWIST
by Charles Dickens
The novel contains many
classic Dickensian themes -
grinding poverty,
desperation, fear, temptation
and the eventual triumph of
good in the face of great
adversity. ‘Oliver Twist’
features some of the author’s
most enduring characters,
such as Oliver himself (Who
dares to ask for more), the
tyrannical Bumble, the
diabolical Fagin, the
menacing Bill Sykes, Nancy

and ‘the Artful Dodger’.  400pp.  Paperback.
ONLY £4

93009 CASTAWAYS ADRIFT AND
ABANDONED  by Graham Faiella
Sub-titled ‘Thrilling Tales of the Sea’, illustrated with
beautiful woodcuts and maps, chapters cover The Loss
of the Fleetwood of Boston, The Dromahair and
Dreadful Sufferings at Sea.  Other stricken craft are the
derelict junk Isukin Maru seven months adrift, the
Milton, the Brigantine Mary T. Kimball and eleven days
on a raft, and the wreck of the Amy Turner.  There are
stories of survivors and orphans at sea, the lost ship
Margaret Tyson, the wreck of the schooner Leader, the
loss of Jane Lowden and the captain saved after 109
days on a wreck in the Irish Sea, cannibalism, whale
ships and castaways at Galapagos Islands. 254pp,
paperback, illus.
£10.99 NOW £3.50

Widely considered to
be a literary genius
second only to
Shakespeare, Dickens’
works, such as ‘Great
Expectations’ and ‘A
Christmas Carol’,
remain as popular as
ever.

23783 COMPLETE
FATHER BROWN
by G.K. Chesterton
Father Brown, one of the most
quirkily genial and lovable
characters to emerge from
English detective fiction, first
made his appearance in The
Innocence of Father Brown in
1911. That first collection of
stories established G.K.
Chesterton’s kindly cleric in the
front rank of eccentric sleuths.
This complete collection
contains all the favourite Father
Brown stories, showing a quiet
wit and compassion that has

endeared him to many, whilst solving his mysteries by a
mixture of imagination and a sympathetic worldliness.
800pp, paperback.
ONLY £4
100412 CRANFORD AND OTHER STORIES
by Elizabeth Gaskell
Contains six of her finest stories.  These tales move from
the gentle comedy of life in a small English country town
in ‘Dr Harrison’s Confessions’, to atmospheric horror in
far north-west Wales with ‘The Doom of the Griffiths’.
The gripping ‘Lois the Witch’ recreates the terrors of the
Salem witchcraft trials in 17th century New England.
Fairy tales are set in a French chateau, while an
engaging love story poetically evokes peasant life in
wine-growing Germany.  543pp, paperback.
ONLY £4

10835 TOM BROWN’S
SCHOOLDAYS & TOM
BROWN AT OXFORD
by Thomas Hughes
Lively and mischievous, idle
and brave, the book describes
Tom’s time at Rugby School
from his first football match,
through his troubled
adolescence when he is
savagely bullied by the
unspeakable Flashman, to his
departure for a wider world as
a confident young man. This
classic tale under the
benevolent eye of the
renowned Dr Arnold still retains

the appeal for which it was acclaimed on its first
publication in 1857. In its less well-known sequel, Tom
Brown at Oxford, we follow our hero to St Ambrose’s
College, and gain a vivid impression of university life in
the mid-nineteenth century. 752pp. Paperback.
ONLY £4
100422 DUBLINERS by James Joyce
Living overseas but writing, always, about his native
city, Joyce made Dublin unforgettable. The stories in
Dubliners show us truants, seducers, gossips, rally-
drivers, generous hostesses, corrupt politicians, failing
priests, amateur theologians, struggling musicians,
moony adolescents, victims of domestic brutishness,
sentimental aunts and poets, patriots earnest or cynical,
and people striving to get by. In every sense an
international figure, Joyce was faithful to his own
country by seeing it unflinchingly and challenging every
precedent and piety in Irish literature. 176pp. Paperback.
ONLY £4

68840 NIGHT AND DAY
& JACOB’S ROOM
by Virginia Woolf
Virginia Woolf’s second novel,
Night and Day (1919), portrays
the gradual changes in a
society, the patterns and
conventions of which are
slowly disintegrating; where
the representatives of the
younger generation struggle to
forge their own way.  Jacob’s
Room (1922), Woolf’s third
novel, marks the bold
affirmation of her own voice
and search for a new form to
express her view that ‘the

human soul... orientates itself afresh every now & then.
Jacob’s life is presented in subtle, delicate and tantalising
glimpses.  565 page paperback.
ONLY £4
23769 SHIRLEY
by Charlotte Brönte
This work is set among the cloth mills of the author’s
native Yorkshire. It portrays the drama of the latter part
of the Napoleonic Wars when labour-saving machinery
was smashed by desperate, unemployed workers. It
explores humanity’s efforts to reconcile aspirations with
social justice.  496pp.  Paperback.
ONLY £4

68844 RAGGED
TROUSERED
PHILANTHROPISTS
by Robert Tressell
A classic representation of
the impoverished and
politically powerless
underclass of British society
in Edwardian England,
ruthlessly exploited by the
institutionalized corruption of
their employers and the civic
and religious authorities.
Epic in scale, the novel
charts the ruinous effects of
the laissez-faire mercantilist

ethics on the men, women, and children of the
working classes, and through its emblematic
characters, argues for a socialist politics as the only
hope for a civilized and humane life for all.
Paperback, 619pp.
ONLY £4
100488 DR JEKYLL AND MR HYDE AND
OTHER STORIES
by Robert Louis Stevenson
In seeking to discover his inner self, the brilliant Dr.
Henry Jekyll discovers a monster.  First published to
immediate acclaim in 1886, this mesmerising thriller is a
terrifying study of the duality of man’s nature, and it is
the book which established Stevenson’s reputation as a
writer.  Also included in this volume is Stevenson’s
1887 collection of short stories, The Merry Men and
Other Tales and Fables. 240pp, paperback.
ONLY £4

94437 LIBRARY OF
MISREMEMBERED
BOOKS
When We’re Searching
for a Book but Have
Forgotten the Title
by Marina Luz
How do you find a book
when you can’t recall the
title...or the author?
Artist Marina Luz creates
paintings of books based
on the descriptions we
use when we can’t
remember their titles like
‘Cat, possibly named
Henry.’  ‘It was a dream,
girl, horse, lightning,
paranormal romance, a
witch who owns a candle
shop, man dies in
embrace of hated woman,
magic alleyway to
prostitutionland, insane
husband burns down
house, polar bear wearing
pants possibly named
Victor or Vincent.’  I think
you get the picture! A

unique appreciation of
book love and the bizarre

ways that books leave impressions
on our souls.  One beautiful artwork in

colour per page, 96pp, 20.7 x 15.9cm.
£9.99 NOW £4

93938 KISS OF THE
SPIDER WOMAN
by Manuel Puig
Sometimes they talk all
night long.  In the still
darkness of their Buenos
Aires prison cell, Molina,
a gay window dresser
who is self-centred, self-
denigrating yet charming,
re-weaves the glittering
and fragile stories of the
film he loves, and
Valentin, who is the
cynical, fiercely dogmatic
revolutionary haunted by
memories of a woman he
left for the cause, listens.

Valentin believes in the just cause that makes all
suffering bearable; Molina believes in the magic of
love that makes all else endurable.  The two form a
bond so intimate that only the other could
understand.  Remainder mark, 281 page paperback.
$15.95 NOW £5
93278 CHARLES DICKENS MISCELLANY
by Jeremy Clarke
The world of Dickens was wonderfully strange.  Miss
Havisham of Great Expectations lives her wedding day,
every day, in a state of ghastly corruption; Crook (Bleak
House) drinks so much gin he bursts into flames and
covers the area with greasy flakes of soot; young Bailey
(Martin Chuzzlewit) goes for a shave so he has not a
trace of a beard; Good Mrs Brown (Dombey and Son)
steals the young heroine’s clothes and sends her out in
rags; the starving runaway David (David Copperfield)
sells his jacket to a man who grabs him by the hair and
repays him in instalments of a halfpenny a time.  We to
get to know the man through his work and its major
themes. Quotations, 130pp, illus.
£9.99 NOW £3

93286 JANE
AUSTEN’S
MANSFIELD PARK
AND EMMA
by Hugh Thomson
In 1893, George Allen the
publisher gave Hugh
Thomson (1860-1920) a
commission to illustrate
Pride and Prejudice.
Already well known for
his delightfully humorous
and accurate drawings of
18th century life, this book
features illustrations from
Mansfield Park and
Emma, and clearly shows

his talent for capturing the moods and personalities of
Jane Austen’s characters with great humour and
affection.  These delightful pen and ink sketches have
been beautifully reproduced on glossy white paper, one
or two per page, with a quotation from the novels. 33
illus.  Paperback.
ONLY £6

93287 JANE
AUSTEN’S PRIDE
AND PREJUDICE
by Hugh Thomson
When Hugh Thomson
received a commission to
illustrate Pride and
Prejudice from George
Allen in 1893, he was
already well known for his
delightfully humorous and
accurate drawings of 18th
century life.  This book
features 65 of his 160
illustrations capturing the
moods and personalities of
Jane Austen’s characters,
Mr and Mrs Bennet, Mr

Bingley inspecting Netherfield Park, Mr and Mrs Bennet
with their daughters Jane, Elizabeth, Mary, Kitty and
Lydia, and Mr Darcy saying to Mr Bingley about
Elizabeth ‘She is tolerable.’ 48 page softback.
ONLY £6

90184 COMPLETE JUNGLE BOOK:
The Definitive Macmillan Edition
by Rudyard Kipling
A big, beautiful heavyweight tome with
jungle green foil embossed leathering on a
cutaway bright white decorated cover and
with metallic green page edges and satin
green pagemarker, here is the complete
Jungle Book featuring all your favourite
characters from Mowgli to Baloo and
including both The Jungle Book and The
Second Jungle Book.  Mowgli’s Country As
Seen by Chil the Kite, How to Say the
Names in this Book, A Glossary, The Cat
Who Walked by Himself, Pussy Can Sit By
the Fire and Sing, If - the Story of the
Complete Jungle Book and Publisher’s

Note, all included in this beautiful volume. It is exquisitely illustrated
by Stuart Tresilian whose sharp line drawings we all remember from
our first copies.  Tiger! Tiger!, Rikki-Tikki Tavi, Kaa’s Hunting, and
Mowgli’s Brothers, here is the youth, beauty and culture of many
Indian villages, their people, manners and customs.  Plus Just So Stories The Cat Who Walked by Himself
and of course If - is Kipling’s most famous poem. 470 very large quality pages including rare photographs
and original jacket designs and cover art and woodcut illus.
£35 NOW £21

93370 ALL MAN!
Hemingway, 1950s
Men’s Magazines
and the Masculine
Persona
by David M. Earle
The Nobel Prize-winning
author Ernest Hemingway
was a male icon in mid-
20th century America. In
1959, a Man’s Magazine
article was entitled
“Ernest Hemingway’s
Private War with Adolf
Hitler”, combining
Hemingway’s experiences
on the Siegfried Line with
his march to Paris. Such
articles played down the
fact that Hemingway was
a war correspondent and
never actually involved in
fighting. The “liberation of
Paris” is one of the most
persistent of Hemingway
legends, and it is told here
in a larger than life style,
with “Papa” Hemingway,
as he was known,

depicted on the cover in his guise of he-man
extraordinaire, together with an accompanying article
on “How to prolong your sex life”.  A fascinating
study of pulp magazines and Hemingway’s role
within them. 177pp, colour photos.
£39.95 NOW £5  SAVE £34.95!
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23474 BEN HUR
by Lew Wallace
An immediate bestseller on
publication, Ben Hur remains
a dazzling achievement by
any standards. A thoroughly
exhilarating tale of betrayal,
revenge and salvation, it is
the only novel that ranks
with Uncle Tom’s Cabin as a
genuine American folk
possession.  This was the
book that finally overcame
the inherent suspicion of
fiction that still prevailed in
much of America in the late
19th century.  Wallace writes

with a freshness and immediacy that brings every
action-packed scene to life and vividly illuminates the
geography, ethnology and customs of the ancient world.
400 page paperback.
ONLY £4
100507 FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD
by Thomas Hardy
‘Far from the Madding Crowd’ is perhaps the most
pastoral of Hardy’s Wessex novels. It tells the story of
the young farmer Gabriel Oak and his love for and
pursuit of the elusive Bathsheba Everdene, whose
wayward nature leads her to both tragedy and true
love. It tells of the dashing Sergeant Troy whose rakish
philosophy of life was ‘...the past was yesterday; never,
the day after’. And lastly, of the introverted and
reclusive gentleman farmer, Mr Boldwood, whose love
fills him with ‘...a fearful sense of exposure’, when he
first sets eyes on Bathsheba. The background of this tale
is the Wessex countryside in all its moods.  362pp.
Paperback.
ONLY £4

35316 CRIME AND
PUNISHMENT
by Fyodor Dostoevsky
From the beginning of this
remarkable detective novel
we are locked into the
frenzied consciousness of
Raskolnikov who is
inexorably drawn to commit
a brutal double murder.
Complete and unabridged
with selected excerpts from
The Notebooks for Crime
and Punishment, new
introduction and notes by Dr.
Keith Carabine. 528pp.
Paperback.
ONLY £4

100568 MADAME BOVARY
by Gustave Flaubert
Castigated for offending against public decency,
Madame Bovary has rarely failed to cause a storm. For
Flaubert’s contemporaries, the fascination came from the
novelist’s meticulous account of provincial matters.
Flaubert?s protagonist in particular has never ceased to
fascinate. Romantic heroine or middle-class neurotic,
flawed wife and mother or passionate protester against
the conventions of bourgeois society, simultaneously the
subject of Flaubert?s admiration and the butt of his irony
- Emma Bovary remains one of the most enigmatic of
fictional creations. 304pp. Paperback.
ONLY £4

23859 TWELFTH
NIGHT
by William Shakespeare
Edited, Introduced and
Annotated by Cedric Watts,
Research Professor of
English, University of
Sussex.  Variously
melancholy, lyrical, joyous
and farcical, the main plot
revolves around mistaken
identities and unrequited
love. Both Olivia and Orsino
are attracted to Viola, who is
disguised as a young man;
and Viola’s brother,
Sebastian, finds that he is

loved not only by Antonio but also by Olivia.
Meanwhile, in the comic sub-plot, Sir Toby Belch and his
companions outwit the vain Malvolio, who is ludicrously
humiliated.  128 page paperback.
ONLY £4
10905 IVANHOE
by Sir Walter Scott
Set in the reign of Richard I, Coeur de Lion, Ivanhoe is
packed with memorable incidents - sieges, ambushes
and combats and equally memorable characters. Scott
explores the conflicts between the Crown and the
powerful Barons, between the Norman overlords and
the conquered Saxons, and between Richard and his
scheming brother, Prince John. 400pp.  Paperback.
ONLY £4
23764 PRIDE AND PREJUDICE
by Jane Austen
Pride and Prejudice, which opens with one of the most
famous sentences in English literature, is an ironic novel
of manners.  In it the garrulous and empty-headed Mrs
Bennet has only one aim - that of finding a good match
for each of her five daughters.  In this she is mocked by
her cynical and indolent husband.  With its wit, its social
precision and, above all, its irresistible heroine Elizabeth,
it has proved one of the most enduringly popular novels
in the English language.  272pp.  Paperback.
ONLY £4

23760 EMMA
by Jane Austen
Jane Austen teased readers
with the idea of a ‘heroine
whom no one but myself will
much like’, but Emma is
irresistible. ‘Handsome, clever,
and rich’, Emma is also an
‘imaginist’, ‘on fire with
speculation and foresight’. She
sees the signs of romance all
around her, but thinks she will
never be married. Her
matchmaking maps out
relationships that Jane Austen
ironically tweaks into a clearer
perspective. Judgement and

imagination are matched in games the reader too can
enjoy, and the end is a triumph of understanding. 384pp.
Paperback.
ONLY £4
23767 AGNES GREY
by Anne Brönte
When her family becomes impoverished after a
disastrous financial speculation, Agnes Grey determines
to find work as a governess in order to contribute to their
meagre income and assert her independence. But
Agnes’s enthusiasm is swiftly extinguished as she
struggles first with the unmanageable Bloomfield children
and then with the painful disdain of the haughty Murray
family; the only kindness she receives comes from Mr
Weston, the sober young curate.  This is a deeply
personal novel written from the author’s own experience.
192pp. Paperback.
ONLY £4
23773 WUTHERING HEIGHTS
by Emily Brönte
A wild, passionate story of the intense and almost
demonic love between Catherine Earnshaw and
Heathcliff, a foundling adopted by Catherine’s father.
After Mr Earnshaw’s death, Heathcliff is bullied and
humiliated by Catherine’s brother Hindley and wrongly
believing that his love for Catherine is not reciprocated,
leaves Wuthering Heights, only to return years later as a
wealthy and polished man. He proceeds to exact a
terrible revenge for his former miseries. The evocative
descriptions of the lonely moorland setting and the poetic
grandeur visionary. Introduction. 248 page paperback.
ONLY £4

23865 WAR AND
PEACE
by Leo Tolstoy
Translated by Louise &
Aylmer Maude. With an
Introduction by Henry and
Olga Claridge, University of
Kent at Canterbury.  War
and Peace is a vast epic
centred on Napoleon’s war
with Russia. While it
expresses Tolstoy’s view that
history is an inexorable
process which man cannot
influence, he peoples his
great novel with a cast of
over five hundred characters.
Three of these, the artless

and delightful Natasha Rostov, the world-weary Prince
Andrew Bolkonsky and the idealistic Pierre Bezukhov
illustrate Tolstoy’s philosophy in this novel of
unquestioned mastery. 1024pp, paperback.
ONLY £4
27155 INFERNO
by Dante Alighieri
Dante Alighieri (1265-1321) is one of the most important
and innovative figures of the European Middle Ages.
Writing his Comedy (the epithet Divine was added by
later admirers) in exile from his native Florence, he
aimed to address a world gone astray both morally and
politically.  In Inferno, Dante’s protagonist - and his
reader - is presented with a graphic vision of the dreadful
consequences of sin, and encounters an all-too-human
array of noble, grotesque, beguiling, ridiculous and
horrific characters.  224pp, paperback.
ONLY £4
64452 KING SOLOMON’S MINES and ALLAN
QUATERMAIN
by H. Rider Haggard
King Solomon’s Mines tells of the search by Sir Henry
Curtis, Captain John Good and the narrator, Allan
Quatermain, for Sir Henry’s younger brother George. He
has been lost in the interior of Africa for two years in the
quest for King Solomon’s Mines, the legendary source of
the biblical King’s enormous riches. The three
companions encounter fearful hardships, fierce warriors,
mortal danger and the sinister and deadly witch Gagool.
Quatermain, with touches of humour and great
excitement, tells the tale of their struggle through
unmapped Africa in pursuit of unimaginable wealth.
Paperback, 496pp.
ONLY £4
76213 NOTES FROM THE UNDERGROUND
AND OTHER STORIES
by Fyodor Dostoevsky
The Underground Man casually dismantles utilitarianism
and celebrates in its stead a perverse but vibrant
masochism. A Christmas Tree and a Wedding recounts
the successful pursuit of a young girl by a lecherous old
man. In Bobok, one Ivan Ivanovitch listens in on
corpses gossiping in a cemetery and ends up deploring
their depravity. In A Gentle Spirit, the narrator describes
his dawning recognition that he is responsible for his
wife’s suicide. Paperback, 686pp.
ONLY £4
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91255
 BEAUTIFULL
CASSANDRA
by Jane Austen
One of Jane Austen’s
most charming
youthful ‘novels’ in
miniature, presented in
a deluxe illustrated
edition with Leon
Steinmetz’s gorgeous
black and dark red
illustrations.  Most
people think Jane
Austen wrote only six

novels, though very short ones, while still a young girl.  She was only 12 or 13 when she wrote The
Beautifull Cassandra, an irreverent and humorous little masterpiece.  Weighing in at 465 occasionally
misspelled words, it is a complete and perfect novel-in-miniature, made up of a dedication to her older sister
Cassandra and 12 chapters, each consisting of a sentence or two.  Narrating the slightly criminal adventures
of the 16 year old title character, the novel gives us Austen’s most irrepressible heroine, who, after stealing
a hat, leaves her mother’s shop to flounce around London, eating ice cream (without paying), taking coach
rides (without paying), and encountering handsome young ladies and gentlemen (without speaking) - all to
return home hours later with whispered joy: ‘This is a day well spent.’  Austen fans will love the strong-
willed Cassandra who can eat six ice creams and then refuse to pay for them!  Special import from
Princeton University Press, 72 page landscape softback, illus.
£13.99 NOW £6

94511 BOOK OF PRINTED FABRICS FROM THE
16TH CENTURY: Two Volumes Slipcased
by Aziza Gril-Mariotte
Satin fabric floral textured luxury slipcase befitting this
magnificent gallery of fabric design and its history in
interiors and fashion. Explore centuries of timeless
textiles from the Musée de l’Impression sur Étoffes. In
the far east of France, close to the German and Swiss
borders, lies the historic city of Mulhouse. During the
early 19th century, it became one of the leading centres
of textile manufacture in the country. Today it is home
to the Musée de l’Impression sur Étoffes, a museum
dedicated entirely to the history of fabric printing from
the 17th century right up to the present day. Few are
the serious fashion designers who have not come to
visit this astonishing temple to textiles. This book,
however, gives you the key to those vaults, presenting
on its broad pages perfectly captured images of its
collections that span four different continents –

recounting a fascinating artistic and technological adventure across the world, from its origins in India to the
most contemporary creations. Across two volumes, you’ll discover nine luxuriantly illustrated chapters that
being to glorious life a chronological and thematic overview of the Musée’s unprecedented retrospective of
the art of printed fabrics. And that journey begins in India, with the first volume devoted to the far east
origins of the designs that made these prints famous, and how they came over to the factories of Europe.
You’ll also find here stories and images detailing artistic innovations such as toile de Jouy and the
development of new colour ranges.  In the second volume, the reader can look back at the incredible
inventiveness of manufacturers and their designers throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Explore eye-catching cashmere motifs and the intense passion for nature and flowers that emerged under
the Second Empire, before the artistic avant-gardes and modernity profoundly evolved the artistic creation
of textile prints. With nearly 900 pieces reproduced here to the highest possible standard, you will journey
through the extraordinary tapestry of motifs and colours, that make this book such a peerless source of
inspiration for textile enthusiasts of all kinds. Hardcover, two vols. in slipcase, 24.3 x 30.4 cm, 6.20 kg, 888
pages.
£150

94167 IN THE REIGN OF KING JOHN  by Dan Jones
‘A Year In the Life of Plantagenet England’, a new beautifully illustrated edition of Realm Divided.  1215 was not just
a year of Magna Carta and King John’s war with his barons, but a year of crusading and church reform, foreign wars
and dramatic sieges, trade and treachery.  England was invaded by a French army, and London was stormed by
angry barons, and the castle at Rochester was brought down with burning pig fat.  The book throws open a window
onto everyday life - home and church, love and marriage, education and agriculture, outlawry and hunting, food and
clothing from royal court to peasant weddings.  Chapters include Crowns, Gowns and Slippers, Justice, Law and
Outlaws, Wisdom, Health and Beauty, Runnymede, Widows, Wives and Children, Birds, Beasts and Blood Sports.
Colour plates on almost every other page, 360 beautifully designed and decorated pages with medieval
ornamentation and facsimile images from illuminated manuscripts.
£25 NOW £9  SAVE £16!
92039 SQUARE AND THE TOWER  by Niall Ferguson
Sub-titled ‘Networks and Power, From the Freemasons to Facebook’.  From the cults of Ancient Rome to the
dynasties of the Renaissance, from the Founding Fathers to Facebook, Ferguson argues that our era is the Second
Networked Age, with the personal computer in the role of the printing press.  Chapters include Pizarro and the Inca,
When Gutenberg Met Luther, Networks of Enlightenment, The Houses of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha and Rothschild, The
Union of South Africa, The Plague, Henry Kissinger’s Network of Power, Breaking the Bank of England, Tweeting the
Revolution, Cambridge Analytica and Brexit As A Dress Rehearsal for the US Presidential Election of 2016 and much
more. 563pp, colour photos and diagrams. Remainder mark.
$30 NOW £9.50
92361 SPECTACLE OF ILLUSION  by Matthew Tompkins
Sub-titled ‘Magic, the Paranormal and the Complicity of the Mind’, many of the 534 spectacular illustrations and
posters are from the Wellcome Collection.  There are accounts of cosmic afterlife and spirit worlds, a spirit rapping hand
used during séances to ‘rap out’ messages ostensibly from beyond the grave although actually controlled by the
medium, and the spirit trumpet which during a séance once the room was dark would mysteriously begin to rise and
float in the air, emitting ‘spirit voices’ and perhaps even ectoplasm.  Crystal gazing and pendulums, the case for
telepathy and energy flow, the great Houdini and magic tricks. 224 big glamorous pages, colour.
£19.95 NOW £9
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93499 REMARKABLE LIFE OF THE SKIN
An Intimate Journey Across Our Largest
Organ  by Monty Lyman
Simultaneously wall and window, our skin surrounds us
physically, but it is also a part of our psychological and
social being.  The author balances scientific information
with discussions of the social implications of how our skin
behaves and is perceived. Human touch is increasingly
important in an isolated and computerised society, and
blindfolded people were able to identify different
emotions in a touch lasting one second. The skin is
involved in social situations which cause blushing or
sweating, and the author discusses the physiological and
psychological causes and suggests possible remedies for
sufferers. The author looks at the science behind the
tattoo, its social messaging and also the possibility of
removal. Ageing is a concern of many people in western
society, and the author examines what happens to the
skin as the years pass and offers an assessment of the
various products claiming to defeat the ageing process.
And of course pain is experienced through the skin.
283pp, diagrams.
£22 NOW £9.50
93168 SECRET HEART: John Le Carre: An
Intimate Memoir by Sulieka Dawson
This astonishing new portrait of the master of spy fiction
is written by the woman he kept secret for almost half
his life.  John Le Carré led a life entirely constructed of
secrets.  First as a British ‘spook’ during the Cold War,
then as a world-renowned writer of espionage fiction, he
guarded his private life with fierce determination.
Married with children for virtually all his adult life, Le
Carré (David Cornwell) had a number of secret affairs,
usually conducted abroad with women encountered by
chance on his travels but there was just one woman in
all his life whom he took into the innermost sanctum of
his writing and his heart.  With lots of sex, clandestine
assignations and luxury breaks, she candidly describes
how this controlling man was needy of her special love.
340pp, colour photos on endpapers.
£25 NOW £9.50  SAVE £15.50!
93378 CASTLE IN THE WARS OF THE ROSES
by Dan Spencer
The Wars of the Roses is one of the most dramatic and
fascinating periods in medieval history.  Chronological
chapters include an overview of castles, the Battle of St
Albans 1455, York and Lancaster, Civil War 1459-61 and
the Battle of Towton, The Yorkist Supremacy and
Lancastrian rebellion and fall of Harlech castle in 1468,
Edward IV lose then regain his throne, and the Anglo-
Scottish war of 1480-2. Plus the Battle of Stoke in 1487
and there are brief biographies of key figures and
recorded and possible sieges and garrisons 1455-87.  Dan
Spencer sheds new light on the place of castles within
the conflict, demonstrating their importance as strategic
and logistical centres, bases for marshalling troops, and
as fortresses.  Dan Spencer’s book provides a fascinating
contribution to the literature on the Wars of the Roses
and to the study of siege warfare in the Middle Ages
with vivid accounts of major episodes associated with
castles during the conflict, including the Siege of
Bamburgh castle in 1464 which marked the end of a
four-year long struggle for control of Northumberland.
26 castle illus including Harlech, Ludlow and Bodiam, 5
plans of castles including Denbigh and Raglan. Colour
illus. maps 256 pages.
£25 NOW £10  SAVE £15!
92421 HANDMADE LIFE: A Companion to
Modern Crafting
by Ramona Barry and Rebecca Jobson
Kickstart your creativity with 30 new and old crafting
techniques in this beautiful big gallery and compendium.
Whether it is felt, knitting, crochet, weaving, tapestry,
macramé, basket making, leather or rugs, stitching
embroidery, cross stitch needlepoint, quilting and
patching, surfaces like marble, collage and gilding, or the
form of clay, beads, jewellery, origami, paper, mobiles,
veneer and wood to zakka.  All about upcycling and a
historical overview of each craft, with design notes and
explanations of key techniques to help beginners get
started, tools and methods are explored through a
combination of hand drawn illustrations and
photography.  We love the foodie’s picnic quilt, the
modern takes on embroidery embellishment, a
glamorous clutch bag made from leather scraps from a
seconds sale with metallic finishes, even rather crazy
basket ‘costumes’.  408 large pages, 22.9 x 28.5cm.
Hundreds of colour illus.
£24.95 NOW £12.50
94275 1979  by Val McDermid
Set in 1979 amidst the blizzards and power cuts and
struggles for Scottish independence and political unrest of
the day, Cambridge graduate from Fife Allie Burns is
working as a journalist for the Glasgow Daily Clarion.
She runs into colleague Danny Sullivan on the train and
they team up in an investigation into an international tax
fraud which gets them noticed.  Together they expose
the criminal underbelly of respectable Scotland but risk
making powerful enemies, but Allie won’t stop there.
She discovers a home-grown terrorist threat and comes
up with a plan to infiltrate the group and make her
name.  But she is a female journalist in a man’s world
and putting a foot wrong could be fatal.  With all the
dark atmosphere of a rather gloomy Glasgow riddled
with alleys and where much drink is taken, McDermid
herself was a newshound at the time and it shows.  This
is her best book in years.  418pp in glamorous hardback
with fairly large print.
£20 NOW £6.50

93368 200 SKILLS EVERY FASHION
DESIGNER MUST HAVE  by Aisling McKeefry
Head of Design at online retailer Asos.com where she
oversees the design of all branded footwear, bags,
accessories, jewellery, swimwear and lingerie, Aisling
McKeefry has worked with designers from Jasper
Conran to retailers like Marks and Spencer and has
designed over 3,000 shoes during her career.  Her first-
of-a-kind book provides a solid foundation for aspiring
dressmakers and designers.  Skills include thinking
commercially, developing ideas, life drawing, working
with modern fabrics, pattern cutting, pricing a garment
and preparing your portfolio.  Fashion design is both a
2D and 3D craft, from designing and pattern cutting to
garment construction and realisation.  One day we may
have our own 3D printers at home with our unique body
measurements to make a new garment at the touch of a
button!  The book pays homage to tapestry, and
brocade, shirts, jackets, skirts, coats and lingerie,
footwear and bags and swimwear.  272 very large
pages in softback, Glossary.  Colour photos and line art.
£16.99 NOW £7
93030 PEARL: A New Verse Translation
by Simon Armitage
Presented alongside the original text, and overseen by
renowned medievalist James Simpson, Pearl remains
faithful to the intricate structure of the original.  Armitage
transforms this allegory of grief and consolation into a
story that feels hauntingly immediate.  Pearl describes a
heartbroken father mourning the loss of his beautiful and
precious daughter “Perle.” Returning to the garden
where she first disappeared, he observes the verdant
shades of late summer, a cruel reminder of the grief that
shadows his every waking thought. Succumbing to the
afternoon heat, and tormented by images of death and
decay, he falls into a trancelike sleep and dreams of a
radiant apparition that closely resembles his Pearl.
Standing before him across an unfordable stretch of
water, the maiden reassures her father that she has
been granted a home in heaven alongside Christ. 153
pages.
£16.99 NOW £5.50
93880 JANE AUSTEN AT HOME
by Lucy Worsley
Historian Lucy Worsley visits Jane Austen’s childhood
home, her schools, holiday destinations and houses both
grand and small of the relations upon which she was
dependent, and the home she shared with her mother
and sister toward the end of her life.  In places like
Steventon Parsonage, Godmersham Park, Chawton
House, and a small, rented house in Winchester, Worsley
discovers a Jane Austen very different from the one
who famously lived a ‘life without incident’.  In this new
biography, it is the story of Jane’s life which shows us
how and why she lived as she did, examining the
rooms, spaces and possessions that mattered to her, and
the way in which the home is used in her novels to
mean a place of both pleasure and a prison. With all of
the television historian’s enthusiastic interjections, and
two sections of colour plates.  387pp, paperback.
£12.99 NOW £7.50
92408 UNSETTLING OF EUROPE: How
Migration Shaped a Continent by Peter Gatrell
The author discusses both economic migrants and those
seeking asylum. After the war there was a huge and
chaotic movement of displaced people, with 17 million
Europeans on the move. The Hungarian uprising of
1956, the Turkish invasion of Cyprus in 1974, the
disintegration of the Soviet bloc in 1989 and the
upheaval of Yugoslavia in the 1990s were further events
prompting mass migration. At the same time there was
colonial migration of Moroccans to France and Indians to
the UK.  In the 21st century the rhetoric has changed as
migrants are perceived as a possible threat. 548pp,
photos, maps.
£31 NOW £5.50  SAVE £25.50!
93453 DIARY OF THE LADY: My First Year
As Editor  by Rachel Johnson
Sister of the former Prime Minister Boris, Rachel Johnson
was appointed Editor of the oldest women’s magazine in
the world.  And forget about doubling the circulation in a
year.  As Rachel puts on her best Bree Van de Kamp
silk blouse and penetrates the time-capsule six-storey
cream and pink HQ in Covent Garden, with its Fred
West basement, Ladies’ Smoking Room, Anne Frank
annexe and wall-safe filled with custard creams, she
soon realises that if The Lady was ever to become more
hip than hip replacement, it would need emergency
surgery, fast.  Here is Rachel’s riotous and alarmingly
frank account.  323pp. Illus.
£16.99 NOW £6.50
93037 VIOLENT ABUSE OF WOMEN IN 17TH
AND 18TH CENTURY BRITAIN
by Geoffrey Pimm
This distressing and fascinating read catalogues sexual
violence, libel and slander, clandestine marriages and
abductions, women sent to prison for minor
misdemeanours including cross dressing, held in
disgusting conditions, publicly whipped in front of a
crowd who attended for erotic satisfaction - and not just
the men.  Women were subject to ducking in the village
pond or river, and Quakers had a particularly bad time
at the hands of the legally sanctioned religious fanatics.
In the 20 chapters, Pimm explains a little about
witchcraft and some surprising perpetrators of misogyny
such as James Boswell, Jonathan Swift and especially
Samuel Pepys. 196pp softback, illus.
£14.99 NOW £7.50

91401 THERE’S A MYSTERY THERE
by Jonathan Cott
Sub-titled ‘The Primal Vision of Maurice Sendak’, author
of ‘Where the Wild Things Are’, ‘In the Night Kitchen’
and ‘Outside Over There’.  This very pictorial large
hardback reproduces in colour dozens of illustrations plus
archive photos and images from books, book jackets and
pen and ink drawings.  Among the earliest and most
enduring of these are ‘A Hole Is to Dig’ for which
Sendak provided mercurial pen-and-ink drawings of a
gaggle of feisty, rollicking city kids.  Biographical details
and psychological analysis, art history and reflections.
242 large pages, colour illus. Remainder mark.
$30 NOW £6.50
93211 CANAL LINE: France and Flanders
Campaign 1940 by Jerry Murland
The networks of canals stretching from the coast at
Gravelines through St-Omer follows the approximate
boundary between Artois and Flanders and was in 1940
the defence line established on the Western Edge of the
so-called Dunkerque Corridor designed by Lord Gort to
provide an evacuation route to the Channel coast.
Overlooked by the inevitable withdrawal towards the
Channel coast, the units deployed along the canal faced
some of the stiffest fighting in the whole 1940 campaign.
Whole battalions particularly those of the 2nd Division
were sacrificed as units were thrown into battle in an
attempt to slow down the German advance.  The book
looks at the ad hoc nature of the Usherforce and Polforce
units, the units of the independent 25 Brigade, and the
vicious fighting that enveloped the 2nd Division.  Time is
given also to the notorious massacre of the Royal
Norfolk’s at Louis Creton’s Farm near Le Paradis. 100
photos, five car tours and three walks. 205 page
paperback.
£14.99 NOW £6
55440 WORDSWORTH COLLECTION OF
CLASSIC ROMANCES
Jane Austen constructed ‘Pride & Prejudice’, with wit,
social precision and an irresistible heroine. ‘Persuasion’ -
Anne Elliot is one of Austen’s quietest yet strongest
heroines, is also open to change.  ‘Jane Eyre’, Charlotte
Bronte’s poor, plain, but plucky heroine, possesses an
indomitable spirit, a sharp wit and great courage. She is
forced to battle against a cruel guardian, a harsh
employer and a rigid social order.  ‘Wuthering Heights’,
Emily Bronte’s tale is a wild, passionate story of intense
and almost demonic love between Catherine Earnshaw
and the adopted foundling Heathcliff.  Set in Hardy’s
Wessex, ‘Tess of the d’Urbervilles’ is a moving novel of
hypocrisy and double standards.  1308 pages.
Paperback.
ONLY £6.50
93647 TO CALAIS, IN ORDINARY TIME
by James Meek
England 1348 and a gentlewoman flees an odious
arranged marriage, a Scots proctor sets out for Avignon,
and a young ploughman in search of freedom is on his
way to volunteer with a company of archers. All come
together on the road to Calais.  Coming in their direction
from across the Channel is the Black Death, the plague
that will wipe out half of the population of Northern
Europe.  As the journey unfolds, overshadowed by the
archers’ past misdeeds and clerical warnings of the
imminent end of the world, the wayfarers begin to
confront the nature of their loves and desires.  Fully
imagined, James Meek is the bold creator of a world we
can see, hear, smell and taste.  A novel about love,
class, faith, loss, gender and desire set against one of the
biggest cataclysms of human history, and something we
can relate to with the recent pandemic.  392pp, large
paperback.
£14.99 NOW £6
93552 WOODEN ROBIN LED STRING LIGHTS
by The Book People
Insert two AA batteries (not included) and brighten up
any room, particularly at Christmas time, with this string
of ten approximately 2" double sided wooden robins.
On the side of their breast is an eight-hole flower design
to reflect the lights from the LED string running through
their little bodies to make a most delightful decoration of
robin shapes.  A quality product from the liquidated stock
of our friends at The Book People.  The length from
battery case to the last robin is 66" or 168cm.  Boxed.
ONLY £9.50
93649 A-Z OF KNITTING
by Search Press
From beginner’s basics to advanced techniques, this
handbook with clear written instructions and helpful
photographs is a complete resource from casting on
through basic stitches, increasing and decreasing, reading
patterns and fixing mistakes.  Soon you will be
mastering knitting in the round, Aran, Fair Isle, intarsia,
lace knitting to pompoms and tassels, grafting and
smocking on knitting, single shaker knitting and using
sequins and more.  Softback, 160pp, hundreds of colour
photos.
£12.99 NOW £6
93473 SANTA AND CHRISTMAS TREE
NOVELTY LED DECORATIONS
by The Book People
A jolly Santa in red glitter carrying the sign Santa’s
Workshop is the design on the front of this sturdy card
festive decoration.  Approximately 5" high with red satin
hanging ribbon attached on a brass hook, five little half
inch white poles to keep the front and back of the
ornament separated to give it a 3D look, simply move
the switch from off to on and a pretty LED light will
change colour from blue to red to green and then start
flashing.  The second item in your box is an equally
glittery Christmas tree in red and green with a golden
star on top and the words Merry Christmas at the base.
LED bulbs included.
£10.99 NOW £6

93173 ULTIMATE TRAIN JOURNEYS WORLD
by Tim Richards
With detailed itineraries, fast facts, photos and maps,
take the luxury of the train on these 30 memorable
train trips from the Glacier Express from San Moritz
to Zermatt, the Caledonian Sleeper from London to
Glasgow, through Belgrade and Montenegro, Venice
and Istanbul, Budapest and Oslo, Cape Town and
over to Asia on the Trans-Siberian railway, and
trains in Japan, India, Bangkok and Vietnam.  In
Australia, the USA and Canada, South America and
Mexico to more unusual and eclectic choices like the
Welsh Highland Railway from Porthmadog to
Caernarfon, the Settle to Carlisle railway, the Grand
Canyon railway, or to Hong Kong, Beijing in China
and the Hanoi to Beijing night train.  Famous luxury
trains such as the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express
(see page 21) and Rovos Rail’s Pride of Africa (see
page 45), pull a lot of focus with their storied pasts.
Coloured maps and colour photos, 182 page
softback, 21.8 x 24.6cm.
£22 NOW £8.50



Voluntary Cover Price
A 20% paper price rise and additional catalogue
postage increases are hitting Bibliophile hard.

Would you, if you so wish, donate on book
ordering, a small £1 Voluntary Cover Price
towards the actual print and mailing costs of your
newsprint catalogue?

Don’t worry if you can’t – we will continue to
mail out to all our regulars free of charge up to 10
catalogues a year as we have since 1978.  

As a valued member of the Bibliophile family, we
appreciate your kind donations to date and
positive response to our publication.

We advise that you phone in your orders
and use a DEBIT card (in preference to

Credit card if possible) to help keep costs
down.

If you do not get through by phone at first
because all our lines are in use, please

leave a message for a call-back from our
wonderful customer service team.
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BIBLIOPHILE now offers a SEARCH SERVICE.
If you are longing to find or replace that elusive book and
have no Internet access, we may be able to help.
We can search worldwide second hand dealers and
antiquarian booksellers lists.  We can also search BRAND
NEW, current books for your convenience as often as you
like.
SEND YOUR LISTS.   The fee is only payable on purchase.
Please provide TITLE, AUTHOR, preferred paperback or
hardback and your CONTACT DETAILS.  Allow us up to one
month to research your list for the best prices and

condition (new, used) and receive deliveries from suppliers. We’ll contact you to agree costs and
condition and collect payment up front.
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Fees: £2 per book finder’s fee + Cost of book + £4.50 p&p per order   (UK Mainland).  No Returns.

BOOK TOKENS
Shiny ecard to spend?  Bibliophile is happy to
accept National Book Tokens in part
payment of your orders.

See our Video Book Reviews on YouTube where you see this icon in our catalogue.  Just type in “bibliophilebooks” at YouTube.com
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REMAINDER MARK?

Please note these few
titles have a black
line on the bottom of
the book which is only
visible when you tilt
the book.  This is put
on some titles in the
States to avoid them
being returned to a
bookshop for credit at
the full published
price (only where
described).

You may have noticed that some of our
books are identified as “deckle edge” in

the description. Deckle edge books are bound with pages that are made to resemble
handmade paper by applying a frayed texture to the edges, designed to set certain
titles apart from books with machine-cut pages and very popular with some US
imported editions.

Books Bound with “Deckle Edge” Paper

It’s easy to order   TELEPHONE HOTLINE 020 74 74 24 74      email: orders@bibliophilebooks.com
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More Savings on
a SET OF 3!

BY BERNARD CORNWELL
£32.97 now £14

See page 17

More Savings on
a SET OF 6!

BY MARGARET DRABBLE

£62.94 now £23
See page 18

OUR BIGGEST SELECTION OF FICTION TO SUIT EVERY TASTE IN THIS ISSUE!

15 DAVID & CHARLES SERIES REPRINTED - PAGES 3 & 5

£20 now £11 page 22 £22.99 now £10 page 9

Gold embossed linen cover and magnificent
design and presentation, a

Thames & Hudson publication.
256 massive pages, 37.5 x 27cm.

”

Giles Sparrow’s wonderful
tribute to Doppelmayr’s

important work is stunning,
enormous and filled with the

most amazing illustrations.

“

- BBC Sky at Night

£50 NOW £32.50.  See page 24

More Savings on a
SET OF 4!

The Smythe-Smiths
Quartet

£18.99 now £11 page 26

£39.96 now £17
BY JULIA QUINN page 14

94838 PHAENOMENA: Doppelmayr’s Celestial Atlas

94802
CRYSTAL
CREATIONS
JIGSAW: Blue
Cockatoo
by Hinkler
A premium
quality snap-fit
jigsaw of 500
pieces with an
astonishing 800
beautiful
sparkling crystals

on stick-on gem sheets ranging from clear crystals to
blue, orange and green to decorate your Blue Cockatoo
with his feathers and plume and beak and beady eye.
Elevate your jigsaw experience putting together the
stunning image piece by calming piece.  Then upgrade
the beautiful artwork with a finely-crafted selection of
glittering stick-on gems.  We have never seen anything
like this before at Bibliophile and are delighted to offer it.
ONLY £11

94808 BOOK LOVER’S
QUIZ BOOK: Novel
Conundrums
by Gary Wigglesworth
A literary quiz book with a
difference.  Rather than
basic sets of questions, the
book mirrors the format of
Wigglesworth’s live quizzes,
so there are lots of multiple-
choice questions, some
amusing answers, clever
red herrings, little-known
facts about authors, and
some of the much-loved
Say What You See picture
rounds.  There are fixed and
variable rounds including

Blankety Books with one word missing from the title,
always with a theme, Literary Links and lists connecting,
2 of a Kind where the name of the character and the
author share the same initials.  Plus real or made-up
Dickens names, Shakespearian insults and a Book Bingo
where you identify the correct number. There are also
more standard rounds such as First Lines, Working Titles
and Banned Books.  Which of these was published first:
A) Born to Run by Michael Morpurgo, B) What I Talk
About When I Talk About Running by Haruki Murakami
or C) The Loneliness of the Long-Distance Runner by
Alan Sillitoe?  This anagram is an author’s name: I am a
full wrinkle.  278pp with answers and many line illus.
£12.99 NOW £6

94847 CATAN
PUZZLE BOOK
by Richard Wolfrik
Galland
The popular boardgame
Catan is a timeless world
waiting for you to explore,
build and settle - and solve!
The book even if you are
unfamiliar with the game
itself has 100 original
puzzles providing a
narrative adventure that
allows you to discover the
unsettled island of Catan,
win resources and victory

points which lead to success.  The puzzles may be
solved on their own or as part of a narrative that runs
through the book which is fantastically illustrated
throughout with more than 150 in-world artworks.  The
various puzzles affect your budding band of workers and
tradesmen and you will be rewarded with a resource like
lumber, ore, wool, grain or brick or reach an
achievement like roads, settlements, cities and knights.
After landing on these lush shores, guide your fellow
settlers to peace and prosperity.  You will need to keep
your wits about you assigning jobs, managing resources,
and decoding cryptic maps at the start of your perplexing
responsibility.  100 puzzles, 10 themed chapters.  Colour
artworks, 224pp, softback 15.2 x 21cm.
£12.99 NOW £7

94495 BRIEF
HISTORY OF PUZZLES
by William Hartston
Competently charting the
development of riddles,
crosswords and logic
problems from the Sphinx
to Sudoku, mathematician
William Hartston offers
examples to illustrate each
great leap forward in the
history of brainteasing.  By
selecting some of the most
challenging satisfying or
simply humorous of puzzles
throughout the ages,
chapters cover Primeval
Puzzles, Medieval Maths,

Mysteries and Merriment, Parisian Perplexities, Problems
and Posers, The Great Victorian Puzzlers, Weights,
Measures and Speed, Psychological Puzzles and The
Most Baffling Logic of All.  152pp, diagrams.
£10.99 NOW £4
94278 60 YEARS OF UNIVERSITY
CHALLENGE by Steve Tribe and Abigail Kemp
Your starter for ten: I need a single-word name here.
‘The Dry Garden’ and ‘The Damp Garden’ are books by
which pioneering garden designer and writer?  The
winner of ten successive gold medals at the Chelsea
Flower Show for the 1970s, she died in 2018, aged 94.
The work of the Scottish engineer William Roy played a
prominent part in the founding of which government
agency in 1791?  Its two-word name includes a term for
military stores or artillery.  Over 400 pages of trivia,
behind-the-scenes detail, and a raft of questions to test
your knowledge.  Where Are They Now? features
reveal what notable contestants went on to achieve.
Nearly 3,000 questions including complete sets of
questions from iconic episodes, interviews with question
setters, famous contestants and producers.  408pp,
colour photos.
£20 NOW £7.50

HOBBIES
We talked books. We just simply

enumerated books without end, praising or
damning them, and arranged authors in

neat pews.... No pastime is more agreeable
to people who have the book disease, and

none more quickly fleets the hours, and
none is more delightfully futile.

- Arnold Bennett

94608 YELLOW
BEACH TENNIS
WOODEN BAT AND
BALL: Set of 3 Pieces
Vibrant sunny yellow

handles on this wooden pair
of classic beach tennis bats,

accompanied by a bright yellow
bouncy 4cm beach ball, and all in a

white stringy bag.  Light enough to pack into a suitcase,
enjoy hours of sporty fun tap tapping to each other
while paddling in and out of the sea fetching those errant
balls.  Bat measures 18.7cm across and the ball 4cm.
Terrific bargain price.
ONLY £6.99

£25 now £14 page 22

94809 BOOK
OF KNOTS
by Geoffrey
Budworth and
Jason Dalton
120 practical
knots for all
purposes which
will serve you
well in countless
situations
whether
camping,
climbing, sailing,
fishing or fixing
things in the
home, from the
Hangman’s
Noose to the Halter’s Hitch.  Get to grips with knots as
each entry reveals the history and development, uses
and special features and clear illustrated step-by-step
instructions explain how to tie every knot.  Chapters
cover the following construction and tying methods -
Bends, Loops, Hitches, Lashings, Coils, Stoppers and
Whippings.  Some have fabulous names like the
Sheepshank, Alpine Coil, Half-Blood Knot, Lobster-Buoy
Hitch, Butterfly Loop and Spanish Bowline.  Big clear
colour illus. throughout and ratings of strength by ease of
untying, security and strength.  With glossary, 176pp,
17.5 x 14.5cm.
£9.99 NOW £5

93979 ONLY FOOLS & HORSES SPECIAL
EDITION MONOPOLY BOARD GAME
by Winning Moves
Cushty! Set comprises board game, 28 title deed cards,
16 chance cards, 16 community chest cards, one pack of
monopoly money, 32 tower blocks, 12 pubs, two dice
and instructions together with the six silver board game
pieces. Lovely jubbly! Welcome to Trotters Independent
Trading Company! The world’s favourite family board
game brings you from Paris to New York to Peckham in
this exciting edition of Only Fools and Horses Monopoly.
Choose your favourite bespoke token playing piece, tour
your favourite Only Fools’ episodes and become the
best trader in South London.  Move from series to series,
remembering their services as chandelier cleaners, Del
misjudging the bar in Yuppie Love and the boys
attempting to sell bottled water as Peckham Spring
Water - and not forgetting Christmas adventures.  With
bespoke token playing pieces including of course the
three wheeler but not in yellow as all six tokens are
silver.  Number of players: 2+, boxed 67.8 x 40cm.
ONLY £29.99

94431 GO FETCH:
The Classic Game
of Go Fish with
Dogs!
by Megan Lynn
Kott
Go Fish is a super fun
game for ages four to
adult and 2-6 players.

Focus on getting four-of -
a-kind matches so you
can be the first one to lay
down all your cards.
Spread the cards out face
down in the middle of the
table to create the fishing
pond and make sure all of
them stay down so that
no one can peek!  Start
your turn by asking one
player if they have a

specific card.  In a lovely metal tin with Go Fetch
printed on it with a rather special pack of pups - Duchess
the bulldog, Comet the collie, Saltine the black labrador.
Beautiful artwork.
£13.99 NOW £6
93667 PRING’S PHOTOGRAPHER’S
MISCELLANY: Revised and Updated
by Roger Pring
Learn how to safely photograph a solar eclipse and how
to use the contents of your nose to eradicate a scratch on
a negative!  Find out how ravenous soldiers jeopardised
the success of Pigeon-Cam in the First World War.
Discover that the principal of the camera obscura was
known in China as early as the 5th century BCE.  How
did Kodak company get its name?  Who invented the
Minox Spy Camera?  Were there really fax machines in
the mid 19th century?  What would a photographer use a
Mod Podge for?  Packed with tip and tricks. 96pp, illus.
£10 NOW £3.50
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